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Introduction

Stimulated by the debate on mannerism in literature which followed the
appearance of E. R. Curtius's celebrated work European Literature and Latin
Middle Ages (1953), this book attempts to identify elements of mannerism and
classicism in medieval Arabic poetry.

Mannerism in Arabic has usually been linked with the appearance of an
ornate rhetorical style caled badV which became characteristic of poetry and
prose from the fifth century AH/ninth century AD onwards.1 This study,
however, is not so much concerned with the discussion of rhetorical devices as
manifest in selected passages and individual lines of poetry; rather, it seeks to
attain its objective through a structuralist analysis of whole poems. This makes
it necessary to address the much-debated issue of the unity of the individual
poem in Arabic.

The inquiry, therefore, begins with the formulation of a hypothesis on the
structural coherence of a cardinal form of poetic expression - the poly-
thematic, panegyric ode or qasida (see Glossary). In chapters two and three
this hypothesis serves as a basis for structuralist analyses of poems by Buhturl
(d. about 284 AH/897 AD) and Mihyar al-Daylaml (d. 428 AH/1036 AD).
Chapters four and five turn to ascetic poetry. Selected works from the
Zuhdiyydt of Abu l-'Atahiya (d. 213 AH/828 AD) and the Luzumiyyat of
Ma'arri (d. 449 AH/1058 AD) are examined in the light of the same hypothesis.
The texts of all works analysed appear with translations and brief commen-
taries as an appendix to this book. After reviewing the debate on mannerism in
Arabic literature, the final chapter proceeds to describe mannerism and
classicism as contrasting styles in which the individual poem relates in
fundamentally different ways to the literary convention from which it arises
and the subject matter it portrays. The texts analysed in chapters two to five
are then discussed as manifestations of these styles in medieval Arabic poetry.

While this study is thus concerned with the stylistic range of a poetic
tradition, it does not attempt to provide an historical analysis of stylistic
development. What is intended is best clarified by reference to the views S.
Dayf and W. Heinrichs have expressed on the development of style in Arabic
poetry. In his work al-Fann wa-Madhdhibuhu JT al-ShVr al-ArabT, S. Dayf
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2 Introduction

(1969) traces in the history of Arabic poetry three stylistic methods or schools
(madhdhib):

-San'a, & style of simple and straightforward diction which springs from the
creative endeavour (jahdfannT) underlying all art (ibid., pp. 22,41). The term
is closely linked to Dayf's view of poetry as a craft (sind'a) with rules,
constraints and conventions to which the poet must adhere in his effort at
artistic creation.

-TasnT\ defined as the badV school, a style which adds to the basic properties
of the craft a methodical emphasis on rhetorical devices for the sake of
elegance and embellishment (ibid., pp. 9, 176). In the works of some poets,
particularly Abu Tammam, such devices become the means for poetic
expressions of profound insight which mark the crowning achievement of
medieval Arabic poetry (ibid., pp. 241f).

-Tasannu', a stylistic school marked by excessive constraint, affectation and
complexity. It is occasioned by cultural decline and characterized by loss of
creative and expressive power (ibid., pp. 9, 277f).

According to Dayf, Mihyar al-Daylaml's panegyrics and Ma'am's Luzumiy-
ydt represent the school of tasannu' with all its failings. Mihyar's poems are
pallid and repetitive reformulations of 'well-worn thoughts and inherited
ideas' (ibid., p. 362), the style of the Luzumiyydt is 'feeble, almost devoid of
artistic beauty and novelty' (ibid., p. 396), it abounds in instances of repetition,
'deficiency and weakness of construction' (ibid., p. 395). Propelled by his great
philological erudition, Ma'arrI is said to have imposed formal constraints on
his poetry which aim at a display of skill and learning by means of linguistic
complexities and terminological riddles (ibid., p. 402).

While I have used Mihyar's panegyrics and Ma'arrI's Luzumiyydt as
examples of mannerist style, the term 'mannerism' as developed here is quite
distinct from Dayf's concept of tasannu1. San6a, tasnT' and tasannu' denote
stages of an historical development, whereas my textual analyses aim at the
identification of stylistic principles which are not exclusively linked to the
historical periods discussed by Dayf. Moreover, tasannu' is essentially linked
with lack of creative power and cultural decline. Contrary to this, the poems of
Mihyar and Ma'arrI, analysed below, do not appear as the result of inferior or
misguided attempts, but as expressions of a positive and independent artistic
endeavour. According to Adunls, one of the tasks of poetry consists in
'opening paths to that hidden world which lies beyond the world of
appearances' (Adunls, 1971, p. 58). These poems do indeed give expression to
such a 'hidden world'; however, it does not lie in any perceptible reality
language might mirror, but in the texture of literary language itself.

In his article entitled 'Literary theory - the problem of its efficiency' (1973),
W. Heinrichs outlines another view on the stylistic development of Arabic
poetry. He, too, sees its history marked by three 'impulses each of which in turn
fashioned its own kind of poetry'. The first of these is 'the start of the HijazI
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school of love poetry around the year AD 650'. It is characterized in particular
by 'the anecdotic description of actions and reactions of persons interspersed
and enlivened with direct speech' (ibid., pp. 24f). The second impulse 'may be
labelled bad!" and 'may be described as rhetorical embellishment which is
consciously sought after by the poets and thus gradually evolves as a principle
of art' (ibid., p. 25). 'The emergence of "phantastic" poetry' is the effect of the
third impulse, occasioned by 'a shift of the poet's attention from the level of
reality... to the level of imagery'.2

The reason behind the development of both the bad? and the 'phantastic'
style lies in the 'traditionalism of Arabic poetry with regard to its content'
which compelled the poets to give exclusive attention to the form of their
product. In the case of 'phantastic' poetry, this often leads to an 'elaboration
and combination of known badT figures' (ibid., pp. 24f). A function of this
development is mannerism: 'complicated or intricately constructed figures of
speech (and combinations thereof) . . . are the outcome, or rather the
expression, of the increase of mannerism (the term used in a descriptive sense)
in later Abbasid poetry' (ibid., p. 52). In an attempt at demonstrating the
medieval critics' incapacity to describe such complex constructs, Heinrichs
cites two examples: a line by Ma'munI containing a combination of rhetorical
figures, and one by MutanabbI exhibiting an intricate combination of
traditional motifs (ibid., pp. 48, 52).

While Heinrichs thus seeks to develop an historical (diachronic) view of
mannerist style through tracing motifs and rhetorical techniques as elements
of mannerist 'combination', the present study aims at a (synchronic) descrip-
tion of its structural properties as discernible in poems as a whole. The
combinations of different rhetorical figures or motifs, observed by Heinrichs in
individual lines of poetry, then appear as manifestations of a general
'exploration of combinatory potential' observable on every level of the
structure of a poem, or, indeed, in the case of the Luzumiyydt, of an entire diwdn
(see Glossary).

My emphasis on the analysis of whole poems necessitates some preliminary
remarks on the question of unity in medieval Arabic poetry. As stated by
Gelder, 'classical Arabic poems have been described as lacking unity ever since
Western critical standards were applied to them' (1982, p. 14). Certain features
of the Arabic poetic corpus have given rise to this impression, in particular the
relative syntactic independence of the individual line, and the seemingly
arbitrary or enigmatic amalgam of themes in the formal ode (qasida).
Kowalski's theory of 'molecular structure' formulated in 19343 is the most
notable example of such critical views: Arabic poems are seen as an array of
self-contained statements in loose, if not random, succession, strung together
only by rhyme and metre. Views such as these were, for a long time, widely
accepted among scholars.4 Since 1970, however, a marked reappraisal has
taken place. With the help of methods derived from modern literary criticism,
contemporary scholars have begun to show that the constituent units of
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medieval Arabic poems do appear to relate in a meaningful and well-balanced
manner. The independence of the individual line was found less strict than had
been presumed, and the thematic sequence of the qasida was seen to follow
familiar ritualistic patterns.

The structuralist analyses presented here have a close bearing on this topic.
With the help of a method principally derived from the critical works of R.
Jakobson,5 it has, I believe, been possible to show that the texts concerned are
coherent units that do exhibit quite a number of discernible features. These
observations confirm the findings of scholars who have, with different
methodologies, engaged in similar studies of classical Arabic poems. Some of
the most significant points of agreement are the following:
Repetition and variation: A poem's structure may be marked by the repetition,
often in contrasting contexts, of certain linguistic features, whether lexical,
phonological, morphological, syntactic or semantic. That this is also valid for
medieval Arabic poetry has by now been frequently observed, as can be shown
by pointing to comments on, for example, lexical repetitions. The role of such
repetitions in the thematic development of Arabic poems has already been
noted by R. Jacobi in her study of the pre-Islamic qasida (1971, p. 185). In
discussing the Mu'allaqa by Imru' al-Qays, Abu Deeb shows how major
structural developments within the poem can be illustrated through the
contrasting contexts in which certain lexical items recur (1976, pp. 12, 32, 51).
In discussing Abu Tammam's famous ode on the conquest of Amorium,
Badawi mentions the repetitions of the word bid which elucidate the
dichotomies underlying much of the poem's imagery and symbolism (1978, p.
48). Cowell has pointed out in his discussion of a work by Ibn 'Abd Rabbih
how the repetition of one lexical item as initial and final rhyme word 'serves to
frame the poem'; the changing contexts in which the word appears do indeed
illustrate the beginning and end of the poem's thematic development (1974, p.
77). The texts examined in the present study exhibit similar features. Indeed,
the tracing of word repetitions has been used as a veritable 'discovery
procedure' for structural patterns in the discussion of texts I and III, while,
with respect to texts II and V, repetitions of lexical items are there to confirm
the structural features examined.

Elements of repetition of significance to the entire work are often introduced
in the first two lines of a poem. This applies not only to lexical but also to
relevant thematic and conceptual features, as has been shown by K. Abu Deeb
in his studies of the Mu'allaqdt of Labld and Imru' al-Qays (1975, 1976).
Discussing the atldl convention (see Glossary), Abu Deeb remarks on the fact
that 'different poets bestow different attributes on the atldV\ he proceeds to ask
whether these are merely functions of a 'conventional device' imposed by the
'demands of tradition', or whether they relate 'structurally to the other
constituent units of the poem and are imposed by the essential vision of reality
of which it is an expression'. With respect to the poems he analyses, Abu Deeb
conclusively proves the relevance of the latter: 'The properties of the atldl...
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possess a symbolic value no less essential to the . . . statement of the poem than
any other section' (1975, p. 164); indeed, 'the features of the atldl section
permeate the whole poem'; they introduce all the fundamental 'oppositions
and dualities' (1976, p. 12) which inform the development. Similarly, M. M.
Badawi has drawn attention to the fact that some of the fundamental
antitheses which permeate Abu Tammam's ode on Amorium are, on the levels
of concept, imagery and lexicon, introduced in the first two lines; moreover, he
finds that the content of the first two lines is resumed in the two final lines to
bring the poem to a well-rounded conclusion (1978, pp. 47f). Cowell's analysis
of a poem by Ibn 'Abd Rabbih yields similar results: the initial two lines
introduce a thematic parallelism which is investigated and elaborated in the
remainder of the poem (1975, p. 51). D. Latham, in discussing MutanabbT's ode
on the conquest of al-Hadath also shows how the first two lines set the scene
for the entire work (1979, pp. 7ff). Every poem analysed in the present study
was found to exhibit similar features. The initial sections of the poems contain
thematic, lexical, morphological, phonological and syntactic material which is
developed and frequently resumed in the remainder of the work. This is
illustrated with respect to imagery and conceptual themes in the analysis of
poems by Buhturl and Mihyar, with respect to morphology and syntax in the
analyses of poems by Abu l-'Atahiya and Ma'arri.
Sectional parallelism: The development of medieval Arabic poems often
proceeds in groups of verses of roughly similar length which may stand in
parallel or contrasting relationship to each other. This has been carefully
demonstrated by R. Scheindlin who writes on the poetry of al-Mu'tamid b.
'Abbad: 'Just as we find parallelism between members of the single verse, and
parallelism bet wen whole verses, we may also find a loose degree of parallelism
unifying groups of verses' (1974, p. 139). A similar type of parallelism has also
been observed by R. Jacobi in the 'Dayr 'Abdun' poem by Ibn al-Mu'tazz
(1975, pp. 48ff). Abu Tammam's ode on Amorium exhibits similar features: as
shown by Badawi, the initial section clearly contrasts with the conclusion
'whereas Section IV, the encomium of Mu'tasim, contrasts with Section V in
which Theophilus is satirized' (1978, p. 47). Abu Deeb has identified a related
phenomenon when he speaks of oppositions between units of one poem. He
defines the semantic function of such oppositions in the following terms (1975,
p. 167):

The units may be related as open, parallel structures, which are fundamentally
repetitive - not linguistically, but on the level of the relations they consist of. The open
structures, thus, possess the same properties, and the effect is one of intensification
and heightening of the vision of the poem, but, more important, is also one of
'universalization' of the essential experience of the poem.

Parallelism between groups of verses - henceforth called sectional parallelism
- has been observed also in virtually every poem analysed in the present study.
It has been found to be manifest not only as a semantic feature but, as in the
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examples analysed by Scheindlin, can be seen to pervade every aspect of the
grammatical structure of the passages concerned (see also Abu Deeb, 1976,
pp. 38ff). The poems by Abu l-'Atahiya and Ma'am in particular (texts V
and VI) illustrate Abu Deeb's point on the 'intensification and heightening
of vision' which can be achieved through the technique of sectional paral-
lelism.

Some poems have, moreover, been found to exhibit a remarkable degree
of symmetry in their thematic sub-divisions. As Abu Deeb says, the true
significance of this feature can be ascertained only by 'extensive analysis of
the corpus of poetry'. Suffice it to remark that Abu Deeb observed the
divisibility of the Mu'allaqa by Imru' al-Qays into two 'gross constituent
units' of nearly equal length (ibid., p. 4); these in turn consist of four
'constituent units' each, which stand in complex but symmetric interrelation.
A comparable degree of symmetry, i.e. a division into two halves of nearly,
or exactly, equal length, coupled with a contrasting interrelation of discern-
ible subsections, is shown in the analyses of texts II, III, V, and VI (see below
pp. 38, 49f, 85, 132).

The points listed above are certainly no comprehensive survey of structural
features observed by different critics,6 nor do they allow us to reach firm
conclusions on the principles of construction underlying medieval Arabic
poetry. However, the large measure of agreement between the different studies
cited seems to suggest very strongly that such principles do, in fact, exist. In
view of these findings, one might conclude that the molecularist notion of the
Arabic poem is no longer a valid concept. While it is certainly no longer
accepted as originally stated, the case for the unity of the classical poem is not
settled yet. In a penetrating and extensive inquiry, Gelder has shown that,
despite many theoretical considerations on the subjects of unity and cohesion,
medieval Arabic critics devoted their attention principally to the individual
line or passage and did not in any detail address the compositional techniques
involved in the construction of whole poems. His book concludes with
a warning against giving too much attention to the unity or integrity of the
individual poem. Indeed, the 'mode of existence' (Gelder, 1982, p. 195) of the
Arabic poem is characteristically fragmentary; whether in anthologies, works
of criticism, prose, narrative or other works, a poem is normally cited in
selected extracts only; rarely is there evidence of any interest in 'the work as
a whole'. 'Once the poem had served its initial gharad [see Glossary], as
a panegyric, a satire, a request or a threat, it was allowed to disintegrate.
Poet-critics quoting themselves are no exception' (ibid., p. 203).

Gelder's observations show that 'unity' in medieval Arabic poetry has many
facets. Poems may be validly and meaningfully divided up according to many
different criteria, and the unity 'of particular fragments singled out for criticism
or appreciation' (ibid., p. 202) may be no less significant than the unity of
poems as such. However, this does not mean that whole poems must lack
coherence or be devoid of a unified message to which all its parts equally
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contribute; nor can the existence of compositional techniques underlying
larger structures be cast into doubt because medieval criticism has passed
them over in silence. It may be argued that the methods of modern literary
criticism were necessary for the description of such techniques, just as the
ritualistic symbolism of the pre-Islamic ode could not have been verbalized
without the concepts of modern anthropology. This point, addressed in
greater detail in chapter 1, will lead us to a hypothesis of fundamental
importance for the understanding of all poems here discussed, be they
classical or mannerist.





CHAPTER 1

The Islamic panegyric

Much of the medieval Arabic poetic corpus consists of poems written in praise
of rulers and notables of state. Some works of this type have been selected to
provide examples of the literary styles with which this study is concerned.
Before any stylistic analysis, however, it is advisable to consider in general
terms the form and function of the panegyric mode in Arabic.

A remarkable feature of classical Arabic panegyric poems is that they do not
only contain eulogy. The topic of praise usually appears last, preceded by
a varied sequence of traditional themes which do not appear to relate to it
directly. In a much cited passage, the medieval critic, Ibn Qutayba, described
such a typical sequence of themes and attempted to explain its constitution.1

He mentioned dhikr al-diydr (henceforth referred to as at\a\\ nasib, rahil and
madih. The passage is quoted here again, since it gives perhaps the best - and
certainly the most celebrated - introduction to this peculiar and unique poetic
form:

I have heard from a man of learning that the composer of Odes began by mentioning
the deserted dwelling-places (atlal) and the relics and traces of habitation. Then he wept
and complained and addressed the desolate encampment, and begged his companion
to make a halt, in order that he might have occasion to speak to those who had once
lived there and afterwards departed; for the dwellers in tents were different from
townsmen or villagers in respect of coming and going, because they moved from one
water-spring to another, seeking pasture and searching out the places where rain had
fallen. Then to this he linked the erotic prelude (nasib\ and bewailed the violence of his
love and the anguish of separation from his mistress and the extremity of his passion
and desire, so as to win the hearts of his hearers and divert their eyes towards him and
invite their ears to listen to him, since the song of love touches men's souls and takes
hold of their hearts, God having put it in the constitution of His creatures to love
dalliance and the society of women, in such wise that we find very few but are attached
thereto by some tie or have some share therein, whether lawful or unpermitted. Now,
when the poet had assured himself of an attentive hearing, he followed up his advantage
and set forth his claim: thus he went on to complain of fatigue and want of sleep and
travelling by night and of the noonday heat, and how his camel had been reduced to
leanness. And when, after representing all the discomfort and danger of his journey
(rahil), he knew that he had fully justified his hope and expectation of receiving his due
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meed from the person to whom the poem was addressed, he entered upon the panegyric
(madTh), and incited him to reward, and kindled his generosity by exalting him above his
peers and pronouncing the greatest dignity, in comparison with his, to be little.2

As pointed out by Gelder (1982, p. 44), Ibn Qutayba in this passage may have
intended to illustrate the outline of the polythematic ode, the qasida, by giving
a schematic description of one particular version, namely the panegyric. For,
in pre-Islamic times, other forms of the qasida were prominent as well, such as
those termed by R. Jacobi Erinnerungsqaside and Botschaftsqaside (1971, p.
204). His choice is not fortuitous, however, since with the rise of Islamic
statehood, the panegyric becomes the principal version of the formal ode
(Badawi, 1980, p. 7).

In trying to understand this poetic form, one's attention is drawn to the
relationship between the parts outlined by Ibn Qutayba - a relationship that is
far from obvious. Ibn Qutayba tries to explain it historically and psycho-
logically:3 the atldl section is a reflection of the bedouin life-style; the nasib is
designed to arouse the listener's feelings through the mention of love, and the
poet's tiresome journey, the rahil, will hopefully invite the compassionate
concern of the sovereign, thus paving the way for praise and reward. Modern
critical writers on Arabic poetry, however, did not pursue this line of
argument. Rather, they were content to see the qasida as a loosely connected
and purely conventional entity.4 The poet, it was thought, devoted his creative
attention only to individual lines and there was, in the words of Heinrichs,
'keine bewusste Gestaltung des Gedichtganzen' (1969, p. 31).

In recent years, however, significant critical works have appeared which
agree on portraying the pre-Islamic qasida as 'a coherent complex of
conventional acts that, in their relationships, embody the model of an order in
the world' (Hamori, 1974, p. 22, n. 25). While I am concerned with the
panegyric qasida in Islamic times, these studies are relevant to the argument,
for the Islamic qasida is very much a descendant of its pre-Islamic ancestor.
The close relationship between the two has been aptly summarized by Badawi,
who terms the former 'secondary' and the latter 'primary' qasida (1980, p. 3).

In his book, The Art of Medieval Arabic Literature, Hamori describes the
pre-Islamic ode as a ritualistic expression of the view of life of the ancient
Arabs. His view centres on the 'heroic model', the paradigm of pre-Islamic
moral values. The heroic model is of an equilibrium 'produced by the will to be
caught up in all encounters, joyful and lethal alike' (1974, p. 12). Two
contrasting principles characterize it, kenosis ('emptying') and plerosis ('fill-
ing'). Kenosis represents the 'voluntary relinquishment' of extreme generosity,
of the abandonment of all property for transitory pleasures; it denotes the act
of severing the relationship with the beloved on leaving the campsite and,
finally, the valour and recklessness with which the hero faces death in perilous
desert journeys and in battle. Plerosis, the opposite principle, represents the
boundless and sensuous enjoyment of the fruits of life whenever they present
themselves: love-making, drinking and reaping the spoils of war. But, in his
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every attempt at exorbitance and extremity, the hero ultimately - and
voluntarily - approaches death as the final boundary. 'Facing death head-on
[is] the first task of the qasida' (ibid., p. 8).

Hamori sees the whole of the poetic form in terms of the dualism of plerosis
and kenosis and suggests that it influenced the parallelistic composition of the
ancient poetry. His interpretation leads him to a new and significant view of
the connection between nasib and rahil (ibid., p. 19):

Lady and camel - icons of the nasib and of the camel-section - play significant roles, the
contrasts between them pointing up the two principles of organization in the qasida.
First, they illustrate metaphorical re-enactment: the lady is an emblem of involuntary
movement towards emptiness through time, the camel of voluntary movement
towards emptiness through space. Second, they illustrate the attaining of an
equilibrium by the use of contrasting pairs: the lady stands for a life of ease, the camel
for stress and exertion; the one is deliciously plump, the other hard and gaunt. Plerosis
and kenosis.

Hamori then draws a number of important conclusions. He sees the 'extreme
conventionality, repetitiousness, and thematic limitation' (ibid., p. 21) of the
qasida as occasioned by the ritual function of this form of poetry: 'these poems,
rather than myths or religious rituals, served as the vehicle for the conception
that sorted out the emotionally incoherent facts of life and death' (ibid., p. 22).
Hamori also makes some significant comments on the panegyric section of the
poem: 'donor and recipient engage in a ritualistic performance, acting out
a segment of the total organization of experience according to the heroic
model' (ibid., pp. 23-4). The author concludes: 'in a morally capricious
universe, the heroic model allowed a view of the totality of experience as
balanced and coherent' (ibid., p. 29).

Abu Deeb subjected the Mu'allaqdt of Labfd and Imru' al-Qays to
a detailed structural analysis with a method derived from Levi-Strauss's
analysis of myth (1975,1976). Of particular interest are Abu Deeb's findings on
the work of Labld which, in its sequence atlal-nasTb-rahil-tribal fakhr (see
Glossary), is more evidently akin to the panegyric than the work of Imru'
al-Qays; moreover it provides, according to Abu Deeb, 'a vision of reality
central to pre-Islamic poetry as a whole' (1975, p. 150). In the course of his
study, he establishes beyond doubt the internal coherence of the work in
question and concludes emphatically: 'The poem must be examined as a total,
meaningful structure... embodying an individual way of viewing reality' (ibid.,
p. 180).

The author's argument culminates with his discussion of the 'open structure'
of the poem (ibid., p. 181). The qasida does not move from one moment of time
to another. All time is present-time because it is a multi-layered re-enactment
of one fundamental structure in terms of symbolic experiences and descrip-
tions. The different layers of the poem are marked by its 'formative units', i.e.
the subsections of the atldl, the wild ass, the wild cow, etc. A number of these
possess parallel structures 'or rather, manifestations of what is fundamentally
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the same structure of experience in the whole poem' (ibid.). This consists of
a movement of deliverance from hardship by means of an arduous journey. In
the case of the poet, the negative relationship he has with his beloved Nawar is
overcome in the harmonious relationship between himself and his tribe at the
end of the poem; in between lies the journey, the rahil. This interpretation thus
explains the significance of the poem's thematic sequence. Ultimately the
structure contains an assertion of life in the face of death. However, 'in none of
these units does the movement end with a total resolution of the tensions'
(ibid.) with which it starts. Just as the encampment is a place of both desolation
and renewed fertility, so man is never freed entirely from the hidden dangers
threatening his existence: even within the tribe, symbol of stability and moral
uprightness, there are Warn ('mean people').

So there is no absolute beginning and no absolute end to the movement; this
is reflected in the timelessness of the open structure of the poem (ibid., p. 177):

Labld's vision of reality . . . is a vision of the world as a universe of contradictions and
paradoxes. Almost every object, every living entity, is of a double nature, in which the
seeds of death and the seeds of life grow together and exist simultaneously. They are
entwined and interlocked in an eternal struggle. Man's existence is one of constant
tension, an existence on the edge of a sword: life and death glitter on either side of the
blade. But man does not submit to death, nor does he immerse himself in a total
celebration of life. In the midst of one, he is intensely aware of the presence of the other.
Death is not at the other end of a journey which man goes through celebrating life, until
the moment of the death of vitality comes: man moves in the context of death at all
moments of his existence.

Here, the author's interpretation of the view of life expressed by Labld's ode
recalls Hamori's heroic model. Both stress the immanence of death as essential
to the vision of the pre-Islamic qasida.

Finally, the comparison between the qasida and myth in Abu Deeb's essay
allows for conclusions which agree with Hamori's idea on the qasida as ritual.
About the repetitive nature of the poetic form, Abu Deeb says, in the words of
Levi-Strauss: 'the function is to render the structure of myth [or of the qasida~\
apparent' (ibid., p. 181). Hamori, in the same context, speaks about the qasida's
ritual affirmation of a mode of life through the repetitive 'replay of prototypal
events' (1974, p. 22). The difference Abu Deeb traces when stating that the
qasida, as opposed to myth, possesses 'an external formal unity', can be seen as
an expression of its ritualistic character.

Similar views on the ritualistic function of the pre-Islamic qasida have since
been expressed by other scholars. Badawi calls it 'a ritual more akin to Greek
tragedy, a re-enactment in recital of the common values of the tribe, with
similar cathartic effects' (1980, p. 7). Even the thematic sequence of the qasida
has been explained by reference to ritualistic patterns. Thus, Stetkevych finds
in the rite of passage 'as formulated by modern anthropology . . . a paradig-
matic or metaphorical model for the thematic and poetic structure of the
pre-Islamic qasida". She points to an obvious 'analogy between the pre-Islamic
qasida's abandoned encampment/departure of the women of the tribe,
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rahil/desert journey, /a/e/ir/praise of the tribe, and van Gennep's separation,
liminality and aggregation' (Stetkevych, 1983, pp. 98, 107). In introducing
these concepts, she undertakes a review of critical writings on the Mu'allaqdt,
and proposes a number of reinterpretations concerning the Mu'allaqa of Imru'
al-Qays in particular.

The phases of the rite of passage as described also by Eliade in his Rites and
Symbols of Initiation do indeed appear to underlie the structure of panegyric
poems which follow the model outlined by Ibn Qutayba. According to Eliade,
the first phase of such rites is often marked by a symbolic retrogression to
chaos and the ritual subject's separation from his mother (1975, pp. 4ff). This
might be seen to correspond to the desolate ruins of the atldl and the poet's
separation from his beloved in the nasib.

The rahil, which Stetkevych identifies as the 'liminaP state, may also signify
the initiatory ordeal as such. Eliade observes that a common initiatory pattern
consists in 'individual withdrawal into the wilderness and the quest for
a protecting spirit' (ibid., p. 130). If, when weeping over the encampment the
poet becomes a child once more, forsaking the virtue oisabr (see Glossary), the
determined move with which he leaves the site is a re-enactment of his
becoming a hero, a man in the full sense. As he is being put to test in the
hardships of his journey, the spiritual values of the heroic model are
experienced and reaffirmed. Reintegration into society is marked by the
panegyric: the 'protecting spirit' has been found in the figure of the sovereign.
The latter represents both society as a whole, as well as the societal values the
poet himself has acquired as the fruit of his transition.

That initiatory symbolism could thus be at the root of a literary form does
not appear unusual. Eliade remarks that (ibid., p. 126):

The majority of initiatory patterns when they had lost their ritual meaning ...
became... literary motifs. This is as much as to say that they now deliver their message
on a different plane of human existence, addressing themselves directly to the
imagination.

The Arabic madih and Islamic Kingship
Probably the most significant change to have taken place in the Arabic-
speaking world between 600 and 800 AD was that from a nomadic tribal
society to an intertribal, indeed 'international' society, based in cities and
guided by the precepts of Islam. At the centre of the Islamic state stood the
Caliph, who received his power by divine sanction. It was his duty to provide
religious and worldly guidance, to protect and nourish his subjects, and to
defend and extend the realm of religion.

The author of the Kitdb al-Tdj, a manual of conduct for rulers dating from
the ninth century, defines the relationship between the sovereign and his
subjects as follows:5

sctadatu l-rctiyyatifitcfati l-muluki wa-scfadatu l-mulukifitd'ati l-mdliki wa-minha anna
l-muluka humu l-ussu wal-ra'iyyatu humu l-bind'u wa-md Id ussa lahu mahdumun
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The happiness of the subjects lies in obedience to Kings and the happiness of Kings in
obedience to the Lord. It follows that Kings are the foundation and [their] subjects the
building. Whatever has no foundation is doomed to destruction.
This vision of the role of Kingship is not peculiar to medieval Islam alone. It
was shared to varying degrees by all the kingdoms of the ancient Near East,
and the Caliphate has been seen, even in its own time, as the continuation of
the Sassanian monarchy.

In accordance with this change, the Arabic qasida was to extol the virtues of
the new social order. From being the ritualistic medium of muruwwa,
pre-Islamic virtus, it became the hieratic expression of the relationship
between ruler and ruled in the Islamic kingdom. The form of panegyric poetry
and the picture of Kingship it portrays suggests that this was its function.

There are a number of symbols, concepts and formulae which one may call
the 'archetypal epithets of Kingship' since they reappear, in different guises, in
many civilizations with a monarchic structure. The particular character such
epithets assume in a certain society throws a telling light on the nature of the
society as a whole and its view of worldly and divine authority.6 Panegyric
poetry is the medium in which these archetypal epithets are found in early
Islamic civilization. I shall mention a few of them and show how they can be
seen to define the role of political authority in Islam. Discussing the form of the
panegyric in general may then make it possible to locate their position in this
structure.

In most ancient civilizations, the King was conceived as the mediator
between the supernatural and the natural world. The order which he upheld
was ultimately identical with the order of the cosmos. Any act of injustice on
the part of the King, any transgression of the taboos shaping his power, any
negligence had disastrous consequences, not only for the stability of the state,
but for the prosperity of life as a whole. Diseases and natural catastrophes
afflicted a society whose King had ceased to be its spiritual centre. In
Sophocles's tragedy, the sacrilege committed by Oedipus, when unknowingly
killing his father and marrying his mother, renders him incapable of upholding
the order of his realm. His guilt has severed the link between him and the gods,
and disaster strikes Thebes:

Sorrows beyond all telling -
Sickness rife in our ranks, outstripping
Invention of remedy - blight
On barren earth,
And barren agonies of birth -
Life after life from the wild-fire winging
Swiftly into the night.

Beyond all telling, the city
Reeks with the death in her streets, death-bringing.

(Sophocles, 1974, p. 30)
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Similarly, the ailing King Amphortas in the saga of the Holy Grail is not the
only one to suffer: the whole realm is turned into a wasteland, life will not
renew itself. The Holy Grail, symbol of the spiritual centre, is the only
salvation - through it Kingship can re-establish the cosmic balance.

In contrast, the rise to power of a just King not only brings happiness to his
subjects. The whole of organic life blossoms in renewed prosperity and the
gods are pleased. An ancient Egyptian song celebrates the accession of one of
the Pharaohs, Merenptha, in such terms (Frankfort, 1948, p. 58):

Rejoice, thou entire land, the goodly time has come.
A lord is appointed in all countries ...
The water standeth and faileth not,
The Nile carrieth a high flood.
The days are long, the nights have hours,
The months come aright.
The gods are content and happy of heart, and
Life is spent in laughter and wonder.

Similar images appear in the Islamic panegyric. In their contrast to the more
ancient examples just quoted, they elucidate the difference between mono-
theist and polytheist religion, between ethical and mythical thinking.

In the mythical view, the righteousness of the King as the spiritual centre
affects the balance of the whole universe: he is the reason for the prosperity of
the land and the orderly succession of the seasons. That is why 'the months
come aright' on the accession of Merenptha. In the Islamic view, man is guided
by moral principles which are not derived from the order of nature. The life of
nature is of an inferior order because it does not possess morality. That means
also that it is not affected by the righteousness or injustice of man. Only God
has power over it. Natural prosperity is thus not caused by the King, it is
merely a reflection of his spiritual qualities as a divine instrument.

So in the imagery of the qasida, the prosperity of the land is only a sign of the
prosperity of society under a just King. Moral and natural qualities mirror one
another but the former are preponderant. One of many examples is the poem
Farazdaq wrote on the accession of the Caliph Sulayman b. 'Abd al-Malik.
The tyrannical methods with which Hajjaj subjected Iraq7 have rendered the
land 'infertile'. The population has come close to extinction under oppression
and injustice. It is like dead fields that have been deprived of water. Three
emphatic lines then express the resurrection brought by the new Caliph:8

kunna ka-zar'in mdta kdna lahii
sdqin lahii hadabun mina l-nahri

'adaluhu 'anhu fi mughawwilatin
Ul-mcCi bdda jindnihi 1-khudrT

ahyaytahu bi-ubdbi munthalimin
wa-'aldhu minka mugharriqu l-dabrT
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ahyayta anfusand wa-qad balaghat
minnd l-fand'a wa-nahnu fi dubri

ahyayta anfusand wa-qad halikat
wa-jabarta minnd wdhiya 1-kasrT

Like a dead land we were that once had a water bearer
Who drew from the river's abundant swell.
They diverted it away from him into a waterless waste
After its gardens had been full of green.
You revived it [the land] with a surge [as though] from a broken dam
And through you came a tide which drowned its very hillocks.
You revived our souls which had come
To ruin as we had reached the end;
You revived our souls which had perished
And you restored our shattered limbs.

The irrigation of the wasteland is here a metaphor for the revival of human
welfare under Sulayman.

Abu Tammam has connected the themes of fertility and royal justice most
explicitly in a poem composed for the Caliph Mu'tasim (1951, vol. II, pp.
191-7). The first twenty lines contain a moving description of the beauties of
Spring. The land is covered with plants and multi-coloured flowers after the
winter rains have passed. The blossoms 'almost make the hearts of men bloom'
(ibid., line 14). Abu Tammam continues (ibid., lines 22-4):

khuluqun at alia mina 1-rabVi kdannahu
khuluqu l-Imdmi wa-hadyuhu l-mutayassiru

fi l-ardi min 'adli l-Imdmi wa-judihT
wa-mina l-nabdti l-ghaddi surjun tazharu

tunsa l-riyddu wa-md yurawwidu fi'luhu
abadan 'aid marri Ulaydli yudhkaru

Spring rained [upon us] with a temper
like the Imam's and his auspicious guidance.
The Imam's generosity and justice and the succulent plants
fill the earth with shining lights.
The gardens shall be forgotten but what his deeds have forged
will, throughout the eons, be remembered.

The essential qualities (khuluq) of Spring are like those of the Caliph. Yet they
are not the same. The justice and righteousness of the ruler are of a higher
order because they are moral qualities; their glory will outlast the deeds of
Spring. The beauty of the natural world is but a mirror of the purity of religious
virtue. Nevertheless, the poem is not a description of Spring with a madTh
attached to it in loose juxtaposition. The two parts are most intimately
connected. The progress from the sensual to the spiritual is an intrinsic
reflection of medieval thinking. It forms part of the panegyric structure in
general.
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For the ancients, living in conformity with the rhythm of divine life meant
living in harmony with nature - since the gods were immanent in nature. In the
Islamic view, the divine principle is of a different order altogether. The natural
world is but the result of the majesty of God who created it. God supplies the
principles of guidance to which the Caliph, as the representative of divine
power, must adhere. Thus, all the benefits brought to society by a just ruler are
ultimately nothing but the gifts of God. Buhturl has portrayed this relation-
ship between sovereign and God most succinctly in the concluding couplet of
one of his panegyrics to Mutawakkil. Possessing the world, the Caliph is an
ocean of sustenance for the needy. This he can only be, because God granted
him the world 'by a right of which He saw him worthy':9

39. ma zilta bahran IWdfind fa-kayfa wa-qad
qdbaltand wa-laka l-dunyd bi-mdfihd

40. a'tdkahd lldhu 'an haqqin ra'dka lahu
ahlan wa-anta bi-haqqi lldhi tu'tihd

You are forever a sea of sustenance for the needy among us;
how can this be since you face us owning the world and all it holds?
God granted it to you by a right of which he saw you worthy;
and you by the right of God grant it to us.

A line of Abu Tammam expresses a similar idea:10

ramd bika lldhu burjayha fa-haddamahd
wa-law ramd bika ghayru lldhi lam tusibT

God smote through you [the Caliph] the twin towers of her [the city of
Amorium]

and had other than God smitten through you, you would not have hit the
mark.

The fertilization of the wasteland is a prototypal image of the royal panegyric.
Yet in the Islamic context, the Caliph does not revitalize nature by acting in
accordance with its divine rhythm. He is the servant of the monotheistic God
who supplies His laws by the written word. Nature is but an inferior reflection
of His majesty.

Among the archetypal symbols, formulae, and concepts of Kingship, there
are many others that appear in the Islamic panegyrics. They seem to follow the
same pattern: what is an expression of sacred truth in mythic times becomes
a literary motif. The association of sovereignty and light is taken up in the
Arabic tradition. Hardly a panegyric is devoid of a reference to it in one of
many different forms. In this sense, the Abbasid Caliph ranks with Pharaoh
and Le Roi Soleil:11

idhd ghibta 'an ardin wa-yammamta ghayrahd
fa-qad ghdba 'anhd shamsuhd wa-hildluhd

Were you to leave [this] earth and move to another,
it would be without its sun and its moon.
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Even a pagan rite like the hieros gamos, the sacred marriage of the monarch,
finds a distant echo in the Arabic poem. The relation of the sovereign to his
office, al-khildfa or al-wizdra, is frequently described as a male-female
relationship. Some poems portray the two as linked to one another by
marriage. The significance of this will appear more clearly below.

The panegyric tradition also furnishes ample illustration of the double
nature of Kingship which G. Dumezil has investigated for the Indo-European
context in his work Mitra Varuna.12 In Abu Tammam's Spring panegyric,
Mu'tasim is described as 'Mitra', the peaceful and benevolent ruler. Other
poems by the same author praise his qualities as 'Varuna', who embodies the
martial aspect of Kingship.

An exuberant poem on the defeat of Babak and his sect starts as follows
(Abu Tammam, 1951, vol. Ill, p. 132):

2. ghadiba 1-khalTfatu lil-khildfati ghadbatan
rakhusat lahd l-muhjdtu wa-hiya ghawalT

For the sake of the Caliphate the Caliph flew into a rage
to which life-blood is worth but little, while it is held dear.

The anger of the King is dreadful to his enemies. One is reminded of Abu
Tammam's famous fire description in the poem on the conquest of Amorium
(ibid., vol. I, p. 40). The Caliph kindles a fire in the city which devours both
wood and stone. Its flames light up the dark as though the sun has risen at
night, while the smoke produced by the fire obscures the sun during the
daytime as though it is about to set. As Mitra, the Caliph is like the life-giving
freshness of Spring. As Varuna, he inverts the very course of nature in his
destruction: day is turned into night and night into day.

Buhturl has poignantly summarized this double nature of sovereignty in
a passage which earned the praise of later critics:13 the Wazir ('minister'),
al-Fath b. Khaqan, is described as one:

tanaqqala fi khuluqay su'dadin
samdhan murajjan wa-ba'san mahibd

Who moves in the two traits of lordship: magnanimity
to be hoped for and power to be feared.

In this context it is not necessary to pursue any further the many associations
between the Islamic panegyric and other sources. However, an in-depth study
of the meaning which these omnipresent symbols and concepts of Kingship
convey in medieval Islam may well provide an added insight into the way
political authority was viewed. It would probably confirm that Arabic
panegyric poetry was not a stagnant medium fettered by convention, but one
well-suited to its task as a prime repository of political ideals. The fact that
a great many of the relevant motifs of the Arabic tradition had earlier appeared
in pre-Islamic odes does not mean that their persistence in Abbasid times is
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purely conventional. The changing cultural situation has given them a new
meaning which is reflected not in a change of motifs, but of style.14

The relationship between atlal nasib and madih: a structural model

In order to gain a more precise picture of the Islamic qasida and inquire
whether the form still possesses a ritualistic function as in pre-Islamic times, its
overall structure must be taken into account. It is here that atlal and nasib are
of particular importance. If the poem's structure is to be meaningful, then all its
parts must contribute equally to that meaning. By drawing up a structural
model of the panegyric poem, it can, I believe, be shown that this is the case. In
the course of this attempt, not many examples are cited since the model
proposed will be tested in the following chapters. Variations of the same
fundamental structure are contained in virtually every work to be discussed.
All the motifs mentioned are typical of the panegyric poem, but they do not
always occur. Some others, no less common, have been omitted. Nevertheless,
I hope that my selection is sufficient to allow one to penetrate to the
fundamental relationships which give the poem its coherence.

By no means all panegyrics were written in praise of the head of state, the
Caliph. The great majority were dedicated to notables or to heads of virtually
independent dynasties. This, however, has only a limited effect on the content,
and the identity of the different addressees does not affect the basic structure.
They were all, in one way or another, representative of the authority of state,
persons in power, chiefs of men.

The relation between atlal and nasib on the one hand and madih on the other
is essentially antithetical. A very large number of binary oppositions relate and
contrast the two parts. Some are oppositions of concepts and motifs, others of
imagery and in some poems there are oppositions of phonetic and grammati-
cal structure.

The atlal and the nasib portray a situation which is altogether negative to
the poet, the main protagonist. His beloved has left him, she did not keep her
promises, and all he can do is bemoan a past love. They are both victims of the
vicissitudes of Fate which rule life and against which they are powerless. The
ruins of the campsite and the greenery which has returned to it, remind him of
the relentless passage of time. He is an old man: his hair has turned white, his
powers have weakened.

The madih is the antithesis. Here, the individual is protected from all evil by
the sovereign. In contrast to the beloved, the latter keeps his promises and
gives nourishment to the needy. In his bounty, he rejuvenates his subjects and
dispels all danger. His acts are at one with divine ordinance; his dynasty is
rooted in a sacred past and faces a glorious future.

This simple juxtaposition of some common features of atlal)'nasib and madih
suggests a structure which moves per aspera ad astra, from affliction to
redemption. The relationship between the two consists in a sheer juxtaposition
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of opposites, a structural feature of the parallelistic style of Arabic poetry. The
polarities between them are best illustrated by isolating and evaluating the
contrasting qualities of their protagonists or their main thematic entities.
There are three pairs: the figure of the beloved and that of the ruler; the power
of Fate and the power of the ruler; the atldl and the state.

The beloved and the ruler

The following are the most obvious points of contrast between the two:
Beloved Ruler
Physical attributes Moral attributes
Physical beauty Moral beauty
Breaks her promises Keeps his promises
The hopes she raises are unfulfilled He fulfils every hope
Causes unhappiness Brings happiness
Creates emaciation Gives nourishment
Imaginary closeness (khaydl) Genuine closeness
She is virtuous but virtue prevents He is virtuous; his virtue makes him

her fulfilling her lover's demands fulfil the wishes of his subjects
Separation between her and her lover Unification; he integrates society and

his subjects are close to him
Sterility Fertility
Past Present and future
We must guard against the mistake of seeing in the nasib an account of the
poet's personal experience. The beloved is not a specific individual who at one
stage enters the poet's life and now haunts his memory. The stereotype
repetition of the same form by many different poets renders such an idea
unreasonable. The contrasting relationships illustrated above suggest that she
rather symbolizes a particular segment of human experience. She may
represent the isolated attempt of the individual to find salvation away from
society: namely in a passionate attachment for the sake of which all else is
sacrificed. In the ideology of the qasida, such an attempt is doomed to failure
because of its antisocial nature. Fulfilment in life can only be found by
integration into the community, be it the tribe or the state, and by acceptance
of its demands and laws.

The fact that, traditionally, the beloved is a member of a tribe other than the
poet's, symbolizes the antisocial nature of passion. It attempts to cross tribal
or societal boundaries and threatens to upset the established order. Passionate
obsession is anarchical by nature. It seeks obstacles in order to defy them and
thereby experience its own vehemence more intensely. In the last resort,
Tamour-passion'15 cannot and will not seek fulfilment in this life. Marriage
and procreation are not of its aims. Accordingly, the beloved of the nasib is not
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the poet's wife but remains a distant figure. Her particular identity is of no
consequence. 'L'amour-passion' is not a link between two individuals, it is
a principle which dictates a way of life.

The true nature of passion emerges in the story oVUdhn love (see Glossary),
as it does in the saga of Tristan and Isolde in the Western context. As they
break the order of society, the lovers willingly exclude themselves from it. In
return, they are unilaterally rejected; Jamil is outlawed (Hamori, 1974, pp.
40-1), Tristan condemned by the King. Their love is a terrible, destructive
power which finds its fulfilment only in death: 'Aimer, au sens de la passion,
c'est le contraire de vivre' (de Rougement, n.d., p. 240).

It might have been irrelevant to mention this aspect of passion in
a discussion of the panegyric poem had the topoi of the nasib not given rise to
the poetry which celebrates 'UdhrT love. The rejection of society and its
ordered continuity, which is engendered by passion, is reflected in the poetic
form by the absence of that part of the qasida which celebrates the societal
values and virtues.16 For that is the function of the madTh in the panegyric
poem. As has just been shown, the figure of the ruler exhibits qualities which
contrast with those of the beloved in every respect. Her beauty is countered by
his moral stature, her breach of faith by his faithfulness. She disappoints the
hopes of her lover while he fulfils the hopes of all his subjects. In her, even
virtue is a cause of suffering as she denies herself to her lover. His virtue is
unfailingly a cause of happiness and prosperity. The passion for her leads to
the lover's isolation, while adherence to the King's rule is rewarded with
integration into society. She denies every wish, he grants every wish.
Association with her is all severance, isolation and suffering - the King
bestows union, prosperity and renewal. The memory of her evokes the painful
sensation of the passing of time, of the inevitable disappearance of youth and
the approach of old age and death. The King offers happiness and future
continuity under divine guidance, his moral virtues are a cause of renewal and
rejuvenation. In the ruler, all the failings of the beloved are countered by
virtues, all her virtues sublimated by higher virtues. In turning to him, the
individual leaves behind a sorrowful and potentially destructive passion in
favour of integration into a justly ruled society.

The type of contrast between the two figures suggests that the nasib need not
be seen in the light of its extreme conclusion, 'UdhrT love. It may also be
considered as expressing the sorrow man inevitably has to suffer under the
burden of existence; life passing away with rapidity, leaving the memory to
bemoan unfulfilled desires and vanished happiness. Royal justice gives solace
as it enables life to continue in prosperity. New hopes are raised and man is
drawn into the comfort of a society protected by the King. Whether the nasib
contains the antisocial leanings of a latent passion or whether it evokes life in
its instances of misery, it is an integral part of the panegyric structure. In both
cases, the ruler is the positive antithesis to the unhappiness created by the
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beloved. Through him and his virtues the values of society emerge triumph-
ant.

Lastly, an apostrophe is meant to emphasize one particular pair of
oppositions between the two figures. This is the contrast between the physical
attributes of the one and the moral attributes of the other, a contrast which
recalls the development of Abu Tammam's Spring poem discussed above.
Physical beauty enslaves the mind without offering satisfaction or happiness.
Virtue gives solace and help to fellow men. Beauty decays, virtue is
everlasting.

In the nasib of a panegyric to Fath b. Khaqan, chief Wazir of Mutawakkil,
Buhturl says to his beloved (1963, p. 2243):

2. Wa-anta l-husnu law kd-
na ward'a l-husni ihsdnu

You are beauty; would there
but be beneficence behind (that) beauty.

At the end of the poem, he turns to the Wazir:

19. laka l-na'md'u wal-tawlu
wa-ifddlun wa-ihsdnii

You possess grace, bounty,
kindness and beneficence.

The next and last line presents the other great protagonist of nasib and atldl:

20. wa-akhldquka ansdrun
'aid l-dahri wa-a'wdnu

And your moral traits are helpers
and allies against Fate.

The power of Fate and the power of the ruler

The following are the main oppositional pairs between the two:

Power of Fate11 Power of ruler

TOPOI
Rules the world arbitrarily; human Rules the world in conjunction with

beings are powerless God; his subjects are protected
and nourished

Creates life (plant and animal life Brings forth life within his realm;
on the atldl) and brings death brings death to his enemies
indiscriminately

Construction and destruction cancel Construction and destruction are
each other out used to the furtherance of justice

Not guided by any spiritual principle Guided by morality: God and virtue

CONCEPTS
Time Eternity
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Senselessness Meaning
Uncertainty Certainty
Chaos Order
Rules over the amoral realm Rules over the moral realm

The polarities in this list resemble the type of antitheses which link the lady and
the sovereign. Again, negative qualities in the one counter positive qualities in
the other.

Fate is the ruler over the world of the atldl and the nasib. It is the mover of
the endless cyclical succession of life, death, and renewal of life. The ancient
campsite is deserted and ruined while animal and plant life continue. Fate
brings the poet and his beloved together and separates them again, scattering
them in distant lands. Its rule is blind, indiscriminate, and men are but the
helpless victims. The continuity it establishes is neutral and meaningless:
in time, life and death, construction and destruction, cancel each other.
Between the two, man is ground to dust, his hopes thwarted, his beliefs
questioned.

The opposing set of relations, the qualities contained in the sovereign's
power, once more emphasize the preponderance of spirituality over matter.
The ruler exerts his power not indiscriminately, but in accordance with divine
decree and highest virtue. So his rule, unlike that of Fate, is ordered and
meaningful. His power is such that it may equal, or even overrule, the power of
Fate. To achieve this, he possesses Fate's most essential weapon: the capacity
to bring forth and to destroy life. The analysis of one of Buhturi's panegyrics
will show how the sovereign puts to use these powers: not indiscriminately, like
Fate, but for the benefit of the society he leads. With the life-giving powers he
nourishes his subjects, with the death-bringing powers he turns against the
enemy( see below pp. 30f). His rule is guided by the principle of morality
while the rule of Fate knows no principle. The realm under the power of the
sovereign is the 'moral realm'; the dominion of Fate, the world of atldl and
nasib, the 'amoral realm'.

Divine guidance and virtue enable the sovereign to wield the weapons of
Fate and make them his own. The nature of these virtues reveals their origin in
the pre-Islamic qasida. They were part of what formed muruwwa, the ethic base
of the heroic model. The martial virtues enable the sovereign to defeat the
enemies of state, and he caters for the needs of his subjects by virtue of his
boundless generosity. Sabr, the equanimity with which the hero bore the
vicissitudes of Fate, is now the quality that makes the ruler bear the weight of
his office.

However, the relationship between Fate and the sovereign has what Hamori
calls 'an elegiac counterpoint'. Unlike Pharaoh, the Islamic monarch can
make no claim to divinity. Even though he assumes its powers, he can never
ultimately defeat Fate. Like the pre-Islamic hero, he is enmeshed in constant
warfare - unceasingly he is forced to reaffirm the divine order in the face of
erupting chaos. In this constant struggle, the panegyric qasida has its place. In
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it, Fate is every time defeated anew, the sovereignty of the monarch reasserted,
his ultimate victory made tangible.

The atlal and the state

Atldl State
TOPOI
Ruins The 'House of Glory' (the palace)
Rain has fallen on them or rain is The sovereign bestows the 'rain' of

being wished on them by the poet generosity
Tears of the poet Dew, rain or sea of the sovereign's

generosity
CONCEPTS
Temporality of matter Eternity of virtue
Decay Becoming
Not all poems which start with a nasib contain a section on the atldl as well.
But its presence or absence has no great effect on the structure of the qasida: the
nasib alone is sufficient as an antithesis to the madih. Where it occurs, the
famous motif of the campsite aligns itself with the basic movement of the
structure. The poet's ancient dwelling-place falls victim to Fate which ruins it
and scatters its inhabitants. The antithesis is the present and future dwelling-
place; namely, the state of which he is a member and in which he is nourished
and protected from all threats by the sovereign. He greets the ruins and wishes
the blessing of rain upon them, thus treasuring the memory of the past and
wishing it to come to life once more. But clouds and rain are under the
unpredictable command of Fate, and offer no consolation. The new life they
create only reminds the poet of his age and death.

The ruler, on the other hand, is an abundant source of the 'rain' of generosity
which he bestows on his subjects. This generosity does not only take the form
of gifts. It is foremost the capacity of preserving the moral continuity of human
life by upholding the order of the state. Under his care, it will not vanish, Fate
will not ruin it. The survival of the state depends not so much on the mere
survival of its institutions. Its essence is the moral virtues upon which it is built,
and survival depends on their unconditional preservation. They are the only
weapon with which to confront chaos and ultimate death. In return, the
sovereign reaps majd, 'glory' and 'fame', which outlast the ages.18

Thus the true antithesis to the atldl is not so much the state as an institution.
Its true counterpart is the body of spiritual values which create the order of the
state and are the preconditions of its survival. The ruins of the campsite are
sublimated by the everlasting 'House of Glory', bayt al-majd, the fruit of virtue
whose 'builder' is the sovereign.

In some poems, a palace description or a description of some other great
creation of the sovereign (a garden or lake) functions as antithesis to the ruins
of the atldl. These monuments are symbols of trie ruler's glory.19
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The reproachers

The reproachers, the 'awddhil, are figures in the iconography of the qasida
which arose in early Umayyad poetry.20 In the nasib they scold the poet for the
excess of his grief or for his passionate attachment to his beloved. The madih
also makes reference to them. The motif aligns itself with the structural model
if one assumes them to be representative of certain negative aspects of society.
They pose as guardians of virtue when blaming the poet for forsaking
equanimity, sabr, and letting himself be ruled by passion, but do not always
mean well. They have nothing to offer in return for their demands and
sometimes their 'virtue' is no more than a mask of envy, hasad. In some poems,
they are downright evil: they appear as wushdt ('calumniators') who delight in
slandering the poet by spreading rumours about his love so that he must be on
his guard. There is no defence against them. He can only ignore them. In the
madih, the situation is rectified. Those ready to share out blame whenever
virtue is infringed are reduced to silence by the perfection of the sovereign. The
malicious ones and the calumniators are destroyed. In the nasib, even society
appears in a negative light: interfering, envious, malevolent. The sovereign is
the remedy. His virtue silences all slander, his power quashes the vicious. So he
not only defends his realm from the enemies outside, he also purges it of evil
within.

The antithetical structure of the panegyric qasida

The model developed so far affirms the impression that the structure of the
Islamic panegyric is based upon the opposition of a number of contrasting
notions. Not every poem contains all the motifs mentioned, but on the
selection of motifs the coherence of the individual poem depends. Each work
exhibits a different set of antitheses between atldl/nasib and madih, but all
revolve around the same basic concepts. In some works, atldl/nasib are
replaced by other introductory themes, but the same structure still obtains. It
follows that the selection of motifs for the introductory section is likely to
influence the structure of the whole work, a feature which has been frequently
observed in classical Arabic poems and which is again illustrated in the texts
analysed here.21

In order to dispel the notion that the parts of the qasida which precede the
madih are merely introductory, and in order to express their antithetical
relationship to the madih, I propose to call the constituent units of the
panegyric 'strophe' and 'antistrophe'.22 The symmetrical nature of the model
makes it possible now to locate the place of the madih themes mentioned above
in connection with their analogies to archetypal epithets of Kingship. In the
qasida, the Mitra —  Varuna dualism (see p. 18) in the character of the monarch
is expressed in the ruler's relation to Fate. He acquires Fate's power over
construction and destruction and uses it in accordance with the precepts of
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virtue. As a peacemaker, he gives life to his subjects (Mitra); as harbinger of
death, he destroys his enemies (Varuna).

In poems where the image of the 'sacred matrimony' between the sovereign
and his office occurs, it can be seen to contrast with the nasib. The beneficent
and enduring relationship in which the two engage overcomes the unfulfilled
love and the separation of the poet and his lady. In the work by Mihyar
al-Daylaml analysed in chapter three, the VFazirate 'offers herself to the new
Wazir without any proposal on his part, in sharp contrast to the lady of the
nasib who is unresponsive to her lover's advances (text II, lines 104ff).

The association between sovereignty and light appears in many different
forms in the qasidas. Most of them align themselves with the antithetical
structure: the darkness dispelled by the radiance of the sovereign is the
darkness of the 'amoral realm' and the gloom of the distressed poet.

Where it occurs in panegyric poems, the rahil fits into the structural model.
Located between the atldl/nasib and the madih, it shows the poet with his
camel enduring the suffering of an arduous journey. Moral and physical
stamina are tested to the extreme in the heat and cold of a barren wilderness.
The monarch relieves this suffering: he provides shelter and protection, and the
'rain' of generosity brings forth a fertility in which the barrenness of the desert
is overcome. Again, there is the antithetical movement from hardship to
deliverance.

But in many early Abbasid panegyrics, the desert journey is, if at all, only
alluded to in a few lines.23 The antithesis between the peril of the journey and
the reception by the sovereign is maintained, but the section is drastically
shortened. The reason for the neglect of the rahil is that, more than any other
part of the pre-Islamic qasida, it conveys the essence of the heroic model. In the
rahil, the hero faces danger and death while, in the stories of the wild cow and
the wild ass, the fundamental realities of heroic existence are re-enacted. As
Hamori points out, in the old poems which end with the rahil, the camel, rather
than the sovereign, is the counterpart of the beloved (see above, p. 11). These
differences, mostly due to the shortening of the rahil, point to the fact that the
Abbasid panegyric presents a vision of reality which differs in essential points
from its pre-Islamic forerunner. The heroic model, even though it lives on in
the works of the poets,24 has disappeared in the Abbasid panegyric qasida. The
sovereign assumes the heroic virtues in his quality as guardian of society, as
guardian of the religion which now governs the life of the individual.

The panegyric qasida is, therefore, a formal testimony of the legitimacy of
political authority. In its movement from chaos to order, from affliction to
deliverance, from isolation to integration, the glory of the social order is
proclaimed. Society and its values, present in the person of the ruler, are
recreated triumphantly by the replay of symbolical events and the utterance of
liturgical formulae of praise. Therein lies the significance of the structure of the
panegyric. It is also the reason for its repetitious character and formalism: like
any liturgy, it follows a preordained, impersonal pattern.
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The Abbasid qasida is thus not a conventional reproduction of the
unsurpassed masterpieces of the desert bards. The ancient themes have
preserved their power but acquired a new meaning: the formal recitation of the
qasida is still a ritual act, celebrating no longer the heroic model but the model
of political authority in Islam.25 One may summarize the social function of the
ritual as follows:

(a) Official affirmation of faith in the righteousness of the reigning sovereign.
(Magnificent praise increases the authority of the praised.)

(b) Official affirmation of the existing values of society.
(c) Official denigration of the enemies of the state.
(d) Incitement and admonition to the sovereign to fulfil the obligations of

government.
(e) Providing the occasion for the sovereign to demonstrate his generosity

publicly by rewarding the poet. The reward is a symbol of his beneficence.
'Donor and recipient engage in a ritualistic performance' (Hamori, 1974,
p. 23).

It follows that the exalted position of the court poet is due to his official
function. He does not simply provide the ruler and notables with civilized and
flattering entertainment; he is a craftsman who fulfils a public duty of great
importance. His personal feelings, his sincerity or insincerity are secondary to
the execution of his task.26 If the basic form of medieval Arabic verse, the
qasida, is liturgical in character, then originality cannot have been a prime
virtue of poetry. The development of new forms of expression cannot have
been a pressing task as long as poetry kept its official function and the old
forms remained meaningful.

The value of the individual poem must then be sought, not in its thematic
inventiveness, but in the power and subtlety with which the author managed
'to render the basic structure apparent'.27 The stylistic development of Arabic
verse reflects the changing efforts of the poets to achieve this aim.28



CHAPTER 2

Buhturi

Panegyric to the General Muhammad al-Thaghn

Buhturi wrote the qasida, cited as text I in the appendix, at the age of
twenty-six (229 AH/843 AD) when living at the court of Muhammad b. Yusuf
al-Thaghn al-Ta'T in Mosul. The poem, it sees, received great praise from
Abu Tammam; it is said that at line 28,

28. fi ma'rakin dankin takhdlu bihi l-qand
bayna l-dulu'i idhd nhanayna dulu'd

In a tight battle where one thought the lances,
when they inclined between the ribs, were ribs,

the master stood up and kissed Buhturi on the forehead 'out of joy for him and
pride in the tribe of Tayyi'.1

The strophe of the poem consists of three thematic units, one of two lines
and two of three lines. The antistrophe {madih) is made up of two symmetric-
ally constructed parts of thirteen lines each, with an introduction of three lines
and a finale of one line:

STROPHE

ANTISTROPHE
Part one:
general praise

Part two:
the ruler at war

A
B
C
D
E

F

G
H

Sections

The reprovers (1, 2)
The atldl (3-5)
The nasib (6-8)
Introduction to mamduh (9-11)
First section of general praise: the ruler's virtue
(12-15)
Second section of general praise: the ruler as
warlord (16-19)
The ruler and his tribe (20-4)
The ruler and his enemies: first section on Babak
(25 9)

Number of
lines

2 1
3
3
3

4 !

4
5 1

5

28
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I Second section on Babak (30-3) 4 1
J War against the Byzantines (34-7) 4 '
K Finale (38) 1

( — denotes sectional parallelism)

Relations between strophe and antistrophe

Relation of concept

3. yd ddru ghayyarahd l-zamdnu wa-farraqat
"anhd l-hawddithu shamlahd l-majmu'd

O abode which Time has altered and whose gathered
folk the Fates have separated from it.

5. Id takhtubT dam'T ilayya fa-lam yadct
fi muqlatayya jawd l-firdqi dumu'd

Do not ask for my tears to be betrothed to you
for the pain of parting has left none in my eyes.

9. H-AbT Sa'ldi l-Sdmitiyyi 'azd'imu
tubdi lahd nuwabu l-zamdni khudvtd

To the firm resolves of Abu Sa'Id al-Samitl
the vicissitudes of Time offer surrender.

10. malikun lima malakat yaddhu mufarriqun
jumVat addtu l-majdi fihi jamVd

A king who divides what his hands possess
while in him all implements of glory are united.

The conspicuous repetition of words and/or roots in these lines contains the
origin of two contrasting conceptual themes which are a leitmotif of the poem.
One might call them the concepts of unity and division or, in Arabic, the
concepts of jam' and tafnq. The Arabic name is more appropriate since the
word jam' has a double meaning: it means both 'joining, integrating' and
'crowd, multitude'. Both meanings are equally important in the context of the
poem. They are present in the lines quoted above: al-majmtf in line 3 refers to
the tribe of the beloved which was gathered at the campsite. JumVat in line 10
refers to 'the implements of glory' which are joined together in the person of the
King. In both lines the root jm' is contrasted by a derivative of the root frq:
farraqat in line 3 and mufarriq in line 10. The two antitheses symbolize the two
aspects of the conceptual themesjam' and tafnq: the division of a group (3) and
division as opposed to integration or unity (10). The meaning of the concepts is
revealed by the thematic relationship between the lines. Line 3 depicts the rule
of Fate (al-zamdn, al-hawddith) over man. Fate is the divider. It scatters the
tribe of the beloved from the campsite where it had gathered. The separation
(al-firdq) between lover and beloved is Fate's work, with the suffering it entails.
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However, the virtue of the ruler's resolve breaks the might of Fate and forces
it into submission (9). The antithesis in line 10 symbolizes the fruits of this
victory. The sovereign acquires the power of division by which Fate ruled man
and uses it for the benefit of his subjects: he divides his wealth amongst them.
Simultaneously, 'dividedness' as such is overcome in his person: all the
resources of glory are unified in him.

In the remainder of the poem, the ruler's action with respect to his subjects
and his enemies is described in terms of integration and division. Both qualities
he uses for the good of his people and to the detriment of his enemies. He
divides his wealth among the poeple and he divides the throng of his enemies;
he is the link between his tribe and virtue, and the link between his enemies and
death. An analysis of the poem shows this clearly. The root jnt recurs in lines
26 and 27. As in line 3, it refers to a group of people which will be divided and
scattered: the great mass of Babak's army. The King destroys the army by
distributing its soldiers between the swords and lances:

26. lammd atdka yaqudu jayshan ar'anan
yumshd 'alayhi kathdfatan wa-jumu'd

27. wazza'tahum bayna l-asinnati wal-zubd
hand abadta jumu'ahum tawzfd

When he came to you leading a teeming host
so densely gathered one could walk upon it
You divided them up between the tips [of lances] and the cutting edges [of

swords]
until you annihilated their gathering through division.

The lines illustrate the first aspect of the conceptual theme: the division of
a crowd. By means of division, the King scatters the army of his enemies as
Fate scattered the tribe of the beloved.

The ruler's interaction with Banu Nabhan is the subject of lines 21 and 22:

21. nabbahta min Nabhdna majdan lam yazal
qidman li-mahmudi l-fa'dli raJTd

22. wa-la-in banayta dhurd l-uld lahumu lama
nfakku usulan lil-uld wa-furii'd

You have reawakened in Nabhan a lofty glory
forever reserved for those whose deeds earn praise;
Yet if you built the peaks of eminence for them,
they do not cease to be the roots and branches of [that] eminence.

The ruler integrates his tribe both in a temporal (historical) and spatial sense.
He reawakens the glory of the past and so establishes temporal continuity, and
on a spatial level he integrates them into one organic whole by building for
them the peaks of high endeavour (al-uld).

The phrase nabbahta majdan in itself brings back the theme of integrating
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since the word majd last appeared in line 10 in reference to the 'implements of
glory' (addt al-majd). The concept of division is expressed in the choice of the
words lama nfakku (lit. 'they are not disjoined') and in the image of the roots
and branches. It implies an orderly, organic division: Banu Nabhan all belong
to one stem - al-uld - which is 'built high' by the King. Babak's army, on the
other hand, appears as a shapeless mass of people, clumsy and disorderly in its
multitude (26). Thus the two groups are contrasted in their condition: the
former are integrated in their dividedness, the latter confused in their unity.
The ruler's action towards them symbolizes his power of integration and
division. By awakening past glory in his subjects and setting them a high
example, he unites them; he destroys the enemy by dividing their army and
killing them.

This antithetical parallelism of themes between the two couplets 21/22 and
26/27 is not an isolated feature. It forms part of the pattern of thematic and
grammatical parallelism which links the equally long central sections of the
antistrophe (sections G and H). An outline of the pattern shows how the
relationships formed by the conceptual themes are in its very centre.

The first line of both sections is introduced by the injunction lilldhi darruka
followed by an image which anticipates the ruler's function in the context:

20. lilldhi darruka yd bna Yiisufa min fatan
dtd l-makdrima haqqahd 1-mammTd

How excellent you are, Ibn Yusuf, a hero
who gives noble actions their unattainable due!

25. lilldhi darruka yawma Bdbaka Jarisan
batalan li-abwdbi l-hutufi qaru'd

How excellent you were on the day of Babak, a knight
and hero knocking at the gates of death!

In line 20, the ruler restores the rights of the moral virtues, which foreshadow
his reawakening of past glory. In line 25, he is a heroic knight knocking at the
door of death on the day of battle; the image anticipates the destruction of the
enemy. Neither line 20 nor line 25 mentions Banu Nabhan or Babak's army.
Their interaction with the ruler is depicted in the second and third lines of the
two sections. These are the two couplets discussed. In the remaining lines of the
sections (23/24 and 28/29) the ruler is not mentioned. The lines dwell on the
result of his action, depicting the intrepidity and courage of Banu Nabhan and
the destruction wrought upon the enemy.

Lines 23 and 28 both begin with indefinite nouns and contain a radd al-ajz
'aid l-sadr (rhetorical figure denoting the anticipation of the rhyme word in the
line):2

23. qawmun idhd labisii l-duru'a li-mawqifin
labisathumu l-a'rddu fihi durvtd
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A people such that if they wear armour for a purpose
the honour [at stake] wears them as an armour.

28. fi motrakin dankin takhdlu bihi l-qana
bayna 1-duluH idhd nhanayna dulvtd

In a tight battle where one thought the lances,
when they inclined between the ribs, were ribs.

The pivot words durvt and dulvt are related in sound and meaning, the coat of
mail, dir\ being designed to protect chest and ribs, dil\ There is a contrasting
continuity in the imagery of the two lines: it develops from the tribe of Nabhan
- qawm - who in battle become (defensive) weapons - durvt - to the (offensive)
weapons - qand - which become the ribs of the slain enemies - dulvt. This
double metamorphosis of human body and weaponry powerfully depicts
invincibility and defeat. It may be a reason for Abu Tammam's interrupting
the recitation of the poem with his praise at this point.

The two final lines of the central sections both start with a verbal sentence in
the negative:

24. la yutmVuna khuyulahum fi jawlatin
in nila kabshuhumu fa-kharra sarVd

They don't drive their horses to flight
if their leader is seized and falls down as a victim.

29. ma in tamfihi l-asinnatu wal-zubd
li-tuld l-fawdrisi sujjadan wa-ruku'd

And the tips and blades never tired
prostrating and bowing to [reap] the riders' necks.

Their imagery is also related; the falling of the leader (kharra sarTari) reflects
the weapons bowing and prostrating (sujjadan wa-rukifan) in 'adoration' to
capture the necks.

The conceptual themes thus provide the structural frame of the central
sections of the madih. In the battle description, they are closely linked with
another theme which concerns the relationship between ruler, enemies and
death. It is first mentioned in a phrase in line 12 (asbaha lil-idd hatf an yubidu,
'he is to the enemies a death that annihilates'). The words hatf and abdda are
repeated in different forms at the beginning of the battle description. Hatf
recurs in the plural in the opening line of the war section (li-abwdbi l-hutufi
qarvtd, 'knocking at the gates of death (pi.)', 25). Abdda has been encountered
in line 27 (see above p. 30) which establishes a connection between the theme of
death and one of the conceptual themes: it is by means of division (tafnq) that
the general kills his enemies. In lines 31 and 32, the theme of death is
approached from a different angle. Tabaddadat drctuhum ('their minds were
scattered', 31) is a variation on the theme of division: baddada is similar in
meaning to farraqa and wazza'a. The image depicts the ruler's 'divisive power'
on a heightened level. In line 27, the scattering was his action, here he does not
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act: the very sight of him confounds the enemy and kills their leader. In line 32,
however, the act of killing is portrayed not as an act of division but of
integration. The King is the link between death and his enemies: he calls them
to their death and they all hasten to him in humiliation. Line 36 expresses the
same idea with greater intensity, showing the King most clearly as 'integrator'
between death and enemies: he is their path to death - when they are trapped
on the battlefield, he frees their souls by interceding on their behalf with death.

Thus in the war sections, the concepts of jam' and tafnq become two
metaphorical ways in which the ruler annihilates those who face him in battle:
he divides them up so as to kill them (27), he scatters their minds to call them to
their deaths (31/32), he frees them from their wretched lives by uniting them
with death (36):

27. wazza'tahum bayna l-asinnati wal-zubd
hattd abadta jumu'ahum tawzi'd

You divided them up between the tips [of lances] and the cutting edges [of
swords]

until you annihilated their gathering through division;

32. fa-da'awtahum bi-zubd l-safihi ild l-radd
fa-atawka turrdn muhti'ina khushu'd

So you called them to death with the cutting edges of the blade
and they all came hurriedly and humble.

36. kunta 1-sabTla ild l-radd idh kuntafi
qabdi l-nufusi ild l-himdmi shajTa

You were the road to death, nay when the souls
were entrapped you were their intercessor with death.

The thematic progression in the three lines has a counterpart on the lexical
level. In their wording, the prepositional clauses reflect the rhetorical
movement:

bayna l-asinnati wal-zubd
between the tips and the edges
bi-zubd l-safihi Hd l-radd
with the edges of the blade to death
ild l-radd Hd l-himdmi
to death to (with) death

The instruments of death, the weapons, fade out of the imagery to be replaced
by death itself.

Another element linking the three lines is the similarity of their syntactic
position. They are all preceded by a lammd clause (lammd atdka, 'when he
came', 26; lammd rdawka, 'when they beheld you', 31; lammd ramayta, 'when
you hurled', 35), and are followed by a general description of the battlefield (fi
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mdrakin, 'in a battle', Ifyfiwaq'atin, 'in a combat', 37) dwelling on the result of
the sovereign's action (the destruction at al-Badhdh, 33; the vultures feeding on
the slain, 37). These observations confirm the impression that even a first
reading of the poem gives: the three lines are its climax.

Relation of imagery

The thematic development of the strophe centres on the image of tears. It
divides the strophe into two units of four lines (1-4, 5-8), marking the
beginning and end of each:

1. FT-md btiddrukumu l-maldma walu'd
a-bakaytu ilia dimnatan wa-rubu'd

Why do you hasten to blame [an] ardent love?
Did I bemoan anything other than campsite remnants and spring abodes?

4. law kdna IT dam'un yuhassinu law'atT
la-tar aktuhu JT arsatayki khalVd

Had I but tears still to adorn the agony of my love
I should leave them outcast in your twin courtyards;

5. Id takhtubi dam'i ilayya fa-lam yada'
JT muqlatayya jawd l-firdqi dumu'd

Do not ask for my tears to be betrothed to you
for the pain of parting has left none in my eyes.

8. kddat tunahnihu 'abratT 'azamdtuhd
lammd rdat hawla l-firdqi fazVd

Her resolute strength when she saw the dread
of parting to be gruesome, nearly restrained my tears.

These lines suggest that the composition of the strophe contains a sectional
symmetry not unlike that of sections G and H, and I and J. The formal
symmetry is stressed by the phonological (and to some extent semantic)
resumption of walff ('ardent desire') in law'a ('agony of love') which links the
first hemistichs of lines 1 and 4. It is balanced by the repetition of the word firdq
('separation') in identical metrical position which links the second hemistichs
of lines 5 and 8. The sounds of walit and law'a are echoed in the determinants
oifirdq, jawd ('pain'), and hawl ('dread'). Despite the 'pain of separation' and
the 'terror of separation', the lover is hardly able to cry: he has no tears left with
which to water the campsite and thus even this link is made impossible. The
words he addresses to the atldl - 'do not ask for my tears to be betrothed to
you' - stress the emotional relation between the ruin of the campsite and the
lover, a relation itself dissevered by the grief of separation. In line 8, it is the
steadfastness of his beloved, who bears the terror of separation with resolve,
which 'almost restrains his tears'. So the flow of tears is twice impeded: at the
moment of separation and at the time of his return to the atldl.3
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The lover's incapacity to cry is contrasted in the panegyric section of the
poem by the imagery which depicts the ruler as an ample source of fluid:

16. talqdhu yaqturu sayfuhu wa-sindnuhu
wa-bandnu rdhatihi nadan wa-najVd

You meet him with his sword and lance
and the fingers of his palm, dripping dew and blood.

The motif of the flow of moisture is here made symbol of the life-giving and
death-bringing powers of the King. The two central sections of the madTh,
G and H, are introduced by the injunction, lilldhi darruka, which can be
translated literally as 'how abundant is the flow of your milk!'4 The image
aligns itself with line 16 as the ruler's fortune is again described in terms of
a flow of liquid. In the last line of the poem, the imagery takes up this motif for
the third time:

38. hddhd wa-ayyu mu'dnidin ndhadtahu
lam tujri min awddjihi yanbifd

So there - what enemy do you defy
without causing a spring to gush from his jugular vein?

As in line 16, water and blood are brought into relation: a spring gushes forth
from the jugular vein of the victim.

Thus, the relation between strophe and antistrophe brought about by the
imagery resides in the contrast between the impeded flow of tears and the
abundant flow of water, milk, and blood, the one depicting the intensity of the
lover's sorrow, and the other the greatness of the ruler's power. This relation
can also be seen as an aspect of the themes of integration and division: by
separating lover and beloved, Fate obstructs even the flow of tears. The ruler,
by killing his enemies and safeguarding his subjects, causes water and blood to
flow. In dripping with the dew of generosity and the blood of the slain (16), he
contrasts with the lover who cannot cry; in causing a spring of blood to flow
(38), he contrasts with Fate which obstructs the tears.

Line 16 clearly reveals the sexual connotations in his imagery. Sexual
potency is a common symbol of the power of the ruler. It depicts both his role
as a giver of life to his subjects and as a harbinger of death to his enemies.
BuhturT's teacher, Abu Tammam, resorts to sexual imagery in his panegyrics,
for instance in the famous poem on the capture of Amorium: the conquered
city is a virgin deflowered by the Caliph after having resisted the approaches of
all other princes. Contrasted with the ruler's potency is the suggestion of
impotence in the impeded flow of tears.

Relation of protagonists

As in the case of the relation of concepts, the device of word repetition is the
key to the relation between the protagonists of the strophe (lover, beloved and
reprovers), and the ruler. The first line of the antistrophe,
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9. H-AbT Sa'Tdi l-Sdmitiyyi 'azcT imu
tubdT lahd nuwabu l-zamdni khudvtd

To the firm resolves of Abu Sa'Id al-Samitl
the vicissitudes of Time offer surrender;

contains two roots that also appear in the strophe: 'azama ('to resolve', see
'azamdtuhd in line 8) and badd ('to appear', see tabdii fa-yubdT in line 7). The
connection they establish is more than one of sound and meaning as the
contexts in which they occur are related: 'azamdtuhd denotes the firmness with
which the beloved faces the terror of separation; 'azdHm are the powerful
resolutions of the ruler which drive the vicissitudes of Fate to surrender. Both
'azd'im and 'azamdt are moral qualities with which beloved and ruler face
misfortune; but the former has no power to avert it, while the ruler defeats the
very source of misfortune.5

The use of badd implies a further parallelism between the two protagonists:
her appearance makes the lover wilfully divulge (fa-yubdT) his secrets, while
the ruler's resolve makes Fate offer (tubdT) surrender. The beloved succeeds in
disconcerting her lover, the ruler is victorious over Fate. The meaning of this
relationship is elucidated by the root trk in lines 7 and 33: the beloved leaves'
the steadfast one confounded (tattariku, 7), the ruler leaves' the city of the
enemies cast low (taraktahu, 33). Again the moral victory of the beloved over
her suitor is countered by a victory of the ruler, this time his victory over the
enemy. The same configuration relates lines 7 and 31:

7. tabdu fa-yubdT dhu l-sabdbati sirrahil
'amdan wa-tattariku 1-jalTda jazu'd

At her sight the lover wilfully reveals his secret
and the steadfast one is left confounded;

31. lammd ra'awka tabaddadat drd'uhum
wa-ghadd musdrVu haddihim masru'd

When they beheld you their minds were scattered
and the defender of their valour was cast aground.

Her mere appearance disconcerts the lover, the mere vision of him confuses the
enemy.6

Thus, both beloved and ruler are depicted in terms of warlike virtues.
However, in the panegyric, the sovereign sublimates the qualities of the
beloved: as we have seen, his virtue and prowess safeguard his subjects and
protect them from their enemies, while the virtues of the beloved are a cause of
pain for both her and her lover. She is oppressed by his desires which she
cannot fulfil because she is virtuous; in the virtues of the sovereign, however,
the needs and quests of his subjects are fulfilled:

12. mutayaqqiza l-ahshd'i asbaha lil-Hdd
hatfan yubTdu wa-lil-'ufati rabfa
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Alert in his innermost being, he is to the enemies
a death that annihilates and a season of spring to the supplicants.

It follows that the relationship between ruler and beloved, and ruler and Fate
is similar in structure: in an act of mythic metamorphosis, he assumes their
identity by adopting their powers. These were sources of suffering and divi-
sion in their hands - he uses them for the benefit and protection of his sub-
jects.

As to the lover, he is a victim of the vicissitudes of Fate and the sternness of
his beloved. His inability to weep is a symbol of his wretchedness: he has not
even a tear to leave behind (la-taraktu, 4), as opposed to beloved and King who
'leave' their victims confounded. He is only released from his plight by the
advent of the ruler who overcomes his tormentors and uses their power for his
benefit.

However, the lover is made to suffer by a third force: the reproachers or fault
finders ('awddhil), with whose presence the poem opens:

2. 'adhalu fa-md 'adalu bi-qalbT'an hawan
wa-dalaw fa-md wajadu l-shajiyya samfd

They reproved but did not restrain my heart from love;
they called but found no listener in the afflicted one.

This theme, is also subject to contrasting relationships between strophe and
antistrophe. While the poet can counter the chiders with no more than
disregard, the ruler defies them openly through his noble deeds (lil-'awddhili
'dsiyanji l-makrumdti, 13). Moreover, the use of sami'a ('to hear') and data ('to
call') in line 2 leads to an interplay of further links. The afflicted one (al-shajiyy)
does not hear the call of the chiders; the ruler hears those who call for help in
battle:

17. mutanassitan li-sadd l-sankhi ild l-waghd
H-yujTba sawta l-sdrikhi l-masmu'd

He hearkens to the echo of the cry to battle
to answer the crier's well-heard voice.

On the other hand, the call of the chiders receives no response, while all
the enemies willingly come forward when the general calls them to their
deaths:

32. fa-da'awtahum bi-zubd l-safihi ild l-radd
fa-atawka turran muhti'Tna khushu'd

So you called them to death with the cutting edges of the blade
and they all came hurriedly and humble.

As in the contrast of imagery, a situation of obstruction, of absence of
movement and communication, is resolved in the madTh: the sovereign both
responds and is responded to.7
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Panegyric to the Caliph Mutawakkil

Poem number 915 (text II), written in the year 247 AH/861 AD, contains the
famous description of Mutawakkil's lake in Samarra. Ibn al-Mu'tazz saw it as
a masterpiece. On the strength of this poem, together with those on Kisra's
arch and Ibn Dinar's sea battle, he considered Buhturl the greatest poet of his
age.8 The analysis below will show that the work not only contains
a description of nature, full of beauty and power, but, in its unity, it also gives
the medieval concept of Kingship a timeless poetic reality. However, this unity
and, as a consequence, the meaning of the work, cannot be understood without
taking the initial sections into account. All the major themes of the poem are
introduced there, and, by contrast and congruence, the development of the
later sections is anticipated. The poem combines several different modes: atldl,
nasib, khamriyya, wasf (see Glossary), and madih. The forty lines can be
subdivided as follows:

Sections Number of
lines

STROPHE Introduction (1) 1
Poet and encampment (atldl) (2-4) 3
Poet and beloved (nasfb) (5-6) 2
Poet and courtesan (khamriyya) (7-10) 4

ANTISTROPHE
I Wasf The lake as a wonder, portrayed through its relation to

Part one symbols of natural power (the river Tigris, wind, sun,
rain) and symbols of spiritual power (Caliph, Solomon's
jinn, Bilqls):
Introduction of the lake (11-16) 6
Lake description (a) external: water (17-20) 4
Central line: the lake reflecting the cosmos (21) 1

Part two The lake as a sanctuary of life representing the Caliph's
realm and his life-giving powers (portrayed through its
architectural features and the life it harbours):
Lake description (b) internal: fish (22-5) 4
Landscape around the lake; conclusions (26-31) 6

II Madih Caliph and Caliphate His splendour overshadows the
natural world (32-4) 3
Caliph and state Of sacred descent, he restores justice
and righteousness (35-8) 4
Caliph and God His virtue and status as function of
divine sanction (39-40) 2

The symmetry is noticeable at a glance: the nine lines describing the lake itself
are at the centre of the work, between the introduction and the conclusion of
the wasf, which consist of six lines each. The two outer sections, strophe and
madih, consist of ten and nine lines respectively and have a similar thematic
structure.
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The analysis proceeds by relating the three sections of the strophe to wasf

and madth.

The atlal section and its relations

In the first triad of the strophe, the poet describes how wind and weather pass
over the ruins of the campsite and destroy its beauty:

2. yd dimnatan jddhabathd l-rihu bahjatahd
tabitu tanshuruhd tawran wa-tatwihd

3. Id zilti fi hulalin lil-ghaythi ddfiyatin
yuniruhd l-barqu ahydnan wa-yusdihd

4. taruhu bil-wdbili l-ddni rawSihuhd
'aid rubuHka aw taghdu ghawddihd

O campsite remnants whose beauty the wind vies to tear away
spending the nights between concealing them and laying them bare.
You do not cease to be clad in ample garments [of vegetation] brought by

rain,
of which lightning weaves the weft at times and at times sets the warp.
The evening clouds pass over your spring abodes
bringing abundant showers, or the morning clouds move by.

Three pairs of verbs portray the repetitive action of wind, lightning, and
clouds: tanshuruhd/tatwihd ('unfolding'/'folding') - yuniruhd/yusdihd ('weave
the weft'/'set the warp') - taruhu/taghdu ('pass in the evening'/'pass in the
morning'). Nature appears in senseless repetitiveness: one event counters or
cancels the other in eternal succession.

In was/ and madTh, the themes of nature and beauty assume a different and
contrasting form.

Wasf

The landscape created by Mutawakkil harbours nature in its fullest beauty:
not even the river Tigris can rival the Caliph's lake. The repetition of tawran
('sometimes') and the paronomasia of fa' and wdw make line 13 echo line 2:

13. ma bdlu Dijlata kal-ghayrd tundfisuhd
JT l-husni tawran wa-atwdran tubdhihd

How dare Tigris like a jealous rival vie with it
in beauty at times and at others compete with it in glory?

There is also a relation of content: by 'folding and unfolding' the remains of the
site, the wind struggles to destroy its beauty. In contrast, the beauty of the
Caliph's lake cannot be harmed or rivalled, however hard the Tigris may try
(compare the element of struggle and continuity in the III form verbs: jddhaba,
2, ndfasa/bdha, 13. The lake is built by the 'builder of glory', and protected by
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the 'protector of Islam' (14). It has divine blessing and cannot be approached
by jealous rancour. As a re-creation of Solomon's crystal palace (15, 16), it is
rooted in sacred tradition.9 (Note the alliteration between Islam, 14 and
Sulayman, 15.) The struggle between wind and atlal is resumed in the 'contest'
between wind and royal lake. Unlike the atlal, the lake is not without 'defence':
when 'mounted by the easterly breeze, it displays ripples (or rings of metal,
hubuk) like coats of mail with polished fringes' (19).

The atlal section is also echoed in line 20 which portrays sun and rain vying
with the lake in laughter and weeping:

20. fa-rawnaqu l-shamsi ahydnan yuddhikuhd
wa-rayyiqu l-ghaythi ahydnan yubdkihd

The sun's glamour vies with it in laughter at times;
at others the drizzling rain vies with it in tears.

As in the case of lines 13 and 2, lines 20 and 3 are linked on the lexical level by
the repetition of a temporal particle which appears once in the atlal, twice in
the wasf line. Here it is ahydnan (at times), there it was tawran/atwdran
('sometimes'/'many times'). Rain and sun in line 20 balance rain and lightning
in line 3.

The interaction between encampment and lake on the one side, and the
forces of nature on the other, follows a consistent pattern: the atlal are their
victim, the lake is their equal. Thus while the latter faces the wind with 'coats of
mail', the atlal are covered with 'ample garments' (of vegetation) woven by rain
and lightning in repetitive monotony. By comparison with the lively reflection
of the weather in Mutawakkil's lake, the 'garment' of the atlal is like a shroud
woven for a dead land.

In the concluding section of the wasf, the palace gardens and the royal lake
become a world of their own, boundless in extent and independent from the
workings of nature outside it. The gardens spread far and wide, beautiful as
peacock feathers. Since the lake irrigates them with oceanic abundance, they
need no rain (again, the situation of the atlal is overcome; compare lines 3/4
with 26/27). The image in line 30 expresses these widened dimensions:

30. wa-dakkatayni ka-mithli l-shfrayayni ghadat
ihddhumd bi-izd l-ukhrd tusdmihd

And two esplanades vying in height as they face
each other like Sirius and Procyon.

The concept of rivalry resumes the river's jealousy of the Caliph's lake in line
13, where rivalry between an artificial and a natural object is expressed: the
artificial lake is shown to be superior to the river because the Caliph has
created it. In line 30 we are within the Caliph's artificial world: the two
esplanades are his creation, and the natural world can only supply a simile to
depict its greatness.
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The last line draws the conclusion from the boundlessness of the Caliph's
landscape: no wasf, however great, can approach its splendour;

31. idhd masd'T amlri 1-miiminTna badat
lil'Wasifina fa-Id wasfun yuddnihd

When the endeavours of the Prince of the Faithful appear
to those who describe them, no description can do them justice.

Madlh

Nature is overturned and vanishes in all its beauty when confronted with the
moral and spiritual world. The mahdsin (beauties) of nature turn into
masdwi ('blemishes'), when exposed to the Caliph in his virtue (34); and the
glory of religion raises the valleys of Mekka higher than the surrounding
hills (35). Retracing the transfigurations of the root hsn in was/and madih
makes the movement clear:

11. yd man rdd l-birkata l-hasnd'a . . .
O, whosoever sees the lake of beauteous sight...
13. ma bdlu Dijlata... tundfishuhd fi l-husni...
How dare Tigris... vie with it in beauty
34. . . . rdat mahdsinahd l-dunyd masdwihd
[When facing the Caliph] the world sees its beauties as blemishes
36. . . . ra'iyyatan ant a bil-ihsdni rd'ihd
. . . a flock whose shepherd by beneficence you are
37. . . . asbaha husnu l-'adli yurdihd
. . . a community the beauty of justice now renders gratified

The Caliph's lake is beautiful, more so even than the river Tigris (11,13), but all
natural beauty vanishes when confronted with his person (34). He gives the
concept of beauty a new meaning, a meaning in the moral sphere; he rules his
subjects with beneficence (ihsdn, 36), and replaces the ugliness of tyranny (qubh
al-jawr) with the beauty of justice (husn al-adl, 37).

The development of the theme of nature in its three stages in atldl, wasfand
madih, reveals the overall meaning of the poem. Outside the moral realm,
nature is senseless and soulless in its workings, rejecting empathy and
destroying man-made beauty. In the gardens and the lake, nature is recreated
by the Caliph. This creation is beautiful and beyond harm because it is the fruit
of his spiritual power and protected by it. Only within this realm can life unfold
itself in freedom and innocence. Thus the water bursts into the lake like
stampeding horses, the fish swim freely like birds in the open air, and the
gardens and meadows blossom brightly like the feathers of the peacocks that
dwell in them (see 17, 23, 29).
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In its paradisiac nature, the royal landscape symbolizes the realm of the
King and the happiness and peace he brings his subjects. The magnificent
central line of the was/ (21) captures the universality:

21. idhd l-nujumu tar a* at fi jawdnibihd
laylan hasibta samd'an rukkibat fihd

When the stars gaze at themselves in its sides at night
you would think a firmament had been built into it.

But this world is only given reality by the moral world from which the Caliph
derives his power. Nature sinks back when confronted with it. The King stands
in the moral world between God and his subjects. From this position he rules
and through this position he can allow life to expand and blossom (39/40).

The naslb and its relations

The beloved and her relation to the poet are the subject of lines 5 and 6:

5. inna al-bakhilata lam turtim H-sdHlihd
yawma l-kathibi wa-lam tasmot li-dd'Thd

6. marrat ta'awwadu fi qurbin wa-fi bu'udin
fal-hajru yubHduhd wal-ddru tudnihd

The ungenerous one did not respond graciously to her questioner
on the day of the sand-dune, nor did she listen to her caller.
She remains distressful in distance and proximity;
separation removes her and the abode brings her close.
The absence of communication between lover and beloved is resolved in wasf
and madih according to a pattern encountered in the panegyric to
Muhammad al-Thagri (see above p. 35f). Three related concepts are in-
volved: question and answer, calling and hearing, wish and fulfilment.

The question theme of the nasib starts in line 1 where the poet proposes to
ask the campsite about its former inhabitants:

1. milu ild l-ddri min Lay Id nuhayyihd
ntfam wa-nas'aluhd 'an bddi ahlihd

Let us turn to Layla*s abode and salute it;
yes, and question it on some of its folk!
It is resumed in line 5. The beloved does not respond: she is miserly and does
not fulfil the poet's desires. This contrasts, as expected, with the King's great
generosity:
38. bathathta fihd 'atd'an zdda fi 'adadi /-

'alyd wa-nawwahta bi-smi l-judi tanmhd
You have scattered gifts over it which increase the noble exploits in number
and you have greatly exalted the name of generosity.
The Caliph's name is a special adornment of the royal lake:
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28. wa-zddahd zinatan min ba'di zinatihd
anna smahu hina yud'd min asdmihd

Its beauty is further embellished by his name
which ranks among its names when it is called.

His name carries fame and glory; when it is called (hina yud'd), not only he but
everything associated with him responds to it. This again contrasts with the
beloved to whose name nothing responds, not even she herself (lam tasma'
li-dd'Thd, 5).

The four lines singled out by the theme are marked by certain significant
repetitions: line 5 resumes the roots n'm and s'/ in the same order in which they
appeared in line 1; lines 28 and 38 are linked by the repetition of the words ism
('name') and zdda ('to increase'). In their development from strophe to
antistrophe (marked by the repetition of the root d'w, the contrast between
bukhl, 'miserliness' (5), and jud, 'generosity' (38), and, last but not least, the
spiritual preponderance of 'alyd, 'high exploits' (38), over kathib, 'sand-
dune' (5)), frustration and absence of communion are resolved in com-
munion and fulfilment.

However, the resolution of the theme has yet another aspect. Layla, poet
and encampment are mirrored and overshadowed in the image of Solomon,
Bilqls and al-sarh (the 'glass palace'). The connection is made explicit in the
links between lines 6 and 16:

16. fa-law tamurru bihd BilqTsu 'an 'urudin
qdlat hiya l-sarhu tamthilan wa-tashbihd

If Bilqls were to pass by its side she would say
'It is the glass palace in image and in simile!'

The verb marra refers to Layla and Bilqls; 'an 'urudin echoes fi bu'udin; ddr
('abode') contrasts with sarh. The difference between Bilqls and the beloved is
significant: the latter remains silent and unresponsive, while the former (when
faced with the Caliph's splendid creation) speaks and responds.

Yet the separation between lover and beloved is fully overcome only in the
marriage of Caliph and Caliphate (see above p. 18):

32. inna l-khildfata lammd htazza minbaruhd
bi-Ja'farin u'tiyat aqsd amdnihd

The Caliphate as her rostrum trembles [under his weight]
has in Ja'far been granted his highest hopes.

This line, too, is linked to the strophe by distinct phonological features. Lines
5 and 32 are the only ones of the poem to start with inna; in both lines, it
introduces the female partner of the relationship: bakhila and khildfa. Lam
tun'im li-sffiliha and lammd htazza minbaruhd are related by contrast: the
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former denotes the beloved's refusal to give herself to her lover, the latter
figuratively portrays the Caliphate being posessed by the Caliph.

The sexual undertones of the lines are evident in the double entendre in
kathib (5) and Ja'far (32). Kathib, meaning sand-dune, is a common metaphor
for hips and buttocks; while the Caliph's name literally means 'stream, rivulet'
(compare, furthermore, the associations of the root mny: manna, i.e. 'to
ejaculate', minan, i.e. 'semen', etc.). The sexual union between Caliph and
Caliphate is, however, an image which reflects a spiritual event: the realization
of the ideal hierarchy, the source of all natural fertility in the realm.

In the same way as the relation between poet and Layla, Solomon and Bilqls
is consummated on the spiritual level in the marriage of Caliph and Caliphate,
so also their place of encounter - the campsite, the royal lake - reaches its
apotheosis in a spiritual form: the valleys of Mekka, 'raised higher than its
hills', origin of the Caliph's glory and power (35). The link to the strophe is once
more indicated by the repetition of a particle at the beginning of the relevant
lines introducing the respective theme: yd dimnatan ('O campsite remnants'), 2;
yd man rda al-birkata ('O whosoever sees the lake'), 11; yd ibn al-abatihi ('O
son of the valleys'), 35.

Line 6 is also the source of an important structural axis, the notions of space.
The poem describes them in terms of proximity and distance, height and depth,
as well as confinement and openness. It develops in three stages.

NasTb

Layla is a source of torment for her lover. Her actual presence or absence is
only circumstantial and does not diminish the suffering she causes. She is
everywhere, she cannot be escaped; whether she is near or distant, her presence
is unchanged (6).

Wasf

Space and time imprisoning man in their very endlessness - this is the
characteristic situation of atldl and nasib. In this poem it is resolved in the
royal landscape of Mutawakkil's lake:

22. Id yablughu l-samaku l-mahsuru ghdyatahd
li-bu'di md bayna qdsihd wa-ddnihd

23. ydumna fihd bi-awsdtin mujannahatin
kal-tayri tanfudu fi jawwin khawdfihd

24. lahunna sahnun rahibun JT asdfilihd
idhd nhatatna wa-bahwun fi a'dlihd

The fish it contains cannot reach its limits
because of the distance between its nearest and its furthest point.
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They swim therein with wings on their waists
like birds whose feathers [lit. coverts] flutter in the air,
Having a wide basin in its lower regions
when they descend and ample space in its upper reaches.

The lake is a sanctuary of life; within its boundaries there is freedom for the
living creatures. The fish swim in it like birds in the open air and nothing
obstructs their movement. The spaciousness of the lake is reflected in the
vastness of the gardens (basdtinuhd l-qaswd), the height of the esplanades and
finally, on a metaphorical level, by the inapproachable greatness of the
Caliph's achievements (31).

Madih

The madih marks the third stage in the development of the theme. In the nasib,
space is described by the notions of proximity and distance, the was/adds the
dimensions of height and depth as the fish explore the lake vertically and
horizontally. In the last section of the poem, space is only described in vertical
terms: it is a metaphorical entity containing the hierarchy of the moral world.
Religious glory lifts the valleys of Mekka higher than the surrounding hills (35)
- the Caliph showers his gifts upon his subject; he heightens the name of
generosity (38). The use of aqsd in line 32 symbolizes this: in the person of
Mutawakkil, the furthest hopes of the Caliphate are fulfilled. In him the limits
are reached, and through him the material world is contained in the static
peace of the unchangeable divine order.

The 'khamriyya' and its relations

The khamriyya anticipates, on the individual level, the innocent self-assertion
of life in the wasf. Layla is unattainable but the poet is still young and forceful
and dedicates himself to sensuality, wine, and forgetfulness (7-10). This
isolated idyll is overcome in the luxuriant thriving of life in the realm of
Mutawakkil. The abundant flow of water in the lake overshadows the flow of
wine, and the beauty of the royal landscape puts to shame the beauty of the
poet's consort. The image in line 10 and its response in line 27 capture the
contrast:

10. 'dtaytuhd ghaddata l-atrdfi murhafatan
sharibtu min yadihd khamran wa-min fihd

I poured it out for a maiden lightsome and tenderlimbed
and drank liquor from her hand and lips.

27. ka-annahd hina lajjat ji tadqffuqihd
yadu 1-khalTfati lammd sdla wddihd

As it persists in its abundant flow, it is as if it was
the Caliph's hand when its river bed is flooded high.
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The hand of the girl is but a source of wine for the poet; the hand of the Caliph
is the inexhaustible source of the water of life. The development follows
a familiar pattern: the Caliph assumes the function of a character in the
strophe, abolishing his shortcomings and raising his qualities to a higher
dimension.

There are thus four male-female relationships in the poem. Each is marked
by a different water-image which symbolizes their fertility. The progress
develops from an unfulfilled ideal of the past:

poet-Layld (water image: rain on the atldl) via a sensuous union:
poet-courtesan (water image: wine) via the evocation of a sacred
archetype:
Solomon-BilqTs (water image: lake)10 to the realization of a present and
future ideal:
Caliph-Caliphate (water image: the potency of the Caliph, evident in his
name (Ja'far, 32), in his being the 'son of the river valleys' (ibn al-abdtih,
35), in his being a sea for the supplicants (bahr, 39); see also line 27)

In the relation between Caliph and Caliphate, the sensuality of the relation
between poet and courtesan is lifted to a higher plane and endowed with the
sacred element anticipated in the Solomonic image. Thereby the lost ideal of
love with which the poem begins, is regained and transubstantiated; and the
realm endowed with fertility.

The khamriyya is a focal point of another structural axis closely linked with
these relationships but also encompassing most other themes. It concerns the
various types of interaction between objects and persons and, since it always
involves two entities, I call it the theme of reciprocity. It is most evident in the
frequent juxtaposition of identical verbs in different number and gender which
depict the reciprocity from the angle of subject and object:

8. qad atruqu l-ghddata l-hasnd'a muqtadiran
'aid l-shabdbi fa-tusbirii wa-usbihd

Commanding youth, at nightfall I may visit
a comely maiden I delight in and who delights in me;

9. fi laylatin Id yandlu l-subhu dkhirahd
'aliqtu bil-rdhi usqdhd wa-asqihd

In a night beyond dawn's reach
I grasp the wine I'm offered and offer in turn;

29. mahfufatun bi-riyddin la tazdlu tard
risha 1-tawdwTsi tahkihi wa-yahkihd

It is surrounded by gardens you forever see
peacock feathers reflect and reflected in;

33. abdd l-tawddu'a lammd ndlahd ri'atan
minhu wa-ndlathu fa-khtdlat bihi tihd
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When he won her, he displayed humility in modest restraint
whereas she won him and strutted about in pride.

40. dtdkahd lldhu 'an haqqin rddka lahu
ahlan wa-anta bi-haqqi lldhi ttftihd

God granted it to you by a right of which he saw you worthy
and you by the right of God grant it to us.

Reciprocity in the khamriyya concerns the relationship between poet, wine,
and girl. The three are joined together in the last line of the strophe and form
an interlocking unity of giving and taking (10).

Reflection and rivalry are the types of mutual relationship in the was/
section of the poem: the statue reflects the fish (25), the peacock feathers and
the gardens mirror one another (29); the two esplanades rival in height (30)
echoing the rivalry of the river Tigris with the Caliph's lake (12,13). The Caliph
himself is too exalted to enter into any mutual relation with an object of the
sensual world. His peer is only to be found on the abstract moral level: it is the
Caliphate itself (33).

The last line of the poem marks the resolution of the theme. The repetition of
dtd ('to give, grant') in two different forms (a'tdkahd/tu'tihd, 40) resembles the
other verb repetitions. But the relationship expressed here is not mutual but
consecutive: God gives the world to the Caliph and the Caliph in turn gives it
to his people. The objects of the world reflect one another, rival one another,
give to one another, take from one another, but in their mutuality all these
relationships remain entities within themselves. They are only given reality
and existence through God who stands far above them; in His oneness He has
no peer. Through the Caliph, He bestows the bounty of the world and this
relationship is the key to all reciprocities: it has no reflection.

Conclusion

From the preceding analysis of two poems by Buhturi the following points
emerge:
(a) Both poems are coherent statements to which every thematic unit makes a
contribution. The semantic structure of the poems, as evident in the
resumption and transformation of imagery and theme, is marked by instances
of repetition: lexical, phonological, syntactic, or morphological. The repeated
elements are mostly introduced in the initial section of the poem, the strophe,
which thus has a prime structural function.
(b) The thematic development of the poems agrees with the structural model
of the panegyric posited above. The great differences between them suggest
that the panegyric is not as narrowly delineated a form as has sometimes been
supposed. No single relation of concept, protagonist, or theme lays down the
use of identical motifs, or requires the antithesis between strophe and
antistrophe to be based on identical combinations of motifs. It is rather a case
of different combinations made to reflect a single underlying structure.



CHAPTER 3

Mihyar al-Daylaml

The most conspicuous feature of Mihyar al-Daylami's Diwan is the length of
the poems it contains: many of them have about eighty lines and some well
exceed a hundred lines. On closer scrutiny, the reader will discover,
interspersed between the long poems, small clusters of short pieces of verse:
'ecphrastic epigrams' as Biirgel calls them (see Biirgel, 1965), witty, riddle-like
portrayals of disparate objects. Of these two types, it is the long poems that are
of concern here. Most of them are panegyrics written in praise of the notables
of the Buwayhid state. The poem which appears as text HI in the appendix is
a characteristic example. It illustrates Mihyar's comprehensive style which
provides the reason for the length of many of his works: the tendency to
integrate all traditional topoi of court poetry in one poem. Apart from the
nasib, which includes a section on hoariness and old age, the work contains
a fakhr (see Glossary), as well as a camel description and a desert journey.
There are two madTh sections which include passages on the mamdulfs tribe, his
enemies, and the duties of the Wazirate, a metaphorical description of a tribal
banquet, and many lines of general praise full of historical references. It all
culminates in the congratulation for the New Year festival and ends, in the vein
of Mutanabbf, with a return to the fakhr theme and a laudatory section on the
excellence of the poem itself.

Construction

Far from being a lengthy catalogue of themes merely connected by their
conventional sequence, the work is shaped by a multitude of complex
relationships. It abounds in instances of pictorial and lexical harmony, of
thematic developments, resumptions of themes, and sectional parallelisms, all
of which bear witness to careful planning:
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Thematic chart
FIRST HALF (1-69)

Part A
Atlal, nasTb, shayb (see

Glossary), fakhr: separation
and isolation (strophe)

Part B
First madTh
(antistrophe)

Part C
Rihla (strophe)

SECOND HALF (70-138)

Part D
Second madTh
(antictrophe)
(1) General praise

Sections

Tears and campsite (1-7)
The beloved (8-14)
Imperatives and apostrophe in 13, 14,

reflect 6, 7
Old age (15-21)
15-16 transition; blood in 15-16

reflects tears in 1-2
Resisting fate (22-8)
22-3 transition; 22 reflects 2, 28

reflects 7
Stoic acceptance (29-36)

Number of
lines

7
7

7

7

8

Introduction (37-43)
37-8 transition
Revival of life and virtue (44-52)

Camel description (53-8)
Hunter and wild ass (59-66)
66 transition
Desert description (67-9)

Arrival at Wazir (70-6)
70-1 transition resuming the poem's

beginning: night journey and eyes
reflect clouds and eyes in 1, garment
of darkness reflects garment of
greenery in 2

The Wazifs guests (77-83)
The Wazifs tribe (84-91)
Two four-line sections: (a) (84-7) First

ascent: 'aid, tasallaqii; then descent:
istanzalu (b) (88-91) Resumption of
praise and second ascent: samaw,
yatlalu, ma nhattu

The Wazir's uniqueness (92-3)
Contrasting intermezzo in the middle of

sections on the Wazir in relation to
other people
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Part E
Second madTh
(2) Wazir and office

Part F
Finale: reintegration
(resuming themes of strophe

and antistrophe)

The Wazir's enemies (94-101)
Two four-line sections: (a) (94-7) The

enemies as a multitude in open warfare
(b) (98-101) The enemy as a single
hidden spy

Wazir and office - introduction (102-7).
102-3 transition; the lines reflect the

transition to part B
The Wazir&te restored to glory
- fate vanquished (108-17). Part E is

sectionally parallel to part B;
cf. number of lines and sequence of
themes

Nayruz and Wazir (118-22)
Poet and Wazir (1) (123-30)
124-6 reflect 120-2; rejection of poet

contrasts with reception of Nayruz
Poet and Wazir (2) (131-8)
Imperative in 131 resumes 118 and 123;

131-3 reflects 120-2 and 124-6,
marking reintegration of poet.
Praise of the poem as recompense for
reintegration; anticipated in 127-28

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

A
B
C
D
E
F

(1-36)
(37-52)
(53-69)
(70-101)
(102-17)
(118-38)

36
16
17
32
16
21

Proportion of parts
lines
lines
lines
lines
lines
lines

first half: 69 lines

second half: 69 lines

10

Defeat of Fate

The transition from strophe to antistrophe incarnates the ritual significance of
the panegyric ode also in Mihyar's work. Accordingly, the poem celebrates the
establishment of a just order which overcomes the arbitrary rule of Fate and
the misery it breeds. In the amoral world of Fate the individual is subject to
misfortune and his only defence resides in the preservation of his personal
honour. Turning to Fate, Mihyar says in a pun on ma* al-wajh, an idiom for
honour, which literally means 'water of the face':
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28. dct md'a wajhT mdlfan hawdahu

xva-kul saminan nashabT wa-shrabT
Leave the basin of my honour [lit. my face's water] full
but eat and drink the fat of all I own!

Fate may strip him of all material possessions, but he will hold on to his pride
and self-esteem. Mihyar ends the fakhr by concluding that in order to survive
in this world (al-dunyd), one must be flexible: in difficult times one will
accommodate and give way, in times of abundance, when Fate by chance
pursues a righteous path, one will reap the benefits. All this is expressed in
pastoral terms: first al-dunyd is a camel to be milked, then a herdsman who
restores control over his erring flock:

32. rdkhi 'aid l-dunyd idhd 'dsarat
wa-in atat musmihatan fa-jdhibT,

33. wa-ld ta'assaf kadda akhldfihd
fa-rubbamd darrat wa-lam tu'sabT

34. hddhd awdnu staqbalat rushdahd
bi-waqfati l-mu'tadhiri l-mu'tibT

35. wa-rtaja'at md dalla min hilmihd
min bayna sarhi l-dhd'idi l-mvtzabi

Let go the tether of this world when she's refractory -
when she submits to you then pull!
Don't randomly strain her teats [by trying to milk her by force];
sometimes she does yield milk without having to be tied;
At such time she accepts to act with righteousness,
in apologetic posture and desirous to make amends,
Retrieving her forbearance which had strayed,
into a flock whose protector was pushed far aside.

Salvation from this uncertain condition lies in the moral realm established by
the praised ruler. Here it is Abu 1-Qasim al-Maghribl, chief Wazir of the
Buwayhid state.

The first section of praise solemnly proclaims his rule and the ensuing
celebration of the resurrection and restoration of the old virtues brings the
poem to its first climax. Here there is hardly a line devoid of contrasting
associations with the nasib and the fakhr. Line 49 echoes line 35 in the
quotation above:

49. wa-rtaja'at Qahtdnu md bazzahd
min DhT 1-KuldH l-dahru aw HawshabT

And Qahtan retrieved what Time
seized from Dhu 1-Kula' or Hawshab

The repetition of irtaja'at is the key to the relation. In line 35 it refers to
al-dunyd, the realm of Fate. Its 'flock of forbearance' has gone astray and
injuriously invaded another herd whose owner is hard pressed and tries to
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chase away the intruders. Al-dunyd comes to his victim's aid and calls back
what is his, thus righting the injustice. The corresponding line, 49, is one of
a sequence which celebrates the newly found life under the Wazir in a series of
historical images. The resurrection is explicit in the verbs themselves: 'ada ('to
return', 47), qdma ('to arise', 47), 'dsha ('to live', 48), irtaja'a ('to retrieve', 49),
rudda ('to be restored', 50). Irtaja'at here refers to the tribe of Qahtan, which, in
the wake of the Wazir's glorious rule, regains what Fate has taken from their
King, Dhu 1-Kula'. The relation between the two lines illustrates the nature of
the amoral and the moral world, the stage of all panegyric hymns. In line 35,
the individual is at the mercy of Fate which, at times (rubbamd, 33), will offer
redress for some iniquity. But he is powerless and without protection, and can
only resort to stoic detachment ('azfa, 29). The just ruler vanquishes Fate and
strips it of its power. Under his care, the individual is nourished in
a community which he leads to inevitable victory (compare the use ofghalaba
in 29, 39 and 123): Qahtan do not regain their glory by luck, but by a force
stronger than destiny. Thus moral necessity triumphs over chance and
arbitrariness, and life is restored and rejuvenated. All the heroes of the past are
resuscitated, all fear and doubt removed, and death itself seems overcome:

50. wa-rudda baytun fi BanT Ddrimin
Zurdratun min hawlihT muhtabT

50. kullu karimin aw fatan kdmilin
wa-fd'ilin aw qd'ilin mu'ribT

52. fal-yawma shakku 1-samH qad zdlaJT
akhbdrihT bil-manzari 1-aqrabT

And an abode has been returned to Banu Darim
by which Zurara1 sits again draped in his garment;
Every generous one, every accomplished hero
and man of deed or eloquent word [is here restored],
And today, all doubt of reports heard about him
is dispelled by [the proof of] closest sight.

Like a musical theme, Mihyar re-exposes the motif of revival to lead the poem
to its focal climax (112-18). Significantly, the verb irtaja'at reappears again
followed by rudda (cf. 50) and kull (cf. 51):

113. wa-rtaja'at minka rijdldtihd
kulla mutilin fi l-nadd murghibT

114. rudda Banu Yahyd wa-Sahlun lahd
wal-Tdhiriyyuna Banu Mus'abT

So she retrieved her greatest men in you,
all those of ample dew, who rouse [our] hopes:
Banu Yahya and Sahl were returned to her,
and the Tahirids, sons of Mus'ab.

Due to Abu 1-Qasim al-Maghribl, the Wazirate is restored to its former glory.
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In him it regains all the famed ministers that lived once, the Barmakids, Sahl b.
Harun, the Tahirids: the great past is resurrected.

Mihyar concludes with the traditional exhortation of the ruler which often
marks the end of the panegyric hymn (115-17). Here, hilm (see Glossary) and
dunyd, first related in line 35, appear in a new configuration which marks the
final stage of the development. Mihyar exclaims:

117. wa-mdud 'aid l-dunyd wa-jahlatiha
zildla hilmin laka lam ya'zubT

And cast over the world and its ignorant folly
the shade of your ever present forbearance.

Whatever hilm this world may have possessed, whether it goes astray or
follows the right course, it now belongs to the Wazir. the shadow of his
steadfastness and wise forbearance will spread over the world and its follies.

The occurrence of 'azaba puts lines 35 and 117 in an even more explicit
relation: in 35, the erring flock of hilm pushes the victim away into the distance
(mu'zab); in 117 the Wazir's hilm is there never to depart (lam ya'zub). Thus
the development is sealed: the Wazir, uniting all virtue in his person, rules
the world.

So far, the analysis has, I believe, already revealed something about the
nature of Mihyar's architectural genius. Following the three occurrences of
one word, irtaja'at, has led into the centre of this long and complex work, to
uncover the thematic relationships most characteristic of the panegyric hymn.
Furthermore, each of the three sections of the poem brought into relation by
the word mark the conclusion of one of its parts: the first concludes the/a/c/zr,
the second concludes the first madih, the third concludes the second madih.
Were one to doubt the integrity of Mihyar's poetic composition, here is proof
to the contrary.

Rise of hope

The end of the fakhr contains the seed of yet another theme of importance for
the structure of the poem, a theme which aligns itself, in more senses than one,
with the per aspera ad astra progress of the work. Describing Fate's arbitrary
rule, Mihyar says:

36. wa-rubbamd tdlota wajhu l-mund
min sharifi l-ya'si wa-lam yuhsabT

And sometimes hope's countenance will unexpectedly shine
[like a star] from the very peak of despair.

The minor tonality of the image is transferred into a ringing major in the madih
(cf. the repetitions of tl\ shrf, shms):

43. lam ta'lifi l-absdru min qablihd
an tatlu'a l-shamsu mina 1-MaghribT
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The eyes had not been accustomed before
to see the sun rise in the West!

85. wa-ld 'aid bnun minhumu tdlVan
min sharafin ilia ward*a l-abi

Nor did a son of theirs ever rise to fame, ascending starlike
from ancestral honour, without succeeding a father [of similar rank].

90. samaw wa-asbahta samd'an lahum
yatlu'u minhd sharafu l-mansabi

They rose and you became their heaven
from which the honour of their lineage shines forth.

The anticipated rise of hope has become manifest in the rising sun of the Prince
amidst his tribe (43). Continuity is established where there was arbitrary
interruption: the generations of the Wazir's tribe rise gloriously one after
another, like stars, not from the promontory of despair but from nobility and
honour (85). The mamduh is their sky in which their noble lineage radiates with
astral splendour (90).

The image depicting the permanence of this constellation of life is more
striking still since Mihyar resorts to a telling pun upon al-Maghribi, the name
denoting the Moroccan origin of his Maecenas. He introduces the idea in an
indirect manner in line 43 and, at the very end of the madTh, gives the image its
full due (118). Turning to Abu 1-Qasim, he exclaims:

118. wa-tlu' 'aid l-Nayriizi shamsan idhd
sdqa l-ghurubu Ishamsa lam taghrubi

And rise upon Nayruz like the sun! When
'setting' propels the sun it shall not set.

Ghurub ('setting') refers to the setting of heavenly bodies and is of the same root
as maghrib ('west', or 'Morocco') the home of the celebrated Wazir. In this, the
final stage of its development, the image of the ascending luminary returns to
the context in which it first appears: as in line 36 it follows the motifs of hilm
and dunyd (117). Thus the transfigurations of one image, through various
stages, once more reflect the typical development of the panegyric: from the
uncertain rise of hope to the rise of an everlasting 'western sun' -per aspera ad
astra.2

Defeat of enemy

19. aflaha ilia qdnisun ghddatan
madda bi-habli l-sha'ari 1-ashyabT

Success fails a flourishing maiden's hunter
who hopes to trap her with a rope of white hair.

The splendid conceit portrays the failure of the ageing lover. Many lines later,
towards the middle of the poem, the theme appears again in a different guise.
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The sturdy camel, journeying to the Wazir through a hostile landscape, is
compared, in archaic fashion, to a wild ass. A hunter (qdnis) is stalking him,
driven by hunger and thirst:

60. tdmana fi l-ramli lahu qdnisun
a'jafu lam yuhmid wa-lam yurtibi

A hunter lies in wait for him in the sand,
lean, not fed on dates nor [even] bitter shrubs.

The same image, transformed, reappears a third time in the madih section
which describes the Wazir's supremacy over his enemies:

98. wa-rubba tdwin ghullatan bcCitin
min jdnibi l-sharri 'aid marqabi

Many's the conspiring villain who spends the night
on an outlook with evil intent.

But the enemy's scheming powers are checked and his ruse is outwitted by
Abu 1-Qasim al-Maghribl. The Wazifs vigilance, 'more cunning than the
scorpion', checks his every move in the very darkness and the evil-doer is
rendered powerless. Confounded at his failure, he believes he has been
enchanted and resorts to the aid of a magician (rdqi). But it is of no avail:
Abu 1-Qasim's subtle cunning and vigilant omnipresence are beyond sorcery
(100-1).

The image of the hunter and its transformation depicts changing stages of
man's contest with Fate and time, thereby illustrating the contrast between the
moral and amoral realm. Each time it occurs, the aggressor's hopes are
frustrated and he is unable to obtain his objective; the reasons, however, differ
significantly. In the first case, the hunter uses an inappropriate weapon: with 'a
rope of white hair' he cannot capture his prey; old age (the effect of time) thus
causes the lover to fail in his advances. In the rahil section, the poet is no longer
in the role of the helpless victim: he is confronting Fate and time through his
alliance with a sturdy camel with whom he defies the wilderness. Its prowess is,
traditionally, depicted in the image of the wild ass threatened by hunters and
other dangers. Again, the hunter's weapon has been subjected to the effects
of time: his quiver has not been emptied of its arrows for two years ("amayni
lam tunkabi, 61). Here, however, time does not make the hunter ineffective as
in the first occurrence of the theme, but renders him more dangerous: having
starved for so long he is most eager to kill to feed himself (62). The wild ass,
however, manages to escape, illustrating the tenacity and strength of poet
and camel as they journey to the Wazir.

In the moral realm, the struggle is overcome, death is kept in check, and life
is allowed to prosper. A sacred hierarchy is imposed and anyone counteracting
it cannot but be evil - for him the powers of destruction are reserved.
Accordingly, the watcher in the madih lies in wait, minjanibi l-sharr ('from the
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direction of evil'). However, the change of fortune he hopes for is 'not decreed
by the pen of Fate' (bi-qalami l-aqdari lam tuktabT, 99), and his wicked designs
are frustrated by the cunning of the Wazir. Thus, the three transformations of
the image convey the tripartite progress of the panegyric poem: from
oppression (old age), through heroic confrontation (rahil and wild ass), to
deliverance at the hand of the sovereign.

Tears and beloved

The poem's thematic material contains many more pictorial and conceptual
transformations of the same nature. The great scale of Mihyar's poetic
architecture will be evident enough if I just point to two more. The poet's only
possessions are his tears. Yet they are abundant enough to irrigate the land
and water the camels:
2. na'am dumu'un yaktasT turbuhil

minhd qamisa l-baladi 1-mu'shibT
Yes! Tears through which its soil now dons
the garment of the grassy land.

7. daH l-matdya taltafit innahd
talubu min jafnT 'aid mashrabi

Let the mounts turn hither as they wish
to drink from the well of my eyelid.

A related image portrays emaciation and hardship: the destitute eat their own
flesh, the camel feeds on its own fat:

38. wa-qdHdin ya'kulu min lahmihi
tanazzuhan min khabathi 1-maksabT

And the widow who feeds off her flesh
so as to shun impure gains.

53. ild l-waziri 'taraqat nayyaha
kullu amunin wa'rati l-majdhabi

To [reach] the Wazir every sturdy she-camel
who is tough to restrain consumes the fat [of her hump];

In the first madTh, relief and consolation are brought to the miserable by the
Wazir. They are invited to pitch camp on his fertile ground (46) and the sea of
tears is overcome in his translucent water (45).

The real antithesis to distress and poverty, however, is the reception
with which Abu 1-Qasim receives the exhausted traveller. Preparing the
ground for the great counterpoint, Mihyar paints the desert in its most
gruesome barrenness: extreme heat alternates with extreme cold, it offers no
relief of any kind, even the qatd birds, experienced desert-dwellers, are
exhausted and cannot find their water holes. A profusion of images celebrates
the arrival in Abu 1-Qasim's camp. Their very accumulation conveys the
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lavishness and abundance with which the Wazir meets the needy (72-9). The
image of the poet's copious tears, as well as the picture of his camel forced to
feed on its own fat during the desert journey, are resonantly countered in the
form of Abu 1-Qasim's giant cauldrons, symbols of his generosity:

75. lahu majdwifu Hmdqun idhd
md l-qidru lam tusV wa-lam turhabT

76. kullu rabudin 'unquhd bdrizun
mithlu sandmi l-jamali l-ansabi

He has deeply hollowed [cauldrons ready for use] when
the cooking pot lacks space and width [to feed the needy],
All great and heavy with necks sticking out
like humps of tall camels;

As in Buhturfs panegyric on Mutawakkil so, in many of Mihyar's panegyrics,
the office of state assumed by the mamduh is metaphorically depicted as
a woman. The same is the case here. The Wazirate's 'acceptance' of Abu
1-Qasim contrasts with the beloved's refusal of the poet (cf. 13-14 with 104-5).
She is not only inflamed with love for the Wazir, but without proposal on his
part offers herself to him in marriage, her previous marriages and births now
being null and void. Again there is a characteristic development: from
frustration to fulfilment.3

Other leitmotifs

The construction of Mihyar's panegyric seems to follow Buhturfs pattern but
there are certain differences, the most conspicuous being a difference in scale.
While Buhturfs poems revolve around a limited set of themes, Mihyar, in an
attempt at comprehensiveness, fills his work with a dazzling number of
concurrent thematic relationships. The climaxes of his poems build up over
many lines in towering accumulations absent in the work of Buhturi. Some of
the morphological features of the panegyric to Abu 1-Qasim al-Maghribl
reflect Mihyar's tendency to massiveness and accumulation. The imperative is
commonly used in Arabic poetry from the earliest times; but in this poem it
occurs with unusual frequency. Some of its more dramatic sections are marked
with clusters of imperatives: see, for example, lines 6, 7, 14, 28, 31-3, 44-6,
115-23, 131 and 132. A return to the thematic chart (see above pp. 49f)
throws light on their structural function: the imperatives mostly occur at the
end of a section where some kind of conclusion is drawn from what has gone
before. Three of the four seven-line units of the poem's introduction are
marked in this way and a string of imperatives leads the focal climax of the
work to the Nayruz congratulation:

115. fa-drib 'alayhd bayta thdwin bihd
qablaka lam yu'mad wa-lam yutnabT
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i 16. wa-stakhdimi l-aqddra fi dabtihd
wa-stashiri l-iqbdla wa-stashibT

117. wa-mdud 'aid l-dunyd wa-jahldtihd
zildla hilmin laka lam ya'zubi

118. wa-tlu' 'aid l-Nayrilzi shamsan idhd
sdqa l-ghurubu l-shamsa lam taghrubi

So pitch on her your predecessors' tent,
one without ropes or poles [for it is made of glory],
And reduce Fate to servitude by curbing her
and consult with good fortune and make it your consort,
And cast over the world and its ignorant folly
the shade of your ever present forbearance,
And rise upon Nayruz like the sun! When
'setting' propels the sun it shall not set.

The imperative is resumed in line 123 to mark the beginning of the following
section:

123. wa-sma' li-maghlubin 'aid hazzihT
law annaka l-ndsiru lam yughlabT

Lend your ear to one stripped of his luck by force;
had you been [his] helper, he would not have succumbed.

The use of this form is in itself nothing new, but the frequency with which
Mihyar resorts to the device calls for attention. The same applies to the
incessant repetition of the negative formed by lam and the jussive: like
a morphological refrain it occurs - again in clusters - no less than
seventy-seven times in various combinations.

A unifying factor in the composition of the poem is the use of archaic desert
motifs. Mihyar has a special predilection for them and they are much more
common in his works than in the diwdns of Buhturl and his contemporaries.
Camels, horses, and scenes of desert life, provide the majority of his similes and
metaphors. The most disparate objects are placed in a pastoral setting or
referred to in terms of a riding beast. In his destitution, the poet is like a mangy
camel (ajrab, 27), while Kingship in the days before Abu 1-Qasim was limping
like 'a camel with an injured shoulder' (103). The world has 'udders' (33), and
the Wazirate can only be ridden 'with firmly twisted reins of endurance' (109).
Pitching camp at an oasis and travelling in the desert are symbols of life in the
moral and amoral worlds. 'After the barren land' we are invited to settle in Abu
1-Qasim's fertile ground (46) and the archaic theme of the desert journey,
complete with the wild ass, qatd birds, and the icy nights oijumddd, precedes
the lavish tribal banquet where one finds camp-fire, firewood, pots and
cauldrons in a country setting.

Desert imagery is a tradition common to the whole of old Arabic poetry and
there are few poems devoid of pastoral motifs. In Mihyar, however, they
became a prime vehicle of poetic expression in ways they had not been since
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Umayyad times. At one point, the allusion to the ancient style affects the very
working of the line:

59. ka-anna hddhayhd 'aid qdridin
ahmasha masnuni l-qard ahqabi

It is as though the rear of her thigh [against which the tail falls]
belonged to a wild ass of clotted fell

with slender shanks, pointed back and white lines on his flanks

In their parallelistic composition and detailed portrayal of physical features,
the indefinite adjectives describing the wild ass echo the archaic animal
descriptions:4

qata'tuhu ghudwatan mushihan
wa-sdhibT bddinun khabubu

'ayrdnatun mu'jadun faqdruhd
ka-anna hdrikahd kathibu

I have passed on to it swiftly at dawn,
my comrade a great she-camel swift of foot
Swift as a wild ass, strongly knit her backbone,
with withers rounded and smooth like a sand hill;

Mihyar was not a desert poet. Most of his life was spent in Baghdad and it is
unlikely he was inspired by any personal experience of nomad life. The
recreation of the rural world in his work is a device of literature and has little to
do with any representation of reality.

The similarities between Mihyar's panegyrics and the poems by Buhturl are
due to the structural model underlying the panegyric rather than to stylistic
affinity. Since imagery is probably the most fruitful point of comparison
between their works, the next section of the chapter is devoted to a study of
Mihyar's metaphorical style in contrast to the imagery of Buhturl.

The nature of Mihyar's imagery

Technique

Metaphor dominates Mihyar's poetry at the expense of simile: forms like ka,
mithl, and ka'anna are rarely used and in some of his poems never appear at all.
Whatever he describes is transformed by a metaphorical inversion: concepts
and inanimate objects become animate, animate objects inanimate, animals
are humanized, humans appear in the guise of animals; even the role of cause
and effect is inverted. All is lifted into an artificial universe, structured and
delineated by poetic tradition.

There is hardly a line in the panegyric to Abu 1-Qasim which does not
illustrate this process in some way: at its beginning, the land of Ghurrab, the
ruins of the campsite, and the 'rainstorms of Arcturus' possess human
qualities, and in their multitude the lover's tears are riders climbing the croups
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of their mounts (2-4). The Wazirate is variously portrayed as a woman and
a riding beast, al-dunyd is a shepherd and a camel (32-5). On the other hand,
the Wazir in the first madih is described in inanimate terms: as a raised banner
(39), as the sun (43), and as a sea containing precious pearls (44-5). The poet
depicts himself as a mount led by virtue which his chider may ride (17), while
the camel in the desert journey is endowed with human qualities: it possesses
a sense of honour (56), and engages in the pursuit of high endeavour (57).

The last examples illustrate how moral qualities and concepts are similarly
transformed: hazm ('forbearance') is personified (17), al-'alyd (as the meaning
of the word suggests) are high mountains (57). Indeed, any part or aspect of an
object, whether moral or material, can be extracted from its context and made
the subject of such a metaphorical conversion. Line 58 provides a particular
example:

58. yakhuttu JT l-ardi lahd mansimun
ddmin matd yumlT l-surd yaktubT

Her bleeding hoof draws lines upon the ground,
writing what the night journey dictates.

There is a double inversion here: the night journey is personified and the
camel's foot, detached from its organic compound, becomes a pen, something
inanimate. The metaphor links the elements of description: the power of the
night journey is made tangible by reducing the camel's foot to a mere object
under its command. On the other hand, the image expresses the animal's
tireless and unfaltering acceptance of its fate, in spite of its suffering: like a dead
object, it moves without complaint.

The poetic realm becomes uniformly metaphoric. Whatever is absorbed
therein is taken apart, transformed or inverted according to the same process.
Rather than highlighting the extraordinary, Mihyar's metaphorical register
makes extraordinariness the norm. The uniformity is increased by the limited
stock of motifs from which the metaphors are drawn. The poem, in the very
comprehensiveness of its aghrdd, absorbs the elements of description into
a traditional, even deliberately archaic, set of motifs which, in their frequent
reiterations, inform the development. A multitude of different elements,
whether tears, wind, the WazirdXz, Fate, or even the poet himself, are
integrated by one context - the image of rider and mount. The length is
extended, the developments prolonged, the themes increased in number, but
the imagination does not pour forth accordingly into a new dimension - it is as
though it was turned inward, intent on integration by reduction to sameness.
The morphological repetitions, the imperatives, the incessant refrain of lam
yaf'al are but part of the same phenomenon. The result is an abundance of
internal echoes, an extreme reduction and condensation despite the profuse
flow of images.

However, such extendedness and thematic diversity exhibited in the poem
can only be integrated by such restriction if the motifs that encompass it are
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stretched to the limits of their expressive capacity, and interest can only be
sustained if repetition and accumulation create rhetorical tension to relieve the
uniformity. Mihyar achieves both. By means of conceits, extended metaphors
and a peculiarly dense pattern of harmonic imagery, he stretches the scope of
a single motif and makes it express the multifarious and unexpected. The
technique can be subsumed under three headings: dislocation, variation and
extension.

In his conceits, traditional motifs are dislocated from their ordinary setting
by being linked to one another through the process of metaphorical inversion:

19. aflaha ilia qdnisun ghddatan
madda bi-habli l-sha'ari 1-ashyabT

Success fails a flourishing maiden's hunter
who hopes to trap her with a rope of white hair.

Every motif of this line is a stock-in-trade in the Arabic poetic tradition. Its
distinct impact is the result of their combination, which dislocates the white
hair from its organic unit and places it in an entirely different and yet, with
respect to the motifs, familiar context. The commonness of the motifs creates
an illusion of direct speech which is negated by the extraordinariness of their
combination.

Variation can be divided into two categories of equal frequency and
importance: (a) cases where different images express variations of one context,
and (b) cases where different contexts are expressed by variations of one image.
The former is evident in the section on hoariness of which the line discussed
above forms part (18-21). Grey hair first appears as a military figure, which
bars the poet's access to love's dominion, and prevents him from tracking
down its refuge (18). In the following line (19), hoariness is turned from agent to
instrument of obstruction: it is a hunter's snare. Finally, line 21 presents
a different image yet again: grey colour is the one blemish of the 'steeds of love'
which cannot be condoned. The second type of variation is exemplified in all
the transformations of images and themes referred to in discussing the poem's
construction.

Among the many instances of pictorial metamorphosis, two variations on
the theme of vegetation in lines 2 and 22 illustrate poignantly and simply how
the metaphorical register stretches the scope of motifs, and makes them create
complex relationships between things disparate. The tears of the unhappy poet
make the desert wear a garment of grass while he himself is 'denuded of foliage'
like a leafless tree:

2. na'am dumu'un yaktasT turbuhu
minhd qamisa l-baladi 1-mu'shibT

Yes! Tears through which its soil now dons
the garment of the grassy land.

22. amd taraynT ddwiyan 'driyan
min waraqi l-multahifi 1-mukhsibT
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Don't you see me emaciated and denuded
of the foliage that envelops those who prosper?

The antithetical relationship between the two lines is created by turning
greenery into a garment: the desert wears it, the poet is deprived of it.

Extension, the third principle of the metaphorical register, is relatively less
frequent. It denotes passages where the new context, into which metaphorical
inversion places an object or an idea, is explored in some length or detail. This
applies, for instance, to lines 32-3 where al-dunya is seen as a camel to be
ridden or milked (for other examples, see 34-5, 44-5, etc.).

Mihyar's strained treatment of traditional motifs has its counterpart in the
hyperbolical tone of his verse. There is no moderation, all feelings and qualities
are pushed to their extreme. The poet is utterly downcast by his unhappy love
(9, 10), old age has rendered him close to death, his misfortunes have stripped
him naked (22, 23); the Wazir approaches divinity in his majesty (41-3), his
ancestry is a model of human perfection, in his virtue and glory, the great dead
are resurrected - and the poem itself is afsahu ma qila, 'the most eloquent ever
pronounced' (138).

Mihyar's hyperbolical tone and his use of metaphor have much in common:
both are applied with uniformity and characterize everything that is said, and
both lift the phenomena onto a higher plane of existence which, because of the
all-pervasiveness of the register, becomes the norm. As a result, the meta-
phorical world becomes more real than the reality it claims to reflect. The
motifs are detached from the meaning they are normally expected to represent
and assimilated into a separate sphere.

Buhturi and Mihydr

The diwdns of Mihyar and Buhturi contain two ship descriptions which lend
themselves well to comparison. Both pieces are representative of their authors'
style and artistic achievement. The contrast between the way the two poets
approach their subject illustrates the difference in their poetic expression, and
sheds new light on Mihyar's use of metaphor.

Buhturi

The poem by Buhturi, which contains the excerpt, is quite exceptional in that it
is the only Arabic poem which describes a sea battle - at least according to
al-'Askarl. Today it is considered one of the most famous of its author's works,
and in medieval times too, it met with praise. Ibn al-Mu'tazz thought it among
the three qasidas which made Buhturi the greatest poet of his age (see Buhturi,
1963, pp. 983f). Six lines describe the flagship of the victorious Muslim
admiral, Ahmad b. Dinar, as it sets out to sea (ibid):

1. ghadawta "aid l-Maymuni subhan wa-innamd
ghadd l-markabu l-maymunu tahta l-muzaffarT
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2. atalla bi-itfayhi wa-marra ka-annamd
tashawwafa min hddi hisdnin mushahhan

3. idhd zamjara l-nutiyyu fawqa 'aldtihT
rotayta khatiban fi dhu'dbati minbarT

4. yaghudduna duna l-ishtiydmi 'uyunahum
wa-fawqa l-simdti lil-azlmi \-m\iammari

5. idhd 'asafatfihi l-janubu 'tald lahd
jandhd 'uqdbin fi l-samd'i muhajjirT

6. idhd md nkafd fi habwati l-mfii khiltahu
talaffa'a fi athnd'i burdin muhabban

You set out on al-Maymun in the morning; and indeed,
the fortunate (maymun) ship [only] sets out under the victor.
He gazed over its two sides from on high and moved as though
looking down from the back of a famous steed.
When the helmsman clamoured on its castle
he seemed a preacher on the peak of the rostrum.
They lowered their eyes before the captain,
and the glorious [commander] installed above the ranks.
When the South wind raged over it, it deployed two eagles' wings
flying high in the sky in the midday heat.
When it leaned sideways in the water's spray it seemed
draped in the folds of an embroidered garment.

The description unfolds the scene as though on film: first there is the admiral
aboard his ship (1, 2), the two a powerful unit. Then helmsman, captain, and
sailors appear, and the admiral is shown in authoritative command (3, 4).
Finally, the angle widens and the ship as a whole is seen sailing in a stiff breeze,
rocked by the waves (5, 6).

The underlying relation which structures the whole description is the
contrast between high and low, introduced by the antithesis in the first line:
Ibn Dinar is on his ship ('ald\ the ship is under him (tahta). Atalla and
tashawwafa in line 2 imply the same relationship, the admiral looking down
over the sea from his vessel as though on horseback. In lines 3 and 4, the
dimensions of high and low are both literal and figurative. The helmsman is in
an elevated position, standing on the ship's castle, like a preacher 'on the peak
of the rostrum' (3), and the men lower their eyes before Ibn Dinar who is high
above the ranks: fawqa l-simdt. Duna and fawqa reflect 'aid and tahta in line 1.
The contrast between high and low creates the antithesis between the last two
lines of the wasf. They portray the ship in relation to the elements; first the
wind above, then the sea below. Wording and imagery stress the opposition:
when the south wind blows, its sails are set high, travelling through the sky like
wings (Vtald.. .fi l-samd', 5); when it is engulfed by the foam it leans over
sharply in the water (inkafd.. .fi l-md\ 6).
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Mihyar

Mihyar's ship description is an extract from a poem he sent to a friend in
Nahrawan, Abu 1-Hasan Muhammad b. al-Husayn al-Hammanl. He ex-
presses his desire to see him, and asks his friend to send a ship so he might
undertake the journey to him. This is the ship Mihyar describes in a was/which
has six lines and is thus as long as the extract from Buhturl (Mihyar
al-Daylaml, 1925, vol. Ill, p. 355):

1. nashadtuka qarrib IT mu'awwadata l-tawd
'alayhd siwa l-md'i WalTqu hardmu

2. idhd zahru tirfin lam yutiq ghayra fdrisin
fa-fursdnuhd l-mustabtinuna zihdmu

3. tasarraba shaqqa l-aymi Ji l-turbi turqahu
lahd zabadun min shiddihd wa-lughdmu

4. ka'anna safd'a l-md'i yanfariju l-qadhd
bihd 'anhu wajhun 'utta 'anhu lithdmu

5. mina l-habashiyydti llawdti idhd ntamat
asarra lahd Sdmun wa-azhara Hdmu

6. idhd rahalat bil-shurH marrat kdannahd
jawdfilu min tardi l-shamdli nddmu

I implore you send me [a mount] used to hunger
which may not partake of fodder other than water.
If a steed's back takes only one rider
her belly can take a whole crowd.
She creeps along like a snake cutting its path through the dust,
emitting froth and foam in her effort [like a camel].
In its purity, the water, cleansed of every speck through her [passing],
is like a face from which a veil has been rent lengthwise.
She is one of the Ethiopian girls who, if their origin be traced,
descend in secret from Sam and in appearance from Ham.
When she sets out under sail she moves
like ostriches fleeing the north wind's chase with wings outspread.

The six lines are divided into two parallel sections of three lines each. Lines
1 and 4 depict the ship's relation to water in metaphorical terms: in one case, it
is a mysterious beast which feeds only on water; in the other, the water is
compared to a face being unveiled, as its surface is stirred up by the passage of
the ship. The imagery creates an antithetical relation in its play with the
organic and the inorganic: in line 1 the ship is animate, the water inanimate; in
line 4 it is the reverse: the water is made animate while the ship, as
a background motif, retains its natural form.

A similar relationship links the central lines, 2 and 5. The antitheses in line 2,
between exterior and interior (zahr and mustabtin), and singular and plural
(Jaris and fursdn), are resumed in the imagery of the corresponding line. The
first antithesis provides for a witty Biblical concetto. The vessel is an Ethiopian
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girl whose black skin Mihyar ascribes to her ancestor Ham, father of the
African race, while hidden inside her is a trace of Sam, Ham's brother and
father of the brown-skinned Semites. The blackness portrays the ship's tarred
exterior, while Sam's hidden presence relates to the unstained wood in its
interior.5 The reflection oizahr and azhara stresses the relationship to line 2 on
a lexical level. The second antithesis, the mutabaqa between singular and
plural, reappears in relating al-habashiyydt, a multitude, to Sam and Ham,
two individuals.

Lines 3 and 6 are related in subject and imagery: both portray the ship's
movement, and both compare it to animals. But there is a contrast too, as one
line depicts the ship ploughing through the water while the other depicts it
sailing before the wind.

Comparison
(a) In his wasf, Buhturl is concerned with the particular identity of the ship at
a particular time. It is very much the flagship of a victorious fleet setting out to
deal its enemies a crushing blow, in an encounter the outcome of which is
a foregone conclusion. The statuesque picture of the admiral on horseback, the
description of military discipline, and the powerful image of the eagle's wings
all go to create a martial impression. The poet thus highlights the special
nature of the vessel and makes it something unique, an object sui generis. The
ship's name itself is a guarantee: being called al-Maymiln, it has fortune on its
side.

Mihyar al-Daylamfs concern is a different one. The particular circum-
stances that prompted him to the description supply only a background:
al-Hammani, the mamduh, is mentioned to give the ship the sacrosanct
character which all objects of the madih acquire through their connections
with the mamduh - to make it worthy of poetry in the first place, in other words,
not to emphasize its singularity. It is the form of a ship as such that gives rise to
Mihyar's imagery: its size, colour, relation to water, the peculiarities of its
movement. All is described in such a way that it may apply to any river-
boat.

Thus Buhturl endows his object with the special meaning suggested by the
circumstances of its use (it is victorious by nature), in contrast to Mihyar's
depiction of the play of forms which detach the object from the specific
occasion of its mention.
(b) The second point of difference is almost a necessary consequence of the
distinction drawn above. It is the dynamic nature of Buhturi's was/as opposed
to the static nature of Mihyar's. It is not that Buhturl portrays more movement
than Mihyar, but his imagery conveys a feeling of action. The admiral looking
over the sea, the officer shouting commands, the men lowering their eyes in
obedience, all contribute to expressing a readiness for war with urgency and
proud confidence. Wind and sea even gather in their might to endow the ship
with warlike power. So the description draws all elements together to build
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a dynamic drive of anticipation and preparedness which is to culminate in the
sea battle.

This is not the case in Mihyar's poem. Since he portrays the form of a ship in
general terms, he draws attention to its various qualities on an abstract, static
level, which can apply to all ships of similar complexion. The forward drive in
his wasf is not the result of a gathering, unifying force in the elements of
description, but resides in the rhetorical accumulation of attributes which
create the need for a conclusion or release. This feature is reminiscent of similar
accumulations in the poem on Abu 1-Qasim al-Maghribl.

Nevertheless, Mihyar does depict movement. A. Hamori writes: 'A detailed
description is static in the absence of action and it remains static if it only
includes such actions as serve to embody a quality that is being described'
(1974, p. 244). The qualities Mihyar describes are the peculiar pattern of the
ship's movements (3), and its speed (6). Two aspects of the pattern are selected:
the vessel's ploughing through the waves, which is expressed in the image of
the snake winding its way across the sand, and its heavy advance as the water
foams beneath its bow; this is reflected in the froth it emits (lugham refers in
particular to the froth of camels). Thus the imagery portrays the form of
movement in general rather than its significance at any particular time: the
description is static.

Line 6 on the ship sailing before the wind resembles Buhturfs line of the
same idea, as both poets compare the speeding vessel to birds. The difference
between the two, however, is here seen most clearly. In Buhturfs line 5,
movement is endowed with the special significance of the occasion: every word
conveys not only speed, but power. Anyone who has seen birds of prey circling
in the sky at the height of the midday heat will feel the savagery of his image.
Placing the warship into this context anticipates the coming battle. The
impressionistic judgement of the line is confirmed by the Arabic tradition.
Birds of prey are part of the arsenal of imagery for war descriptions: they
follow the army to feed on the slain. An example from Abu Tammam:6

wa-qad zullilat Hqbdnu a'ldmihT duhan
bi-Hqbdni tayrin fi 1-dimdH nawdhilT

The eagles on his flags were overshadowed in the forenoon
by flying eagles that feed on blood.

Mihyar, on the other hand, compares the speed of his ship under sail to
a flock of ostriches chased by the wind. The image is as old as Arabic poetry
itself7 and in Mihyar's time would have been an emblem for speed rather than
an immediate expression of it. By portraying his ship in these terms, he
accentuates the quality of speed as such rather than any particular significance
it may imply. Used in this formulaic way, conventional imagery conveys
a static impression.

The contrasting dynamics of the two descriptions are reflected in their
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structure. The continuous unfolding development of BuhturT's piece contri-
butes to the impression of build-up and gathering power. He gradually extends
the vertical dimension around which his description revolves, from the
admiral above his ship, to the vessel rising up into the sky and plunging down
into the sea, preparing for the sudden inclusion of the horizontal plane as the
battle begins (Buhturl, 1963, p. 983):

wa-hawlaka rakkdbuna lil-hawli 'dqaru
ku'usa l-radd min ddrVTna wa-hussarT

All around you there are men, clad in armour or bare,
riding on dread and vying to drain the cups of death.
So the continuity of development gives expression to the dynamic nature of the
poetry.

The device of sectional parallelism, on the other hand, is ideally suited to
Mihyar's static description. It structures the play of forms in a neutral way and
so emphasizes the abstract nature of the description. Dualism in itself becomes
a source of the static quality of the poetry. This is evidenced in the relation
between lines 2 and 5, where Mihyar, in a structural feat, links two double
antitheses. The contrasting relationships in the two lines and between the two
lines balance each other to create a compactness which is essentially static.
(c) BuhturT's imagery resembles Mihyar's in its pattern: there is also a meta-
phorical inversion which transubstantiates the objects of description, making
them assume the form of a conventional motif; the ship is compared to a horse
(2), its sails are eagles' wings (5), it appears draped in a garment (6). However,
there is a difference: BuhturT's imagery does not transform the objects of
description to create an impression of estrangement or dislocation. On the
contrary, his similes and metaphors bring to the surface innate qualities in the
objects he is describing so that their unique character is stressed, and their
identity appears in an intensive light. The image in line 5 is an example as it
expresses the martial vigour of the ship and anticipates its role in battle.

In order to capture the difference between the two styles in more general
terms, one may start from the premise that poetry is an ordering of experience.
In BuhturT's style, the prime experience is the object with regard to its function
in a context requiring praise or blame. His imagery endows it with the meaning
that arises from its function and makes this meaning an innate quality with
a priori existence. Thus the ordering process is directed towards the object:
being given meaning, it is assigned a place in a hierarchical universe.8

In Mihyar's style, the body of motifs which constitutes the element of poetic
expression is made to have a priori existence, and the ordering process is
directed towards it rather than towards its referent. The latter is a catalyst
around which the motifs crystallize densely in a pattern, which does not
endow it with a meaning that arises from its function, but rather detaches it as
a form.
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The way in which the two poets introduce the vessel illustrates this best. In
one case, the ship appears in its linguistic reality, its very name embodying the
innate quality Buhturl wishes to express: it is victorious by nature. As a result,
it assumes its place within the hierarchy of existence: tahta l-muzqffar ('under
the victor', 1). In the other, the ship is so much transformed by metaphor that it
is hardly recognizable as such. Around the idea of the vessel's relationship to
water, the motifs of the metaphor conglomerate in a humorous configuration
of riddle-like character. This configuration is the actual substance of the line. It
does not endow the ship with any meaning in Buhturi's sense, but gives it the
gem-like glitter of extraordinariness, uniformly shared by all things in the
metaphorical universe (1). This ornamental pattern of traditional motifs
around a formal catalyst exemplifies how the poetic ordering process in
Mihyar's style is directed towards the heritage of poetry, rather than towards
the object of description. Finally, the lexicon of the two passages goes to
underline this same difference. In his description, Buhturl uses the words
ishtiydm and nutx which rarely occur in poetry but appear to have been
contemporary naval terms.9 Mihyar's lexicon, on the other hand, is drawn
exclusively from the traditional poetic stock.

Conclusion

Returning to the panegyric addressed to Abu 1-Qasim, one finds the
observations resulting from the comparison with Buhturl confirmed. The
treatment of the theme of tears with which the poem begins reflects the static
and formal character of Mihyar's style. The reader is not moved by the
suffering the tears imply, nor is it Mihyar's aim to endow the tears with any
such meaning. The emotional tone of the piece supplies only the background.
It is taken for granted, due to its place in the conventional structure of the
nasib: the prevailing mood is one of dejection. Instead, Mihyar, delighting in
the mechanics of portrayal, makes the tears subject to patterns of imagery
which achieve their effect by combining the known to create the unexpected.
The reader is not to sympathize with misery, he is to marvel at the play of
forms. The microscopic image in line 3, suspended bet wen the jinds of sdribatan
and tasrubu, makes the tears independent objects detached, not only from the
face of the poet, but from the emotion that creates them. In this removal from
time and place resides the static nature of the image:

3. sdribatun tarkubu arddfahd
mu'allaqdtun ba'du lam tasrubi

Flowing [tears], on the croups of which others mount
which are suspended [from the eye] and have yet to flow.

Mu'allaqdt refers to the tears being suspended (mu'allaq) from the eye. Used in
this extraneous manner, the word does not place the tears into a human
context; it dehumanizes the eye.
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There is a nasib by Abu Tammam in which the theme of tears appears in
a manner which differs fundamentally from Mihyar's treatment.10 The piece is
one of Abu Tammam's perfect poetic creations and cannot be done justice here
without deviating from the argument. I wish only to illustrate how the
aesthetic foundations of the earlier style differ from those of the later (1951, vol.
I, p. 356):

1. sa'idat gharbatu l-nawd bi-Su'adT
fa-hiya taw'u l-ithdmi wal-injddT

2. faraqatna fa-lil-madami'i anwa9-
un sawdrin 'aid l-khududi ghawddT

3. kulla yawmin yasfahna dorian tarifan
yumtard muznuhu bi-shawqin tilddT

4. wdqi'an bil-khududi wal-harru minhu
wdqi'un bil-qulubi wal-akbddT

Remote destinations are well pleased with Su'ad;
for obediently she travels to Tihama and Najd.
She's abandoned us, and rain pours from the tear-ducts
travelling night and day over cheeks.
Each day they shed new tears from clouds
dissolved into rain by ancient sorrow.
They drop on the cheeks but their heat
drops on liver and heart.

In a psychological manner, the imagery of the piece explores the emotion of
suffering. The metaphor in line 2 does not detach the tears from their
emotional context. Their travelling day and night reflects the aimless
wanderings of the abandoned spirit, and provides a sombre counterpoint to
the distant journeys of his beloved. Timeless continuity of suffering is the
subject of the next line: the image of yumtard muznuhu embodies the continued
presence of grief which transcends time, the passive form of the verb expressing
the helplessness of the individual faced with his affliction. The concluding line
is masterly as the imagery suddenly enters the inner sphere, making the tears
on the cheeks burn liver and heart. They reflect the very essence of suffering
and their meaning is dramatically heightened.

While Abu Tammam explores the prescribed mood of the nasib to its core,
Mihyar takes the emotional tone as a background to configurations of motifs
upon the formal aspect of tears, practically denuding them of their sensual
value while delighting in the play of forms. The difference between the two
pieces resembles the difference between the two ship descriptions. Buhturi, like
Abu Tammam, endows the object with an innate meaning. In both writers the
poetic ordering process is directed towards it, their imagery subservient to this
aim.

One must conclude that Mihyar's style represents a form of poetry which is
fundamentally different from the art of his early Abbasid predecessors. It exists
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in its own right and cannot be considered a mere imitation of earlier models.
To judge it on the basis of an aesthetic derived from the work of the ninth
century will result in a distorted picture. Shawql Dayf 's criticism of Mihyar's
poetry is, I think, the result of such an approach. He feels that Arabic poetry
was stagnating in Mihyar's time, and that the latter's works are an
unsuccessful, even unpoetic, attempt at literary imitation without depth and
originality. In concluding his chapter on Mihyar he writes (1969, pp. 373f):

We do not criticize Mihyar and other poets [of his time] for their use of traditional
images and inherited concepts in the panegyric; we criticize them for their inability to
add to these images and concepts a wealth of ornament rooted in intellectual and
emotional creativity (tharwatan zakhrafiyyatan mina 1-tasnVi l-'aqlT wal-hissT) as was
the case with Abu Tammam.

The poetic qualities he is searching for, the kind of depth, thought, or
musicality, belong to a style which Mihyar's work does not represent. The
merit of his poetry is different. It represents an expansion of the combinatory
potential inherent in the panegyric form, and observed in the discussion of the
two poems by Buhturi. The multitude of motifs of the literary tradition are
crystallized in ever new patterns of infinite variety. Seen from this angle, the
length of Mihyar's poems, severely criticized by Dayf, is, perhaps, explicable.
Their comprehensive dimensions create the breadth for the numerous motifs
in variation. With its many concurrent thematic relationships, the panegyric
on Abu 1-Qasim supports his interpretation. It is of such richness, intricacy,
and fineness of construction, that it has a beauty of its own reminiscent of an
oriental rug in its complexity of design. Whether one likes it is finally not
a question of judgement but of taste.



CHAPTER 4

Abu l-'Atahiya

The early Abbasid writer Abu l-'Atahiya was admired for his panegyrics and
love poetry, but was most celebrated for his zuhdiyydt (see Glossary). To the
study of some of these, this chapter is devoted.

Like the panegyric qasida, the zuhdiyya expresses a thematic canon from
which every work of its type derives its elements. The canon of the zuhdiyya is
somewhat more limited in scope, and the octastich cited in the appendix as text
IV contains all the major themes of the genre. This poem is the main point of
reference throughout the chapter, and I will refer to it as the Paradigm. The
first three lines recall two atlal/nasib topoi discussed above. There is the word
bahja which refers to beauty as it falls victim to the passing of time. In the
panegyric on Mutawakkil, discussed in chapter two,1 Buhturl uses the same
word in the same context:

yd dimnatan jddhabathd 1-rThu bahjatahd
tabitu tanshuruhd tawran wa-tatwihd

O campsite remnants whose beauty the wind vies to tear away
spending the night between concealing them and laying them bare.

The other is the topos of unity and division (jam' and tafnq), which was found
to be a structuring element in Buhturfs qasida on Muhammad b. Yusuf
al-Thaghri (see above pp. 29f). Again, Fate is the divider, but here is intended
not the separation of lovers but the separation caused by death. In the
following three lines, the analogy with the panegyric poem seems to disappear.
Where a madTh might have begun, where a sovereign might have been urged to
restrict the painful workings of Fate, there is the praise of God and the ad-
monishment of mankind. Many a madTh ends by voicing hopes for a future of
prosperity and well-being under the sovereign. It is as if there was a contrasting
echo to this in the final couplet of the Paradigm as Abu l-'Atahiya confronts
himself and his readers with the futility of the hopes entertained by man.

This quick survey suggests a kind of relationship between zuhdiyya and
panegyric qasida, both in their structure and in their themes. In the first part of
this chapter, I try to verify this impression by tracing the origins of the
zuhdiyya canon as it appears in the works of Abu l-'Atahiya. In this way I hope
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to place the zuhdiyya in the context of the literary tradition, and define its
relationship to the panegyric.

Zuhdiyya canon and pre-Islamic poetry

The zuhdiyya preaches renunciaton of transient, sensual pleasures so that
man's soul may remain pure and he may be rewarded with eternal bliss in the
hereafter. In order to make man realize that the other world is his true
destination, the zuhdiyya admonishes him by reminding him of the inevitabi-
lity of his death. The canon thus centres around a few, often repeated,
principles which I will try to summarize (the Arabic words in parentheses
convey the corresponding concepts in the DTwdn).

The world (al-dunyd) is full of deceit (ghurur) to which man falls victim
because of his ignorance (jahl). As a result, he goes astray (dall), is subject to
greed (hirs) for wealth and stature, and so humiliates himself (adhalla) by
committing acts of evil (sharr). He acquires wealth through the misery of the
poor2 and spends his time in laughter and amusement (marah, ghibta). On the
Day of Reckoning he will be cast into hell-fire (Abu l-'Atahiya, 1969, p. 196,
lines 6ff). The one, however, who is not deceived by the temptations of this
world, who is satisfied with little (qunu% and does not strive to acquire more
because he knows that God provides him with all he needs (rizq), is in
possession of knowledge (Him) which will guide him (hudd) to the only
righteous life a man can lead: a life of piety in the fear of God (taqwd), spent in
doing good works (khayr). He will triumph in the end (fawz), and leave the
'house of impermanence' (ddr al-zawdl) for the 'abode of eternity' (ddr al-qardr).
Between the two extremes, between qunvt and hirs, jahl and Him, khayr and
sharr, taqwd and mar ah, lies the soul of man. An easy prey to sinful passions
(hawd), it is not strong enough to abandon the world and wavers between
sensuous temptation and fear of damnation. Incessantly it must be admon-
ished (vva'z) and reminded of death (tadhkir). Sudden eruptions of disaster,
sudden painful bereavements, cemetery descriptions, burial scenes, remem-
brances of the countless numbers who have perished without trace, all go to
confront the soul with its inevitable end. More than anything else, these
sombre passages characterize Abu l-'Atahiya's zuhdiyydt.

Central to the ethos is also the relationship between God and Creation, even
though less space is devoted to it. The following line summarizes the view
presented in the zuhdiyydt (ibid., p. 292, line 9):

wal-khalqu min khalqi rabbin qad tadabbarahu
kullun fa-mustotbadun wa-lldhu mawldhu

Mankind stems from the creation of a lord who devised it;
all is enslaved and God is the master.

'All is enslaved', man's soul is musarrafa mudabbara (ibid., p. 143, line 2),
'manipulated and regulated', Kings and beggars are equally laid low by the
vicissitudes of Fate; God alone commands power in the world.
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All these themes are as familiar in Christian Europe as in the Islamic Near
East and it is not surprising that they share a common origin. In his
Islamstudien, C. H. Becker traces the history of one formula found both in
medieval Europe and in the zuhdiyydt.3 It is the rhetorical question (borrowed
in this form from a medieval German students' song), ubi sunt qui ante nos in
mundo fuerel The answer, of course, is that they have all perished, have turned
into mud and dust, are extinguished and forgotten as though they had never
been. Becker traces the formula from Shakespeare and the European Middle
Ages, and from contemporary Cameroon and medieval Islam back to
Hellenistic Alexandria, suggesting that it entered the Arabic literary tradition
through Christian preachers. As an example, he quotes a passage with the
same topos by the pre-Islamic poet, 'Adiyy b. Zayd, who appears to have been
a Christian. It is likely that other motifs of the zuhdiyya canon can be traced
back to early Christian, and ultimately Biblical and pre-Biblical forms. The
literature of ancient Babylonia abounds in pessimistic contemplation of the
transience of life, the imagery of which is still echoed in the DTwdn of Abu
l-'Atahiya. It follows that the zuhdiyydt are an Islamic version of a certain kind
of Wisdom (hikma) literature, the elements of which are much older than Islam.

In the Arabic context, the occurrences of the themes in question are not
limited to the zuhdiyydt, nor do they first appear in the works of Abu
l-'Atahiya. The ideas and, indeed, many words and phrases characteristic of
the zuhdiyya canon are also found frequently in the Qur'an and the early
religious sermon (khutba). The phrase qurratu "ayn in line 6 of the Paradigm,
for instance, appears to make reference to Quranic formulations such as these
(Qur'an 32/17):

fa-Id tdlamu nafsun ma ukhfiya lahum
min qurrati dyunin jazd'an bi-md kdnu yotmalun

Now no person knows that delights of the eye
are kept hidden [in reserve] for them - as a reward for their [good] deeds4

Of particular interest in this context, however, are the antecedents of the
zuhdiyya canon in pre-Islamic poetry. An example is found in the famous
mujamhara (see Glossary) of 'Abld b. al-Abras (for text and translation, see
Lyall, 1913, pp. 5f):

fa-kullu dhi ni'matin makhlusun
wa-kullu dhi amalin makdhubu

wa-kullu dhi ibilin mawruthun
wa-kullu dhi salabin maslubu

wa-kullu dhi ghaybatin ydubu
wa-ghd'ibu l-mawti Id ydubu

All that is pleasant must be snatched away,
and everyone that hopes must find his hopes belied;
Every master of camels hands them on to an heir,
and everyone that gathers spoil is spoiled in turn.
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Every one that is absent may come again,
but the absent in death returns no more.

These lines are so reminiscent of Abu l-'Atahiya5 that, were it not for the
remainder of the qasida, one might be hard put to assign them to a period.
They contain everything: the general pessimism, the frustrated hopes, the
ruined happiness, the sinister finality of death; and all is expressed in the
repetitive sequences so frequent in the zuhdiyydt.

The extract figures in a prolonged section (11-24) of general considerations
on the nature of life in the style of ancient Semitic Wisdom poetry. But,
however similar these verses may be to the zuhdiyydt, they are followed by
a section on the poet's camel and horse in a manner characteristic of the
pre-Islamic qasida, and far removed from the works of Abu l-'Atahiya in its
violence. In this context, the Wisdom section represents an expression of the
pre-Islamic ethos celebrated in the ancient qasidas in general. This is
illustrated by the organic way in which the central part develops out of the
atldl, and by the conclusion of the qasida.

The atldl section of the poem is a gloomy one: there is no idyllic portrayal of
plants and animals peacefully living on the ancient site. It focuses on the
dispersal and destruction of its former inhabitants; the wild animals returning
convey a feeling of dread, and the poet is afflicted with 'the stain of hoariness'.
After four lines which reflect the flow of tears in varied imagery, the qasida
returns to the themes of the atldl:

tasbufa-annd laka l-tasdbi
anna wa-qad rd'aka UmashTbu

wa-in taku hdlat wa-huwwila ahluhd
fa-la badVun wa-ld 'ajibu

aw-yaku aqfara minhd jawwuhd
wa-'ddahd l-mahlu wal-jadiibu

fa-kullu dhT ritmatin makhlusun...

Thou thinkest of youth and love; and how canst thou dally -
how, when grey hairs have already warned thee?
If these lands be changed and their people vanisht,
they are not the first nor is there cause to marvel;
Or if the broad strath be desolate of them,
and Famine and Drought have come there to dwell -
All that is pleasant must be snatched away.. .

This extract is followed by the lines previously quoted, and it is obvious that
they are a response to the gloom of the atldl. The sorrow evoked by the ancient
ruins is the starting point of these considerations on the transience of existence.
The vicissitudes of Fate are themselves an admonishment for man as they
remind him of the true nature of life: instability, transience, and injustice.
Contemplating human destiny in general helps the poet to overcome his
personal grief.
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In chapter one, I have described the journey (rahil) section of the qasida as
the embodiment of the heroic model, and the transition to it from the
atldl/nasib as a reassertion of the heroic virtues in the face of suffering and lost
love: the heroic image grows out of, and in defiance of, the confrontation with
death in the atldl/nasib. The same applies to 'Abld's qasida as the rihla follows
on the hikma section. Despite suffering and death, despite the destructive forces
that govern life, the poet remains courageous in his struggle, undefeated by the
odds. His camel and horse, in their excellence and their plight, picture the
virtue of his life. The note of gloom on which the poem starts remains, however,
until the end. The simile of the eagle reveals in the poet himself a power to kill
like the cruellest of fates. And yet, the image not only portrays the unrelenting
vigour with which the hero slays his enemies, it also refers to his own ultimate
defeat: surely, some day, he will himself be struck down like the fox and be
a prey to death. The sinister end thus aligns itself with the dark tone of the
whole qasida. Significantly, the only image of undisturbed beauty it contains
develops out of the sequence on the poet's tears. As image follows image, from
the 'water-skin full of holes' (7), to the 'runnel under the shade of date palms'
with 'its water murmuring as it runs alone' (10),6 memories of happier
moments reappear to mingle with the sorrow of the present. But the vision,
evoked behind the flow of tears, is there only to be cut by a sarcastic question
(11).

The search for the background of the zuhdiyya canon thus leads into the
world of the ancient Arabic qasida, a world removed from the ethos of the
zuhdiyydt. In 'Abld's poem, man's ultimate destiny is not the hereafter, nor will
God redress the injustice of this life: He only appears as a spiritual support to
the solitary fighter who, like the pre-Islamic su'luk (see Glossary), rejects the
companionship of unworthy men to rely only on himself (23). So the poem sees
human existence in terms of this world only. It describes man's bitter struggle
and grieves over his inevitable defeat in death.

'Abld's work is no exception in its description of man's fate. It may be
unusually pessimistic, but many pre-Islamic qasidas contain parts in which the
transience of life is portrayed in similar terms.7 Mostly, such lines supply the
background against which heroic determination and recklessness are thrown
into relief in deliberate challenge to man's ineluctable destiny.

In the following pages, I hope to show that the hikma in 'Abld's mujamhara
- namely these general statements about the nature of life which anticipate the
zuhdiyydt - contains the 'theoretical foundation' of heroic existence. To have
understood the wd'izdt al-dahr ('the admonishments of destiny', see BustanI,
1966, p. 252), to derive from these the principles of one's own behaviour, is Him
('knowledge') in the ancient Arab sense.

A poem by 'Adiyy b. Zayd should illustrate this further (see BustanI, 1966,
pp. 25If) just because he gives expression to his belief in an afterlife, while
adhering to the pre-Islamic ethos in the form and content of his work. After
a short atldl section, the poet is confronted by an 'ddhila, a reproacher, who
chides him for the intemperance of his grief.8 There follows a long section in
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which the poet counters her criticism and justifies himself by pointing to the
weakness of the human condition (6,7), and by showing that he is aware of the
transience of life and of the reality of heaven and hell. He states that as a result,
he has restrained himself and curbed his desires (9). He ends the passage with
a vision of his death, which may strike him 'on that very day or the forenoon of
the next' (10). He concludes:

. . .fa-trukT 'HdbT
fa-inni muslihun ghayra mufsidT

. . . so stop reproaching me
for I am a righteous man, not an evil doer.

As in 'AbTd's qasida, the vision of death develops out of the situation of the
nasib, and it becomes clear how the awareness of mortality is the source of
virtuous behaviour. That is why such awareness can be a defence against the
reproaches of the 'ddhila.9

In line 16,4Adiyy resumes his defence by pointing to his experience and old
age and, as if to prove it, devotes the remaining twenty lines of the qasida to
general advice on virtuous behaviour within a social context. The poem ends
with a return to the anticipation of his death:

sa-aksibu majdan aw taqumu nawd'ihun
'alayya bi-laylin nddibdtun wa-taghtadT

ynuhna 'aid maytin wa-tilanna rannatan
tuarriqu "aynay kulli bdkin wa-mus'adi

I shall reap glory, or wailing women will attend
to me, lamenting at night and in the early hours,
Bemoaning a dead person and letting go screams
which rob the sleep of all, distressed or fortunate.

But this time it is different: while in line 12 he saw himself abandoned in the
wilds, buried or unburied, here his death is greatly bemoaned in public so that
everyone, far and wide, will grieve, knowing that a great man has been lost.10

The build-up towards this end lies in the many virtues and items of wisdom
which the poet takes possession of by enumerating them thus in his poem.
These are the source of the self-confident ending in which he sees himself either
as a reaper of glory, or as one of the famous and revered dead.

This kind of poetic development has little to do with the zuhdiyydt: in
pre-Islamic fashion, the qasida appears here as the ritual custodian of societal
values. As in 'AbTd's poem, the virtue that is born out of the knowledge of death
acts out its function and achieves its fulfilment in the context of this life. God
and the hereafter, even though more prominent in 'Adiyy's poem, remain in the
background; in no way does the poetic development lead up to them as in
some of the zuhdiyydt. 'Abld's qasida, though, tends towards the tragic aspect
of muruwwa when, taken to its extreme, it turns against society and finds itself
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only in the most solitary fighting spirit. The initial perception which gives rise
to this ethos is a particularly sinister view of life. 'Adiyy's poem is more
temperate. Virtue does not reach its apotheosis in facing a final tragedy, after
which one is left lying dead in the wilds. Its function consists of maintaining
social continuity through the upkeep oisunna (see Labld, Mu'allaqa, line 81, in
BustanI, 1966, p. 112), the social customs and traditions. The key phrase in
'Adiyy's qasida is in line 18:

fa-nafsaka fa-hfazhd 'ani l-ghayyi wal-radd
maid tughwihd yaghwa UadhT bika yaqtadT

As for your soul, preserve it from sin and perdition:
if you mislead it, those guided by you will go astray.

Here the social responsibility of the individual is unmistakably expressed: the
man of virtue is an example to others, his uprightness is not only a support but
also an instruction for those who follow him. This strong sense of social
cohesion and continuity dominates the whole qasida. The awareness of death
and the virtuous stand taken in the face of it, lead 'Adiyy to the reaffirmation of
a belief in human society, a conclusion opposed to that in 'Abld's poem. In
both works, though, the incentive which dominates the heroic resolve is not
the threat or reward of the hereafter. The resolve is directed towards this
world, to culminate in the apotheosis of a solitary tragedy, or in the glory
reaped by protecting and preserving human society.

The formulae on the transience of life, which anticipate the works of Abu
l-4Atahiya, also form part of the strand of Arabic poetry most concerned with
death: the elegy, the rithd\ Again, the arbitrary rule of death provides the
background against which the virtuous struggle of the deceased is thrown into
relief. Examples of this are contained in the elegy which Su'da Bint
al-Shamardal, an otherwise unknown poetess, composed in memory of her
brother As'ad (al-Asma'T, 1967, p. 101). The poem opens rather like a nasib with
a section on her tears and grief which keep her awake at night. Like 4AbId, she
seeks consolation in speculating on the nature of human life. Here the
formulae reappear: awareness of the workings of Fate is knowledge (Him), the
dead of the past are a warning ("ibra) for those still living. But knowledge is not
sufficient to overcome her sorrow:

wa-laqad badd IT qablu fi-md qad madd
wa-'alimtu dhdka law anna Hlman yanfa'u

anna l-hawdditha wal-manuna kilayhimd
la yu'tibdni wa-law bakd man yajza'u

wa-laqad 'alimtu bi-anna kulla mu'akhkharin
yawman sabila l-awwalina sa-yatba'u

wa-laqad 'alimtu law anna 'ilman ndfCun
an kullu hayyin dhdhibun fa-muwadda'u

a-fa-laysa fi man qad madd a-liya 'ibratun
halaku wa-qad ayqantu an Ian yarji'u
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Past events showed me before
and I do know - were knowledge but to some avail -
That neither fleeting Time nor Death
relent, though the bereaved may cry.
I know that some day all those last in line
will follow those who went before.
And I do know - were knowledge but of use -
that all who live depart and are bidden farewell.
Am I not warned by those who passed away?
They've perished and I'm certain that there's no return.

She then proceeds to celebrate the memory of her brother who, in accordance
with the demands of virtue jdda bi-nafsihi, sacrificed his life on the battlefield.
A first mention of the circumstances of his death is followed by a gnomic line
which revolves around the notions of jam' and tafriq and, in its form,
anticipates the Paradigm (1-3) and Buhturi's nasib in text I (3):

kam min jamTi l-shamli multdimi l-hawd
kdnu kadhdlika qablahum fa-tasadda'u

How many [bands] closely united and of joint intent
were like them before and found themselves scattered?

In the remainder of the poem, she depicts his noble character in sections which
alternate with the grief-stricken mention of his death. These alternations
highlight the absurdity of life against which the hero struggles only to be
defeated and from which he derives his very raison d'etre. He is courageous,
reliable, skilful, and eloquent, only to fall as fortune senselessly turns against
him (13-19). He protects his companions in all adversity, alone he penetrates
isolated spots of danger in the darkness of night and suddenly faces nothing
but the well-trodden path of al-mandya, ('death', 20-23). This paradox,
highlighted a third time in the closing lines of the elegy (25-30), is the source of
the unconsolable grief of the poetess; it is also the source of the hero's glory.
Awareness of death as a senseless but inevitable termination of the hero's life
(haydt al-fatd) - awareness of a paradox which there is no hope of resolving
- this is a pre-condition of virtuous existence.

It appears natural that a message of such cardinal importance should also
be laid down in those works specially designed to instruct, the wasaya poems
(see Glossary). A closer look at one such work will conclude the search for the
origins of the zuhdiyya canon in the ancient poetic tradition. It is a short work
in which Ibn al-Hakam al-Thaqafi instructs his son, Badr, on the precepts of
a good life (see Noldeke, 1961, p. 1). He imparts Him, knowledge of the tenets of
muruwwa, which centres on the awareness of death. The first section of the
work contains general rules of conduct, urging Badr to fulfil his social dues so
that he may avoid lawm, the criticism of those who shamelessly expose the
shortcomings of others. The long middle passage (10-19) presents the young
man with a description of the tragic nature of life which, in its pessimism,
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recalls the hikma in 4Abid's qasida. It also anticipates the gloomy portrayals of
life in this world (al-haydt al-dunyd) in Abu l-'Atahiya's DTwdn. Lines 10 and 12
express the same idea as lines 18 and 22 in 'Abid's poem, and the parallels to
the zuhdiyydt are too numerous to mention. Similarities are shown in the
following two lines (Abu l-'Atahiya, 1969, p. 237):

wa-takharraba l-dunyd fa-la
biisun yadumu wa-ld notimu

The world is doomed to destruction; neither
shall misery endure nor happiness

kullu hayyin kitdbuhu ma'lumu
Id shaqd'un wa-ld na'imun yadumu

The fate of all that lives is fully known;
neither suffering nor happiness shall endure.

Marih in line 22 recalls mar ah in the Qur'an (see Qur'an 17/37, 31/18) and the
zuhdiyya Paradigm. Again, the root has a pejorative meaning. It denotes the
foolish jubilation of those who have not understood the meaning of true
knowledge and are thus unable to fulfil the duties of manhood and face their
death in battle. As in the Qur'an, marah is the carelessness that springs from
forgetting the essentials of life. Islamic and pagan tradition meet in the concept
of this word.

In the middle part of his wasiyya, Ibn al-Hakam al-Thaqafl describes to his
son rayb al-dahr ('the arbitrariness of Fate'), of which a man must be aware at
all times if he is to lead a life of virtue. Otherwise he will be overcome, his
determination, his steadfastness, his power will vanish and he will go under,
defeated by his own weakness. As in 4AbId's qasida, the sombre sequence is
concluded on a warlike note: when faced with the hardship of battle in which
man's fate is most in balance, he must be strong, fearless and resolute. Whether
he will be victorious or die, he will achieve his glory. Like the conclusion of
'Abld's poem, the last line of the wasiyya also portrays the horse as symbol and
model of the hero's valour:11

wal-khaylu ajwaduhd l-mund-
hibu Hnda kabbatihd l-azumu

The best steeds are those that race
each other as they attack, and bite with vehemence.

Conclusion

The preceding pages have shown how the ancient Arabic qasida derives
muruwwa from the realization of mortality. It is the challenging self-assertion
of one faced with the certainty of his undoing. This is the significance of the
sudden resolution with which the hero leaves the site of the atldl, mounting his
camel to ride off into the wilderness. Mortality, however, is also the primary
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experience of the zuhdiyydt which describe it in terms of the pagan tradition.
But the conclusion drawn from the contemplation of human frailty and
transience differs from that of the ancients: not self-assertion, but humility, not
fearlessness but fear of God, not muruwwa but din - therein lies the wdz (see
Glossary), the admonishment of the zuhdiyya. In order to understand more
fully the difference between the ethos of the zuhdiyya and that of the ancient
poetry, one must consider the social context within which they played their
roles. The hero of many pre-Islamic qasidas carries a social responsibility. Part
of his glory consists in defending the tribal rights with tongue and sword, and
in maintaining a balance of welfare among its members by caring for the needy
(al-ardmil wal-yatdmd)12 with his generosity. In that sense, the qasida, which
incites its listeners to fulfil the demands of virtue, is a custodian of social
values.

As illustrated in 'Abld's poem, there is yet another type of heroic character
praised by the ancient poetry. He is typified by the su'luk, the solitary hunter,
a proud man of indomitable courage, who despises others because of their
weakness and moral insufficiency. The intransigence of his muruwwa has led
him away from society. The ideals presented in many ancient poems are
a mixture of both types: as in Bint al-ShamardaFs elegy, the hero will be the
protector of the community, but he will also brave danger alone. It is
important to remember that both heroic characters define their identity in
relation to society: the one will be at its very centre, the other at its very
periphery.

The social ethos of the zuhdiyya, however, is different. In the Abbasid state,
power, and as a result, social responsibility, were in the hands of the ruling
classes and their bureaucracy. Those at the lower end of the hierarchy, the
peasants and the urban proletariat, had no share in the affairs of government.
An individual of this class had no social responsibility comparable to that of
the members of an independent tribal unit whose protection and nourishment
depended, to a greater or lesser extent, on everyone. The majority of the
population were poor and, in its contrast with the ancient poetry and the royal
panegyric, the zuhdiyya is a reflecton of their plight. With its emphasis on the
virtue of poverty and the futility of this life, it presented a challenge to those
living in luxury and a consolation and encouragement to the destitute. They
were made to feel that the enrichment of those in power would serve them
nothing: on the Day of Judgement, the balance would be set right, those who
had suffered in this life would find redress, those who had wallowed in its
pleasures would be punished. This appears (a) in the picture of man which Abu
l-'Atahiya presents, and (b) in the direct attacks he makes against those in
power:
(a) The ancient Arab ethos saw the value of an act determined by its immediate
effect. As long as it coincided with the principles of virtue, tempestuous
spontaneity was heroic, whether as ruinous generosity or death defiance. In
the zuhdiyya, the ultimate outcome determines the value of an act: because of
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death, all attempts at leaving an imprint on his world are futile. Only taqwd
('piety'), has meaning since it leads to paradise - man's ultimate reward. The
following example stands for many others. In one of the Hamdsa poems,
Ta'abbata Sharran boasts of the cunning with which he put his enemies to
shame (Abu Tammam, 1967, p. 74). This is the first line:

idhd l-mafu lam yahtal wa-qad jadda jidduhu
add'a wa-qdsd amruhu wa-huwa mudbiru

If a man does not use his cunning when faced with danger
he loses, his cause suffers and he must retreat.

In Abu l-'Atahiya's DTwdn, all ihtiydl ('cunning') is rendered futile by the hour
of death (1969, p. 226, line 13):

wa-htiydlu l-mar'i tdii 'alayhi
sd'atun taqtctu kulla htiydlT

A man's cunning shall be overcome
by an hour that will cut through all cunning.

If the pre-Islamic hero is thus depicted as active in the face of death, man in the
zuhdiyya is the passive victim of the forces of destiny. All he can do is lead
a pious life, be satisfied with poverty and wait for the Day of Judgement
because to harbour any hopes in this world, and work for their fulfilment, is an
act of vanity which may ruin the soul. The central maxim of the zuhdiyya
summarizes the conclusion (ibid., p. 160, line 10):

laysa zddun siwd l-tuqd
There is no sustenance save piety.

This phrase elucidates the human condition in the view of zuhd poetry:
contrary to the pre-Islamic hero who defines his identity in view of society,
man in the zuhdiyya derives his sense of purpose only from God. Society is
secondary. Thus the social insignificance of the poor is redeemed, and the high
standing of those in power shown to be of no consequence. Kings or beggars,
they share the same fate and will be judged by the same law. The struggle of the
rich for wealth and power is in vain; it only brings about their own damnation,
(b) In a number of poems, Abu l-'Atahiya is explicit in his attack on the ruling
establishment; among them is a short, rather humorous work, which he claims
to be his wasiyya. He recommends a simple life in a small room or mosque, far
removed from the crowd, feeding only on bread and water, 'contemplating
those who passed away over the centuries',13 as better than the hours spent in
the 'high palaces', since their reward will be hell-fire. The awareness of
mortality again determines the ethos: since nothing lasts and, since God will
deal out punishment and reward, a hidden, anonymous existence in poverty
and quietude is preferable to the luxury and glory of the palaces.

In its emphasis on the passivity of man, the futility of his actions and the
irrelevance of his social position, the zuhdiyya not only differs from the ancient
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qasida, but also presents a sharp antithesis to the panegyric poems. These were
dedicated to those responsible for the protection of society: the notables and
the Caliphs. Since their position was closely linked to their social function, and
the continuity of the state depended on their valour, the virtues of muruwwa,
transformed into the virtues of just government, became the liturgical epithets
of their power.

The central point of difference between zuhdiyya and panegyric is that the
latter portrays the King as victorious in his struggle against Fate, while the
former denies man any power whatsoever to confront it. The madTh praises the
glory of the just order created by the King, while the zuhdiyya points to the
vanity of all the works of man. The madTh praises the King as the pillar of
society, the representative of divine power, the fulfiller of all hopes and needs,
whereas the zuhdiyya sees in him nothing but a mortal deceived by the illusion
of his power. All hopes entertained in this world are ultimately frustrated and
relief, security, and bliss only attained in the hereafter through God.

A return to the Paradigm thus confirms the contrasting analogies to the
panegyric noticed above (see text IV). The first three lines were found
reminiscent of the atldl-nasib section. Indeed, the work sets out to present the
'Urn ('knowledge') of the ancient poetry, which is also the subject of the
atldl/nasib: the realization of mortality. As has been shown, the formulae that
describe the treachery of al-dunyd originate in the Wisdom passages of the old
poetry which portray the transience of life. The next three lines contain the
conclusion that arises from the awareness of death: it is not the resolution of
muruwwa, nor the refuge sought with the power of sacred Kingship, but the
precepts of religion as they are presented in the Qur'an and in the early khutba
(see Glossary). The analogies to Qur'anic language in the praise of God and
the mention of paradise, heighten the religious feeling of the lines. The topos of
the concluding couplet also has a long past in the poetic tradition. The ancient
bard was ready to meet his death 'on this day or the forenoon of the next' (JT
l-yawmi awfiduha l-ghadi, 4Adiyy b. Zayd as quoted in BustanI, 1966, p. 251).
But the spirit of Abu l-'Atahiya's lines is different: the realization is not an
incentive to fulfil the duties and demands of this life so as to achieve glory, nor
is man to expect fulfilment of his hopes from a royal guarantor of continuous
prosperity who will overrule Fate; he is to renounce the world in order to face
his judgement after death and achieve the triumph of paradise.

Analysis
The next specimen (text V) provides some illustration of a number of points
made in the first part of this chapter. It has been chosen as an example of Abu
l-'Atahiya's method of poetic construction, and will be analysed in some detail
in the following pages. The poem also seemed suitable because, with
thirty-eight lines, it corresponds in length to BuhturT's panegyrics treated in
chapter two. One can thus make some comparative references.
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The work begins with the atldl motif as the poet, in traditional pose,
questions the ruins of a deserted site. Only the foundations of the dwelling
places remain and their former inhabitants have disappeared (1-3). As in
'Abld's mujamhara, the spectacle of the atldl gives rise to reflections on the
transience of life. Six lines (4-9) describe how Fate, like an all-powerful enemy,
routs all those who dare oppose it and finally destroys them at will. As an
example of Fate's power over man, the next nine lines (10-18) depict the death
of a King in humiliating detail. From being proudly surrounded by cavalry
guards, 'hoped for and feared', pleased with his power and standing (cf. mar ah,
12), he is seen succumbing to death, his limbs slackening, his corpse washed
and prepared for the grave amidst the tears of wailing women. The contrast to
the panegyric here is most deliberate. Instead of the King defeating Fate, he is
crushed by it, a weak and self-deluded figure. Lines 19 and 20 conclude the
scene with reflections of a general nature, and in line 21, the second half of the
poem begins. It contains a funerary passage of the type alluded to above (see p.
72). The poet starts with a vision of his own grave (21-4) the description of
which leads him to remember all those who have already been interred.
Repetitive accumulations evoke their number, expressing the despair of those
left behind to witness death brutally suppressing all human activity. Lines 34
and 35 conclude with the contemplation of man's mortality. This long wa'z on
the inescapable terrors of death paves the way for the last three lines. They
disclose the only manner in which man may overcome the vale of tears in
which he lives: to be aware of the existence of God and the final judgement, and
to spend his life in doing good. As in the Paradigm, the lines that touch on
religion make allusion to the Qur'an (Qur'an 39/9, see also 6/50, 13/16, etc.):

36. la-amruka md stawd JT l-amri
'dlimuhu wa-jdhiluhu

By your life! Not equal in this matter
are the knowing and the ignorant!
hali stawd UadhTna ya'lamuna wa-lladhina Id ydlamuna
Are those who know and those who do not know equal?

The knowing and the ignorant are not the same; the one will ultimately
prosper, the other must suffer.

Gnomic couplets

In the previous chapters it was found that, in their subdivisions, the qasidas of
BuhturT and Mihyar al-Daylaml exhibit some common features, namely
a degree of symmetry in the arrangement of lines and themes. Furthermore, in
Mihyar's panegyric, as well as those of Buhturl, the subsections, in mutual
reflection, revolve around the central lines of the poems (see above, pp. 28, 38,
50). These characteristics are also found in this zuhdiyya of Abu l-'Atahiya.

The first indication of the poem's overall structure are three gnomic couplets
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located at strategic points (see diagram 1). The first (I) is in lines 4 and 5. It
draws a general conclusion from the desolate site of the atldl, and prepares the
sequence in lines 6-9, which illustrates the invincible power of Fate. The
phrase mu'radatan maqdtiluhu links it morphologically to line 1 (mu'attalatan
mandziluhu) while, in its nominal sentences, the couplet contrasts with the
verbal sentences of the following lines. The second couplet (II) comprises the
two central lines of the poem, 19 and 20. It presents the moral of the King's
story in the previous section: many are the vain hopes frustrated by death, and
al-haqq9 the essential truth of mortality, is there for all to see. Being tmarih\ the
King had ignored it until his vain pleasures deserted him at the approach of
death (13). He has become one of the wdHzdt al-dahr (the 'warning monuments
of time'), On the lexical level, wa-kam qad in line 19 is a resumption of the same
phrase in line 10, while rdaytu ('I saw') in line 20 anticipates/a-nzwr ('so look')
which starts the second half of the poem in line 21. The third couplet (III) is in
lines 34 and 35. It follows the funerary sequence (21-33) with a general
conclusion on the mortality of man. Like the other two couplets, it is linked
both with what precedes it and what follows it. Like kam in lines 10 and 19, so
aid in line 34 resumes the beginning of line 21. The antithesis between the 'first
and last' which are equally annihilated by death (35), anticipates the beginning
of the finale (36). There the opposite notion prevails: the knowing and the
ignorant are not equal in their standing:

35. awdkhiru man tar a tafnd
kamdfaniyat awd'iluhu

36. ma stawd JT l-amri
'dlimuhu wa-jdhiluhu

The last you see will vanish
like the first have vanished.
By your life! Not equal in this matter
are the knowing and the ignorant!

On the semantic level, the three couplets differ in one important point from
the remaining sections. Each of them expresses a fact of general truth by means
of topoi well established in the poetic tradition. Multiple examples could be
adduced from earlier works for lines like:

4. wa-kullun li-'tisdfi l-dahri
mu'radatun maqdtiluhu

All is exposed to deadly blows
through the random force of Time.

34. aid inna l-maniyyata man-
halun wal-khalqu ndhiluhu

Behold, death is a fount
from which all creation drinks;
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In particular, the image of the last line has the quality of a stock-in-trade in the
poetic inventory.14 The remaining central sections of the poem, however, are
more exceptional in their imagery and diction. They contain prolonged
developments on certain themes which give the poem its particular identity
and special character such as it could not derive from the gnomic couplets.
Thus it seems fair to say that they are markers in the thematic development,
summing up what has gone before and preparing the sequel. This is borne out
by their position in the poem. Couplet I follows the tristich on the atlal, couplet
II occupies the centre, and couplet III precedes the tristich of the conclusion.
Between them lie, in symmetrical blocks, the remaining sections of the poem:
lines 6-9 on the action of Fate, lines 10-18 on the death of the King, lines 21-4
on the poet and his tomb, and lines 25-33 on the dead in their tombs. There are
four parts, two of four lines and two of nine lines. The symmetry of the poem's
structure appears clearly in diagram 1.

The substance of the poem's structure lies in the relationship of its four
central parts (ABCD), relationships semantic, morphological, syntactic, and
phonological. The thematic transition between the parts gives a first
impression of these relationships. All four portray the human being in the face
of death. Section A shows Fate crushing man; the development concludes with
the picture of a people (qawm) suffering under the burden of Fate. Out of qawm
rises malik, the 'King', whose life and death are the subject of section B. In C,
the King is replaced by the poet who stands for the 'common man' facing the

Part one Part two

(First half) (Second half)

Couplet/section Number of lines Number of lines Section/couplet

(1-3) Prelude 3

(4-5) Couplet I 2 2

(6-9) Man A
Fate

(10-18) King B
Death

.% , 4

9-' >

Couplet II (19-20)

C Poet (21-4)
Tomb

D Dead (25-33)
Tomb

(19-20) Couplet II 2

horizontal relation

diagonal relation

vertical relation

Couplet III (34-5)

Finale (36-8)

Diagram 1
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vision of his death. Section D finally turns to the dead in their graves. One sees
how the poem proclaims its sombre message in logical succession: it moves
from those still living and hopelessly fighting their fate, via the death of their
master, the King, and the 'common man's' vision of his own end, to the
multitudes already in their tombs.

Different aspects of the poetic structure are revealed by geometrically
aligning the subsections as they appear in the diagram. They can be related
horizontally (A and C - B and D), diagonally (A and D - B and C), and
vertically (A and B - C and D).

Horizontal relations

The horizontal relation is the most obvious because A and C, B and D are
equally long. One pair has four, the other nine lines.

(a) A and C

In A, man faces Fate; in C, the poet faces his tomb. Both A and C initially focus
as much on man as on his counterpart, but gradually, his presence and the role
he plays fade away to be superseded by the overpowering might of Fate, and
the gruesome vision of the tomb. In section A, the process is brought about by
the interaction between predicates and subjects. There are nine verbs in lines
6-8, three with the subject man, referring to humanity, and six with the subject
dahr or rayb al-dahr (see 4 and 5). Kaldkil in line 9 is the only noun in the
section which functions as a subject and as rhyme word; the predicate is
nazalat. Finally there is kafdka.

6. yasralu/yusdrtu yandulu/yunddilu
7. yundzilu/yahummu yukhdtilu
8. yuakhkhiru yu'djilu
9. kafdka I nazalat

In line 6, two III form verbs portray man actively fighting, even though
without hope. With yundzilu in line 7, dahr becomes the subject of the III form,
and it is as if the switch of subject portrayed Fate's victorious progress. Only
one verb is left to describe the activity of man (yahummu bihi), and in lines 7b
and 8 he is nothing but a passive victim, while Fate is in complete control;
yukhdtiluhu, yuakhkhiruhu, yu'djiluhu. Line 9 sums up human impotence in
a general image: when Fate, like a camel, kneels upon a people, it is sufficient to
bring ruin.

Thus the development of lines 6-9 is brought about by the eclipse of one
subject and the gradual domination of another. Two stages mark the progress:
the 'conquest' of the III form by the second subject, and the repetition of
ahydnan in lines 7 and 8. The latter leads to the display of Fate's omnipotence
in lines 7b and 8. The two instances are also vital factors in the continuity of the
section's development:
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6a yusari'u
6b yunddilu-

7a yundzilu-
7b ahydnan-

8a ahydnan-
8b tdrdtin—

9a

The morphological/lexical resumption of yunddilu/'ahydnan (6b/7b) at the
beginning of the subsequent lines (7a/8a) creates a pattern which still governs
the relationship between tdrdtin and idhd (8b, 9a).

Section C, the opposing set of lines, contains a process similar to section A,
as the vision of the tomb gradually dominates the lines to the exclusion of the
poet. Line 21 focuses only on him and his soul; line 22 introduces the tomb; in
line 23 the tomb is described more fully and the poet only referred to by
a preposition; while line 24 focuses on the tomb only, without mentioning the
poet. Here, however, the crucial factor of the development is not the succession
of verbs (there are only two finite forms, unzur and russat) but of nouns. The
rhyme words are all nouns as opposed to the III form verbs of section A, and
their parallelistic succession illustrates the development as a whole. Lines 21
and 22 end on active participles, preceded by a personal pronoun, referring to
the poet. The second participle introduces the relationship between him and
his grave: anta hamiluhu (21), anta ndziluhu (22). The rhyme words of the
following two lines refer not to the poet but to the tomb: its rocks, which will
suffocate him, and its narrow access: janddiluhu (23), maddkhiluhu (24). The
syntactic development of the lines is determined by the clauses subordinate to
li in line 22 (a resumption of li in line 21):

22. li-manzili wahdatin/for a lonely abode
23. qasiri l-samki/wilh a low roof
24. ba'Tdi tazdwuri 1-jTrdni dayyiqatin maddkhiluhu

[too] remote for neighbourly visits and with narrow points of entry

Li-manzili wahdatin, originally subordinate to hamiluhu is the starting point of
parallelistic phraseology describing the tomb which finally dominates the
section. A semantic reflection of this process is the increasing passivity of the
protagonist. First he is carrying 'provisions',15 then he sees himself descending
into his grave, and finally he has stones piled upon him - the impersonal
passive of russat, stressing his isolation and helplessness. Furthermore, the
exclamation fa-nzur li-nafsika ('look at yourself) introduces a note of
self-consciousness from the very beginning.

The parallelism of development between sections A and C is clear. One
depicts man overpowered by Fate, the other depicts the poet overpowered by
the vision of his tomb. In both, the human element disappears, overshadowed
by the forces of doom. This is in keeping with the view of the human condition
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expressed in the zuhdiyydt in general: man is a passive victim at the mercy of
death.

(b) B and D

The morphological contrast between sections A and C - one being pre-
dominantly verbal, the other predominantly nominal - has an equivalent in
the relation between B and D. In section B, the King's life and death are vividly
portrayed and the angle of description varies throughout. Section D
enumerates the severed links between the living and the dead in repetitive
sequences which never change perspective except for the last lines. This
opposition between diversity and uniformity-by-repetition is borne out by the
grammatical particularities of the two sections. The following list summarizes
the main features:

B

1. Except for jahhaza and ghammada,
every verb has a different grammatical
pattern. There are no III form verbs.

2. All objects differ lexically and morpho-
logically.

3. With the exception of 15b-16a and the
final couplet, the subject changes from line
to line. With the exception of the final
couplet, the subject also changes from
hemistich to hemistich.
4. The nouns that function as subjects are
stated in eleven out of fifteen verb phrases;
they vary greatly in form.
5. All rhyme words are nouns. In 10-15,
1st form active participles alternate with
plural nouns of the vocalic pattern
maftiilun. From 15-18 they succeed in
pairs:

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

qanabiluhu -
—ntiiluhu

shamd'iluhu-
—bdtiluhu

majasiluhu -
' ghdsiluhu —

khddhiluhu—
thawdkiluhu -
ghald'iluhu -

D

1. Except for line 33, all verbs have the
same grammatical pattern (kunna plus 1st
pi. imp. of the III form). Halla in line 33 is
also repeated.
2. The object of the thirteen relative
clauses in 25b-32 is man, repeated thir-
teen times.
3. From 25a-32, the subject remains the
same. The only alternation is in 33.

4. From 25a-32 the subject is contained
in the verb. There is only one noun func-
tioning as subject: habd'il (33).
5. Except for haba'il, all rhyme words are
verbs of a single morphological pattern.
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6. The contrast between unity and diversity naturally also reflects on the metre and
rhythm of the two pieces. The following is a survey of the metrical structure
(a = ^ , b=w~V¥ ~, recognized variants of the metre wafir):

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

a
a
a
a
b
b
b
b
b

b
b
b
a
a
b
b
a
b

b
a
b
a
a
a
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

(i) The metrical pattern is varied: there
are seven different patterns in the nine
lines. The two repetitions relate symmet-
rically, lines 12 and 16 echoing the
patterns of the initial and final lines. The
section is divided into two: lines 10-13
(introducing the King's death) start with
a, lines 14-18 (dwelling on his death) start
with b.
(ii) b is more frequent than a (25b/lla),
particularly in the last three lines.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

b
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
b

b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

(i) The metrical pattern is uniform and
there are only a few alternations. Of
eighteen hemistichs, thirteen share the
pattern ab. Lines 25b-30 form one group,
lines 31 and 32 another, b provides the
first foot in the initial and final lines, the
remainder starting with a.

(ii) b and a are equally frequent (18a/18b).
First, b is more common, in the last three
lines it is superseded by a.

The analysis reveals that in both B and D the last three lines break with the
pattern established by the previous five lines. In the case of section B, this
means a reduction in the morphological and syntactical variety. Jahhaza (16) has
the same subject as jd'a (15) and repeats the pattern of ghammada. The final
couplet (17, 18) is governed by only one verb (yusbih, 17), and the threefold
repetition of the same construction in 17a-18 differs from all that has gone
before in the section. The rhyme words also do not alternate as before but
succeed in pairs (khddhil echoes ghdsil, 15,16); even the phonological structure
is more repetitive (khddhil-+shdhit-+thawdkil^>nawddib, etc.).

The last three lines of section D, on the other hand, show the reverse
features. They conclude the development by a reduction in the morphological
and syntactical uniformity of the previous lines. This is obvious in lines 31 and
32. Line 33 stops the momentum of the repetitions in 25a-32 by countering
them with a new repetitive sequence of its own: fa-halla mahallatan man
hallahd. The contrast is maintained in the second hemistich which introduces
a passive verb form and ends the line with a noun as rhyme word.

The structural parallelism between the concluding lines of sections B and D,
reflects on the nature of the sections' dynamic momentum. The climax is
brought about when the elements of rhetorical accumulation turn into their
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opposites; diversity turns into uniformity, uniformity into diversity. The
grammatical characteristics of the two sections closely reflect their meaning. In
B, structural diversity highlights the details of the King's fate from the vanities
of his life to his final degradation. In D, a uniform sequence of repetitions
evokes the fruitless deeds of the living in the face of the tombs of the dead.

Diagonal relations

So far the analysis has revealed a series of contrasting connections between the
pairs A and C, B and D. A different set of relationships appears when the four
parts are related crosswise (A and D, B and C). Here, not contrast, but
congruence, is the dominant link.

(a) A and D

Despite the great difference in length, the two sections share certain features.
They mark the first and the last stage in the poem's central development.
Section A shows the living confronting Fate, section D evokes the memory of
its victims, the dead. There are a number of grammatical and semantic
assonances between lines 6-8 and lines 25a-32. In both, nouns are absent
while III form imperfect verbs dominate and provide the rhyme (there are no
III form verbs in sections B and C, nor in any of the gnomic couplets). The
relative pronoun man is central to the syntax of both sections, fulfilling the role
of subject/object. It is repeated numerous times (three times in A with the
pronominal suffixes in 7b and 8 referring to it, and fourteen times in D, where
all pronominal suffixes refer to it). Finally, the temporal adjectives ahydnan
and tdrdtin in lines 7 and 8, are echoed by qalilan ma and bil-'amsi ahydnan in
lines 31 and 32.

There is also semantic and syntactic congruence between the final lines of
the two sections (9, 33). Both break the repetitive accumulations of the
previous lines by introducing a change of perspective and diction. Both
counter the series of III form verbs with a verbal form not found anywhere else
in the poem (nazalat, surimat), and both rhyme on nouns (kaldkil, habd'il). One
describes the descent of Fate upon man, the other the descent of the dead into
their tombs. In both, the metaphors are related, as they draw on desert
imagery: nuzul is a short overnight stay, hulul a prolonged stay in an
encampment.

The congruence between A and D shows that section A introduces some of
the grammatical and lexical material which is resumed and developed on
a larger scale in section D.

(b) B and C

As the uniformity of the poem's last section, D, is anticipated by the repetitions
of the first, A, so the structure of the middle section, C, contains reminiscences
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of its counterpart, B. Like B, C rhymes on nouns: two active participles of the
1st form verb and two plural nouns. Their order of succession corresponds to
the last four lines of section B. The syntactical variety of C recalls B, and the
three adjective/noun constructions in lines 23 and 24 echo the participle/noun
constructions of lines 17 and 18: mufajja'atan thawdkiluhu/mukhammashatan
nawadibuhu/musallabatan ghald'iluhu/'his kin bereaved'/'his wailing women
tearing their faces'/'his garments of mourning worn' (17, 18); qasiri l-
samki/ba'Tdi tazdwuri l-jirdni/dayyiqatin maddkhiluhu/'low as to roof '/'remote
as to visits by neighbours'/'narrow as to entrance' (23, 24).

Semantically, also, the relationship is explicit. Section B describes the life
and death of the most exceptional of men, the King, while C turns to the
common man, or the poet himself. B first introduces the mention of the tomb
and the dead (17), C centres and concludes with the protagonist's vision of his
own tomb.

From the analysis of the diagonal relationships, one may conclude that the
two shorter sections, A and C, anticipate and echo the dynamic progress of the
longer sections B and D. Section A anticipates the movement from uniformity
to variety in D, while C echoes the movement from variety to uniformity in the
preceding section B.

Vertical relations

(a) When the four central parts are related vertically (A and B, C and D), many
of the relationships that emerge are natural correspondences to the horizontal
and diagonal alignments discussed above:

A B

1. Rhymes on verbs, except for kaldkil, 1. Rhymes on nouns.
which anticipates qandbil (10).
2. Except for line 9, the syntactic and 2. Except for the last three lines, the
morphological structure is uniform: the syntactic and morphological structure is
subjects remain unchanged, those of the multiform (see above, p. 88). Most verbs
main clauses being contained in the verb, have independent subjects, the objects
The objects of the main clauses remain vary and there are no lexical and few
the same (man), and there are repetitions, morphological repetitions. There are no
in particular of III form verbs. verbs in the III form and each verb form is

different.

C D

1. Rhymes on nouns. 1. Rhymes on verbs except in line 33.
2. The syntactic structure varies in every 2, Except for the last line, the syntactic
hemistich. structure is uniform in every hemistich

(25a-30) or line (29-30).
3. The development is predominantly 3. The development is verbal. Except for
nominal There are only two finite verb line 33, all verbs are in the III form,
forms, and no verbs in the III form.
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(b) In addition to these contrasts, there are certain similarities that link the
pairs because semantically and grammatically the anterior sections A and
C are a prelude to the posterior sections B and D: the description of the King's
death in B is a specific example of the power of Fate described more generally
in A; and the vision of the graves in C naturally evokes the memory of those
interred in them in D.

Parallel to this, the grammatical features of the anterior sections anticipate
the posterior ones. The subtle asymmetrical variations, which restrict the
uniformity of A, forestall the grammatical multiformity of section B
(yunddiluhu ending line 6, yundziluhu beginning line 7 with a new subject;
ahydnan in line 7b resumed in line 8a).

As to the two contiguous lines (9, 10), I have already remarked on the
relations that link them (see above, p. 85). Attention could also be drawn to
the phonological association between them based on the repetition of the letter
kdf: kafaka, kaldkiluhu, kam, malikin.

The grammatical link between C and D is established by the anticipation in
C of the long enumerative sequence dependent on line 25a:

25. a ayyatuhd l-maqdbiru jiki man kunna
O graves, in you are those we . . .

The equivalent to this is the succession of phrases in apposition to // (22-4). In
both cases, one grammatical construction dominates the syntax of several
succeeding lines.
(c) Finally, there is one aspect of the four central parts of the poem not yet
mentioned. This is the alternation between the personal and impersonal mode
of description. Couplet I, sections A and B, and the first line of couplet II, all
describe events in the third person. The other half of the poem, from the second
line of couplet II till the end, address the reader, the verbs being in the first or
second person singular, or the first person plural. This reflects on the
development of the work: in A and B, the poem portrays the nature of Time
and Fate in impersonal terms; with sections C and D, it turns to the individual
listener, to strike fear into his heart and remind him that he, too, will not be
exempt.

The only exceptions to the personal/impersonal contrast between the pairs
AB and CD, are the lines 9 and 33. One contains the word kafdka ('it suffices to
you'), addressing the listener, the other describes the lot of the dead with verbs
in the third person singular: halla, surimat ('he alighted', 'it was severed'). The
congruence between lines 9 and 33 comes as no surprise, since it has been
shown in the discussion of A and D that the two lines are counterparts in the
development of the poem (see above, p. 90). Their deviation from the norm of
their respective sections is deliberate.

Relating the four main sections of the poem horizontally, diagonally, and
vertically, has revealed something of the harmony of the poem's construction.
The gnomic couplets provide the pivot points between the two central wings
AB and CD. By anticipation, assonance, contrast, and congruence, these parts
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develop out of one another, or in opposition to one another, to ensure
unbroken continuity in the work's thematic progress.

Inclusion of prelude and finale in the analysis will complete the picture of the
work's themes and their development.

The initial tristich

The analysis of two poems by Buhturl has shown that the strophe of these
panegyrics, the nasib/atldl section, contains the nucleus of the major morpho-
logical and lexical features of the poem. It also anticipates the basic conceptual
themes and introduces some of the poem's key images. To prove this, I based
my analysis on the strophe, and traced the relationships between it and the
remainder of the poem. Here I have chosen the opposite approach. Concen-
trating on the main part of the zuhdiyya first, I have singled out a number of
traits characteristic of its central sections. The following pages will show that
the initial and final tristichs align themselves with these traits. This applies
particularly to the atldl section which anticipates the structural pattern of the
work. The first two hemistichs and each of the following two lines reflect
individual aspects of the poem's themes and composition.

The combination of the pronoun man ('who') with III form verbs has been
shown to be characteristic of two of the poem's central sections, A and D. Man
is repeated also in the third gnomic couplet (35). This morphological refrain is
announced in the very first hemistich:

1. li-man talalun usd'iluhu
Whose is the ruined encampment I question?

It also establishes a crucial relationship to the finale.
Questioning the ruins of the campsite is an ancient motif of Arabic poetry.

Traditionally, the atldl do not respond:
fa-waqaftu as'aluhd wa-kayfa sudlund

$ummam khawdlida ma yabxnu kaldmuhd
I stood still to question that site, but how can we question
dumb things, immutable, whose tale is not told in words?16

Abu l-'Atahiya alludes to the motif in the first line of this zuhdiyya, and it is
understood that his question also remains without reply. In panegyric poems,
the antithesis to this condition is brought about by the sovereign in whose
response to the people's calls and needs, the severance of death is overcome. In
this zuhdiyya, however, it provides the substance of the work's development.
The poem concentrates on portraying the break of all relationships brought
about by death, and shows how all closeness and communication between
men must ultimately end. The King's corpse is prepared for the grave (16), the
poet sees himself crushed by rocks in his tomb (23) and for the dead all ties are
cut forever (33). Thus the poem dwells on the notions of disjunction and
interruption which underlie the topos of questioning the ancient ruins that
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never answer. The condition is only resolved at the very end, when a different
question is being asked:

37. li-ya'lam kullu dhi Hlmin
bi-anna lldha sctiluhu

Let it be known by all who know
that God will ask them (for a reckoning).

In this life, the barriers created by death can never be overcome, but in the
hereafter God will turn to man and man will have to respond. Ultimate relief is
only found in the relation to God, in the final encounter of the hereafter. The
poem thus illustrates another characteristic of the zuhdiyya: unlike the
panegyric, man's position and purpose is not defined in relation to society, but
in relation to God.

The second hemistich of the poem's first line also introduces a morpho-
logical refrain:

1. mvtattalatan mandziluhu

It is resumed in couplet I:

4. mttradatun maqdtiluhu

Two other resumptions mark the end of sections B and C:

17-18. mufajja'atan thawdkiluhu/mukhammashatan
nawadibuhu/musallabatan ghald'iluhu

24. dayyiqatin maddkhiluhu
The discussion of the poem's first line shows that it introduces some of the
characteristic morphological and syntactical elements of the poem. Further-
more, its hemistichs contrast in their relationships to the remaining parts of the
work. The first anticipates sections A, D, and couplet III, the second
anticipates couplet I and sections B, C:

lb

li-man talalun usd'iluhu

la

mu 'attalatan mandziluhu
cl
A
B
ell
C
D
cIII

c = couplet
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The spatial notion

2. ghaddta ra'aytuhu tavtd
a'dliyahu asdfiluhu

That morning when I beheld the ground below
announce the death of those above.
The metaphor in this line is expressed with a conciseness and with typical of
Abu l-'Atahiya. It also introduces the basic spatial notion of the poem.
Buhturfs panegyric on Mutawakkil discussed above, is an example of the
structural role spatial notions can play in certain poems. There, the work's
development was accompanied by a progress from the horizontal to the
vertical plane of description (see above, pp. 44f). In Mihyar's long panegyric
it was the movement of ascent which depicted the glory of the ruler (see
above, pp. 53f). The movement is space characteristic of the present poem,
however, is the opposite: descent. The development moves from the razed
and deserted dwellings above the ground to the multitudes in the tombs
below. The theme can be traced through the poem by following up some of
the occurrences of the root nzl:

1. mitattalatan mandziluhu
its dwellings long abandoned
22. li-manzili wahdatin bayna l-maqdbiri anta ndziluhu
For the lonely abode between graves where you will dismount.

The abodes of the campsite (mandzil) are deserted, their upper parts torn down
and man must be prepared to descend (ndzil, 22) into his grave where stones
will be piled on top of him. Similar relations are suggested by another
occurrence of nzl In line 9, Fate is likened to a camel which lowers itself upon
the people, afflicting them with calamities. The oppressive image shows man
squashed into the ground, and the descent into the grave is the natural sequel.

One more example may show how the poem's development is structured by
a downward movement. Abu l-'Atahiya describes the crucial moment of the
King's death in the central line of section B with images that also evoke
a movement in space: the King closes his eyes in front of death, his joints
slackening (14). The images, and the idea of descent in general, bring to mind
the contrasting spatial notions of the panegyric. Ascent and highness are, not
surprisingly, spatial categories of madih, epitomized perhaps in the word
al-uld (the high endeavours), which are the goal of the King. In this zuhdiyya
the opposite is the case: the movement downwards into the grave is the one
that dominates, and the King himself is seized by it.
(d) The last line of the poem's introduction and its significance within the
thematic range of the poem again stress the contrast to madTh:

3. wa-kuntu ardhu mdhulan
wa-ldkin bdda dhiluhu

I had once seen it inhabited
but its people have perished.
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The line could also figure in the atldl section of the panegyric, with the
difference that here no triumphant societal resurrection is celebrated under
a sovereign's shadow. On the contrary, the entire work illustrates the meaning
of the line, showing the inevitable end of all earthly things. Human pursuit is
fruitless, except for the search for God.

The final tristich

The opposition between panegyric and zuhdiyya is highlighted once more by
the finale of the poem. It incites the knowing among men to achieve the
triumph of paradise by being good in word and deed. The moral tone of the
last lines is foreshadowed by all that has gone before: the depiction of the
power of death over man, which renders all his endeavours futile and leaves the
hereafter as the only salvation. In this context, the King, whose life and death
figures largely in the work, is a prime example of an immoral existence. Of all
men, he is most involved in earthly pursuits and as a result is most deceived by
the vanity of this world. He is jdhil ('ignorant') in the full sense: taking pride in
his power, unmindful, and frivolous ('maralf). The humiliating account of his
death sets the seal on his insignificance, and his folly is exposed. He is
a reminder to everyone, including the poet, to be aware of transience and
mortality. The dead are remembered, and it is shown that those, too, 'with
whom we ate and drank, those we honoured and respected' (see section D)
were not exempt from a cruel fate. Thus the ruins of the campsite with which
the poem begins, become a symbol of earthly existence. All is torn down: King
and people alike are seen tumbling towards the grave.



CHAPTER 5

Ma'arri

The themes of the zuhdiyya canon are frequent in Arabic literature. One of the
works based on them is the corpus of poems entitled Luzum ma la yalzam by
Abu l-'Ala' al-Ma'arrl. It centres on the traditional principles of zuhd poetry
but encompasses a wider range than the zuhdiyydt of Abu l-'Atahiya. Unlike
the latter, the Luzumiyydt are 'learned poetry' and include references and
allusions to many facets of culture. They evolve an idiosyncratic moral code so
that the meaning of zuhd is changed; it is an intellectual creed remote from the
simple asceticism of the earlier model. The following quatrain provides a first
illustration (Ma'arri, 1892, vol. I, p. 227):

1. iqnt bi-md radiya l-taqiyyu H-nafsihT
wa-abdhahu laka fi l-haydti mubihu

2. mifdtu 'aqlika in rdayta bi-hd siwd
md fi hijdka arathu wa-huwa qabihu

3. asndftdlika md aradta bi-fi'lihT
rashadan wa-khayru kaldmika 1-tasbThu

4. inna l-hawdditha md tazdlu lahd mudan
hamalu l-nujumi bi-ba'dihinna dhabihu

Be satisfied with the pious man's choice -
life's lawmaker has made it lawful to you.
If in your reason's mirror you perceive what disagrees
with your conscience you will discern it as evil.
Your most exalted deeds are those in search of righteousness;
your greatest words are those in praise of God.
Fate's vicissitudes remain endowed with knives;
the ram of heaven shall be their slaughter victim [too].

Lines 1 and 3, referring to the actions of the addressee, propound the
traditional maxims of piety (tuqd). The remaining two lines, however,
penetrate the sphere of reflection and imagination in an altogether different
manner.

The theme of the pious man's contentment with little, expressed in line 1, is
familiar from text IV:

97
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Id zayna ilia li-rddin 'an taqallulihT
inna l-qunu'a la-thawbu l-'izzi wal-zayn

No beauty save for those content with little;
restraint is honour and beauty's rightful garb.

The roots rdy and qn' convey the same meaning here as there. But the easy flow
of Abu l-'Atahiya's line is countered by rigour and condensation in that of
Ma'arrl. Line 2 portrays the process of ethical self-examination which is at the
origin of a life of piety. It subtly describes the function of reason in the theory of
the Luzumiyydv. 'aql is a force capable of distinguishing good and evil, truth
and falsehood, and thus capable of providing man with right guidance in life.
A man who is able to scrutinize the 'mirror' of reason with discernment can
dispense with all other authority. This epistemological premise is a major
point of distinction beween Ma'arri and Abu l-'Atahiya. The third line of the
poem appears again to coincide with the zuhdiyya ethos: piety, consisting in
doing good works and praising God,1 is the only worthy principle of human
conduct. Yet in the light of the previous line, rashad acquires a more distinct
meaning: it is not a form of conduct dictated by unquestioned precepts but an
integrity of conduct due to the ethical perception of reason.

The thematic range, the learned brilliance and the sombre power of the
Luzumiyydt are evident in the last line of the poem. It is unlike anything in the
Diwdn of Abu l-'Atahiya. Nevertheless, the poem concludes with a theme of
supreme importance in the traditional zuhdiyya: the theme of death. In the
Luzumiyydt, too, death and transience invalidate every human attempt at
leaving an imprint on the world. That is why, in the context of the poem, the
fourth line logically follows on the third: pious words and deeds are the
only recourse in the face of death. The Luzumiyydt, however, add new
dimensions to the ancient theme. Many poems, like the one quoted,
culminate in the assertion that not only death but with it a senseless cruelty
are engrained in the fabric of the world. Line 4 puts this with particular
force. The 'ram of the stars', hamal al-nujum, refers to the constellation of
Aries: yet hamal also means lamb, and the vision of slaughter by the daggers
of Fate evokes the ritual sacrifice at Mekka, a practice which Ma'arri
condemned like all other acts of killing. The connection between death in
the cosmic sphere and religious practice expresses both the victory of the
forces of doom and the folly of mankind. Finally, the nomenclature of
astrology, taken literally, is ridiculed.

The image in the last line also draws attention to a possible double meaning
in the first. Mubih in line 1 refers to God as the power which makes lawful what
the pious man may consume. However, according to FayruzabadI (Fayru-
zabadl, 1952), mubih may also mean 'lion'. In the context of the line, this
meaning conjures up the picture of scavengers, restrained by their fear (tuqd) of
the lion, and feeding only on what he leaves behind (and thus makes allowable
to them, abdha). The image is found elsewhere in the Luzumiyydv.2
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fa-inna l-usda tatba'uhd dhfdbun

wa-ghirbdnun fa-min 'urin wa-'urjT
Lions are followed by wolves and ravens,
some one-eyed and some lame.
This possible underlying meaning of the first line agrees with the slaughter of
hamal al-nujum, as well as with the sinister element in Ma'am's vision of the
divine.3

Kremer (1888), Nicholson (1921), and Jayyib (1950), have, among others,
provided summaries of the great thematic scope of the Luzumiyydt. The work
has so many facets that depending on the approach it may appear as
a document of religious asceticism, rational scepticism, or social satire. The
similarity of some of the precepts of the Luzumiyydt to Indian asceticism has
been remarked upon by Kremer (1888, pp. 44, 83f). Ma'arrl advocates
abstinence from meat, fish, and all animal products including honey, and
prohibits the killing of any living being, while praising celibacy and
condemning procreation. He sees the constant renewal of life, and its
continuous change of forms, as the greatest source of torment, vigorous
withdrawal from it as man's only salvation. Like a Buddhist ascetic, Ma'arrl
seems to try to ascend beyond the manifold monotony of suffering by negating
natural instinct and keeping his gaze fixed unswervingly on his creed. In spite
of the many critical comments on religion, the Luzumiyydt are pervaded by
a God-fearing spirit. His abstinence from worldly pursuits, his refusal to harm
any form of life and his piety warrant a view of Ma'arri as a religious figure in
the tradition of Eastern hermits and ascetics.

There is now general agreement that, contrary to older opinion, the
Luzumiyydt are not philosophical poems. No philosophical problem is treated
per se in any detail, and all the multitude of subjects touched upon in the
Luzumiyydt are reducible to a few basic principles that make no claim to
philosophical originality. Yet Ma'am's deduction of an ascetic life-style from
the scrutiny of reason was in the tradition of philosophical practice.4 This, as
well as factors such as the establishment of reason as one of the sources of
religious knowledge {usul al-din) in Ma'am's time,5 warrant a study of the
epistemological function of 'aql in his work in relation to that of his
contemporaries.6

As to satire, no theological, ideological, or political faction is spared rational
or satirical criticism in the Luzumiyydt. Astrology, theology, Isma'Tlism,
Sufism and philosophy itself, are shown to be but multiple veils that deceive
humanity, stirring vain hopes, and averting man's eyes from the coming of
death. The Luzumiyydt thus make a concerted attack on all social or
ideological hierarchy. Religious ritual is as much condemned as political
authority, pride in tribal descent as much demasked as faith in religious
tradition. The only remaining force of order is the medium itself: speech, and
with it the cultural heritage of language. It is to this, the literary aspect of the
Luzumiyydt that the present chapter is devoted.
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Variety

Ma'arri concludes the preface of his work with a short discussion of the moral
issues raised by the art of poetry (see Ma'arri, 1892, vol. I, p. 41, lines 12f). He
states that he abandoned poetry after the completion of Siqt al-Zand like the
newly born camel its membrane and the young ostrich its eggshell', because the
creation of good poetry necessarily requires the aid of lies and dubiousness'.
He concedes that there is merit to be gained by writing truthful poetry, whose
aim it must be to admonish mankind and open its eyes to the evil of the world.
However, such verse has, by tradition, been of poor quality: much, in Ma'am's
opinion, of the poetry of Umayya b. Abi Salt and his imitators (presumably
including Abu l-'Atahiya), is weak. It follows that poetry is an art altogether
morally suspect: if truthful, it is bad, if good, it is full of lies. Thus the
achievements of the traditional poets have, however great, always been stained
by a moral lapse: tahsin al-mantiq bil-kadhib ('adornment of speech through
lies'). This Ma'arrT considers min al-qabd'ih ('an evil act'). He thus criticizes
them for giving fanciful descriptions of experiences they have never had, like
desert journeys and endurance of hardships, when in reality they lead
comfortable lives. He also objects to their portrayals of damsels, horses, camels
and wine.

If Ma'arrT nevertheless returned to poetry to compose the Luzumiyydt, it
was to write a work free of these short-comings. The Luzumiyydt are, in his
own words, qawl 'ariyy min al-mayn ('speech devoid of falsehood'), dedicated
to the admonishment and instruction of mankind (ibid., p. 9, lines If, 10). In
this, Ma'arrT follows the tradition of the zuhdiyya, but in his desire to heighten
the poetic level of the mode he vastly extends its range. Rather than
abandoning the topoi, which the old poets had made the basis of their 'lies', or
shunning the stylistic devices with which they had adorned their compositions,
Ma'arrT preserves them and makes them his own. With the raw material of the
craft of poetry - its linguistic and technical heritage - he proceeds to erect
a new edifice. He re-defines every element of tradition in the light of what he
considers morality and reason, and assigns it a new function in a new poetic
realm, thus freeing it from the propagation of falsehood to which it had been
lowered in the past.7

Rhyme

The combination of old and new in the Luzumiyydt is most apparent in its
rhyme scheme. In the preface, Ma'arrT has undertaken a thoroughgoing
analysis of traditional rhyme technique and terminology, to explain with
lucidity the extent to which the Luziimiyya rhyme is a development of
traditional technique. One motive for writing the preface in this form may have
been an attempt on the part of the poet to justify the newness of his venture by
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pointing to its roots in tradition, in order to pre-empt criticism from the
quarters of ignorance or exorbitant conservatism. Indeed, he embarks on his
discussion of qdfiya terminology (see Glossary), because of his fear 'that this
book might fall into the hands of someone not well acquainted with these
terms' (Ma'arri, 1892, vol. I, p. 9).

After explaining the conventional rules of the rhyme and discussing
examples of their modification and infringement, the poet states the three
additional constraints to which he subjected himself in the Luzumiyydt (ibid.,
vol. I, p. 32, lines 5ff). These determine the form of the composition on three
different levels. The first affects the shape of the work as a whole: Ma'arri adopts
every letter of the alphabet (including alif and hamza) as rhyme letter (rawiyy)
which divides the work into twenty-nine sections, i.e. one each for the
twenty-eight letters of the alphabet, plus one for the section on alif The second
rule affects the shape of these sections: they are divided into four units (fusut)
each, since every rhyme letter is to appear with the four vocalizations possible
in Arabic. The exception here is the section rhyming on alif- it can only have
one vowel, fatha. Thus the work consists of altogether 113 units. As to the third
rule, it affects the shape of the individual poems by requiring each rawiyy to be
supplemented by an additional letter.

In contrast to the first two constraints which had never before been adopted
by any poet,8 the third one from which the title of the work is derived, is an
invention of the past; luzum md Id yalzam ('the necessity of the unnecessary'), is
in fact the rhetorical term for this particular rhyme technique. According to
Ma'arri, Kuthayyir was the first to have composed a poem with a reinforced
qdfiya.

The adherence to these constraints alone is sufficient to make the
Luzumiyydt an unprecedented poetic creation. The DTwdns of the poets had in
the past been collected and ordered according to the rhyme letter of the poems.
Ma'arri inverted the procedure: he extended the traditional method of
classification into a comprehensive system, and along these guidelines,
composed a complete DTwdn as a unit. The manner of phonological
classification thus determined the form of the composition.

In Arabic poetry, Ma'arrl's attempt appears to have remained unique, but
there are other examples of such a comprehensive and systematic approach to
artistic creation. One is the 'Well-tempered clavier' by Johann Sebastian Bach.
The composer explored all twenty-four tonalities in his preludes and fugues,
rather like Ma'arri who explored all 113 possible vowelled and unvowelled
rhyme letters.

Ma'arrl's three constraints amount both to an extension of range and
a restriction of freedom. The scope of the qawdfi is extended into regions
hitherto hardly explored - certainly not with the same thoroughness. The
choice of rhyme words in individual poems, on the other hand, is greatly
reduced. However, such a drastic imposition of order and technical difficulty
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does not impoverish the poetic range. Its purpose is, on the contrary, to enrich
its variety. Each of the three rules, in fact, widens the palette of sound in the
collection by giving rise to certain new or unusual patterns. Rule one enriches
the collection by the inclusion of unusual rhyme letters, like dhal, za\ dad, zd\
etc. Rule two affects the vowels. It provides variety by requiring the
comprehensive declension of all rawiyys. The third rule, finally, greatly
increases the number of possible monorhymes. Instead of the ordinary 113
(one rhyme letter plus vowel), the imposition of luzum ma Id yalzam creates, in
theory, over 5,000 different possibilities. Furthermore, Ma'am's rules do not
only affect the external shape of the Luzumiyydt. They have a great influence
on the texture of the individual poems. This is evident even on purely
theoretical grounds. The reinforced qafiya restricts the lexical choice of rhyme
words; by imposing a certain vocalic pattern, it also limits the range of
morphological patterns a rhyme word can assume. Both factors have
inevitable repercussions on phonology and syntax and all of these affect the
semantic structure. This process is particularly pronounced in poems such as
text VI where Ma'arri, due to an alliterative style, restricts his freedom of
choice still further. The truth of the axiom can, however, also be demonstrated
with the example of the quatrain quoted at the beginning which is not as rich in
rhetorical figures.

The structural importance of the rhyme word
That meaning and form of the rhyme words have an important function in the
structure of a poem was evident in the zuhdiyya of Abu l-'Atahiya: one may
recall the III form verbs as rhyme words in sections A and C of the poem. The
same is also the case with Ma'am's quatrain. The semantic relationship
between lines 1 and 3, and 2 and 4 has been mentioned. This development is
marked by the rhyme words themselves. MubTh in line 1 refers to God who
permits the pious man to cater for his modest needs. TasbTh in line 3 describes
the relationship between man and God from another angle: God provides, and
His glorification is the best man can utter. In contrast to lines 1 and 3 which
thus centre on the positive - human piety and divine mercy - the remaining
two lines point to the evil in man and the world. The rhyme words qabih and
dhabTh, morphologically identical, express the connection also semantically.
The former, qabih, denotes the depravity of man, while the latter, dhabih,
illustrates the prevalence of evil in the world as it portrays 'Aries' slaughtered
by the daggers of Fate. Thus, there is a symmetrical relationship between the
meaning and function of the rhyme words, which reflects the structure of the
quatrain as a whole. MubTh and dhabih express the negative and positive poles
of being: the grace of God and the evil of Time. Qabih and tasbih express the
reflection of these poles on the human being, the evil in man, and his
submission to God. As has been remarked, this structural importance of the
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rhyme word is in itself nothing new. However, due to the rule of luzum ma Id
yalzam, the choice of possible rhyme words is drastically restricted. This must
considerably increase their influence on the texture of a poem.

Morphological limitation

The morphological structure of the rhyme word is determined by the metrical
structure of the poem. In the quatrain it has to agree with the third foot of the
catalectic version of the meter kdmil, i.e. or . In case of an ordinary
qdfiya (e.g. ha' madmuma with yd' or wdw as choice of ridf\ the lexical and
morphological possibilities are very wide. As long as the third radical is hd\ the
rhyme word can have forms like fa'Tl, fa'ul, fu'ul, maf'ul, taf'Tl, fi"Tl, mif'Tl,
fu'lul, fi'lil, 7/ (e.g. nh\ 'ul (e.g. buh\ etc. In the case of the qdfiya bihii, the
morphological choice is restricted to five derivatives of the sound triliteral
verb, the second and third radicals of which must be bd" and hS (Fayruzabadl
lists eleven such roots): fa'Tl, taf'Tlfi'lTl, mif'Tl, fi"Tl. The latter three are rather
uncommon and Ma'arrl does not use them. Instead, fa'Tl occurs twice. The
only other morphological and lexical possibilities are some derivatives of the
IV form of the hollow verb bdha: ubihu, tubihu, mubihu. The latter occurs in the
poem.

This shows how much both the lexical and morphological range of possible
rhyme words is restricted by the rule of luzum ma Id yalzam. Since rhyme words
are generally important, a restriction in their choice must increase their
dominance. This is especially so in very rare or difficult rhymes, or in long
poems where the stock of possible rhyme words is widely explored.

Phonological dimension

Another level on which the influence of the rhyme word can be perceived is
that of phonology. The phonological interplay between the line and its rhyme
word has two aspects, the second being an extension of the first:
(1) Anticipation of the letter preceding the qdfiya. This letter, in fact, becomes
a focal point of attention in poems with a Luzumiyya-type qdfiya. It is
anticipated also in the quatrain:

i q ni' -• 'a q lika -> q ablhu (2)
a s na -• ta s blhu (3)
ta s blhu -• ta z alu -> dh ablhu (4)

(2) Anticipation of the root of the rhyme word, or anticipation of the rhyme
word as a whole. The first line of the quatrain contains an example of this
figure (radd al-'ajz 'aid l-sadr):

a b a h a -• mu b I h u (1)
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Thus the rhyme word also greatly influences the phonological texture of the
poem. This is particularly the case in poems such as text VI where, because of
consistent use oiradd al-'ajz 'aid l-sadr, the determining influence of the qdfiya
is very great on all levels. The sound complex war is repeated forty-seven times,
the plural of the active participle of the weak verb (e.g. bawdn from bry) is
repeated fourteen times. Other, similar repetitions could be counted. Further-
more, the combination of reinforced rhyme, and radd al-'ajz 'aid l-sadr, gives
rise to clusters of words of similar morphological and/or phonological pattern
based on the letter preceding the rhyme. These can either be dispersed
throughout the poem, like the following derivatives of the root swr:

siwdray sawdrT (9)
(two bracelets) (travelling at night)

sawdr (assault) musdwir uswdr (20)
(attacker) (marksman)
aswdr (walls) aswdr (walls) (26)

or occur close by in a succession of lines, like the following variations on the
letters sad, sin, and shin:

siwdri (herd of deer) suwdri sawdri (8)
(musk) (collecting)
siwdray sawdri (9)
(two bracelets) (travelling at night)
shiwdri shawdri (10)
(saddle utensils) (trading)

mishwdrT (11)
(showground)

Such clusters of words illustrate a paradoxical effect of the Luzumiyya style: in
its very restrictiveness, it is a source of variety. Due to its constraints, it gives
the poet the opportunity to explore the lexical range of the language to new
depths, and embellish his verse with a great spectrum of words of similar
complexion, so that excitement and colour are created by the dissimilarity of
the similar.

Lexicon

General

One of the merits - and also one of the difficulties - of the Luzumiyydt is the
great richness of its vocabulary. This is, in part, the result of the difficult rhyme
scheme which requires a full set of the lexical range of the language. Yet in
many poems (e.g. text VI), Ma'arrl goes beyond the requirements of luzum md
Id yalzam in his usage of rare and difficult words. Such poems seem designed to
bring to the fore the lexical and semantic range of related words. The rhetorical
device which more than any other acts as an instrument of search and analysis
in this is paronomasia. One can distinguish two forms:
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(1) Paronomasia serving to contrast different meanings of words derived
from the same root, or different shades of meaning of one word.
(2) Paronomasia serving to combine words of a different root, or clusters of
words of a different root.
Even though Ma'arrl employs them with unparalleled dexterity, neither of
these usages is particular to him. What is special in his poetry is the manner in
which these forms of paronomasia become vehicles of a subtle and wide-rang-
ing scrutiny of the meaning of words, and the relationships between them. This
is best illustrated by some examples.
With regard to (1):
The word kur with its plurals akwdr, ku'ur, akwur, kiran, occurs frequently in
poetry and hadith (See Glossary), in the meaning of'camel saddle' (rahl). This is
the meaning it has in the following line (Ma'arri, 1892, vol. I, p. 324, line 4):

thaldthu ma'dribin 'ansun wa-kiirun
wa-nahjun qad abdna fa-hal bukuru

Three wishes [are common]; a strong camel, a saddle,
and a road clear and plain. For when the departure?

Line 23 of text VI includes the plural form akwdr.

law fakkarat tulubu l-ghind fi dhdhibi l-
akwdri ma qa'adat 'aid l-akwdn

If those who crave for wealth but thought of dhdhib
al-akwdri they would not remain seated on their saddles.

The rhyme word akwdr is, as can be seen from the context, most likely to be the
plural of kur in the meaning cited above. Akwdr at the beginning of the second
hemistich, however, may have several meanings. It may be the plural of kawr,
i.e. a great herd of camels. In this sense it balances the word ghind ('wealth'),
since herds of camels in themselves represent wealth. So the phrase tulub
al-ghind ('seekers of wealth'), is antithetically parallel to dhdhib al-akwdr ('the
passing away of wealth'). The avaricious are thus reminded of the transitori-
ness of the gain they seek by the picture of the vanishing herds. A second
meaning of akwdr which confirms the parallelism of the compound, while
giving the line a more subtle undertone, is suggested by the prophetic saying:

a'udhu bi'lldhi mina l-hawri ba'da l-kawri
I take refuge with God from hawr after kawr.

Ma'arri uses the phrase himself in the Kitdb al-Fusul wal-Ghdydt, where he
explains it as al-nuqsdn ba'da l-ziydda ('reduction after plenitude', see Ma'arri,
1938, p. 24, line 10). Dhdhib al-akwdr in text VI then could also be meant to
refer to this prophetic saying (akwdr being understood as the plural of kawr in
the hadith). So the line not only admonishes the avaricious for their lack of
insight, but law fakkarat JT, ('if they but thought of), also evokes the prophetic
saying and implies censure for their lack of pious restraint. To discuss a third
possible meaning of the word - one suggested by the footnote in the edition - it
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is best to turn to another line where the poet himself supplies a commentary
(Ma'arrT, 1892, vol. I, p. 337, line 1):

wa-atat 'aid l-akwdri jamH l-kuri wal-
kawri l-musarrahi hddhihi l-akwdru

There came upon the akwdr, plural both of kawr
and kur musarrah, these (other) akwdr.

Akwdr in the first hemistich is the plural of kur ('camel saddle'), as well as kawr.
('herd of camels or cattle'). The adjective musarrah ('driven to the pasture
ground'), illustrates the meaning of kawr.

The rhyme word akwdr is explained by the commentary of the edition as an
astronomical term; its meaning is given as 3,006 years (ibid., vol. I, p. 337, n. 2)
or thirty-six years (ibid., vol. I, p. 402, n. 5). I have not been able to find the word
attested in precisely that meaning, but it is clearly derived from kawr, 'winding',
and hence, 'rotation', 'cycle'. In that sense it is probably a synonym of dawr,
adwdr.9 Bint al-Shati' explains the word in this meaning in the Risdlat
al-Ghufrdn, where Ma'arrT speaks about a time, 'one or two cycles before the
creation of Adam' (qabla an yakhluqa lldhu Adama bi-kawrin aw kawrayni,
Ma'arrT, 1950, p. 198, line 8). Thus, in the line above, the eons, the cycles of
time, 'annihilate' (atat 'aid) their namesakes, the camels and their saddles. This
meaning of akwdr may also apply to line 23 of text VI: the 'seekers of wealth'
ignore dhdhib al-akwdr, the 'passing cycles of time' which will bring them to
their deaths.

Ma 'am's treatment of akwdr makes clear his technique of lexical and
semantic exploration by means of paronomasia. The well-known meaning of
the word is contrasted with its obscure counterparts, and the reader, in his
attempt at understanding, is made aware of the ambiguities and recesses of
meaning contained in the word.

Another aspect of this poetic scrutiny of related words is the technique,
already mentioned in connection with the rhyme scheme, of introducing
a great number of words derived from the same root into a poem. An example
is the four derivatives of the root hwr in lines 5 and 6 of text VI. The purpose of
such passages is not merely the creation of intricate word plays for their own
sake. They are part of an exploration of language and meaning which
characterizes the Luzumiyydt as a whole. In the same way as all possible qawdfT
are brought into play, the vocabulary of the language is given presence in its
breadth, and the scope of meaning of individual words is unfolded.

As with the three constraints of the rhyme scheme, the technique of word
exploration can result in an effect of richness and variety. Such is the case in
another poem rhyming on rd\ where Ma'arrT, in the space of five lines,
combines eight derivatives of the root srr: surur ('wrinkle'), sarrd' ('joy'), sirar
('umbilical cord'), sarra ('to give joy'), asarru ('camel wounded on the chest'),
sarar ('wound on the spot of the camel's chest which touches the ground'),
sardra ('bottom of a valley'), and surdr (pi. of sarir, 'throne') (Ma'arrT, 1982,
vol. I, p. 315, bottom line f).
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With regard to (2):
Subtle investigation of meaning and creation of morphological and semantic
variety also characterize the second function of paronomasia: the combination
of words of different roots. Text VI contains numerous examples. The
paronomasia in line lb joins two words of different root: bawdr ('perdition,
from bwr), and bawdrx ('emaciating' from bry). In spite of their different
provenance, the line supplements their phonological identity by associating
their meaning. BawdrT, the word which describes the gazelles as 'emaciating',
also denotes the effect this quality has on the lover: it brings bawar, 'perdition'.

An effect of variety, similar to the interplay of the derivatives of srr in the
poem above, is created by the rhyme words of lines 15,16 and 18: tawarT(fcom
twr), tawdrT (from tf), and tawdrT (from wry). Each word has a different
meaning, is derived from a different root, and has a different morphological
form, but all are closely related in sound.

Jinds al-tarkTb and jinds mulaffaq, paronomasia in which one or both
elements are made up of compounds of words, play a similar role. There is one
example in text VI: in line 4, fawdn in the first hemistich is derived horn fry,
while the rhyme word fa-wdrT is a compound combining the particle fa with
the present participle of wry.

Technical terms

Another facet of the broad linguistic spectrum of the Luzumiyydt is the
frequent use of technical terms derived from philology, astrology, theology,
and other sciences. It gives rise to what 'Abd Allah al-Tayyib critically called
'scholars' verse', yet such passages should not be seen as odd or incidental
deviations from an artistic norm, but as an integral part of the poetic venture.

Imagery derived from metrical terminology, for instance, may not appeal to
the lyrical sense, but it accords with the all-inclusive exploration of language in
the Luzumiyydt. Also, the use of technical terms not infrequently provides for
humour (Ma'arrT, 1892, vol. II, p. 277, lines 6-7):

fa-la tusri'anna fa-inna 1-sarVa yuqafu haqqan kamd ta'lamil
fa-in qulta thdnThi Id waqfa fihi qulna wa-thdlithulu aslamu
So don't you hurry, for the quick one is in fact made to stop as you know;
and if you say there's no stopping the second, we'll say the third has had

his ears cut off.

The riddle of this couplet lies in the puns between the normal and technical
meaning of words, a rhetorical figure known as tawjih. The first line contains
an ironic reference to the fiction with which the grammarians construct the
basic form of the metre sarV (lit. 'the quick one'). According to them it is:

mustafilun mustaf Hlun mafuldtu

However, no poet is known to have used this form. In defence of their theory,
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they assert that the last foot is always maw quf('stopped"), by losing its terminal
short syllable. This is what Ma'arri refers to when saying that the 'quick one is
in fact made to stop': in practice, the metre sarV always loses the final syllable
(see Jayyib, 1970, pp. 143f).

The second line of the couplet must be read within the same circle of terms:
the second form of the metre sari' contains no waqf, i.e. it loses no syllable:

mustaf'ilun mustaf'ilun faHlun

The third form on the other hand, is aslam, a word which in its technical sense
means 'shortened with respect to verses' (see Kazimirsky, 1846):

mustafilun mustafilun fd'il

An example like this shows how the Luzumiyyat explore language by
unfolding the various meanings of words. In this case, Ma 'arri achieves three
things in one: the fiction of the grammarians is ridiculed, technical terminology
is led ad absurdum, and still the underlying purpose - admonition - is fulfilled.
The inclusion of such metrical images as well as others derived from astrology,
theology, or jurisprudence, is part of one phenomenon, namely, Ma'am's
tendency to adduce material from the entire cultural horizon to express the
basic set of ideas.

Names

The proper names, which abound in the collection, fulfil a function similar to
that of the technical terms. Pre-Islamic tribes, medieval scholars, ruling
dynasties, Kings and local governors, as well as geographical toponyms, are all
absorbed into the orbit of asceticism. The proper names add to the richness of
the lexical and morphological spectrum. Often they form part of a parono-
masia, in which their quality as proper names recedes in favour of their quality
of sound. Through this technique, of which Abu Tammam is the first master,
the use of names becomes another aspect of the exploration of language in the
Luzumiyyat. The following are some'examples to illustrate the different
contexts in which proper names ma^ appear. In line two of text VI the name of
a pre-Islamic shrine occurs:

bldun dawdrin lil-qulubi k&tmnahd
'Tnun bi-dawwarin+wa-'ayni DuwdrT

They are white and prey on hearts as though they were
wide-eyed ones on curving sands and Duwar's holy site

By the time of Ma'arrI, the heathen sanctuary at Duwar would certainly have
disappeared. Yet the name lived on as a literary topos, evoking ancient scenes
by allusion, for instance, to the Mu'allaqa of Imru' al-Qays:10
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fa-anna land sirbun kdanna ni'djahu
'adhdra Duwdrin JT mala! in mudhayyalT

A flock presented themselves to us, the cows among them
like Duwar virgins mantled in their long-trailing draperies.

With the second example, I leave the field of paronomasia for the rhetorical
figure, ittifaq, in which the etymological meaning of a name is made the basis of
a word play (Ma'arri, 1892, vol. I, p. 396, lines 13f):

asdba l-Akhfashayni basiru khatbin
ddda l-A'shayayni bi-ld hixvdrT

The 'two al-'A'shas' are the poet al-'A'sha al-Akbar (d. 629) and al-'A'sha
Hamdan (d. 702), while the 'two al-Akhfashes' must refer to the grammarians
of that name, of whom there are several: al-Akhfash al-Akbar (d. 793), al-Awsat
(d. 830-5) and al-Asghar (d. 928). The names also have a literal significance to
which the wording of the line makes allusion: a'shd means 'night blind',
akhfash its opposite, 'day blind'. A literal translation conveys something of the
grotesque humour of the line which, in its riddle-like character, is reminiscent
of the couplet on the metre sarV:

An all-seeing mishap afflicted the two who are blind by day
and dumbfounded the two who are blind by night.
Like the technical terms, the proper names in their number and variety make
the Luzumiyydt a cultural mosaic. By evoking the sciences, historical events,
and numerous aspects of the literary heritage, the names bring to the fore the
whole spectrum of contemporary learning.

Traditional thematic units (aghrad)

There are two aspects to Ma'am's treatment of the traditional thematic units
of poetry in the Luzumiyydt:
(1) the preservation of the aghrad as extended sequences of several lines, and
their adaptation to the doctrine of asceticism.
(2) the break-up of the aghrad into thematic elements ('motifs', ma'dnT) and
their free combination in individual poems.
With regard to (1):
This approach is somewhat less common. Not many poems begin, like text VI,
with a nasib of several lines, and other aghrad are equally rare in a prolonged
form. However, their traditional significance is always changed since it is
reinterpreted in the light of asceticism. The discussion of the leitmotifs (see
below, p. 115) will touch upon the modified function of nasib and rahil: both
are symbols of the afflicted condition of man: his seduction by the deceptive
pleasures of life, and his suffering during a 'night journey' which ends only in
death.

Other aghrad are similarly revalued; the merry drinking scene of the
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khamriyya, for instance, comes to illustrate the folly of mankind: delving into
intoxication, man forsakes his most precious possession, reason. A character-
istic example of such reinterpretation is the was/ al-dhVb, the wolf description
cited in text VII. The theme is not uncommon in Arabic poetry: the most
celebrated example is no doubt the wolf description in the Ldmiyya of
Shanfara (see BustanI, 1962, vol. I, pp. 7f). Further occurrences of the theme,
including a treatment attributed to Buhturi, are studied in a recent publication
by Ul lmannC^l ) . 1 1

In the older poems, the heroic nature of the protagonist is mirrored in the
figure of the wolf. His ferocity and resilience, his defiant resistance of hunger
and adversity and, in Buhturi's poem, his courage in the final hour illustrate
the moral ideal of muruwwa. Ma'arri, however, approaches the theme from
a different angle. The wolf's behaviour is not an image of virtue, but of
ignorance and evil:
1. law kdna yadn uwaysun md janat yaduhii

la-khtdra duna mughdri l-thullati l-adamd
2. fa-inna min aqbahi l-ashyd'i yaf'aluhu

shdkT l-majd'ati yawman an yuriqa dammd

Had the wolf cub understood the crime he committed,
before attacking a flock of sheep he would have chosen to die,
For among the vilest deeds hunger's victim
can ever perform some day is bloodshed.

Like the older poets, Ma'arri dwells on the solitary resilience of the animal
with admiration and awe, but his moral considerations prevail. Two lines in
the middle of the poem juxtapose animal nature and ethical spirit in their
difference: the wolf steals and devours all he can while man in his penitence
must renounce:

7. jama'ta JT kulli riyyin sallatan wa-radd
nafsin fa-halld saraqta l-qursa wal-hadamd12

8. qad yaqsuru l-nafsa i'zdman H-bdrfihT
'aid Uqafdri munibun tdlama "tadamd

Each time you feed you combine theft and murder;
why don't you [for once] steal bread and the heat [of the oven]?
In glorification of his creator, a penitent long used to eat his loaf well-seasoned
may restrict himself to unseasoned bread!

The two lines contrast strongly with the ideology of muruwwa as it is expressed
in the same theme. Traditionally, wolf and hero are not rapacious hunters
living out their murderous instincts. On the contrary, both are portrayed
living a life of hunger and facing a cruel fight for survival.13 The contrasting
parallelism which has been mentioned above, between muruwwa and zuhd
appears again here. The man of virtue and the ascetic both choose to face
hardship, but for different ends. One suffers hunger for the sake of worldly
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courage, the other fasts Vzdman li-bdrfihi, in glorification of God. (Buhturi,
1963, p. 743):

samd IT wa-bT min shiddati l-ju'i ma bihT
bi-baydd'a lam tuhsas bihd 'Tshatun raghdu

[The wolf] appeared to me in the distance; I was just as hungry as he,
in a wilderness where no life of ease is ever found.

Again, there is the same pattern: the hero, in search of the glory of muruwwa,
suffers hunger as does the wolf. 'Ishatun raghdu ('the life of ease and plenty'), is
as distant for him as it is for the ascetic.

In Ma'am's poem, the mode of behaviour represented by the wolf and
man's moral ideal are at opposite ends. The wolf appears as a rapacious
creature which kills, not out of necessity, but savagery. It lives its sensuality to
the full, and gives way to the passions of animal nature - a conduct without
merit. The same applies, by implication, to the conduct of muruwwa. Yet there
is also, in Ma'am's portrayal of the animal's unrestrained vitality, a sense of
the burden of moral restraint imposed on man. For virtue is achieved only by
the one who curbs his desires, and restricts the inclinations of his self in the
knowledge of divine supremacy. Thus hero and ascetic, in their opposition,
share a similar fate; both face a solitary struggle, and both shun pleasure and
ease in their search for merit. One, however, seeks the metaphor of his ideal in
the ferocious resilience of animal nature, the other orientates his ideal towards
the divine. Ma'am's revaluation of the traditional wolf description illustrates
how the literary heritage is absorbed and reinterpreted in the Luzumiyyat.
Topoi and imagery of one poetic tradition are moulded to express contrary
moral codes: muruwwa and zuhd.
With regard to (2):
The break-up of the aghrdd into thematic elements and their free combination
in individual poems is the most characteristic and interesting technique of
composition in the Luzumiyyat. Some of these thematic elements function as
leitmotifs (see below, p. 115); while evoking their 'mode of origin', they acquire
a new meaning in the context of Luzumiyya ideology. One such motif is the
jewelry of the damsels of the nasib which, in the Luzumiyyat, comes to signify
the 'awdriyy (lit. 'borrowed items'), the human possessions which alone remain
when their owners depart (see text VI, 17). The associations such thematic
elements evoke with the traditional aghrdd are an abundant source of poetic
richness and subtlety which Ma'arrT exploits throughout the corpus.

This use of conventional imagery gives many passages in the work
a symbolist quality. This is because Ma'arrT consistently employs the motifs,
not for their mimetic value, but for the significance they have attained in the
poetic tradition. Detached from their mimetic base, the motifs become
ambivalent and acquire the intangible multivalence of symbols. This gives rise
to the mysterious vagueness which veils many a line in the work.

The symbolic nature of the poetic motifs enables Ma'arrT to combine them
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freely without having to follow any outward sequence of events. As will be
shown in the analysis of text VI, coherence resides in abstract factors: the
interplay of linguistic forms, and the progress of thought, as it is visualized in
stages through the symbolic content of the motifs. In the following poem
(Ma'arri, 1892, vol. I, p. 259), the properties of this technique of composition
are evident in their effectiveness and originality. Each of the first five lines
presents an aspect of the message of asceticism in the guise of an image derived
from a thematic unit of the traditional qasida. The last line concludes on a note
of satire:

1. khumirta mina l-khumdri wa-dhdka najsun14

wa-ammd min khimdrika fa-huwa sddu
2. wa-nafsuka zabyatun rata'at bi-qafrin

yurdqibu akhdhahd l-mighwdru ja'du
3. wa-Zaynabu in asdbathd l-mandya

fa-Hindun min wasdHqihd wa-Da'du
4. jarat 'dddtund bi-suquti ghaythin

tadullu 'alayhi bdriqatun wa-ra'du
5. shuriiru l-dahri aktharu min banihi

fa-qablu satat 'aid umamin wa-ba'dii
6. ta'ajjala mayyitun bil-hulki naqdan

fa-marra wa-'indahu lil-ba'thi wa'dii

Rapt into drunkenness, a shame;
but in your turban wrapped betokens well.
Your soul is a gazelle happily grazing in the wild,
but lying in wait to seize her, the Raider, the shaggy [wolf].
And Zaynab should she be struck by Fate,
well Hind and Da'd were his victims too.
We have long been used to rainfalls
announced by lightning-clouds and thunder.
Still more are the evils of Time than his children
for they fell in the past upon nations and in the future will fall.
The dead man has paid his debt of death cash on the nail
and has passed on, resurrection for him a promissory note.

The first hemistich of line 1 alludes to the mode of khamriyya ('wine poetry'),
while evaluating the theme in accordance with the moral code of the
Luzumiyydt. By playing upon the words khumdr ('intoxication') and khimdr
('turban', 'veil'), honour and dignified behaviour are contrasted with the
hangover of the boon companion. Other, more lengthy, resumptions of the
khamriyya themes explain Ma'am's grievances against the drinking of wine
(ibid., p. 215, lines 4f).

The second line recalls the was/section of the pre-Islamic qasida where the
portrayal of a gazelle attacked by hunter or wolf is a standard theme. The very
wording of the line is reminiscent of ancient models:
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bi-ahizzati l-Thalabiiti yarba'u fawqahd
qafra l-mardqibi khawfuhd drdmuhd

Up and up he [the wild ass] goes, in the broken country of Thalabut, to
the level plateau above it, giving a

broad outlook, but where the cairns fill him with fear.15

Labld's wild ass fears the hidden dangers of the wilderness which also threaten
the life of the gazelle in Ma'am's line.16

The names Zaynab, Hind, and Da'd, in line 3 evoke the traditional figure of
the beloved. The motif is treated in Luzumiyydt fashion: the damsels - by
convention young, beautiful and desirable17 - are portrayed as a flock
shepherded by death.

The rain motif in line 4 is also an ancient part of the poetic tradition. It
frequently figures in the atldl mode when the poet describes the rainfalls on the
deserted campsite (see text II, 3). It is also found in elegies (rithd'), when rain is
wished on the tomb of the deceased, as well as in storm, spring, and garden
descriptions.

The statement in line 5 is the first and only to belong to the mode of hikma
proper, evoking the traditional lamentations over mortality and transience, as
well as the Qur'anic topos of the umam khdliya (see Wansbrough, 1977, p. 3).

The varying provenance of the motifs in the first four lines does not create
a lack of cohesion since there is a subtle interrelation of imagery and argument.
Najs and sa'd in line 1 refer to an idea alluded to again in the last line of the
poem: al-wa'd wal-wa'Td ('the heavenly promise and threat').18 Purity is a good
omen because it will ensure ultimate bliss, while defilement forebodes evil. The
second line illustrates this meaning. The operative link with the line above is
the word khimdr. It refers to the veil of protection with which man must cover
his soul to keep 'her' away from the gloating eyes of sinful temptation: she is
like a gazelle innocently grazing, while evil in the form of the wolf is lying in
wait for her. Thus she must be shielded to retain her chastity and purity. Line
2 also has other connotations suggested by the poetic tradition. Zabya evokes
the beloved of the nasib, and the wolf's attack expresses not only a moral but
also a physical reality: namely the unrestrained sensual urge (alluded to in line
11 of the wolf description, text VI), as well as, in the last resort, the threat of
death. These connotations are taken up in the third line of the poem: Zaynab (a
conventional name of the beloved) appears, victim of the fates of death.

The second tristich of the poem relates to the first in a manner reminiscent of
the techniques of sectional parallelism observed so far. While the first tristich
dwells on specific situations (the aftermath of drinking, the gazelle grazing, the
death of Zaynab), the second makes statements of general validity. In its
sequence, the second tristich resumes notions of the first: the suggestion of
wine in line 1 is reflected by rain in line 4, the suggestion of restraint (veil), by
the notion of release (falling of rain, thunderstorm). The attack of the wolf (2) is
mirrored by the onslaught of time (5), the death of the women (3) by the fate of
the dying man (6). The latter connection is amplified by an active/passive
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contrast: the women are driven as a flock (wasd'iq), the man, in vain hope, is
himself the one to move (marra).

The fourth line is perhaps the most important, certainly the most mysterious
of the poem. It introduces the general statements of the conclusion: 'as we are
accustomed to the falling of rain', so the evils of time will never cease to befall
the nation. The line also comments on the tristich that precedes it. It
substantiates the statement of line 3 by illustrating it with a general example: if
Zaynab dies, so do Hind and Da'd; in the same way, thunder and lightning
bring rain in their wake. Neither of these statements is to be understood in
strictly logical terms. Rather they are associations of events which may be
expected to occur together.

The real substance of the line, however, does not reside in these purely
illustrative relationships, but in the literary allusion of the theme. Not only
does it have a long heritage in the poetic tradition, it is also one of the leitmotifs
of the Luzumiyydt. The poems that rhyme on the letters 'ayn-ddl contain
particularly frequent examples, because the word for thunder ra'd, pi. riiud,
figures as rhyme word:

qad badd IT mina l-mandya
bdriqatun ddhanat bi-ra'dT

The fates of death appeared to me
as a lightning-cloud heralding thunder.

(Ma'arri, 1892, vol. I, p. 290, line 9)

uhddhiru l-sayla wa-man IT bi-man-
jdtin idhd asma'anT rotdah

I fear the torrent. Who will save me
when it lets me hear its thunder?

(Ibid., p. 276, line 10)

These two examples are sufficient to show how the thunderstorm in line 4 must
be understood: it is a reference to death. Lightning and thunder are the
awesome signs that announce it, and the coming of the rain symbolizes death
itself. When expressing fear of the 'torrent' in the line above, Ma'arri clearly is
not thinking of the beneficient, and reviving, spring rain of traditional, poetic,
spring descriptions (rabViyydt). What comes to mind at the phrase, 'uhddhiru
al-sayla, is the catastrophic storms of the type described by Imru' al-Qays in
his Mu'allaqa.

Line 4 in the poem, however, suggests a different interpretation. Ghayth is
not a torrential downpour, but, on the contrary, 'rain that is productive of
much good' (Lane, 1863). In this sense, the line does not conjure up the fear of
death, but expresses longing for it as relief and end to suffering. It is
characteristic of the Luzumiyydt that rain, a motif which often signifies
consolation and revival, should here be equated with death.19

Line 4 is thus the best example of what can be called the 'symbolist' style of
the Luzumiyydt. It has no narrative connection with what precedes or follows
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it, and acquires its meaning exclusively from the general context and the
literary echoes it evokes - echoes of other poems within the collection as much
as of the literary heritage as a whole.

It is clear that without some knowledge of the poetic tradition, it would be
difficult to do justice to this work. The sequence of motifs might appear
arbitrary, their meaning dubious. Seen in the literary context, however, the
poem is a carefully composed miniature. The ancient motifs are preserved and
yet changed. They derive their meaning in the new context by association with
the old: each image carries the reverberations of the past into a new sphere.

Variation

Leitmotifs

The 1,592 poems in the Luzumiyydt centre on one basic set of ideas. 'All things
counter, original, spare, strange' (Hopkins, 1918, p. 30) in the universe of
language, Ma'arri has gathered and combined in ever new patterns to express
his vision of these essential truths. Frequent repetition of certain concepts and
motifs is thus unavoidable, but this potential agent of monotony has been
turned into a source of richness. The repetitions, however numerous, are never
uniform but tirelessly express the underlying idea in different and contrasting
guises, so that the Luzumiyydt appear like a formidable set of variations with
the ethics of asceticism as their theme. The most important elements of these
variations are the leitmotifs: certain lexical items, motifs, or concepts which
frequently appear in different forms and contexts. Most of these originate in
the conventions of poetic tradition, but they are transposed and explored in
a distinctly characteristic manner. Tracing and comparing such leitmotifs
provides a fascinating entry into Ma'am's work. They afford an insight into
the nature of its composition while revealing much about its speculative
content.

Given the vast scope of the Luzumiyydt, an exhaustive study of this kind
requires a volume in its own right. In the following pages, I have undertaken
a very selective analysis, sufficient, I hope, to convey an idea of the types,
character, and function of these motifs.

Darkness and light
The adjective qabih occurs in the poem cited on page 97 and in text VI; its
elative is found in text VII:

2. mifdtu 'aqlika in rdayta bihd siwd
mdfihijdka arathu wa-huwa qabihu

If in your reason's mirror you perceive what disagrees
with your conscience you will discern it as evil.
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10. Yurqilna fi khalaqi l-shiwari wa-fawqahd
akhldqu insin Hl-qabThi shawdn

They hasten with tattered saddles and upon them
sit men disposed to evil trades.

2. fa-inna min aqbahi l-ashyai yaf'aluhu
shdkT l-majd'ati yawman an yuriqa dammd

For one of the vilest deeds hunger's victim
can ever perform some day is bloodshed.

The adjective is, in fact, a lexical leitmotif: it qualifies the wickedness of
animal nature. Together, the lines picture the moral significance of the word in
its context: by means of reason, man can discern the evil side of his nature and
learn to shun and combat it. However, the majority of mankind act like the
travellers in the second example: they are out not to shun 'evil' but to trade in
it.

QabTh refers to all that is wicked: man's readiness to forsake the guidance of
reason, to indulge in cruelty and greed, and to let himself be deceived by
intoxication and superstition. The achievements of civilization - state,
commerce, religion - Ma'arri sees as an offshoot of these evil qualities, as
a result also of man's refusal to recognize the principal truths of existence from
which alone morality can spring: his ignorance and his death:

banaytum 'aid l-amri 1-qabThi khiydmakum
wa-ulfitumii 'an sdlihi l-fi'li khuyydmd

fa-yd md adalla l-ndsu 'an subuli l-hudd
wa-lal-dahru lam yatruk Iydman wa-ld Ydmd

You (pi.) have erected your tents on evil ground,
and are found shunning deeds of virtue like cowards.
How far has mankind strayed from the paths of guidance!
Verily, Time has not left [a trace] of Iyam or Yam.20

Man's evil disposition is rooted in his nature (tab', ghariza, sajiyya, etc.)
(Ma'arri, 1892, vol. II, p. 306, line 2):

fal-tab'u fi kulli jilin tab'u maVamatin
wa-laysa fi l-tab'i majbulun 'aid 1-karamT

For nature in all generations is marked by depravity;
nature has no disposition to virtue.

However, man is not alone or unique in this his disposition. His tab' is
a reflection of the tab' of the macrocosm (ibid., vol. I, p. 347, line 11):

fi tab'ind l-zayghu wal-fasddu wa-hd-
dhd l-laylu tab'un li-junhihi l-khadaru

In our nature there is zaygh and fasdd;
and this night is a nature whose prime element is darkness.
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The line requires some comment. It refers to two things in one: moral depravity
and physical decay. This is evident in the meanings of zaygh and fasdd; the
former means both 'deviation' (from the right path) and 'decline' (of the sun
from the meridian); the latter means 'viciousVss', and, as the opposite of kawn
('generation'), it means 'decay'. So the line appears to state that man's evil
disposition and mortality are innate qualities mirrored in the blackness of
night. This is a suggestive image, but it seems clear from the formulation of the
line and the deliberate juxtaposition of the tab' of man with the tab' of night,
that Ma'arri meant to express something more specific.

The poem from which the line stems does not offer any comment - it features
there like an ideogram - but darkness and light occur as leitmotifs in many
other works. In their allusion and variation, they clarify what is intended.
Speaking of mankind Ma'arrT says (ibid., vol. II, p. 323, line 10):

wa-ka'anna l-sharra aslunfihumu
wa-kadha l-nuru hadithun fi l-zulam

It is as though evil was their very root;
just as light is more recent than darkness.

This line shows that the image above is more than an impressionistic
statement; it conceals a rational judgement on the nature of the world. Just as
darkness is the primary element and light secondary, so evil is man's natural
disposition and goodness secondary - brought into being, one might conclude,
by an act of reason and control. This explains the moral aspect of the tab' of
man in its relation to the tab' of night: zaygh and fasdd ('deviation') and ('evil')
are, like darkness, primary in the world.

The significance of the physical aspect of zaygh and fasdd is elucidated by
another variation of the same leitmotif. Ma'arrT says about 'day' (ibid., p. 306,
line 5):

huwa l-jadidu fa-yatwihi l-zamdnu bilan
wa-yarja'u l-dahru izldman bi-izldmi

It begins as new then Time renders it thin with decay,
and destiny returns bringing darkness upon darkness.

Thus it would seem that the line has a second meaning quite distinct from the
first. As far as the moral aspect is concerned, tab' of man and tab' of night
correspond to one another. However, in the physical aspect, they are
contrasted: the weakness of human tab' afflicted by mortality is countered by
the triumphant blackness of night, the agent of death. The double meaning of
the line is supported by the connotations of layl: it not only means 'night' in the
literal sense, but evokes al-laydli, 'the nights' - the passing eons.

The discussion of this line illustrates how the manifestations of the leitmotifs
relate to one another in mutual extension, modification, and definition.
Having compared three lines on 'darkness and light', the metaphorical
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overtones of the following quotation are evident, (ibid., p. 144, line 9):

yard l-fikru anna l-nura fi l-dahri muhdathun
wa-md 'unsuru l-awqdti ilia hulukuhd

Thought concludes that light is a novel element in Time;
the basic constituent of time-spans is none but their darkness.

The 'initiate' knows how to understand the metaphor - not only as a factual
judgement on the nature of physical time, but as an allusion to the sinister
forces that prevail in the world. This is proved by the line which follows it: it is
an injunction admonishing man not to strive for power, not to emulate Kings,
the 'most miserable of men' (ibid., p. 144, line 10):

fa-la targhabu fi l-mulki ta'suna bil-zubd
'alayhi fa-min ashqd l-rijdli mulukuhd

Don't covet sovereignty by rebelling with swordblades
for among the most wretched of men are their sovereigns.
As so often in the poems discussed, the perception of mortality leads to a moral
resolve. The darkness/light opposition is the thematic raw material of other
motifs in the Luzumiyydt. Yet, in spite of their difference in meaning, they all
reflect one another, and the more poems one reads, the more sensitive one
becomes to the hidden allusions of many a metaphor which on the surface may
appear simple or vague.

Darkness (dujd, dajinna, hundus, huluk, layl, zaldm, etc.) often stands for evil,
ignorance, decay and death. It envelops the course of man's life who as mudlij
('night traveller') errs in a pathless tenebrous world. Light (sirdj, daw\ nur,
mishkdt, also subh, kawkab, etc.) stands for goodness, guidance, and hope; the
light (sirdj) of reason may help the traveller to find his way.

It is impossible to describe in brief the great range of these related motifs,
some of which also allude to the physical blindness of the poet (he lives in
perpetual 'darkness'). Certain usages, however, require to be mentioned.
Repeatedly, the poet wonders whether there is any salvation for man. One line
puts the question in terms of the theme of darkness and light (ibid., vol. I, p. 295,
line 2):

a-yughithu daw'u l-subhi ndzira mudlijin
am nahnu ajma'u fi zaldmin sarmadT

Will the light of dawn help the night traveller's sight
or are we all in eternal gloom?

Such contemplation upon the possibility of an afterlife, or the reality of heaven
and hell, Ma'arrl tends to leave unanswered. He repeatedly confesses his
ignorance of the where and whither of rwft, the 'spirit' or 'soul' of man (ibid., p.
211, lines 4f). Certain relief from the torment of life is only found in its
termination, and the image of a hoped-for coming of dawn often conceals an
allusion to the poet's longing for death. A metaphor of this type figures in
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a septistich on page 207 of volume I. The poem sets out to present man's
sorrow and to proclaim tuqa ('piety') as his only joy during the night journey of
life. Then follows the middle line (ibid., p. 207, line 5):

qad 'Tla sabruka wal-zalmd'u ddjiyatun
fa-sbir qalilan latalla l-subha yanbaliju

My patience is at an end and darkness continues in its gloom;
be patient a little longer, maybe dawn will rise.

The pitch-black night which erodes the perseverance of the traveller is none
other than life itself: its sorrow, ignorance, and evil. That death is meant with
the reference to the coming of dawn is more than likely, especially in view of the
poem's conclusion which alludes to the comfort men of wisdom find in the
thought of mortality (ibid., p. 207, line 8):

al-almaHyyuna in zannu wa-in hadasu
zanantuhum bi-yaqinin wddihin thaliju

I do believe when men of reason contemplate and think
they find solace in something evident and certain.

Thus the poem seems to call on man to meet the sorrow of life with piety, to
emulate the men of wisdom in their insight, and to find consolation in the
thought of certain death. This message agrees with that of many other poems
in the Luzumiyydt.

Frequently the light/darkness motifs are less explicit. Whether the light'
refers to death, heavenly reward, to the guidance of reason, or merely to
temporary relief, is often unclear. The poetic impact of such lines does not lie in
any single meaning which may have been intended, but precisely in the
ambivalence fostered by associations with similar images in other poems. This
means that a line like the following which, taken out of context, may appear
dull in its unqualified reference to nur bat da izldm, is given numerous overtones
of meaning as the reader invests the phrase with the associations of the
leitmotif (ibid., vol. II, p. 307, line 8):

narju mina lldhi rahban ithra dayyiqatin
mina l-umuri wa-niiran bat da izldmT

We hope God will grant us spaciousness after confined
circumstances and light after the coming of darkness.

The equalization ofopposites

inna l-andma wdqi'un fi lujjd
wa-zulmatin min amrihi multajjd

Mankind in its condition has fallen
into fathomless seas and tumultuous darkness.

(Ibid., vol. I, p. 213, line 8)
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Here the metaphor of the 'darkness of life' is combined with another leitmotif
which also describes the human condition. Its lexical nucleus is the word lujja;
the fathomless ocean in which man is left to struggle helplessly. The motif
occurs in many variations but the basic meaning remains the same: it describes
the mortals' helplessness in a world of chaos.21 In the 'surge' of continuous
creation and destruction, man's labour is senseless. The hopes, deeds, and lives
of man are no more significant than ripples on the water's surface.

This view has made Ma'arri hark on a certain notion familiar from the
strophe of the panegyric qasida: the 'stalemate condition', the description of
the world as a place in which good and bad, positive and negative, in short, all
opposed values, cancel one another. It represents one of the abstract leitmotifs
of the Luzumiyydt and I have called it the 'equalization of opposites'. The motif
concludes text VI:

24. wal-nadbu fi hukmi l-hiddni wa-dhu l-sibd
ka-akhT l-nuhd wal-dhimru kal-'uwwdn

25. wa-yuqdlu inna madd l-laydli jd'ilun
jabalan aqdma ka-zdkhirin mawwdrT

For the genius is no better than the fool, the youthful lover
is like the man of wisdom, and the courageous [hero] like the coward.
It is said that length of time can turn
a sturdy mountain into surging and tumultuous [seas].

In the following distich, the same is expressed in a different form (ibid., p. 140,
lines 2-3):
yd thullatan fi ghaflatin wa-Uwaysuhd l-Qa-

raniyyu mithla uwaysihd ay dhibihd
subhdna mujmidi rdkidin wa-muqirrihT

wa-mumiri lujjati zdkhirin wa-mudhibihd

O unsuspecting flock [of animals and men] whose Uways al-Qaranl
is like its uways, that is, its wolf.
Praise be to the one who solidifies what is stagnant and renders it firm
and stirs up the surging sea and makes it liquid.

The conceptual framework of the couplets is remarkably similar even though
they differ in orientation. The equation of the mystic Uways with his name-
sake (uways, i.e. 'little wolf) mirrors the equation of the virtuous and those
devoid of virtue in line 24 of text VI. The juxtaposition recalls the antithesis
between zuhd and muruwwa, ethic spirit and animal nature as presented by the
wolf description in text VII (see above, pp. 1 lOf). Uways22 was considered one
of the most exemplary of pious ascetics and thought endowed with special
powers of intercession.23 Yet in the face of death, he is no different from the
wolf, symbol of unrestrained greed and destruction.

The second line of the two couplets counters the opposition of moral
qualities with an opposition of natural elements and their state: water and
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earth, liquid and solid. Time turns the one into the other, God creates the one
as he creates the other, and neither are superior or more lasting. The
compound lujjata zdkhirin evokes the leitmotif of the dark ocean; zdkhirin
mawwarT strikes the same note. The images bring to mind the condition of life
in which man must subsist: an unstable aggregate in which the constant
change, 'from liquid to solid', is itself symbolized by the image of the surging
sea. Yet there is also a significant difference between the two lines. In text VI,
water and earth are seen as subject to time whose action is destructive. In the
corresponding couplet, however, the condition of the two elements is
attributed to the power of God. Solidity and liquidity are not stations of
meandering time, but awe-inspiring signs of divine supremacy, states of God's
power. The similarity and difference between the two couplets illustrates the
unifying function of the leitmotifs and the different guises in which they may
appear. The second line of both couplets views the condition of the material
world from two contrasting angles (time-destruction/God-creation), while
expressing with the same basic image the inexorable weakness of man.

The leitmotif of the 'equalization of opposites' has numerous facets
corresponding to its great prominence in the Luzumiyydt. It may refer to the
wickedness of man whose actions are all equally depraved (ibid., p. 426, line 4):

masdjidukum wa-mawdkhirukum sawd'un
Your mosques and your drinking-dens are the same.

to religious and philosophical values which are all equally erroneous (ibid., p.
295, line 1):

masihukum 'indT naziru Muhammadi
Your Christ is in my eyes the same as Muhammad.

as much as to the equality of all in the face of death (ibid., vol. II, p. 316, line 12):

inna wajata l-niksi fi jubnihT
mithla wqfati l-fdrisi l-mu'lamT

The death of a wretch in his cowardice
is like the death of a knight with his badge of courage.

Generally, the motif has a spatial and a temporal aspect. The latter is
illustrated in line 25 of text VI: in time, a mountain may turn into a sea. In the
same way, anything that happens is terminated by an event of contrary
motion: conglomeration is followed by dissolution, growth by decay, life by
death. The spatial aspect is a consequence of the temporal: since all is
terminated equally, opposites which exist simultaneously share the same fate:
in this respect 'the courageous are no different from the cowards' (text VI, 24).

The following extract gives expression both to the temporal and the spatial
aspect of the 'equalization':24

ufarraqu tawran thumma ujma'u tdratan
wa-mithlifi hdldtihi l-sidru wal-nakhlu
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At times I am scattered and at times joined together;
lotus and palm tree are like me in their states.

Jam' and tafriq, the opposing notions, which formed the conceptual theme of
Buhturfs panegyric on Ibn Yusuf al-Thaghri, here refer to the systole and
diastole of organic life: in the progress of time, neither movement weighs more
than its opposite. All living phenomena are equally affected and the human
being is no different from lotus and palm tree'. In the great flow of time, all
distinctions vanish: plant and man, death and life are but accidental forms of
one matter.

Icons of the nasib
Lawm al-dunyd ('blaming the world') is a favourite subject of khutba and
zuhdiyya. The Luzumiyydt are no exception: in the preface, Ma'arri speaks of
the collection as tahdhirun minal-dunyd l-kubrd (a 'cautioning against the great
world' (ibid., vol. I, p. 9, line 8). Ma'arri has adapted the metaphors of the
nasib to give expression to this warning. Generally, the topos of the beloved,
evoked by names like Zaynab, Rayya, Juml, and Nawar, appears as a symbol
of the deceptive nature of al-dunyd. The maidens' beauty is treacherous, it
beguiles reason (yasriqu al-lubba, ibid., p. 214, line 3), it blossoms only to
disappear. They enslave their victims with playful craftiness and seduce them
with material ornaments, symbols of aberration and greed. The torment of
their lovers mirrors the suffering of mankind at the hand of the world.

Prolonged nasibs like that of text VI are comparatively rare. Mostly
individual topoi are singled out and interwoven with other motifs so that the
line alludes to the traditional nasib setting without describing it as a whole.
A short poem which portrays the human condition in terms of the
'equalization of opposites' is concluded as follows {ibid., vol. II, p. 144, line 7):

wa-lam ara ilia umma dafrin za'Tnatan
tuhabbu 'aid ghadrin qabihin wa-tafraku

All I see is Umm Dafr [the mother of stench] riding off in her litter:
she is loved despite an ugly betrayal, and she hates [those who love her].

The picture is familiar from the iconography of the nasib: za'ina ('a woman
riding in a litter') evokes the moment of separation as the beloved, watched by
the mournful poet, leaves the site of their meeting. The poet still loves her
despite her rejection and despite the promises she has left unfulfilled. In this
poem, however, tuhabbu 'aid ghadrin qabihin describes the man's attachment,
not to a human beloved, but to the 'mother of stench', as Ma'arri often calls the
world. Her 'ugly treason' is the termination in her of any event by the
occurrence of its opposite: as the second line of the poem states, the immobile
will be made to move, the mobile will be made to stand still - thus the living
will be made to die. The lexical leitmotif, qabih, qualifies her treason as the
most depraved and yet as in unison with the evil in man.
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The iconography of the nasib provides for other leitmotifs. One is the jewelry
of the damsels, their anklets, bangles, earrings and bracelets, gold, silver and
pearls. These, in the Luzumiyydt, represent what are called in text VI 'awdriyy
('the borrowed items', i.e. man's material possessions). Man is deceived by their
brilliance, lusts after them, hoards them, only to leave the world naked as he
came, forced to 'return' what he borrowed. Thus the motif of the damsel's
jewelry is frequently combined with a reference to death (ibid., vol. I, p. 205,
line 7):

sa-ya'kulu hddhd l-turbu a'da'a bddinin
wa-turathu ahjdlun lahd wa-damdliju

This earth will consume the limbs of a well-rounded maiden,
and her anklets and bracelets shall be left as inheritance.

The nasib of text VI contains a topos which expresses Ma'am's bitterness
towards the world. In line 6, the damsels' attention to the poet is likened to
a mother's care for her young - yet in reality they only mean deceit.25 The line
may be thus interpreted in the light of an image developed more explicitly in
the Luzumiyydt: that of al-dunyd as an evil mother who pampers her children
only to torment them more cruelly (ibid., vol. II, p. 401, lines 4-5):

'ajuzu khiydnatin hadanat walidan
fa-laddathu l-kanha wa-sharraqathu

wa-adhdqathu shahiyyan min jandhd
wa-saddat fdhu 'ammd dhawwaqathu

[She is] a treacherous old woman who holds an infant to her bosom
then feeds him a loathful drink and leaves him exposed to the sun(?);
She gives him one of her delicious fruits to taste,
then turns his mouth away from what she made him taste.

The metaphor expresses the poet's grievance against the fate of man: it creates
joy only as a measure of suffering and gives life just to take it.

It is no coincidence that the motif is anticipated at the very beginning of the
preface and in the first line of poetry he cites. After referring to the Luzumiyydt
as 'a cautioning against the great world', Ma'arrT continues:26

[ba'duha.. .tahdhirun mina l-dunyd l-kubrd"] allatT... stu-jibat find da'watu
Jarwal idh qdla li-ummihi: jazdki Hdhu sharran min 'ajuzin wa-laqqdki l-'uquqa
mina 1-banTnd. fa-hiya Id tasmahu lahum bil-huquq wa-hum yubdkirunahd
bil'Uquq.

[some of i t . . . is cautioning against the great world] where Jarwal's prayer was
answered [when he said]

'May God reward you with evil, old woman,
and let you meet disobedience in your sons'

for she did not grant them their rights, and they forestalled her with
disobedience.
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As the poet's own commentary suggests, the line can be seen as an image of the
relation between man and world. Hutay'a's curse reflects as much on the
cruelty of the 'mother' (i.e. al-dunyd) as on the disobedience of the 'sons'
(mankind). The latter's evil disposition is caused by, and a reflection of, the evil
nature of the world that brought them into being. In the same way, the
preponderance of darkness over light, night over day, mirrors the prepond-
erance of evil over goodness in man.

Hutay'a led an unhappy life. He vainly tried to overcome the stain of his
illegitimate birth by associating himself with various tribes, but was universal-
ly rejected, not least because of his ugly appearance. His profound resentment
and his hatred towards the world are perceptible in the bitter lampoons he cast
at his mother. That Ma'arrl should have introduced the Luzumiyydt by
a citation from them poignantly sets the scene for the work. In evoking the
poet's miserable fate, he expresses the gloom, injustice, and sorrow of life,
qualities which the Luzumiyydt show to dominate human existence.

Conclusions

The discussion has been an attempt to give an insight into the treatment of
certain motifs as factors of unity in the composition. Different types of
leitmotifs have appeared: (1) lexical leitmotifs consisting of the particular use of
a certain word (qabih, lujja): (2) pictorial leitmotifs, mostly developed from
conventional imagery. Their main characteristic is their ambivalence. The
leitmotif achieves its poetic impact by allusion to other, not always seman-
tically or lexically identical, occurrences of the same motif. As a result, each
individual occurrence may carry a number of hidden overtones of meaning
only fully apparent to one familiar with the work as a whole: (3) abstract
leitmotifs, i.e., expressions of rational judgement. These include also the
recurring ethical ideas, the moral guidelines of asceticism. Like the 'equaliza-
tion of opposites', these abstract motifs, while sharing a common base, are
illustrated by a host of different images and viewed from a multiplicity of
angles, so that new elements are continually added to the basic core.

The leitmotifs discussed develop a picture which is fundamentally pessi-
mistic: it dwells on evil as a primary quality in nature, on the insignificance of
man and his pursuits, and finally, and most essentially, on the ultimate
triumph of death. Altogether, they sum up what could be called the Him
('knowledge') of the Luzumiyydt as perceived by means oVaql ('reason'). From
this sinister background, the guidelines of asceticism detach themselves as
antitheses, rather as the guidelines of wisdom counter the sorrow of the atldl in
the poems of'Abld b. Abras and 'Adiyy b. Zayd (see above, pp. 73 ff). Indeed,
it is possible to divide Ma'am's principles of asceticism into two types which
seem to correspond to models exemplified by the qasidas of'Abld and 'Adiyy.
One represents the sinister, death-oriented aspect of asceticism, the other
presents asceticism as life-oriented wisdom, desirous to instruct and showing
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compassion and concern. Both aspects are related in that they aim at
counteracting the inclinations of human nature (tab\ see above, p. 116) and, by
implication, the course of al-dunyd as a whole.

As to the first aspect, it is marked by disengagement from society and defiant
acceptance of the ultimate triumph of death. In 'Abld's poem, this is evident in
the pessimistic vision of human society and the fate of man (translation by
Lyall, 1913, p. 19):

al-mar'u ma 'dsha fi takdhibin
tulu l-haydti lahu tddhibu

Man as long as he lives is a self-deceiver:
length of life is but increase of trouble.

This vision culminates in the dramatic release of the death-bringing forces of
nature manifest in the description of the eagle. Ma'arri, on the basis of an
equally pessimistic vision, reaches the opposite conclusion. The release of
muruwwa is countered by total restraint: the ascetic neither kills nor
procreates. Both attitudes, however, share the stance of heroic defiance in the
face of death. Here again, as in the discussion of the wolf poem, archaic
muruwwa and zuhd in the Luzumiyydt share, in their opposition, essential
qualities.

The human-oriented aspect of asceticism, on the other hand, the concern for
social cohesion and justice manifest in verses of compassion and instruction, is
equally prominent in the Luzumiyydt (Ma'arrT, 1892, vol. II, p. 278, lines 4ff),
thus continuing the tradition of models like 'Adiyy's poem.27 The manner in
which the maxims of asceticism develop out of elements of the literary
tradition can be illustrated poignantly with the example of one particular
topos: the virtuous man's isolation in the midst of a morally deficient society. It
figures in the first line of Shanfara's Ldmiyya (BustanI, 1962, vol. I, p. 5):

aqimu barn ummi sudura matiyyakum
fa-inni ild qawmin siwdkum la-amyalu

Lift up, sons of my mother, the chests of your camels [and depart],
for I tend more to kinsmen other than you.

An inversion of the same topos marks the beginning of the Luzumiyydt:28

ulu l-fadli fi awtdnihim ghurabd'u
tashudhdhu wa-tarfd 'anhumi l-qurabd'u

Men of virtue are strangers in their own lands,
their next-of-kin shun them and stay away.

The antithetical parentage between archaic muruwwa and the zuhd of Ma'arrT
is evident once more: Shanfara seeks, and finds, his ideal in the vitality of
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animal nature,29 Ma'arri in the absolute of spiritual restraint (Ma'arri, 1892,
vol. I, p. 44, lines 6ff).

Rhyme and lexicon

Variation in the Luzumiyydt is not confined solely to the leitmotifs. Rhyme
words (qawdjT), and types of paronomasia, also recur in identical form in
different poems; and, like the leitmotifs, they are drawn into a new and
sometimes contrasting context each time. Variations based on identity of
qdfiya are a characteristic feature of the sections and units in the Luzumiyydt.
Often, certain rhyme words reappear in different poems, because of their being
part of a leitmotif: thus, as has been mentioned, the word for thunder, ra'd,
ru'ud, provides many a rhyme among the poems with ddl as rawiyy. The same
applies to tdj ('crown') in the section on jim, or zaldm ('darkness') in the section
on mxm.

If several long poems share the same qdfiya, the number of rhyme words
repeated can be very high. Such works are particularly good examples of the
manner and scope of variation, since the semantic relationship between them
is often, of necessity, rather close. This applies to the 'sister poems' of text VI:
ajzd'u dahrin yanqadina {ibid., pp. 335f, rhyme wdru, metre kdmil, 19 lines); awd
rabbi ilayya (ibid., pp. 393f, rhyme wan, metre wdfir, 17 lines); asdba
al-Akhfashayni (ibid., pp. 396f, rhyme wdrl, metre wdfir, 12 lines). In the
following, I will refer to these poems as RI, RII, and RIII, with text VI as RIV;
this order corresponds to their succession in the text.

The relationship between the four poems is determined by the qdfiya. The
rhyme words of RI are derived from roots with wdw and rd" as second and third
radicals, the exception being the rhyme word of line 17 which comes from
a hamzated root (fr). Poems RII, RIII, and RIV, draw on a wider choice of
rhyme words. In addition to roots ending on wr, there are roots ending on rw,
ry, and r\

The parentage of qdfiya leads to the repetition of a considerable number of
rhyme words in the four poems. Together, they have seventy-four lines, but
there are only forty-seven different rhyme words, and these again are derived
from only thirty-one roots. Eighteen rhyme words are repeated; some occur in
all four poems. Below, is a list of these words and their frequency, following the
alphabetical order of the letter preceding the qdfiya. Here, too, the linguistic
comprehensiveness of the Luzumiyydt is evident: of the twenty-eight possible
letters, only six are lacking (thd\ zd\ lam, hd\ wdw and yd'). Furthermore, the
list presents only a partial picture of the lexical overlap between the four
poems. Due to the technique of radd al-'ajz 'aid al-sadr (see Glossary), many
words which provide the rhyme in one poem anticipate the qdfiya in others.
Thus suwdr ('flock of gazelles'), rhyme word in RI and RII, also occurs in RIV
where it anticipates the rhyme word sawdrT. Other words, like 'awdriyy,
which lend themselves to paronomasia with the qdfiya, occur more than
once (RII/3, RIII/8, RIV/17) but never provide the rhyme.
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List of rhyme words

Letters Words RI RII RIII RIV

hamza

ha"

tcC
jim

ha

khd"
dal

dhdl
ra1

zcC

sin

shin

sad

dad
td"

'ayn

ghayn

qaf
kaf
nun

mim

uwar
uwdrT
bawdr
bawdri
tawdri
jiwdr/jawdr/juwdr
jawdrT
ju'dr
hiwdr
huwdr
khawwdr
duwdr
dawwdr
dawdri
dhawdri
(dah)ri wdrT
zawwdr
zawdri
siwdr
sawwdr
sawdri
uswdr
aswdr
shawdrT
shiwdr
mishwdr
siwdr/suwdr
sawdri
dawdri
tawdr
atwdr
tawdri
lawdrT
'uwwdr
mighwdr
ghiwdr
fawdri
fa-wan
qawdri
akwdr
anwdr
nawdr
nuwwdr
mawwdr

12

9

1

17
2

19
15

14

4

5
7

6

1
13

12
5
8

4
6

17

10
9

6

3

10

4

1

5

2

11

7

3

1
18
13
19

6
5

12
2

7

9
20
26
10

13
11

16

10

18
3

11

15

14

16

12

11

15

16
17
24
21

4
22
23

14
25
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4Abd Allah al-Tayyib suggests that most of the Luzumiyyat were composed in
the order in which they appear in the collection (1950, pp. 223f). The
relationship between the four poems of wdri/wdru seems to bear this out. One
can see them as stages in a thorough exploration of the lexical range of the
qdfiya. RI is the simplest of the four and contains only a few examples of radd
al-'ajz 'aid l-sadr; it is, however, also the one with the most limited choice of
rhyme words. RII is more complex and, together with RI, anticipates RIV:
they are qasida-type poems and the motifs of the nasib figure prominently. RIII
is the odd one out. A humorous riddle-like concoction, it portrays JarmT's
grammar book al-Farkh (The Chick'), as an immortal bird which survives its
peers and flutters happily through time, untroubled by hunger, thirst, and
predators, only damaged by careless readers. A comparison of the figures of
paronomasia reveals RIV (text VI) as the linguistic culmination of the four
poems. RI and RII in particular appear like studies in preparation of the final
canvas.

A comprehensive analysis of the correspondences between the four poems is
unnecessary for the present purpose. Three examples are sufficient to illustrate
the function of semantic and phonological variation in the Luzumiyyat. I have
chosen the names in RIV as points of reference.

Nawar
The name figures in the nasibs of RI, RII and RIV:

RI/3. a-Nawdru mahlan kam thawd min rabrabin
nurun wa-ldhat JT l-dujd anwdru

Slowly, Nawar - how many shy gazelles [like you] lived in their herd
[and died],

how many lights shone in the darkness [and were put out].

RII/7. wa-ld yu'jabka riyyun 'inda Ray yd
wa-ld nurun tabayyana min NawdrT

Let the fresh beauty of Rayya not amaze you,
nor the glow that emanates from Nawar.

RIV/1. a-Nawdru tuhsabu min sand 1-anwdrT
wa-mina l-bawdri mahan 'aradna bawdn

Can Nawar be considered part of the brightness of lights
when gazelles whose sight emaciates [you] are part of death?

The lines contain variations of the three types of leitmotif discussed above. The
abstract leitmotifwhich the lines share is the one well summarized in the phrase
ghuriir al-dunyd - the deceptiveness of the world. Nawar in her beauty deceives
both herself and her lover. Her shining complexion is an enticement which
makes her forget mortality and threatens her lover with perdition.

The most important pictorial leitmotif is the theme of light and darkness
with its associations. Nawar appears as if she was a light' - the implication
being a light of guidance', a light of hope for happiness. In reality, however,
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this light leads the lover astray and makes him meet with suffering and sorrow.
Furthermore, it does not last but is soon extinguished.

The lexical leitmotifm&rks the pivot point of the variations in the three lines.
It is the name Nawar itself, one of the lexical leitmotifs drawn from the
conventional names of the beloved of the nasib (cf., Zaynab, Hind and Da'd,
Ma'arrI, 1892, vol. I, p. 259, line 3). The phonological variations in the lines
revolve around the root of the name and its assonance with the qdfiya. Nawar
literally means 'shy, timid' (said of animals and young girls; pi. nur), and shares
its root with the word for light, nur (pi. anwdr).

Paronomasia in the three lines:

RI/3. a-Nawdr/thawd nur/anwdril
RII/7. riyy/Rayyd nur/NawdrT
RIV/1. a-Nawar/anwdr bawdr/bawdn
In RI, alliteration in both hemistichs is determined by words derived from the
root nwr: Nawar, nur, anwdr. Nur in the second hemistich can be understood
both as the plural of nawar ('shy'), in which case it refers to the members of the
flock (rabrab), or as the singular of the rhyme word anwdr (lights').

The equivalent line in RII is semantically less subtle but the phonological
parallelism between the two hemistichs is more evenly balanced. The
paronomasia on the root nwr is limited to one hemistich, and an altogether
different root provides for alliteration in the other. Both, however, contain the
letter rd'\ in one case it is the first, in the other the last letter of the root. There is
also a 'phonological antithesis' between yd' and wdw in the two roots: ryy and
nwr.

In the first line of RIV, Ma'arri has perfected the sound balance between the
two hemistichs by combining the homophony of the four elements of the jinds
(as in RI/3) with a distinctive paronomasia for each hemistich (as in RII/7). For
this purpose, he has taken up the paronomasia beween a-Nawdr and anwdr
which links beginning and end of line RI/3. The juxtaposition of bawdr and
bawdri has also been put to the test before, namely in line 13 of qasida RII.

Apart from illustrating the meaning of variation both semantic and
phonological, the construction of the three lines suggests that RIV is most
likely to have been the last of the three poems. The highly ornate paronomasia
of its first line combines elements which were developed in the earlier poems.

Duwar
Dawwdr ('rotating'), is rhyme word only once in the four poems, in qasida RI:

RI/14. wa-wand l-rijdlu l-'dmiluna wa-md wand
falakun bi-khidmati rabbihT dawwdru

Working men tire, but never
the firmanent revolving in the service of the Lord.

The word is repeated with a different meaning in qasida RII, where it functions
as radd al-ajz 'aid l-sadr in the last line:
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RII/17. a-sirbun hawla dawwdrin nisd'un
bi-Makkata aw 'adhdrd JT DuwdrT

Are gazelles herding around curving sands
women in Mekka or virgins in Duwar?

The line is as effective as it is offensive to orthodoxy. In the face of uncaring
time, believers and heathen are the same. Women by the Mekkan shrine, or
virgins by a pagan idol, neither are more distinct than a distant flock of gazelles
in the desert.

Dawwdr and the name Duwar have been employed again by Ma'arri in the
composition of the second line of RIV. As with the variations on Nawar, this
final version is the most intricate and condensed:

RIV/2. bidun dawdrin lil-qulubi ka-annahd
'Tnun bi-dawwdrin wa-'ayni DuwdrT

They're white and prey on hearts as though they were
wide-eyed ones on curving sands and Duwar's holy site.

Dawwdr and Duwar are confined to one hemistich and supplied with one
subject (lTn) as opposed to two (sirb, 'adhdrd). Thus the quotation from Imru'
al-Qays (see above p. 109), which concludes qasida RII, is reduced to the mere
mention of the place name. The basic image, however, which supplies the
'theme' to the variations, remains the same in the Mu'allaqa, and qasidas RII
and RIV: the vision of a distant flock of gazelles or girls encircling a shrine.

In RIV, the paronomasia between dawwdr and Duwar is enriched by
a third element: dawdrin, plural of ddrin ('lying in wait'). The word has also
appeared before: it provides a rhyme in the third of the four poems. Al-Farkh,
the metaphorical book-bird, does not care for picking up seeds and thus
cannot be lured into the hunter's net:

RIII/5. wa-lam yahmum bi-laqti l-habbi yawman
fa-yiijadu rahna ashrdkin dawdri

He is not tempted to pick seeds from the ground some day;
and then be found in the grip of deceitful snares.

Seeing the context in which this rhyme word reappears in RIV gives the line
certain metaphorical overtones. It is well possible that Ma'arrT did not only
think of the 'bird's' lack of appetite for food, but also of his lack of other carnal
desires - as a result of which he is spared the suffering of passion (note the
consonance between habb and hubbl). This metaphorical parallel continues
into the following line where the rhyme word is uwdr, the same as in line 3 of
RIV. In one case it refers to the thirst of the birds dying in the desert, in the
other to the lover's burning thirst of passion. One might conclude that
al-Farkh escapes both.

Shaba

Except for the long fatha, there is little resemblance between the word Shaba
and the rhymes wdrT and wdru. Nevertheless, the name not only occurs in two
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of the poems but, both times, in the same metrical position and in conjunction
with the same rhyme word: khawwdr ('soft'). Shaba and khawwdr are
contrasted in one case, juxtaposed in the other:

RI/15. wa-yakurru min jayshi 1-qaddH musallatun
Thawrun wa-Shdbatu tahtahii khawwdrii

An indomitable victor from the host of destiny will attack;
under him [the mountains] Thawr and Shaba are soft [like sand].

RIV/12. dlaytu md mane?a l-khuwdru awdbidan
ji hadbi Shdbata wal-naqd l-khawwdri

I swear, their lowing shall not protect the wild herds
at Shaba's stony mount and the soft sands.

As in the previous examples, the line of RIV has the more complex sound
structure. In RI/15, the qdfiya is anticipated only rudimentarily by Thawr,
while line 12 of RIV contains a radd al-'ajz 'aid l-sadr (khuwdr - khawwdr)
in addition to the jinds of awdbid.

Both lines have as their subject the destructive power of Time. Their
treatment of the theme, however, is contrasting. In RI/15, the first hemistich
describes the victor (the host of Fate); Thawr and Shaba in the second
hemistich are the victims. In RIV/12, it is the first hemistich which portrays the
victims (the wild aimals); the second denotes, not the victor, but that which
remains after the victims succumb: mountain and sand desert. This meaning
recalls a line by Muraqqish al-Akbar in the Mufaddaliyydt:30

fa-dhhab fidan laka bnu 'ammika Id
yakhludu Hid Shdbatun wa-Iram

Go, may your cousin be your ransom! Nothing
save Shaba and Iram will abide.

The twofold conjunction of Shaba and khawwdr is characteristic of variation
in the Luzumiyyat. The contexts in which the words appear are different and
yet related in such a way as to suggest one line may have been inspired by the
other.

Analysis

Introduction

Text VI, the poem chosen for analysis, is a highly ornate recasting of the
traditional qasida form. Despite the clarity of its message, the thematic
coherence of the work is not immediately obvious. Particularly the latter part
of the poem appears to consist of couplets carefully constructed within
themselves but unrelated to one another by unity of subject matter or
chronological sequence. In the course of the analysis, I hope to show that the
poem's composition nevertheless follows a sensible course, designed to unfold
with growing precision the poet's awareness of mortality.
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The nasib presents the maidens as gazelles capturing men's hearts and
tormenting the poet (1-^). They chase him, and he falls prey to their charms,
yet the hopes they raise remain unfulfilled. The damsels only play with their
victim: once they have had their fill of pleasure, they turn away and the poet is
abandoned in distress (5-8). In the traditional manner, the experience of
sorrow gives rise to a contrasting impulse for action, but the conclusion here
differs from the ordinary qasida. Instead of portraying himself among a group
of travellers in newly found heroic death-defiance, the poet turns away from
both maidens and caravan. He discards the girls' rings and anklets, together
with the nose-rings of the camels, and depicts the travellers as traders of evil,
not models of virtue (9-10). He finds consolation only in the thought of death
and the certainty that none will be spared (11-12). Three lines then express pity
for men and animals in their fear of death and conclude with a picture of the
annihilation it brings: the one who departs is as though he had never been
(13-15).

This completes the development of the first half of the qasida. Lines 9-15
counter the nasib with the ideology of the Luzumiyydt: life is but dis-
appointment and suffering, men are evil by nature, so withdraw and
understand death as salvation. The poem's second half sets out to confirm this
vision by presenting the futility of all labour and aspirations under the
omnipresent shadow of death. 'Eagles fly up from their nests', but destiny
hovers above them and all man's possessions are returned eventually as he
sinks naked to the tomb (16-17). A sombre image then depicts the coming and
going of human life: life is no more than ripples on the water's surface (18-19).
Two lines conclude, conjuring up the treacherous power of time which will
smite even the most valiant (20-21). The final passage of the poem reiterates
the same steps. Again a picture of fruitless labour is presented (22-3), and the
essence of life's spectacle perceived. All forms of being are trivial and frail: the
courageous are no more than the meek, and mountains may be levelled into
seas (24-5).

The poem's development as it appears in this summary justifies a sub-
division into four movements of three subsections each. The number of lines
involved is numerically related so as to form a symmetrical pattern similar to
the subdivision of other poems analysed so far:

Sections A B C D

(1) (lines)
(2)
(3)
Total number
of lines in
each section

(1-8)
2
2
4

8

(9-15)
2
2
3

7

(16-21)
2
2
2

6

(22-6)
2
2
1

5
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Section A constitutes the nasib, section B its antithesis in the ideology of the
Luzumiyydt. Sections C and D retrace the development of section B to lead to
an even more concise formulation of the same conclusion: the annihilation of
all being in death. This threefold repetition of one complex of ideas is not an
unfamiliar feature. Buhturl concludes the panegyric analysed in text I in the
same manner: three successive battle scenes portray Muhammad b. Yusuf
al-Thaghrl as the living link between his enemies and death.

Below, I approach the poem from various levels - semantic, morphological,
phonological, and metrical - in the wish to substantiate this thematic
subdivision and convey a picture of the poem's unity.

Section A - the 'Naslb'

Summary

The chart divides the nasib into two couplets and one quatrain (1-2, 3-A, 5-8).
The couplets present separately the thematic elements whose interaction is the
subject of the quatrain: the maidens and the suffering they cause, and the poet
with the suffering he endures. The damsels appear ('aradna) in a visual setting:
as rays of light in their whiteness, as wide-eyed gazelles, or virgins surrounding
a heathen shrine. The second couplet contrasts this visual scene with
a description of hidden torment: the poet is forced to conceal his violent
longing; his passion is flaming inside him unanswered and unknown while the
calumniators thrive. The following quatrain supplements the static juxta-
position of poet and damsels with a picture of dynamic interaction. The poet is
pursued, deceived with loving charms and, in the end, deserted.

Ma'am's allusive use of motifs as well as the reciprocal definition of
leitmotifs are illustrated in the double meaning of lines 5 and 6. Mithl in line
5 may refer to sidnaka, illustrating the maidens' hunt for the poet; it may also
refer to fa-btakir, illustrating his response. The first meaning, which I take to
be the primary one, has been discussed in relation to the Luzumiyya picture of
the 'evil mother'. Grammatically and semantically, the interpretation is
compatible with the subsequent lines (see above, p. 123).

The second meaning evokes a different context. In the face of the hunters'
threat, the poet is encouraged to set out in the morning like female camels after
their young' who then 'tend them in the evening'. The phrase introduced by
innamd would have to be understood as causal: 'set out ... because you will
only be deceived by false charms'. The reading brings to mind the archaic
image of the lone gazelle searching for her young which has fallen behind the
herd and been killed by wolves. In the context of Ma'am's line, the young one
could be an image of the soul, evoking 'Adiyy's words (see BustanI, 1962, vol. I,
p. 252):

fa-nafsuka fa-hfazhd 'ani l-ghayyi wal-rada
So shield your soul from sin and perdition ...

as well as Ma'arrfs own (see above, p. 112):
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fa-nafsuka zabyatun rata'at bi-qafrin
yurdqibu akhdhahd l-mighwdru ja'dii

Your soul is a gazelle happily grazing in the wild;
but lying in wait to seize her the Raider, the shaggy [wolf].

The poet thus calls upon himself to shield his soul from temptation. The image
expresses the threat of death contained in sidnaka, resuming also min al-bawdr
in the first line, while maintaining the paradox that gazelles and women, not
wolves and armoured men, are here made agents of perdition.31

In the former reading, yafamna and yaVabna share the same subject
(hawdriyydt in line 5a); in the latter the two verbs have different subjects:
yafamna refers to huwdriyydt in line 5b, yal'abna to hawdriyydt. Since both
interpretations of the couplet are meaningful, one may presume that both are
intended.

Syntax

The syntactic features of the nasib underline the progress from static
presentation to dynamic interaction. The quatrain is syntactically and
rhythmically more varied than the two couplets. Lines 2-4 are metrically
uniform while each line of the quatrain has a different metrical pattern. Bid, 'in,
and amma create syntactic regularity in the two couplets, while the syntax of
the quatrain, as punctuated by idhd, mithl, and innamd, is intricately
dovetailed. The clause yafamna saqban is preceded by a conditional clause
(wa-idhd), followed by mithl, while the clause yaYabna bil-zuwwdri is succeeded
by a conditional clause (idhd balaghna), followed by mithl. Both structures are
concluded by a fourth member linked by verbs in the second person singular:
the clause in line 6b and idhd shamamta suwdrahd in line 8a:

wa-idhd I yaVabnac wa-iana i yai aona ^
5 \ \ 1

t mithl II wa-idha )
C yafamna III mithl ^

6 { \ 8
I innama IV idha )

So the syntactic pattern of lines 7-8 repeats that of lines 5-6, reversing the
order of the first three members. In line 8, the third and fourth members are
drastically shortened so that the clause in 8b remains unaligned:

fa-shujunu qalbika lil-humumi sawdn
thus your heart's desires collect but lasting pain.

This hemistich, however, concludes the nasib with a final picture of the poet's
suffering. Its place is thus ingeniously prepared by the syntactic structure.
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Sectional parallelism

This has been a device of most poems analysed so far. The semantic and
syntactic contrast between the two couplets and the quatrain suggests that the
nasib of the poem is similarly structured.
Lines 1-2 and 5-6: Lines 1 and 2 depict the maidens as predatory, as agents of
perdition (mina l-bawdr). Lines 5 and 6 resume this notion with sidnaka ('they
chased you'), but in contrast introduce the image of the female as giver and
protector of life: in their deceit, the maidens guard the poet as if they were
she-camels tending their young; or, alternatively, the poet facing the threat of
temptation guards his soul like a mother her young. Semantic opposition is
confirmed by syntactic congruence between lines 2 and 6:

2. bidun dawdrin lil-qulubi ka'annahd
'Tnun bi-dawdrin wa-'ayni DuwdrT

They are white and prey on hearts as though they were
wide-eyed ones on curving sands and Duwar's holy site.
6. yafamna saqban fi l-rawdhi wa-innamd

tabnT 'aid hawarin wa-husni hiwdn
They give the young male camel tender care at nightfall
Yet all you gain is dazzling eyes and talk of niceties.

The two nouns bid and 'in are balanced by the verbs yafamna and tabnT;
ka'annahd has the same metric position as innamd, and in the second half of
both lines, a possessive construction (iddfa) is preceded by copula, noun, and
preposition. The thematic antithesis is explicit in the first hemistich; the
gazelles are hunters espying the hearts, while the she-camels are mothers
tending their young. The images of the second hemistich revolve around
attributes of the eye (7n, hawar) and are related in content. The virgins seen in
the distance, and the beautiful eyes and conversation of the damsels are
equally enchanting and deceptive.
Lines 3-4 and 7-8: The couplets also correspond. The ignorance (ma darat) of
the atldl is supplanted by the callousness of the damsels, the poet's burning
desire (uwdr) contrasted with their contentment (ridan). The images of lines
4 and 8 contrast frustration and fulfilment, sense of hearing and smell. The
calumniators find ears to listen, the gazelles, kindling desire with their scent,
remain unattainable. Both images precede a portrayal of the poet's suffering:

4. ammd fawdn l-mayni 'anka fa-sddafat
sam'an wa-ammd l-wujdu minka fa-wan

Those who forge lies about you found a hearing
while your passion flares within you [unrequited].

8. mithlu l-siwdri idhd shamamta suwdrahd
fa-shujunu qalbika lil-humumi sawdn

Like flocks of deer when you detect their musky scent.
Your heart's desires thus collect but lasting pain.
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Apart from the semantic parallelism between individual lines, the contrasting
relationship between the two initial couplets is resumed in the antithesis
between the two halves of the quatrain: its development moves from
tenderness and motherly-care to callousness and exploitation.

The hemistich 8b, singled out by the syntactic structure of the quatrain,
relates back to all three parts of the nasib. It sums up the poet's fate. In line 2,
the damsels are gazelles lying in ambush for the hearts (dawdrin lil-qulubi)', they
proceed to chase the poet (sidnaka, 5) and succeed in wounding his heart
(shujunu qalbika, 8). Cause and effect are related in the inversion of the sound
pattern from dawdrin lil-qulubi to lil-humumi sawdrT.

Line 8b also resumes the imagery of lines 3b and 4b. There, the poet's grief
and passion are portrayed as an emotion of internal torment. The image in 8b
adds to this the sexual note already implicit in tabni'ald in line 6: because of the
connotations of sard, the picture of accumulated sorrow evokes the idea of
physical frustration.32 The interpretation of the image recalls Buhturi's nasib
in text I. The poet's inability to shed tears could be seen as an expression of
sexual impotence to be overcome subsequently in the power of the Prince who
causes blood and water to flow (see above, pp. 34ff).

The thematic elements and development of this nasib thus follow a well-
known pattern. It centres on the isolated suffering of the poet: all ties of
communication are ruptured, only evil finds response, and all pleasure is but
that of his tormentors.

Sections B, C and D

In discussing the development of the remainder of the poem, I follow the
pattern laid out in the thematic chart (see above, p. 132). Sections B, C, and
D each consist of three subsections related in their sequence. The first, Bl, Cl,
and Dl, pictures the activity of human beings or animals, presenting their
unawareness of mortality and exposing man's unthinking belief in profit and
gain. The next step, B2, C2, and D2, follows with the poet's contemplation of
the manifestation of life. Knowing about death, he sees all its diversity levelled
to insignificance by the rule of transience. The third subsection, B3, C3, and
D3, expresses the conclusion drawn from this contemplation of karma: time
will ravage all.

(a) The first subsection: Bl, CU Dl

C 9. fa-j'al siwdray ghddatin wa-burdhumd
) li-burd ghawddin JT l-rikdbi sawdri
] 10. yurqilna ft khalaqi l-shiwdri wa-fawqahd
(̂  akhldqu insin IH-qabThi shawdrT

So let a maiden's twin bracelets and anklets be
like nose-rings of camels journeying in caravan through morning and

through night;
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They hasten with saddle utensils tattered and upon them
are men disposed to evil trades.

16. tilka l-nusuru mina l-wukiiri tawdHrun
. wa-maqddirun min fawqihinna tawari

17. inna l-'awdriyya sturudda jamVuhd
fal-rdhu minhd wal-jusiimu 'aw an

Those eagles fly up from their nests
while fates swoop down upon them suddenly.
Borrowed items must all be returned;
hand and body shall be naked of them.

22. zajarat qawdriyahd l-zawdjiru bil-duhd
. wal-hddithdtu mina l-himdmi qawdrT

23. law fakkarat tulubu l-ghind JT dhdhibi
l-akwdri md qa'adat 'aid 1-akwdrT

Diviners rouse green birds for early augury,
while Fate's vicissitudes play host to death.
If those who crave for wealth but thought of passing eons
they would not remain seated on their saddles.

Even a cursory glance at these lines reveals their relationship in content. Lines
9, 16, and 22, all have animals as part of their imagery, and all portray one
aspect of life depreciated by another. Line 9 achieves this by jinds: the maidens
vanish as their rings and anklets are associated with the nose-rings of the
camels (burd), the attractions of ghdda ('young woman') are overcome by the
plainness of ghawddi ('camels'). Similarly, the power of flying eagles (tawdHr) is
overshadowed by the fates hovering above them (tawari). Jinds has the same
function again in line 22: the jinds tdmm (see Mehren, 1853, pp. 154f) between
qawdrT ('birds of augury') and qawdrT ('giving hospitality') sardonically
pinpoints the absurdity of the augurers' hopes.

Lines 10, 17, and 23 also share a common theme. In all three, the imagery
draws on commerce to portray the vanity of human possessions: man is trad-
ing in evil (10), all his possessions are but borrowed items (17); the riders are
'seekers of wealth' (23). Paronomasia again marks the thematic progression:
the words denoting the items of possession are part of a jinds tdmm (shiwdr(lO),
'awdriyy (17a); akwan (rhyme word of 23)). Their phonological counterparts
express the relationship between these goods and man: shawdn ('trading', 10)
refers tc his desire for gain, 'awdrT('naked', 17b), by contrast, points to the loss
of all possessions. Both aspects are combined in line 23: tulub al-ghind ('seekers
of wealth') recalls shawdn in line 10, dhdhib al-akwdr ('passing eons') resumes
the suggestion of loss in line 17 ('awdn). This treatment of the notions of loss
and acquisition is a first indication of the technique of thematic development
in the three final sections of the poem: B and C introduce contrasting aspects of
an idea which are summarized in D.

Finally, lines 10 and 23 are related in their setting as they portray men as
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riders journeying on camels. The spatial notions of high and low link the three
couplets:

10. fawqahd... shawdrT [men sit] upon them . . . trading
16. fawqihinna . . . tawdri... coming upon them . . .
23. qa'adat 'aid 1-akwdrT... sat on their saddles

(b) The second subsection: B2, C2, D2

Til . Id tashkuwanna fa-fil-shikdyati dhullatun
) wa-la-tu'radanna l-khaylu bil-mishwdrT
J 12. dlaytu ma mana'a l-khuwdru awibidan
L fi hadbi Shdbata wal-naqd l-khawwdn

Do not lament, for lamentation is but lowliness!
Truly, the steeds shall show their worth on the showground.
I swear, their lowing shall not protect the wild herds
at Shaba's stony mount and the soft sands.

C 18. ashbdhu ndsin fi l-zamdni yurd lahd
™ J mithla l-habdbi taziihurun wa-tawdri

J 19. yukhlitna fihi bi-ghayrihinna fa-md madd
V. ghayru lladhi ydti wa-hunna jawdri

Men's phantom shapes in Time are seen
appearing and vanishing like bubbles;
They mix together in [the surge of Time] so that what goes
is unlike that which comes [down] as they flow.

^24. wal-nadbu fi hukmi l-hiddni wa-dhu l-sibd
ka-akhT l-nuhd wal-dhimru kal-'uwwdrT

i 25. wa-yuqdlu inna madd 1-laydlT jdHlun
jabalan aqdma ka-zdkhirin mawwdrT

For the genius is no better than the fool, the youthful lover
is like the man of wisdom, and the courageous [hero] like the coward.
It is said that length of Time can turn
a sturdy mountain into surging and tumultuous [seas].

The couplets present a vision of creation under the impact of death centring on
the leitmotif of the equalization of opposites. Line l i b alludes to the rule of
death: 'the steeds shall be displayed on the showground', meaning that the true
core of life - mortality - will inevitably be shared by everyone.33 Line 12
continues the allusive mode by negative assertion of the power of death: the
beasts on mount Shaba shall not escape. The corresponding couplet in section
C presents a vision of the coming and passing of humanity: their scintillating
multitude is likened to bubbles on the surface of a flowing river. The passive of
yurd lahd is as if in response to la-tu'radanna, presenting what is seen on the
showground. In the same way as complaint (shikdya) and lowing (khuwdr)
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make no difference to the approach of death, so also the intermingling and
changing 'shapes of man' inexorably flow into disappearance.

The third couplet develops this vision of mortality: in the ceaseless flow of
forms, all individuality and value are rendered meaningless. Significant here is
the equation of dhu al-sibd and akhi al-nuhd ('young lover' and 'man of
understanding'). The two are opposites in the qasida's catalogue of virtue, and
the poet's calling upon himself not to succumb to lowliness by complaining
about his sorrow (Id tashkuwanna, 11) can be seen as recourse to understand-
ing, reason (nuhd) after the failure of youthful love (sibd). However, the world
which presents itself to the scrutiny of reason is one in which virtue is perceived
to mean no more than vice, strength and power no more than pliancy and
weakness.

The development of imagery in the three couplets is similar to that in the
first subsection. Again the third couplet resumes and joins together elements of
the first and second. The pastoral scene with the 'crest of Shaba' (hadb) and 'the
soft sand-dunes' (naqd khawwdr) reappears in line 25 in the sturdy mountain
(Jabal) and the surging sea (zakhir mawwar). Hills and sand-dunes are setting
for the animals threatened by death; in line 25, the inorganic forms of nature
themselves become subject to the power of time.

Line 25 thus refers back to the first couplet. Line 24, on the other hand,
develops the theme of the second which relates to the mortality of man. In the
uniform anonymous progression of humanity through time, vice and virtue,
good and bad, love and reason, cancel each other. Thus couplet D2 sums up
the two previous couplets, seeing man and nature equally levelled by death.

(c) The third subsection: B3f C3, D3

"13. rVa 1-labTbu mina 1-mashTbi Ifannahu
ma zdla yiidhinu bi-ntiqdli jiwdrT

14. ma ab'asa l-hayawdna laysa li-ndbitin
asafun bi-md yabdii mina 1-nuwwdrT

. wa-kdanna man sakana l-fand'a matd ghadd
lil-qabri lam yanzil lahu bi-tawdrT

White hair alarms the man of understanding since
it will forever herald change of neighbourhood.
How wretched are animal creatures; no plant
feels grief at the sight of white blossoms.
It is as though the dweller of the yard had never
stepped on its ground when he goes to the grave.

^20. otyd sawdru l-dahri kulla musdwirin
J wa-ramd l-khalila bi-ashumi l-uswdri

21. fa-hdhar wa-in ba'udat ghazdtuka fi l-Hdd
qadaran aghdra 'aid AM 1-MighwdrT
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Fate's assault lames all attackers;
it struck down Abraham with marksman's arrows.
So beware - even as you foray far against the enemy -
of a destiny that pillaged Abu 1-Mighwar.

D3 26. jarati l-qaddya fi l-andmi wa-umdiyat
suduqan bi-aswdrin wa-ld aswdn

[Death]-sentences are passed upon mankind and executed
justly, with or without defence.

The three subsections all start with a verb in the third person singular perfect
(rVa, a'yd, jarat) which places man (labib, musdwir, andm) in the context of
death (mashib, sawdr al-dahr, qaddyd... umdiyat). The difference in tone
reflects the stages of the poem's development: the awareness of mortality is
unfolded, from sorrowful allusion (B3), to tragic certainty (C3), and cynical
detachment (D3).

The tristich B3 resumes the allusive mood of the two previous couplets,
developing the theme of mortality from, and in response to, the traditional
motifs of the nasib. Hoariness, al-mashib, is one of the themes of the strophe
frequently combined with the nasib (see, text III, 17-21), and intiqdl jiwdr
recalls the theme offirdq, the beloved's departure from the campsite. Line 13
contrasts with the nasib in the manner of the antistrophe: the lover, blinded by
passion, is replaced by al-labib, the man of understanding. The traditional
break of communication in the nasib (3), and the corresponding success of evil
(4), are overcome in the understanding of the man of reason. He is aware of the
approach of death, the final separation, and takes heed of the warning.

This emendation of the ills of the nasib - blind passion and isolated
suffering - in the antistrophe does not, as in the panegyric, lead to
a reaffirmation of life. Reason, on the contrary, perceives death as the true
cause of the suffering of love. In the eye of reason, intiqdl jiwdr ('the
change of neighbourhood') is not a personal experience affecting only the
lover's self, but the common fate of man which is observed continuously
and gives rise to rational thought. The fruit of speculation is expressed in the
next line which evokes the memory of the beloved:

14. md ab'asa l-hayawdna laysa li-ndbitin
asafun bi-md yabdu mina l-nuwwdrT

How wretched are animal creatures; no plant
feels grief at the sight of white blossoms.

The white-skinned beauty of Nawar and her companions (bid, 2), and the
poet's white hair (mashib, 13), are joined in the image of the white flowers
(nuwwdr - note the alliteration to Nawdr). All are manifestations of beauty
and signs of death. In the sorrowful realization of mortality brought about
by hoariness lies, however, the release from the enslavement of passion and
the beginning of the ascetic's detachment.
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The development reaches its term with line 15 which wonders at man's

annihilation. The imagery still recalls the nasib, evoking the deserted dwellings
with their connotations of departure, emptiness, and memory. The intense
grief of the nasib, however, is tempered by the insight of reason: the trauma of
loss and sorrow is perceived to be the common lot of man.

In section C, the awareness of death gained from the experience of love and
old age is proclaimed openly. The intimate tone and the relatively simple,
unadorned language of the tristich are followed abruptly by the portentous
gravity of lines 16/17. Next, humanity as a whole is seen at the mercy of time,
and finally, in couplet C3, Time and Fate are fully visualized in their cruelty
and power. A notable contrast links the victims of Fate in the couplet: khalil
literally means 'friend', but the word may also refer to Abraham who is called
khalil Allah, 'God's friend', in the Qur'an (4/124). AbQ 1-Mighwar (lit. 'father of
the fighting man or raider') was the cognomen of the pre-Islamic warlord,
Malik b. Nuwayra. Thus friend and fighting man, prophet and pagan, are all
equally struck down.

The prevailing mood in the final section is one of sardonic detachment,
characteristic of many poems of the Luzumiyyat. Lines 22 and 23 have a ring of
satire, and line 26 brings the poem to a close with condensed power. It
recapitulates the general conclusion on the mortality of man with a single
statement which embodies the final message. Here the grief of love and death
is overcome, the detachment from the 'world of becoming and decay'
complete.

Summary

The three stages of argument, along which the three final sections of the poem
progress, can be summarized as presentation (of an aspect of life - Bl, Cl, Dl),
contemplation (of the changeability and transience of the forms of life - B2, C2,
D2) and conclusion (on the universal mortality of being - B3, C3, D3). The
diminishing length of the concluding sections from the four lines of A3 to three,
two, and one line, conveys the increasing certainty and absoluteness of the
conclusion; the mood develops from one of sympathetic sorrow to tragic
certainty and, finally, to terseness and detachment.

A return to the structure of the nasib shows that its three subsections follow
the same pattern of development. The 'visual' imagery of the first couplet has
been discussed: it presents ('arada) the damsels as a source of suffering and
threat. The second couplet is reflective: it contemplates the hidden suffering of
the poet. There is a significant grammatical link between this couplet and its
counterpart in section B (i.e. couplet B2). Both contain verbs in the first and
second person singular referring to the poet; la tashkuwanna ('do not
complain', 11) resumes al-wujdu minka ('your passion', 4), dlaytu ('I swear', 12)
resumes uwdrT('my ardour', 3). The poet's suffering abates as he contemplates
the forms of life in their change.
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As to the quatrain of the nasib, it anticipates the conclusions on mortality by
a portrayal of the metaphorical death brought about by unhappy love. It is
kindled by the damsels whose qualities mirror the traditional attributes of
al-dunyd in the zuhdiyya canon. Like al-dunyd, they are deceitful and
predatory, and hide suffering and death behind a mask of passing beauty. They
are not merely representatives of 'womankind', but symbolize the nature of
existence in this world.

As a result, this qasida can be interpreted as tracing the gradual emancipa-
tion of the individual from the deceptive sorrows of life. It pictures the rise of
the ascetic, zdhid, whose insight engenders detachment from the world. The
nasib represents the elementary stage: man is blindly involved with the
deceptive temptations of the world. The folly of passion makes him a helpless
prey at the hand of al-dunyd. Section B is the first stage of detachment.
Through the scrutiny of reason, man is freed from his enslavement by the
physical forms; he understands the suffering of love as induced by the existence
of death. Section C proclaims the certainty of transience on a universal scale
with newly found vigour and heightened detachment: the shapes of mankind,
ashbdh nds (18) are a distant melee. In section D, detachment reaches its final
stage. Freed even from the suffering of death, the individual ironically
contemplates the triviality of being. He perceives that even reason weighs no
more than passion in the face of Time. The conclusion is powerful and
self-assured; it lacks all self-pity.

Structural counterpoint

A note on morphology

The intricacy of the poem's structure, suggested by the stringency of the style,
appears fully when the incidences of morphological parallelism are observed.
Unlike Abu l-'Atahiya's zuhdiyya analysed above, morphological and
semantic structure do not completely coincide, but differ in such a way as to
suggest an alternative arrangement of lines which gives a no less coherent
picture of the poetic development.

The complexity of the work precludes here a comprehensive analysis of its
morphological features. For the sake of clarity, I will single out only the most
important aspects by following up the occurrence of two verb forms: the third
person feminine singular of the perfect {fa'alat), and the third person feminine
plural of the perfect and imperfect (fa'alna, yaf'alna), with its corresponding
pronoun hunna. They are morphological markers and appear several times.
Both are introduced in the nasib, which agrees with frequent observation that
the initial section contains the major formal elements of a qasida (see
P- 4).

Third per son feminine plural. It first appears in line 1 of the poem in reference to
the maidens ('aradna). The quatrain of the nasib repeats it four times in the
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same context. The next occurrence of the form in line 10 shows how couplet Bl
is skilfully constructed out of the grammatical elements of the preceding
quatrain:

9. fa-fal siwdray ghddatin wa-burdhumd
li-burd ghawddin JT l-rikdbi sawdrT

10. yurqilna JT khalaqi l-shiwdri wa-fawqahd
akhldqu insin IH-qabThi shawdrT

So let a maiden's twin bracelets and anklets be
like nose-rings of camels journeying in caravan through morning and through
night.
They hasten with saddle utensils tattered and upon them
are men disposed to evil trades.

Fa-fal resumes the imperative of line 5, yurqilna reflects, in form and metrical
position, yafamna and yafabna. Wa-fawqahd echoes wa-innamd (6); the
complementary parallelism ghawddin/sawdrT recalls that in lines 2 and 6.
Finally, the syntax of 10b is analogous to 8b (plural noun plus iddfa,
preposition // plus noun and fawd'il form).

Couplets Cl and C2 (16/17 and 18/19) are distinguished from the
immediately preceding and following subsections (B3 and C3) by the fact that
all principal subjects are plural nouns (nusiir, maqddir, 'awdriyy, jusum,
ashbdh, as opposed to labib, hayawdn, man in B3, and sawdr, khalTl, qadar
in C3). With the plural nouns goes the reappearance of the third person
feminine plural. It establishes a link to lines 5-10: jawqihinna (16) echoes
yurqilna.. .wa-fawqahd (10), underlining the semantic relationship between
couplets Bl and Cl (see above, pp. 137f). Line 19 resumes the grammatical
form for the last time: yukhlitna occupies the same metrical position at the
beginning of the line as the morphological markers in lines 6, 7, and 10.

Third per son feminine singular perfect: This form is also introduced in the nasTb:
see darat and sddafat in lines 3 and 4. It is not repeated, however, till the end of
the work where it occurs six times: botudat (21), zajarat (22), fakkarat and
qa'adat (23), jarat and umdiyat (26).

The ingenious coherence of the poem becomes apparent when the position
of the couplets or lines singled out by the morphological markers is compared
to the semantic subdivision. While the feminine plural rules the middle portion
of the poem, the feminine singular, introduced at the beginning, dominates the
end.

Morphological and semantic subdivision correspond in the nasTb. In the
remaining sections, the interplay between them serves to facilitate the thematic
transition. Couplet Bl is dominated by the marker of the preceding quatrain
but introduces a new section in the poem's development. Similarly, couplet C3
concludes the third section while ba'udat anticipates the form of zajarat at the
beginning of the fourth. The morphological markers thus serve as links
between sections A and B (yaf'alna) and C and D (fa'alat)
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Three key couplets

Three couplets - Al, B2, and C3 - provide a notable counterpoint to the
structure that has emerged so far:

1. a-Nawdru tuhsabu min sand l-anwdrT
wa-mina l-bawdri mahan 'aradna bawdrT

2. bidun dawdrin lil-qulubi kdannahd
'Tnun bi-dawwdrin wa-'ayni Duwdri

Can Nawar be considered part of the brightness of lights
when gazelles whose sight emaciates [you] are part of death?
They are white and prey on hearts as though they were
wide-eyed ones on curving sands and Duwar's holy site.

11. Id tashkuwanna fa-fi l-shikdyati dhullatun
wa-la-tu'radanna l-khaylu bil-mishwdrT

12. dlaytu md mana'a l-khuwdru awdbidan
JT hadbi Shdbata wal-naqd 1-khawwdrT

Do not lament, for lamentation is but lowliness!
Truly, the steeds shall show their worth on the showground.
I swear, their lowing shall not protect the wild herds
at Shaba's stony mount and the soft sands.

(20. a'yd sawdru l-dahri kulla musdwirin
™ J wa-ramd  1-khalTla bi-ashumi 1-uswdrT

) 21. fa-hdhar wa-in ba'udat ghazdtuka JT l-'idd
v. qadaran aghdra 'aid AbT 1-MighwdrT

Fate's assault lames all attackers
it struck down Abraham with marksman's arrows;
So beware - even as you foray far against the enemy -
of a destiny that pillaged Abu 1-Mighwar.

The couplets are the only ones to contain proper names: Nawar and Duwar in
Al, Shaba in B2, al-Khalll (most likely referring to Abraham), and Abu
1-Mighwar ('the great raider') in C3. The imagery also shares certain features
evoking hunting and war scenes: dawdrin li ('lying in wait for'), 34 man'a ('to
protect'), a'yd ('to ward off), ramd ('to shoot'), and aghdra 'aid ('to invade,
attack'). Like the names, the images suggest a pre-Islamic context. Those in
lines 2 and 12 are reminiscent of the hunting scenes in the ancient qasTdas while
line 21 suggests a Bedouin raid.

These features are examples of the archaic flavour of the poem as a whole,
but they are also signs of a special link between the three couplets. Al, B2, and
C3 punctuate decisive stages in the poem's development. In B2, the threat
represented by the 'gazelles' in Al is countered by the realization that they
themselves will be the victims of a stronger foe. This is suggested by the
parallelism between 2b and 12b:

2. . . . on curving sands and Duwar's holy site.
12. . . . at Shaba's stony mount and the soft sands.
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The gazelles (mahan) in Al and the wild herds (awdbid) in B2 appear in
similar settings except that the former are ready for attack (dawdrin li), while
the others are defenceless victims (md mana'a). That the meaning of awdbid
may include an allusion to mahan is also suggested by the repetition oiarada in
lines 1 and 11. The 'gazelles' appear ('aradna) as a deadly threat while the
'horses' will be made to appear (la-tu'radanna) on the showground to be
selected by death. Consistent with this interpretation is the contextual
antithesis between mahan ('gazelles') and khayl ('horses'); the former, usually
the victim, appear as the hunter, while the latter, usually associated with war
and victory, are exposed to death. Both inversions are also found in other
poems. So couplets Al and B2 are linked: the poet consoles himself with the
thought that his tormentors will, like all other forms of life, one day themselves
be made to suffer.

What B2 expresses only in the negative (md mantfa) is asserted positively in
couplet C3. The two lines spell out what has remained suggestion and allusion
up to that point: the victory of death. Couplets Al and B2 portray an
impending hostile encounter from two contrasting angles, focusing once on
the attacker (dawdrin li\ and once on the victim (md manotd). The two aspects
are combined in couplet C3: mana'a ('to protect') is resumed in dyd ('to repel'),
dawdrin (lying in wait') in ramd ('to strike'), thus marking the release and
consummation of the destruction that remains potential in the images above.
The death of Abu 1-Mighwar mirrors and outstrips the threat of death
represented by Nawar: Fate (a\-qadar\ is seen in command.

The positions of the three key couplets Al, B2 and C3 in the development of
the poem as a whole give another picture of the intricate coherence of the work.
Their positions align themselves with the semantic subsections: one forms the
beginning, the other the middle, and the third the end of a movement.

The morphological features discussed, as well as the semantic sequence
represented by the key-couplets, suggest, furthermore, an alternative sectional
arrangement which is as symmetrical as the semantic subsections discussed
above. For lines 5-15 and 16-26 mirror one another in their development:

lines 1-4
(4 lines)

lines 5-15
(11 lines)

Sections

J A,
I A2

f "1 .,
) B2
I B3

Number of lines

2
2

4

2
2

3

Cl C2

C3
Dl

D2 D3

4 12 1

3 j

!
. lines 16-26
^ (11 lines)
i1
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A3 and C1-C2 are linked by the morphological marker, third person feminine
plural. Bl and C3 are linked by paronomasia based on the qdfiya with the
letter sin (siwdray, sawdri, 9; sawdr, musdwir and uswdr, 20). The same sound
formation concludes the poem (aswdr, 26).

The four couplets Bl, B2, C3, and Dl , also relate crosswise. The
transformation in Dl of themes and images of Bl has been discussed above
(see p. 136); C3 and B2 are linked by their function as key couplets. C3, the
third key couplet, is thus of particular importance, concluding two semantic
developments, as well as resuming morphological and phonological features
and thereby introducing the finale.

B3 and the triad D2-D3 are linked, phonologically, by the absence of
paronomasia and, semantically, by their conclusions on mortality, presenting
the theme from the angle of the personal and specific in one case (B3), and from
the angle of the impersonal and general in the other (D2-D3). Couplets Al and
A2 in their parallelism and contrast can be seen to anticipate the links between
the two longer parts.

Altogether, the possibility of two alternative subdivisions bears witness to
the multiple relations between the individual couplets. For most of the
subsections are semantically and syntactically independent units which do not
relate by sharing one specific subject or by tracing a development in time.
Instead, their interrelations are based on echoes and anticipations of images
and linguistic features. This enables each subsection to be simultaneously
beginning, climax, and conclusion of a certain development. The resulting
impression on the listener is one of a number of powerful individual statements
fused together by a multidimensional pattern which can only be sensed but not
followed in detail because of its complexity.

Phonological features

I have left discussion of phonological interplay, the most conspicuous aspect of
the poem, last, in order to show that the work's coherence does not suffer from
linguistic embellishment. Yet the meaning of the work is inseparable from its
sound structure:

1. a-Nawdru tuhsabu min sand 1-anwdrT
wa-mina l-bawdri mahan 'aradna bawdrT

2. bidun dawdrin lil-qulubi kdannahd
'Tnun bi-dawwdrin wa-'ayni DuwdrT

Two types of sound relationships govern these lines. One depends on the
qdfiya, and I will call it 'external assonance'. The other establishes a sound
pattern within the line which contrasts and complements the external
assonance. To this I will refer as 'internal assonance'.

External assonance is achieved by the series of jinds, from Nawdru and
bawdn to DuwdrT. The sound echoes between 'aradna, bidun, 'Tnun, and 'ayni,
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are the most important internal assonance. The sound pattern of the couplet
can be described as a subtle exchange between the two types of assonance. The
link between them is the letter which precedes the qafiya wan, henceforth
called 'key letter'. It changes twice, from nun (anwarT) to bW (bawari), and from
bff to ddl (DuwdrT).

From nun to ba'

The progressive sound metamorphosis which produces the rhyme word
bawari appears when juxtaposing the members of the fourfold jinds in line 1.
A-Nawdru and anwarT share hamza and nun but differ in case ending. The
change from damma to kasra introduces the qafiya. (Sand /-) anwarT and (mina
/-) bawari share article and case ending, but be? replaces hamza and nun. This
marks a second step towards the emergence of the final rhyme word. (Mina /-)
bawari and ("aradna) bawdrTare identical except for article and length of final
kasra. Thus the rhyme word bawdrT develops in successive stages out of its
three predecessors in alliteration.

Internal assonance is the substratum of this process. The letter bd\ taken up
by the final rhyme word, is first introduced by the sound complex, tuhsabu min
sand, in line la. The nun, replaced by bd* in the sequence of jinds, last appears in
'aradna. Thus the letter bo* moves from internal to external assonance
(tuhsabu-al-bawdri-bawdrT), while the letter nun is subject to the opposite
process: it changes from external to internal assonance (a-Nawdru-sana
1-anwdrT-min al-bawdrT-aradna bawari).

From ba' to dal

The emergence of Duwar as rhyme word of line 2 is brought about by the same
process. Again internal assonance introduces the new key letter ddl
('aradna-bTdun-dawdriri) and echoes the old (bawdrT-bTdun-bi-dawwdrin). The
background to this exchange is the sequence of internal assonance from
'aradna to bidun, 'Tnun bi and 'ayni. It is the counterpoint to the external
assonance between dawdrin, dawwdrin, and DuwdrT.

Other subtler echoes and touches of alliteration complete the web of sound
which links the two lines. There is the mTm/nun interplay in line 1 (min...
min... mahan); there is the resumption in line 2 of nun, hd\ and alif in annahd;
there is the alliteration based on sTn/fatha in line la (tuhsabu/sand), which
balances that between kdf and qdf in line 2a.

The second couplet of the nasTb is linked to the first by the continuation of
the interplay between internal and external assonance: the key letter of line 3,
hamza, is anticipated in couplet Al by a, anwdr, and annahd, and resumed in
line 4 by ammd. Fd\ on the other hand, key letter of line 4, is anticipated by fi
in line 3 and echoed by fabtakir in line 5.

In this way the sound structure continues. Its pattern is so tightly woven, its
flow so carefully balanced, that the impression is one of highest formal control.
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Alliteration appears to be no embellishment at all, but rather the expression of
a stylistic economy which refrains from widening the sound palette beyond the
absolute minimum:

16. tilka l-nusuru mina l-wukuri tawd'irun
wa-maqddirun min fawqihinna tawdrT

Those eagles fly up from their nests
while fates swoop down upon them suddenly.

In this line a maximum of meaning is forged out of a minimum variety of
sound. Alliteration and paronomasia make the words define one another with
the greatest concreteness.

A line by Abu Tammam quoted above (see p. 66) describes a similar
picture:

wa-qad zullilat 'iqbdnu dldmihT duhan
bi-iqbdni tayrin JT l-dimd'i nawdhilT

The eagles on his flags were overshadowed in the forenoon
by flying eagles feeding on blood.

The rhetorical impact of the line resides in the sensational nature of the image.
The circumstantial details, 'being overshadowed in the forenoon' and 'feeding
on blood', give meaning and power to 'iqbdn.

Ma'am's line (16) does not produce a spectacular context to define nusiir. Its
expressive power resides exclusively in the tension created by the juxtaposition
of words of similar sound and different meaning. With the morphological and
phonological resumption of nusur in wukur, tawd'ir in maqddir, a pattern is
created which one expects to continue with a third similarly related pair.
Instead, the pattern is broken by the rhyme word: fawqihinna and tawdrT do
not relate like the two previous pairs, and tawdrT in irregular sequence echoes
tawd'ir, without resuming the morphological congruence. The semantic
impact of the line resides precisely in the same feature: the outstripping of
tawd'ir by tawdrT. The sound pattern thus ties the words together and
heightens their meaning so that the barren image acquires gigantic power
through formal constraint.

Atomistic alliteration

The last three lines are relatively devoid of jinds and there is no jinds tdmm
except for line 26. Nevertheless, the sound structure of the lines is no less
involved than that of the nasTb, but it aims at the opposite effect. At the
beginning, the high degree of paronomasia makes numerous words sound
alike so that their individuality of meaning is stressed by contrast with their
homonymity of sound. In the final lines, however, the phonological patterning
is restricted to an interplay of vowels, letters, and rhythm, designed to
emphasize the meaning of a word by stressing its individuality of sound. This
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technique which I hope to explain in the following pages I call 'atomistic
alliteration'.

The phonological leitmotif of lines 21-6 is the interplay between kdf and qdf
The combination occurs frequently in the course of the poem (see 2a, 10, 11
and 16) but it is nowhere more prominent than at the end. Introduced by
ghazdtuka and qadaran in line 21, the letters are part of the two jinds tdmm in
the following couplet. External assonance is dominated by qdf in line 22
(qawdn); line 23 resumes kdf (fakkarat, akwdr) with qdf as a counterpart in
qdadat. Kdf is resumed in line 24 (hukm, ka) and both are combined again in
line 25 (yuqdlu, aqdma, ka).

Line 24 is thus incorporated into the dominant sound development by
repetition of the letter kdf As a unit, the line exhibits a meticulous sound
balance which typifies the technique of atomistic alliteration. It is charac-
terized by the fact that the various phonological features of a word - vowels,
consonants, and rhythm - do not relate to one other word as is the case with
normal jinds. Instead, each phonological element links up with a different
word in the line so that the resulting sound structure is both varied and
balanced. To a certain extent, this technique applies to most poetry but, in this
work, it appears to be used in deliberate contrast to jinds proper.

The words in line 24 can be divided into groups according to their
rhythmical and/or morphological pattern:
(i) There are three nouns that follow the patterns fi'l, fa% and /u7:

nadb hukm dhimr

(ii) There are three nouns with a weak third radical:

nuhd akhT sibd

(iii) There are two nouns with an alif between second and third radical:

hiddn 'uwwdr

(iv) There are two words consisting only of consonant and long vowel:

Ji dhu

With the exception of alif and alifmaqsura, the nouns in these groups hardly
share a consonant or vowel. Each of the nouns in groups (i) and (ii) start with
a different vowel, and the only consonant repeated within a group is mim (i).

The relations based on consonants and vowels align the words in different
ways altogether. It is interesting to note that with the exception of fd\ the
consonants that are not repeated are all gutturals: hd\ sad, khd\ and 'ayn. All
others occur at least twice. The following sequence is arranged according to
the order of appearance of the consonants (wdw excepted):

nun: nadb hiddn nuhd
ddl: nadb hiddn
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ka

ba9:
kdf:

mim:

ha':
dhdl:

rd\'

nadb
hukm

hukm
hiddn

dhu
dhimr

siba
ka
dhimr

nuhd
dhimr

'uwwdr

With the exception of hukm and dhimr, this alignment does not coincide with
the one above, nor are the words related by their vowel structure. On the
contrary: all words that share a consonant start with a different vowel. The
alignment, however, does create a pattern within the line. The alliterations
based on nun, ha' and ddl, and dhdl and rd" link the two hemistichs crosswise:

nadb hidan dhu nuha dhimr 'uwwar

The vowel harmony of the line appears designed to create the utmost
variety. I will only point to the threefold interchange between kasra and
damma which structures the vowel pattern of the line. In the first hemistich, the
long kasra of fi anticipates the short kasra of hiddn. The short damma of
hukm, on the other hand, anticipates the long damma of dhu. Thus long
and short, kasra and damma are symmetrically combined:

fi hukmi l-hiddni wa-dhu

A variation of the same process links the two hemistichs. The long damma of
dhu anticipates the short damma of nuhd, while the long kasra of akhx echoes
the short kasra of siba. The alif maqsiira links nuhd and siba:

wa-dhu l-sibd ka-akhi l-nuhd

The two final words of the second hemistich are linked by a similar vocalic
inversion:

wal-dhimru kal-'uwwdri

The sound of each individual word in line 24 is thus thrown into relief because
each phonological level establishes a sound pattern of its own and no one
sound relationship dominates another. The fact that the guttural consonants
are not repeated stresses the individual sound quality of the words, while the
sheer juxtaposition of nouns in three nominal sentences creates a feeling of
conciseness and control.

Alternation between paronomasia and atomistic alliteration

It is clear upon first reading that the phonological structure of the poem is not
uniform. The nasib and the first two couplets of section B all exhibit jinds. So
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do couplets Cl, C3, Dl, and the final line. The central tristich, B3, however,
and couplets C2 and D2, are constructed on the basis of atomistic alliteration,
so the sound structure becomes more varied towards the end because of the
alternation between the two types of phonological texture. Furthermore, in
the second half of the poem, even couplets dominated by jinds do not share the
homogeneity of sound of the first ten lines. The transition from to* to 'ayn in
couplet Cl, for instance, is not developed with the same subtlety by internal
assonance as the transitions from niin to bd\ alif, and^a' in the first four lines of
the nasib. Couplet C3 does not contain a. jinds tdmm. The transition from qdf to
kdf, in the rhyme of couplet Dl, recalls the transition from sdd to sin and
shin in lines 8-10, but the two elements of jinds tdmm in line 23 are both in
the same hemistich which does not occur anywhere in the first half of the
poem. The same also applies to the last line. Atomistic alliteration, on the
other hand, becomes more prominent towards the end. In the nasib, it
functions purely as internal assonance subservient to the interplay of jinds
tdmm. With the end of section B it becomes an independent principle of
construction which brings the poem to its climax in the concluding lines.

This suggests something about the relationship between sound structure
and semantic structure. I have described the poem as tracing the gradual
emancipation of the ascetic through a deepening vision of the insignificance of
the world. The nasib, which describes man enslaved by al-dunyd, is the section
most dominated by external assonance. The constant recurrence of the
patterns awd and a wan creates a sombre rhythm which drowns the individual
word as it struggles to assert its meaning in the face of an all-pervasive
monotony. Tension is created between heterogeneity of meaning and homo-
geneity of sound. The nasib is the passage in which the sensuous diversity of the
world is experienced most intensely. At the end of the poem, however, the
variety and multitude of al-dunyd is perceived to be meaningless. The sound
structure of the lines which develop this vision (13-15,18-19,24-5) is the one
least dominated by jinds. So the words' individual sound character is most
pronounced in lines which describe all individual phenomena as equally
insignificant. This evidently applies to line 24 in particular. There is, thus,
a contrasting relationship between sound and meaning in the poem: the
experience of multiformity is made to sound monotonous, the vision of
monotony described with multiformity of sound.

Metrical features

The poem is composed in the catalectic trimeter kdmil. In the following
metrical chart, the letters 'a' and 'b' stand for the accepted variants of the
metre:
a —
b

A hemistich may consist of eight possible combinations of 'a' and /or 4b\ These
can be designated with the capital letters A to H:
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b b a A a a b E

b a a B a b b F

a b a C b a b G

a a a D b b b H

All these variants are found in poems of this metre, even though some, like
A and B, appear to be more frequent than others.35 Text VI exhibits seven of
these variants (A-G) which are distributed as follows:

S e c t i o n A l a a b a a a E D
2 b b a b b a A A
3 b b a b b a A A
4 b b a b b a A A
5 a b a b b a C A
6 b b a b a a A B
7 b b a a a a A D
8 b a a a a a B D

Section B 9 b b a a b a A C
10 b a a b b a B A
11 b a a a b b B F
12 b a a b a b B G
13 b a a b a a B B
14 b a a a b b B F
15 a a a b b a D A

Section C 16 b a a a b a B C
17 b b a b b a A A
18 b b a b a a A B
19 b a a b b a B A
20 b b a a a b A E
21 b a a a a b B E

Section D 22 a a a b a a D B
23 b a b b a b GG
24 b b a a b b AF
25 a a b a a b EE
26 a b a a b b CF
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The frequency distribution of the hemistich patterns in the four sections is
illustrated in diagram 2. The diagram and metrical chart together illustrate
the structural function of the seven hemistich variants. Patterns A and
B alternate in their frequency in the first three sections; the first and third are
dominated by A, the second by B. Initially the most frequent patterns, they are
the most infrequent in the final section where neither occurs more than once.
Patterns, C, D, and E function as sectional markers. Pattern C is found in the
first line of sections B and C; it also introduces the quatrain (5) and concludes
the poem. Pattern D is found in line 1 as well as in the conclusions of sections
A and B and the first line of section D. Its counterpart is pattern E: together
with D, it is introduced in the first line of the poem and concludes the two
sections of the second half. (Observe the regularity in the pattern sequence of
lines 7-8 and 20-1.) Patterns F and G are only found in the second and the
final sections. Together with E they end on foot b. Patterns of this type are
much less frequent throughout the poem than those ending on a (twelve as
opposed to forty), a fact which gives them special importance. It comes as no
surprise to find that line 11, the first in the poem to end on foot b, is also the first
to be marked by the absence of jinds tdmm, and the first to introduce the
abstract realization of the fact of mortality:

11. Id tashkuwanna fa-fi l-shikdyati dhullatun
wa-la-tu'radanna l-khaylu bil-mishwdrT

Do not lament, for lamentation is but lowliness!
Truly, the steeds shall show their worth on the showground.

10

9

CE

EFG

ABCD

FG
Section
A

E
Section
B

DFG
Section
C

Section
D

Diagram 2
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The prominence in the final section of hemistich patterns ending on b (six
out of ten) is of great significance for the metrical development. As is evident
from the diagram, patterns most frequent at the beginning are most infrequent
at the end and vice versa. Variety is also drastically increased: section A with
eight lines contains five hemistich variants, as opposed to seven in the five lines
of section D. Furthermore, the only hemistich patterns repeated within a line
in the first three sections are the most common: A (2-4, 17) and B (13); in the
last section, two of the least frequent patterns are repeated: G (23) and E (25).
As a result, the metrical structure of the poem coincides with the phonological
development: the metre, repetitive at the beginning, becomes increasingly
varied towards the end, so that the last lines combine sets of the rarest metrical
variants. This points towards a cumulative rhetorical effect which should be
powerfully manifest in recitation. The contrast between semantic and
phonological levels is stressed by the metrical structure: the vision of the
equalization of opposites with which the poem concludes is voiced with the
greatest variety of sound and metre.



CHAPTER 6

Mannerism

'Die Sprache als Sprache zur Sprache bringen'
(Heidegger, 1959, p. 94)

Two mimetic processes
Most recent discussions of mannerism in literature have drawn attention to
the prominent role played by techniques and conventions of literary language
in mannerist style. This feature has repeatedly provided the reason for its
condemnation. In his discussion of Italian baroque lyric, H. Friedrich remarks
that 'the aims of expression and representation of artistic language recede in
the face of a dictatorship of linguistic artifice' (1964, p. 564); he notices a 'shift of
emphasis from colloquy of objects to soliloquy of words' {ibid., p. 563), and
concludes that language and content, nay, language and world, no longer
converge but diverge' (ibid., p. 558).

H. Friedrich's theories inspired J. C. Burgel (1965, pp. 235ff) and W.
Heinrichs (1974) in their search for a meaningful application of the term
mannerism to Arabic literature. Heinrichs resumes Friedrich's observation of
a dichotomy between signifier and signified; he abandons, however, the latter's
negative bias and tentatively describes mannerism as 'a possible and legitimate
"Grundform" of poetic expression'. The core of his definition is as follows: The
correlate of mannerist poetry is not reality but literature, i.e. language formed
and formalized. The resulting effect is, so to say, one of language at play, or, as
Friedrich says, an "ignition of language from within". Parallel to this, the
representational character of language becomes increasingly insignificant'
(ibid., p. 128).

Heinrich's definition posits two contrasting mimetic processes - presum-
ably the same intended by Friedrich's distinction between 'colloquy of objects'
and 'soliloquy of words'. Reality as correlate of poetry, or 'colloquy of objects',
suggests a form of mimesis intent primarily on the fashioning of reality as
dictated by, and in accordance with, poetic convention. The dictate of
convention pertains to the segment of reality conventionally treated (Wirklich-
keitsweite) henceforth called 'spectrum'; the accord sought is that between the
value-hierarchy of convention and the objects described, henceforth called
'focus'. As an example, one might revert to BuhturT's ship description. There it
was said that the poet's imagery endows the ship with the meaning of its
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function, 'making this meaning an innate quality with a priori existence' (see
above, p. 67). The ship is thus portrayed as necessarily victorious, which
corresponds to the focus of the mode since in madih, the mamduh's enterprises
are to be represented as ideal manifestations of good fortune and success. In
this interpretation of mimesis, the Aristotelian categories of the necessary and
the probable are applicable to Arabic poetry. The requirement of the necessary
refers to the demand that the focus of the mode be given full expression - that it
be as sharp as possible: the mamduh must appear necessarily victorious;
correspondingly, his battleship is necessarily invincible.

If this aim is to be achieved, the poet has to remain within the bounds of the
probable or, rather, to concentrate on making the improbable appear
probable. In madih, this means persuasively converting defeat into victory,
failure into success, mediocrity into excellence, excellence into sublimity.
Excessive use of ornatus or 'fantastic' imagery, however, may threaten to
deflect attention from this purpose by becoming a feature of interest in itself,
thus precluding empathy with what is portrayed. Accordingly, the rhetorical
devices in BuhturT's ship description are subservient to his aim of expressing
the martial posture of ship and crew.

Literature as correlate of poetry, or 'soliloquy of words' on the other hand,
suggests mimesis not of the object but of the semiological system with which it
is described; of language, and principally the language of literature. Mihyar's
ship description provides an example. The object of description functions as
catalyst of an intricate play of metaphorical antitheses derived from conven-
tional imagery, or, as Friedrich might have put it: it sets in motion the
'automatism of antitheses'. The reaction of the reader is not empathy with
form and function of the ship, but marvel at linguistic ingenuity.1

Clearly in this kind of style, the categories of the 'necessary' and the
'probable' are of secondary importance. What is made to appear necessary
above is taken for granted here: spectrum and focus, imposed by poetic
convention, function as matters of course. Thus in Mihyar's description, the
mere mention of the ship in connection with the mamduh is sufficient to make it
worthy of poetry: the excellence of its function, the meaning of this association,
need not be proved. Correspondingly, the requirement of probability is of little
consequence in this form of mimesis: poetry does not expend its force in
making the improbable appear probable (i.e. in accordance with the moral
focus of convention), but rather the reverse: the quest for the 'marvellous'
results in a style in which the probable is made improbable, the familiar
enigmatic, the ordinary miraculous. Thus Mihyar's riverboat is transformed
by metaphor into a fabulous beast.

If necessity and probability thus recede as dimensions of content, two other
categories assume prominence as regulators of form: 'constraint' and 'pos-
sibility'. 'Constraint' refers to the formal and thematic limitations imposed by
literary language and literary tradition: the rules of morphology, syntax and
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lexicon as well as rhyme, metre and the canon of motifs. 'Possibility' denotes
the possibilities of their combination which mannerist style explores to the
limits of the permissible in its mimesis of the semiological system. In this
context, the prominence of techniques and conventions of literary language,
characteristic of mannerist style, can be seen to be but aspects of an (ideally
comprehensive) semiological mimesis. To what extent interplay between
constraint and possibility can provide the substance of a literary work has
been shown in the case of the Luzumiyydt.

The stylistic triangle

The hypothesis posited above can be illustrated by means of a triangle (see
diagram 3) with the corners P, R, and C. P represents the individual poem,
R and C its two correlates 'reality' and 'convention' ('convention' denotes the
combination of the semiological systems of literary language and literary
tradition). The triangle makes clear the interdependence of the three elements:
whether the correlate of P is R or C, neither relationship can manifest itself
without the presence of the opposing pole. The same also appears when
considering the three relationships PR, PC, and RC, in the light of the terms
introduced above.
RC: The relation is characterized by 'spectrum' and 'focus': C admits only
certain segments of the totality of experience and assigns them a position in
a hierarchy of values. 'Spectrum' and 'focus' in the relation RC are manifest in
the individual poem, P.
PR: The relation is characterized by 'necessity' and 'probability'. P fashions
R so as to reveal it in manifestations of ideal values which necessarily
determine its form and function (e.g. the virtues of the mamduh). P's
presentation of R must, however, be made to appear within the scope of the
probable if it is to convey persuasion. Whether this vision corresponds to an

Necessity / \ Constraint
Probability / \ Possibility

Spectrum
Focus

Diagram 3
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objective truth is of no relevance in this context.2 The substance of'necessity'
and 'probability' in the relation PR is a function of C: the latter determines the
type of fashioning of R in P (e.g., the types of virtue of the mamduh which are
laid down by C).
PC: The relation is subject to 'constraint' and 'possibility'; 'constraint' denotes
the limitations and rules of the semiological system, 'possibility' denotes the
combinatory scope within these limitations (see p. 156). The function of R in
the relation PC is more problematic than that of P in RC or C in PR. Yet it
seems fair to suggest that PC is also inconceivable without R, since one of the
functions of C - 'spectrum' and 'focus' - is only meaningful in relation to R.
Even if, as will be seen below, this function is abolished or infringed upon,
R does not cease to be relevant in the relation between P and C.

Thus the triangle PRC represents a system of which none of the three
elements is conceivable without the other two. However, their relative
prominence and function can vary greatly. The scope of this variation is
circumscribed by the two mimetic processes discussed above. In the terms of
the triangle these can be conceived of as preponderance of the relation PR
('reality the correlate of poetry') as opposed to preponderance of PC ('language
the correlate of poetry').

Mannerist mimesis (1)
The preponderance of PC corresponds to mimesis of the semiological system
in which R functions as catalyst. This has been illustrated in Mihyar's ship
description. An excellent hunting ground for other examples of a similar
nature is the 'ecphrastic epigrams': short, often riddle-like portrayals of
disparate objects (e.g. animals, dishes of food, objects of daily use, etc.).
Generally, the object described is transformed into a miraculous entity by
metaphors which derive from the traditional canon. Abu Talib al-Ma'munl
begins such a descriptive epigram on a pair of scissors with the following lines
(see Burgel, 1965, p. 256; Heinrichs, 1971, p. 175):

wa-sdhibayni ttafaqd
'aid l-hawd wa-'tanqd

wa-aqsamd bil-wuddi wal-
ikhldsi alldftaraqd

Two friends I remember who agree upon love, and embrace
And swear by love and fidelity that they shall never part.

Evidently the friends are the two blades which constitute the pair of scissors.
The metaphor - like the other motifs of the poem - goes back to the canon of
love poetry: the promise never to part calls to mind the theme of firdq, the
separation which afflicts lover and beloved in the nasib. Thus the beginning of
the epigram establishes a contrast to the conventional opening: in the fortitude
of the 'pair' resides a challenge to the elements of love's tragedy evoked in the
metaphor.
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The epigram ends with a striking inversion. In their very union and

harmony, the 'pair' inflict separation on others:3

yufarriqdni bayna kulli ma 'alayhi ttafaqd
fa-ayyu shay'in laqiydhu alqiydhu firaqd
They separate all they agree upon.
Whatever they meet is cast down in shreds.

Whether the poem is a literary joke, whether it conceals a tragic message or
represents an ingenious development of the theme of love and war could be
discussed at length. The other motifs would have to be considered: the erotic
connotations of the 'star' (i.e. nail), which holds the two elements together and
is thus instrumental in preventing^rag (3-4), as well as the surrealist anatomy
of the object as a whole, a distorted echo of the beloved's beauty, also not
devoid of sexual innuendos (5-6). The contrast of contexts in the two
occurrences of ittafaqd 'aid would have to be weighed in some detail: the pair
'agree upon' love, and yet 'separate all they agree, or coincide, upon'.

Whatever the outcome of such a voyage of discovery, the answer lies in the
connotations of motifs, and mapping these leads into the world of literature
rather than that of'real experience'. The erotic suggestiveness of the poem (not
uncharacteristic of Ma'munT's epigrams, see Biirgel, 1965, poems nos. 16, 35),
in no way diminishes its primary appeal in the enigmatic play of words. Here
Friedrich's sober judgement applies to Ma'munI: 'most erotic indulgences of
the baroque poets are, in the light of scrutiny, linguistic' (Friedrich, 1964, p.
572).

If one wished to represent the relationship between PR and C in this
epigram by means of the stylistic triangle, the latter would have to be
conceived as rather flat (see below, p. 162, diagram 4). The correlation PC is
dominant and by 'metaphorical inversion' R is wellnigh absorbed into it. The
work's artistic impact springs from the ingenuity in the transformation of
object into image, a function of the interplay between constraint (in the choice
of motifs) and possibility (of their combination). In this transformation, the
conventional relationship RC is altered to the point of abolition: spectrum and
focus have lost their meaning. The wasf does not make the object represen-
tative in a system of moral values (unlike the ship's martial status in Buhturi's
description), but assigns it the extraordinariness uniformly shared by every-
thing in the metaphorical register. Whether ship or scissors, all is equally
wondrous.

The disappearance of moral focus is mirrored in the emancipation of the
wasf as an independent strand of poetry (see Biirgel, 1965, pp. 225ff). In the
classical and archaic qasida, description is subordinate to a universal
hierarchy of values: whether camel, pasturing ground, or royal palace, their
description is of immediate relevance to the moral message conveyed by the
poem. Not so in mannerist mimesis: the moral significance of the objective
world is irrelevant. In seeking mimesis of the semiological system, any object
may serve as catalyst, may be transformed into metaphor to spread the wings
of linguistic ingenuity.
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This leads to the question of spectrum. Since al-Ma'munl's metaphors are
derived from the traditional canon, metaphorical reality remains within its
scope. But this is merely the result of adherence to the constraint of convention
on the level of choice of motifs; it is countered by a deliberately unconventional
move on another level, the very one affected by the 'spectrum' of 'convention':
the choice of object. A pair of scissors as object of description is in no way
warranted by the canon of tradition, as is abundantly clear if it is compared
with such poetry-laden items as sword, bridle, or arrow. The clash between
motifs imposed and object chosen, between the conventions of the qasida and
a pair of scissors, creates a deliberate effect of comic disharmony. The lack of
proportion between end and means both removes the object from its ordinary
context and detaches the motifs from their real correlates.

In this tension between word and object, metaphor and reality, resides the
dichotomy noticed by Friedrich in baroque style: language and object,
language and world, no longer converge but diverge. In this divergence,
language maintains the upper hand. I have called the object of description
a catalyst which sets in motion the play of words and images. Since in the
course of this, the object is itself abstracted from its context and transformed
into an extraordinary entity, a different and perhaps profounder view of the
relationship between reality and convention in mannerist style is possible:
absorption into the literary cosmos may be seen as an act of magic which
reveals the mysterious multivalence of reality. As such, the fantastic con-
glomerates of metaphor are not mere illusion but capture the very ambiguity
of the world of appearances.

The process of abstraction and transformation in mannerist mimesis is
wellnigh identical with what W. Worringer saw as the aim of abstraction in art:
'das einzelne Objekt der Aussenwelt... aus seiner Verbindung und Abhangig-
keit von den anderen Dingen zu erlosen, es dem Lauf des Geschehens zu
entreissen, es absolut zu machen' (1919, p. 27). This process of isolation is the
work of metaphor. Closely related is the 'static nature of description' observed
in Mihyar's ship description, a feature also of ecphrastic epigrams: the object is
not presented in specific dynamic interaction but description focuses on its
unchanging formal properties.

Here the investigation of mannerist mimesis reaches a decisive point.
Whether reality provides the catalyst of abstraction or whether in abstraction
metaphor constitutes 'das Ding an sich', language in mannerist style
represents the sole abode of meaning. It, and not reality, is perceived to be the
seminal core of all order so that artistic search for sense and coherence turns
towards language itself rather than towards its referent, to the signifier rather
than the signified. Therein lies the meaning of literature's being the correlate of
poetry in mannerist mimesis as maintained by Friedrich and Heinrichs. Thus
Heidegger's formula for the discovery of the 'path towards language' (1959, p.
94) is also the formula of mannerist style: 'die Sprache als Sprache zur Sprache
bringen.'
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Classical mimesis (/)
The preponderance of the relation PR in the stylistic triangle ('reality the
correlate of poetry') corresponds to the mimetic process described above as
'intent on the fashioning of reality'. I will call it classical mimesis. Dichotomy
between signifier and signified has emerged as a distinctive feature of
mannerist mimesis; its classical counterpart is marked by the absence of such
a dichotomy. In its fashioning of reality, classical mimesis aims at a concord
between 'language and world', between reality as idealized by convention and
its restructuring in the given poem. As a result, it shuns excess or incongruity
which threatens the harmony it creates between means of expression and
meaning. Described in positive terms the style exhibits, in the words of
Friedrich, 'appropriateness and meaningfulness of the figures of speech' (1964,
p. 553).

A major point implicit in the discussions so far must now be clearly stated:
namely, that classical mimesis is by no means identical with imitation or
reproduction of reality. Its distinctive feature resides in a certain use of
language which is no less dependent on literary convention than the language
of mannerist mimesis. Indeed, the distinction between poets primarily inspired
by nature, and poets primarily inspired by art, which Hauser and Heinrichs see
underlying classical and mannerist styles, is virtually impossible to substan-
tiate (Heinrichs, 1974, p. 127). It would seem that artists of all descriptions
learn their craft by mastering a tradition, rather than by inspiration from
nature. On the other hand, it is hard to prove that some such inspiration is not
at the root of many a mannerist work. That convention is, however, central to
classical mimesis, cannot be doubted. In the concord between signifier and
signified, the fashioning of reality as determined by spectrum and focus is made
to appear necessary and probable. There is no fissure, no dubiety, no
threatening tension in the classical edifice. Indeed, convention is most
naturally itself in classical mimesis.

It follows that the latter's illustration in the stylistic model does not
correspond to a simple inversion of the triangle describing the relation
between PR and C in the (undoubtedly mannerist) poem by Ma'munI
(diagram 4). In diagram 5, the triangle PRC1 denotes a near abolition of the
role of convention decidedly uncharacteristic of classical art. The concord
classical mimesis maintains between reality and convention suggests, trans-
posed into the terms of the triangle, a figure in which neither R nor
C transgress the centre M (diagram 6). For near absorption of R or C in the
opposing lines PC or PR (compare the two inner triangles in diagram 5)
corresponds to a distortion in the relation between signifier and signified
characteristic of mannerist rather than classical mimesis.

So far, only one form of distortion has been discussed - that illustrated by
diagram 4. The inversion of this triangle in diagram 5 represents a different
dimension of mannerism which is no less important. For in their combination,
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Diagram 4

Diagram 5

Diagram 6

the two liminal triangles PRC1 and PCR1 reflect a feature at the core of the
style: it is the mannerist pose. What is intended is best illustrated by return to
a text. The reader will recall the opening couplet of Mihyar's panegyric
addressed to Abu '1-Qasim (text III):

1. hal Hnda 'aynayka 'aid GhurrabT
ghardmatun bil-'dridi 1-khullabT

2. ndam dumvtun yaktasT turbuhu
minhd qamisa l-baladi l-mu'shibi
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Do your eyes take upon themselves at Ghurrab
to discharge a debt owed by the rainless cloud?
Yes! Tears through which its soil now dons
the garment of the grassy land.
Mannerist pose is crystallized in the word na'am, in the emphatic response to
a fictitious question. It is as though the question was contrived for the sake of
the reply, while by sheer emphasis the reply attempts to prove the spontaneity
of the question, thereby revealing only the artificiality of both.

Thus mannerism not only abstracts the motifs from their correlates, but
does so by pretending to affirm their signifying the very correlate from which
they are abstracted. Here lies the source of a tension between emphasis and
affectation, a tension as essential to certain forms of mannerist mimesis as the
interplay between constraint and possibility. It is illustrated in the contrasting
relationship between the two liminal triangles in diagram 5. For the triangle
PRC1 reflects the urgency of feigned realism, the simulated spontaneity in the
emphatic tone - an urgency for the sake of which the style pretends to sacrifice
the semantic harmony of convention by resorting - as if under compulsion - to
ornatus, hyperbole, and conceit. Thus Mihyar's poem begins with lines in
which antithetical dexterity poses as the only adequate expression to his grief.
The result, however, is not portrayal of grief, but linguistic epideixis for
which emphasis, through its increased demand on linguistic resources, is but
the means. So reality, rather than seeing its objective qualities proffered with
urgency as the style pretends, finds itself cocooned within a linguistic web
which displays itself rather than its signified. This is the 'absorption into the
literary cosmos' described above and illustrated in the second liminal triangle
PCR1.

It is crucial to see clearly the contrasting interdependence of emphasis,
affectation, and semiological mimesis. Extreme emphasis draws the semio-
logical system to the limits of constraint and possibility and thus brings about
the linguistic display of mannerist mimesis. Conversely, the more compre-
hensive and ingenious the linguistic display, the more extreme and affected the
emphasis it imposes, and the more uniform the extraordinariness of all it
describes.

Thus mannerist style aims not as much at a dichotomy, but at actual discord
between signifier and signified. The resulting tension between language as
abstracted system and as reflection of reality, between means of expression and
meaning - in short, the mannerist pose - is the style's archetypal paradox.
Antithetical exploits and paradoxical constructs which it passionately dis-
plays on all levels, are but manifestations of the one archetype. This recalls
Friedrich's remark on the combination of erotic indulgence and linguistic
exercise in the baroque poets. It marks the same contrast: emphasis, in
sacrificing the spectrum of convention for the sake of explicit sensualism, again
provides the means of semiological mimesis: here it is epideixis of erotic
language.
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At this point it is clear that the initial distinction made between classical and
mannerist mimesis is insufficient. 'Reality the correlate of poetry' is not all
there is to classical mimesis. The affirmation of the necessary and the probable
is much rather a function of the concord it creates and maintains between
reality and convention. The style therefore presupposes an attitude to
language as much as to reality: namely, that the latter is not only within the
grasp of language, but shines most truly when embedded in it securely and
unambiguously, and a vision of order emerges without undue strain; simplicity
and measure then prevail.

Similarly, language the correlate of poetry' describes only the consequence
of a more fundamental feature of mannerist style: the discord it creates
between language and world, which is the root of semiological mimesis. So the
style presupposes an attitude to reality as much as to language: an awareness
of incongruity between them, an awareness of the inadequacy of language
coupled with the despairing perception that it is the seminal core of all order.

It follows that the essential distinction between the two styles does not
reside in preponderance of reality or language as correlates of poetry. These
are merely reflections of a more fundamental axis: that between language and
its referent, a relation re-created and affirmed in classical style and disjoined in
mannerism.

Mannerism in Arabic literature

The contrasting features subsumed under classicism and mannerism have, in
one form or another, been the object of critical discussion every since
antiquity. However, this particular pair of terms features in literary studies of
comparatively recent origin. It dates back to the famous work of E. R. Curtius,
European Literature and Latin Middle Ages (1953). Several discussions of
mannerism in literature have been undertaken since,4 and few of them fail to
refer to the following passage in which Curtius proposed his definition of
terms:

We may borrow it [the term Mannerism from art history] because it is well-adapted to
fill a gap in the terminology of literary science. For that purpose, to be sure, we must free
the word from all art-historical connotations and broaden its meaning until it
represents simply the common denominator for all literary tendencies which are
opposed to Classicism whether they be pre-classical, post-classical or contemporary
with any Classicism. Understood in this sense, Mannerism is a constant in European
Literature.5

The full meaning of this passage is not clear without a reference to what
Curtius means by classical. The word is given three meanings:
(a) Classical as 'canonical'. The classical writers in this sense are always the
ancients. They represent the literary models from which the moderns derive by
continuity and opposition. However, canonical classicism is not necessarily
opposed to mannerism since the mannerists themselves may, in turn, become
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ancients and provide the norm for a group of moderns. The mannerist writers
of the Latin Silver Age were canonized as classics in the tractates of Tesauro
and Gracian.
(b) Classical as 'correct, clear and in accordance with the rules'. Curtius calls
this style Standard Classicism and gives as examples Xenophon, Quintilian,
Boileau, Pope, and Wieland. It is characterized by a 'diction naturally suited to
its subject', and a moderate use of rhetorical devices. This form of classicism is
intended by the concept of classical mimesis: accordance with the rules and
appropriateness of diction are manifestations of concord between signifier and
signified.
(c) Classical as 'sublime'. Curtius calls this form Ideal Classicism but does not
define it more closely because any attempt 'to circumscribe the essence of great
art is a makeshift'. He says no more than that the classicism of Raphael and
Phidias, and, by extension, of Sophocles, Virgil, Racine, and Goethe may be
felt as 'Nature raised to the Ideal'.

It follows that only in the second sense does classical denote a style to which
mannerism could be said to be in opposition. Whether Ideal Classicism has
a mannerist counterpart need not be discussed in this context.

Curtius's hypotheses provide the basis for W. Heinrichs's investigation of
the applicability of the term 'mannerism' to Arabic literature. The problem is
not so much whether something akin to mannerism in European literature
exists in Arabic - the parallels are too numerous to deny - but whether there is
a classical style to which it could be said to be opposed in the terms set out by
Curtius. For, as Heinrichs says, 'if one term of the opposition falls away, the
system collapses' (1974, p. 119).

In the search for a classicism in Arabic, Heinrichs (ibid., p. 120) turns to
pre-Islamic poetry. With respect to early Abbasid literature, it is certainly
classical in the sense of canonical, but this aspect is, of course, immaterial to the
discussion. Heinrichs also finds little evidence of Standard Classicism in
pre-Islamic verse, since 'clarity, appropriateness of diction and proportion' do
not contribute much to its description. Ideal Classicism, too, is ruled out by
'the poetry's realist and molecularist tendency' (ibid.).

As to the Arabic works akin to mannerism (e.g. the rhetorical diction and
illusionist imagery of the later Abbasid poets), Heinrichs considers them not
sufficiently different from the canonical classicism of pre-Islamic poetry for
there to be evidence of a 'literary tendency opposed to a classicism'. Arabic
mannerism is much rather the result of the absence of incisive changes in the
tradition so that progressive (and ultimately mannerist) elaboration is the
'natural, wellnigh inevitable consequence' of the persistent canonicity of
pre-Islamic poetry. Thus, instead of anything approaching the classical/
mannerist dualism of European literature, Heinrichs perceives in the deve-
lopment of Arabic literature a 'monism' (ibid., p. 121).

The stylistic analyses in the first five chapters of this book suggest a line of
inquiry different from that proposed by Heinrichs. The comparison between
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the ship descriptions of Buhturi and Mihyar revealed stylistic differences
sufficiently sharp to speak of opposing literary tendencies. In the following,
I hope to substantiate this stylistic contrast by reference to some of the texts
analysed. I wish to show that the stylistic difference between the earlier and the
later texts is not one of degree only - in ornatus for instance - but one so
essential and of such nature as to warrant the terms classical and mannerist.

From this hypothesis two immediate consequences arise. The stylistic
differences which have emerged in the analyses are, I believe, in themselves
sufficient evidence to cast doubt over Heinrichs's notion of a 'monism' in the
development of Arabic literature. The argument he cites in support - that
Arabic mannerism is the result of the continuity of the literary tradition and
not in opposition to any part of it - is unconvincing since mannerism always
appears to grow out of an abundant literary tradition, which it seeks to explore
and encompass rather than abrogate. Heinrichs himself has given expression
to this when regarding literature rather than reality as the correlate of
mannerist poetry.

The second consequence concerns the question of classicism in Arabic. For
it appears that by contrast with later works, at least some of the poetry of the
early ninth century represents a form of Standard Classicism. This differs from
the view of Heinrichs and Schoeler who see in the techniques of badV, as
developed by the early Abbasid poets, the onset of mannerism in Arabic.6
However, the existence of rhetorical diction does not in itself make a text
mannerist. Furthermore, certain stylistic devices and illusionist (takhyilT, see
JurjanI, 1954, p. 253) images which, in a European context, may seem
mannerist, need not be so in an Arabic one. That is why, rather than focus only
on single lines and extracts, I have taken whole poems into account and tried
to identify their place in the literary tradition. For, in the last resort, it is only
with respect to works as units and their interaction with other works that
mannerism and classicism can be discussed.

Panegyric poetry

The hierarchy of being
When approaching Buhturl's panegyric on Mutawakkil (text II) with the
formula of classical mimesis 'reality the correlate of poetry', the first question
must concern the nature of this reality. The poem's conventional opening
alone indicates that its correlate is not the sensible reality of everyday
experience. It pertains to something more real than the mere 'world of
appearances': this is the ideal order of society and nature, the salutary
hierarchy of being. All the structural properties of the poem go to express and
underline this essential vision. This is evident, for instance, in the treatment of
the spatial dimension. The horizontal dimension structures the image of man's
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suffering in the amoral realm: proximity or distance makes no difference to the
lover's pain. Horizontal and vertical dimensions come together in the
portrayal of the expansion of life in the moral realm. In the conclusion, the
vertical dimension alone remains to illustrate figuratively the ascendancy of
spiritual virtue and religious truth. Thus the spatial notions provide an axis for
the central stages of the poem's development: from nature untamed and
adverse, to nature transfigured and restrained by spirit, to spirit divinely
blessed and supreme.

Jam' and tafriq ('unity' and 'division'), the conceptual themes in Buhturfs
poem on Yusuf al-Thaghrl (text I), provide a similar juncture for all essential
polarities and interactions: Fate and the dispersed tribe, Fate and the Prince,
the Prince and his tribe, the Prince and his enemies. In the ship description (see
above, p. 63) this structural role is also performed by the spatial axis. It
stratifies the elements of description so that they appear in perfect readiness for
action. Their order is the realization of an ideal hierarchy: setting out in
defence of the Faith, admiral, captain, crew, and ship form a perfect unity,
rightly balanced and inclined so that even wind and sea become part of their
union. In each of these examples, the structural axes inform the development
with subtle consistency, making it fashion reality according to an ideal vision.
This conforms to the definition of classical mimesis given in the context of the
stylistic triangle: 'P fashions R so as to reveal in it manifestations of ideal values
which necessarily determine its form and function' (see above, p. 157).

It follows that BuhturT's panegyrics face the reader less with a 'colloquy of
objects' than with a colloquy of that which they are made signs of: the
hierarchy of being. Conversely, the correlate of this poetry is not reality so
much as that which reality stands for: ideality. This differs from the aesthetic
aim of description in pre-Islamic poetry which culminates in what K. Abu
Deeb has termed the 'creation of fixities' - the apotheosis of an object of reality
as such so that its every quality is made timeless and static in perfection (1976,
pp. 33f). Unlike the pre-Islamic tendency to enumerate the individual qualities
of an object described, Buhturi, throughout the poem, focuses on relationships
between objects, while the transformation of imagery makes evident the
meaning of these relationships. This meaning reflects less on the object of
description than on the actual correlate of the poetry: the hierarchy of being.

Intertextuality

The role of convention is no less important to classical than it is to mannerist
mimesis. Literary allusions, re-expositions of motifs, etc., contribute to the
artistic effect of both. The difference resides in the nature of the effect.

For classical mimesis, the role of such intertextual references can be
illustrated in the relationship between BuhturT's panegyric on Mutawakkil
and two other panegyric poems which share the same rhyme and metre: one is
by Muslim b. al-Walld, henceforth called model A (1958, p. 216, 40 lines), the
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other by Buhturl himself, henceforth called model B (1963, p. 2409, 25 lines).
The mutual dependence of the three poems is evident in the number of rhyme
words they share. Those of model A have fifteen roots in common with the
rhyme words of text II (lines 1, 3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 28, 31, 32);
those of model B have ten (lines 2, 3, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16, 19, 23, 25). Of the roots
that provide rhymes in both model poems, only one is not also taken up in text
II (wly: A 40 and B 10, B20). On the other hand, twenty-one of the rhyme
words in the latter share the same root with rhymes in the model poems.7

The correspondences between individual lines are so numerous that only an
extended study would do them justice.8 The examples I have selected seem to
me to be sufficient, however, to capture the nature of the interrelation between
the poems. The first example concerns only model B and text II. The Caliph's
magic-sway over the gazelles in his palace park is described as follows (model
B):

20. in sirta sdrat wa-in waqqaftahd waqafat
siirun ilayka bi-alhdzin tuwdlihd

They move when you move, and when you stop them they stop,
turning towards you with incessant glances.

The image calls to mind one of the most outstanding lines in text II - the fish
mirrored in the picture of the dolphin:

25. siirun ild surati l-dulfini yu'nisuhd
minhu nziwd'un bi-laynayhi yuwdzihd

They turn towards the dolphin's statue cheered
by the wrinkle they meet in its eyes.

The interdependence is evident: the phrase stir ild, the exchange of glances, and
the hint of mystery in the relationship between the protagonists, are common
to both lines. However, the image in question occupies only a hemistich in the
first example while in the second, the idea is extended and elaborated with
much subtlety. The editors of the DTwdn assign both poems to the same year;
the relationship between these two lines suggests that model B was composed
first.

Other arguments could be adduced to the same end. We have seen that line
25 of text II contains one of the structural leitmotifs: the theme of reciprocity
(see above, p. 46). A glance at model B reveals that it contains elements of the
same nature, in addition to the image in the line quoted above. The compound
ubdihd/ukhfihd ('which I reveal'/'which I hide') in line 1, for instance, is
countered by yakhfd/yabdu ('which is hidden'/4revealed') in line 18: one
concerns the relationship between poet and lady, the other that between
gazelles and sovereign. In accordance with the antithetical pattern of the
panegyric the separation of poet and beloved is transcended in the numinous
bond between Caliph and gazelles.9
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It stands to reason that Buhturi, not long after the completion of model B,
returned to the same rhyme and metre to exploit further the potential of some
of the themes and structural features of the earlier work. That this second
attempt also took account of Muslim b. al-Walld's composition in the same
'key' can be seen in the next two examples. The last line of Muslim's panegyric
(model A) is as follows:

40. md dayya'a lldhu qawman sirta tamlikuhum
wa-ld add'a bilddan anta wdlihd

May God never strike a people you have come to rule
nor ruin a land whose leader you are.

Line 11 of model B:

11. fa-Id fadilata ilia anta labisuhd
wa-ld ra'iyyata ilia anta rd'Thd

There is no virtue not possessed by you,
no flock not shepherded by you.

Finally, line 36 of text II:

36. md dayytia lldhu fi badwin wa-ld hadarin
ratiyyatan anta bil-ihsdni rd'Thd

May God never strike in desert or sown
a flock whose shepherd by beneficence you are.

A glance at the three lines shows that the third combines elements of the
second and first and moulds them into a new whole. Md dayyda lldhu ('may
God never strike) has been adduced from the first hemistich of A 40, ra'iyyatan
anta rd'Thd (4a flock whose shepherd you are'), stems from the second hemistich
of B 11. The two have been forged together into a line, which, instead of two
parallel statements, contains only one. Seen in the context of the poem, one
notices that the recasting is not arbitrary: the new element in the second
hemistich, bil-ihsdn ('by beneficence'), does carry the greatest weight since, as
has been shown, the root hsn is one of the poem's lexical leitmotifs (see above,
pp. 41f).

The intertextual relations that concern only model A and text II are the
most significant. Muslim b. al-Walld's panegyric has the same number of lines
as its later counterpart. They are divided as follows:

4 nasib
10 khamriyya
18 madTh: general praise
8 madTh: martial conclusion

The antistrophe is nearly double the length of the strophe, and the relations
between the two parts of each display a symmetry of their own. The nasib is,
with four lines, half as long as the martial conclusion. The thematic opposition
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between them is as expected: the desolate campsite, from which the poet turns
away, is countered by the afflicted parts of the empire to which the sovereign
turns, defeating the enemy and rewarding the righteous. Virtue counters the
destructive workings of time.10

The relationship between the two central parts, the second nearly double the
first in length, also follows an established pattern: physical attraction and
sensuality in the khamriyya are sublimated by moral virtue and spirituality in
the madTh; the one breeds frustration of the individual's desire, the other
fulfilment of society's hope.

The conception of Buhturfs poem contains elements of that of Muslim:
nasib, atldl, and khamriyya are maintained (though inverted in length), so is
madxh. But in between, Buhturl inserts a new element: the lake and garden
description. Thus the conventional antithesis does not proceed in two steps, as
in Muslim's poem (from physicality to spirituality), but in three: in the garden
and lake, sensual beauty and spiritual virtue are combined.

Once the dependence of text II on the mode of Muslim is accepted, the
diametrical opposition between the two beginnings cannot go unnoticed:

1. shughlT'ani l-ddri abkihd wa-arthiha
idhd khalat min habibin IT maghdmhd

I am distracted from the abode and cannot weep over it nor bemoan it
when its habitations are empty of my beloved.

1. milu ild l-ddri min Layld nuhayyihd
na'am wa-nas'aluhd 'an ba'di ahlihd

Turn to Layla's abode and salute it;
yes, and question it on some of its people.

Distraction from the abode (shughlT'ani l-ddri) is described in one case, turning
towards the abode (milu ild l-ddri) in the other: two opposing movements and
moods. The funereal timbre of arthihd (from rathd, lit. 'to mourn') contrasts
with the notion of revival in nuhayyihd (from hayya, lit. 'to revive'), the
emphasis on emptiness in Muslim's second hemistich contrasts with the
mention of people and the incitement to communicate in the line of Buhturl.

This hidden counterpoint in the first line of text II provides reason to oppose
AmidT's criticism of it. He considers the line a failure because of the word not am
('yes') for which he sees no implicit need in the context; he believes Buhturl
resorted to it as a hashw, a metrical fill-up (AmidI, 1961, vol. I, p. 418). In view of
the contrast between the two openings and, indeed, the compositional contrast
between the poems, the emphasis added by na'am becomes meaningful,
however, as it stresses the movement towards the encampment in opposition to
Muslim's turning away from it. The relationships between the lines suggest,
furthermore, that they may contain a metaphorical statement about poetry
itself: ddr could refer to the ma'nd, the poetic motif, as much as to the object.
Buhtun's turning towards the atldl is then equivalent to saying that the
convention still harbours meaning (in the symbolical terms described above)
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and need not, in the vein of Abu Nuwas, or with the impatience of Muslim, be
discarded. Thus he inverts the length of atldl-nasib and khamriyya (from 7/10
to 7/3 lines), allowing the ancient conventions more space. Nevertheless, he
succeeds in outstripping his predecessor in the latter's own domain: the
Bacchanal. The three-line khamriyya in BuhturT's poem is of such exquisite
balance that it surpasses the ten lines of Muslim. In support of this, numerous
comparative observations could be made with respect to the lexicon. One
would, in the end, find it hard not to perceive a double entendre in BuhturT's line
on the architectural genius of Solomon's demons:

15. kdanna jinna Sulaymdna UadhTna walaw
ibdcfahd fa-adaqqu ft mddnxhd

It is as though the jinn of Solomon had commanded
its marvellous creation and refined its themes.

The line may refer to Mutawakkil's lake as much as to the poem itself. Buhturl
intimates that he has surpassed his predecessors (Muslim in particular) by
refining the components of poetry (i.e. the motifs: ma'dni), and succeeded in
creating a marvel in novelty (ibdd'\ cf. badVl).

Classical mimesis (2)

The intertextual associations in BuhturT's panegyric on Mutawakkil are so
prominent that they appear to contradict what has been said about its classical
nature. The relationships point in the direction of literature the correlate of
poetry' - especially examples like the line above and the initial line which seem
to conceal, behind their more evident meaning, statements on the poet's
creative endeavour. However, the correlate of this poetry has been defined as
the hierarchy of being, and the intertextual associations do not compel one to
change this verdict. Quite the reverse. The symbolic dimension of the poetic
motifs is given added power by evoking the echo of tradition and outstripping
its memory. The monarch's political and spiritual superiority is mirrored in
the literary superiority of the poem, and submission to the one is a function of
admiration for the other. Intertextuality on this level reflects the ritualistic
nature of the link between panegyric poet and sovereign, not the mannerist
discord between language and referent.

This can be illustrated by a return to the stylistic triangle. Like the model of
mannerist mimesis (diagram 5) that of classical mimesis consists of two
internal triangles, but instead of being liminal, they overlap (see diagram 7).
PCR1 reflects the dimension of intertextuality. C (the model poems) are the
dominant point of reference ('literature the correlate of poetry'), and R is
fashioned as a function of the relation PC, the re-casting with greater brilliance
of the models of convention. PRC1 reflects the opposite process. In the
re-casting of the model poems, convention (C1) is fashioned to provide an
emphatic and appropriate depiction of R: C1 is subordinate to the axis PR.
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Diagram 7

This subtle tension between the status of the poem with respect to its own
tradition and its status with respect to the reality it claims to reflect, runs
throughout the work. However, as illustrated by the overlapping triangles, this
tension does not create a dichotomy or a discord between language and its
signified. The poem's literary nature and its extra-literary message com-
plement one another in harmony.

Mannerist mimesis (2)
Buhturl's panegyric on Mutawakkil (text II) and Mihyar's panegyric on Abu
'1-Qasim al-Maghribl (text III) both contain a passage on the link between
sovereign and office (32f, 104ff). The framework of the metaphor is the same:
sovereign and office relate like bride and groom. However, the treatment of the
theme differs. Not only does it occupy six lines in the work of Mihyar and only
two in that of Buhturl, but, in its difference, the imagery corresponds to the
stylistic distinction between the poets and, by extension, between classical and
mannerist mimesis.

33. abdd l-tawddu'a lammd ndlahd rVatan
minhn wa-ndlathu wa-khtdlat bihT tihd

When he won her he displayed humility in modest restraint,
whereas she won him and strutted about in pride.
105. jd'atka lam tus? lahd murghiban

waliyyahd l-mahra wa-lam takhtubT
She became yours without your raising the dowry
to please her guardian, or asking for her hand.
BuhturT's line, in construction, balance, and meaning, embodies the subject
matter of the poem. Two elements are prominent: the virtues of the sovereign
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(tawddu\ rVa), and the rejoicing of his office. The Caliphate signifies both the
pinnacle of the hierarchy upon which the sovereign stands, and the realm as
a whole. Its proud rejoicing denotes the new vigour and fertility the realm
receives through being ruled by one who, in turn, bows down to the Most
High. The structure of the line, the thematic 'reciprocity' (see above, pp. 46f)
and parallelism, convey the proportion and balance inherent in the sound
order and generated in the world when it becomes reality. Cosmic and
linguistic harmony are entwined: the ultimate aim of classical mimesis.

Mihyar's line, too, makes a statement about the hierarchy of being: the
Wazirzte submits to the WazTr's proud independence, knowing she has found
her master. However, the image aims not at portrayal and embodiment of the
resulting harmony. Instead, it embodies the mannerist interplay of emphasis
and affectation: being over-explicit, the metaphor attracts attention to its
constituents rather than its referent. The mechanics of interchange - dowry,
guardian, marriage proposal - generate an unreal configuration of little
relevance to the meaning of that interchange which is so supremely conveyed in
Buhturl's line. While Mihyar thus attempts to heighten the effect of
extraordinariness, the cosmic portent is much reduced. The metaphor is
altogether too explicit to capture the supreme harmony of an ideal order.
What the line lacks in outward magnificence, it gains, however, in inward
display: syntax and imagery are aligned in intricate motion, and here lies the
aesthetic aim. It is language at play, semiological mimesis.

One can now see how the technical features of the metaphorical register
- extension of metaphors, dislocation of motifs, hyperbolic tone (see above, pp.
59ff) - are functions of the mannerist pose. It is emphasis that creates
metaphorical extension and hyperbole, so that the motifs are dislocated from
their referents and abstracted into configurations which aim not at reflecting
reality (as they pretend to do), but at displaying the wondrous alignment of
their elements.

Constraint and possibility, regulators of form in mannerist mimesis, have an
equally important part to play in Mihyar's metaphorical register. Constraint is
evident in the choice of motifs. Mihyar not only restricts his imagery to
standard motifs, but in many ways adheres to the archaic contexts of ruralism
and bedouinity. This restriction is countered by the exploitation of com-
binatory possibility on the metaphorical level. As has been pointed out, the
image of rider and mount is remoulded in multifarious ways to express
contexts of very different nature. The interaction of constraint and possibility
is thus the origin of the third feature seen as characteristic of the metaphorical
register: variation (see above, pp. 6Iff).

That this technique holds true not only for the transformation of individual
motifs but for the combination, on structural axes, of different motifs, can be
shown by a return to Mihyar's rahil. The phenomenon itself is not new: it was
found in the conceptual themes in text I, in the theme of reciprocity, and in the
use of the spatial dimension in text II, etc. The difference is that Mihyar faces
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the reader with a catalogue of images revolving around the same core - the
piercing, penetrative, phallic - in which the predominant effect is again one of
cumulative wonder, not descriptive balance. The theme structures the imagery
of the whole passage but is particularly evident in the following nouns:

a khishashat/'wooden stick in camel's nose' (54)
b sawf/'whip' (55)
c shawl/'tziY, 'sting' (56)
d shawk al-qand/'points of spears' (57)
e mansim dam/'bleeding hoof (58)
f masnun al-qard/'pointed back' (59)
g bunayydtuhd/'little daughters of quiver', i.e. 'arrows' (62)
h khudush/'scratch marks' (64)
i shabd mikhlab/'sting of claw' (65)

The list shows the variety of motifs strung together by the theme. The
interrelation is no less complex and varied: (a) and (e) are part of opposing
images denoting obedience: the camel responds gently to the wooden stick that
has pierced her nose; her toe writes the dictate of the night journey in blood.
The sexual connotations are underlined by the two images which denote
defiance: (c) and (d). The camel wards off the advances of the stallion to whom
other she-camels submit, raising their tails (shawl)11 - similarly the points of
the spears (shawk) cannot harm her (observe the sexual undertone of watVat).12

Masnun al-qard(f) is next in the series of protruding or piercing objects: this
one not causing pain (as in a, b, c) but caused by pain - namely hunger and
exertion. Throughout, the emphasis has remained on sterility. This is
effectively countered by the next transformation of the theme (g): 'the little
daughters' of the quiver (womb) - namely the arrows - which pierce their
victim (takhallalna). Thus the only offspring to have been given birth (after
a long pregnancy: 'dmayni, 'two years') in the midst of this phallic excitation is
the agent of death! Line 63 continues the theme of sterility, and the picture
series of piercing objects is concluded with the vision of the claw (i) and,
figuratively, no doubt, with the piercing sensation of terror engendered by the
vision.

The structure of the imagery in the passage does exhibit the mannerist
characteristics outlined: constraint is evident in the adherence to a structural
axis, and counterbalanced by the exploration of multiple and astonishing
combinatory possibilities - of which I have mentioned only the most obvious.
This enumerative style is reminiscent of the archaic style of description - as is
indeed the whole section - yet the result is not creation of a 'fixity', but an
abstract interplay of forms in countermotion.

The same technique is at work in all other cumulative effects - whether they
concern imagery (e.g. the banquet scene, 72f), lexicon (e.g. the name sequences,
47-52,113-15), morphology (e.g. the lam yaf'al refrain), or syntax. One factor,
form or notion, is adhered to with emphatic perseverence and, in return,
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occasions an ingenious display of elements shaped and combined in con-
formity with it. The structural axes do not, as in Buhturi's poems, provide the
outlines of the necessary, the hierarchy of being, but act as formal constraints
for the exploration of the possible.

In this mimetic process, the literary work does not attempt to establish
harmony between itself and a vision of extra-literary reality. The literary
universe is transformed into a detached sphere, an anti-world, and every effort
is made to remove it as far as possible from the real. The ordinary is made
miraculous, the probable improbable and, by metaphor, all ordinary polarities
are inverted. The archaic vein of pastoralism is the crowning point: neither
descriptive nor symbolic, it provides the artificial background for motifs in
rhythmic and ornamental interaction.

Ascetic poetry
Some aspects of the opposition between panegyric and ascetic poetry have
been discussed in chapter four. The contrast, as illustrated by Abu 1-'Atahiya's
zuhdiyydt, centres on the celebration of a (divinely sanctioned) worldly
hierarchy in madih, and the unmasking of all matters and concerns of this
world in tazhid. One defines the individual's position with respect to society,
the other tends towards dissociation from it and defines man only in relation
to God. One portrays him as powerful and active in the face of adversity,
ideally able to vanquish Fate, the other sees him as the passive, helpless, and
blinded victim of his destiny. The difference is reflected in the style and
composition of the two types of poetry. The simple diction of the zuhdiyydt not
only bears witness to pious restraint, but also strikes a deliberate contrast to
the more adorned and archaic language of the panegyric. This applies also to
Abu Tammam, whose verses on zuhd exhibit, despite certain characteristic
metaphors, less complexity of diction and lexicon than his madih.

In the zuhdiyydt of Abu l-'Atahiya, the difference is supplemented by
a contrasting imitation of the composition and development of the panegyric:
this world and the hereafter relate like amoral and moral realms (text IV), the
ruins of the campsite symbolize the fate of human existence as a whole (text V).
The simple diction of the zuhdiyya conforms to the simplicity of its message.
The complex polarities of the panegyric are reduced to a single axis: that
between this world and the hereafter. Fate, ruler and beloved, contrasting
principles in the panegyric, are all equated as elements of the earthly existence
which is but ghurur ('deceit' and 'illusion'). With the reduction in complexity of
diction and thematic structure goes the simplification of the ethos: instead of
the many heroic virtues upheld in the panegyric, the zuhdiyya bases man's
moral existence upon only one: tuqd ('piety').

If the stylistic difference between zuhdiyya and madih is one of reduction,
that between zuhdiyydt and Luzumiyydt is one of drastic augmentation. This is
evident in the central ethos where tuqd is replaced with the many-faceted
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doctrine of asceticism. It bears a contrasting similarity to the panegyric: the
sovereign wields power over life and death, the ascetic renounces both. The
latter's solitary rebellion is akin to the former's confronting of Fate - but with
opposite orientation.

The interaction of thematic elements in the Luzumiyydt is infinitely more
complex than in the work of Abu l-'Atahiya and again more similar to the
panegyric. There are contrasting polarities: God and world, the beloved and
death, the ascetic and death. However, while the panegyric, in its movement
from hardship to deliverance brings about a resolution of the conflicts between
the principal themes, this is not so in the Luzumiyydt: in the last analysis, the
tensions are left unresolved.

As to diction, it has been shown that the Luzumiyydt are a summary of the
poetic tradition in form and content. Thus, while the zuhdiyya contrasts with
the panegyric by reduction and simplicity, Ma'am's work encompasses and
surpasses the panegyric tradition in richness and complexity. It follows that
the contrast between zuhdiyydt and Luzumiyydt as forms of ascetic poetry
could not be more extreme. This alone is sufficient to dispel the notion of
a stylistic monism in Arabic literature. However, elucidation is needed to show
that the differences sketched above reflect the dichotomy of classicism and
mannerism.

Repetition and variation
Repetition is characteristic of Abu l-'Atahiya's style. In text IV (the Paradigm),
it is a major element of cohesion. The symmetry of the poem's structure is
marked by repetitions of words and roots:

the root zyn links the two central lines (tazayyana, 'to be adorned', zayn,
'beauty); the repetition of ddr ('abode') in line 6 mirrors the repetition of yad
al-dunyd ('hand of the world') in line 3; the preposition bayn ('between') is
repeated before the rhyme word in lines 2 and 7; the repetition of hayn
('death') links the two outer lines.

There is also a tendency to enumerate or juxtapose words belonging to
a 'set':13 mandya, bayn and hayn (1) are closely related in meaning; so are
dd'iman and 'abadan (4a). This manner of collocation is characteristic of the
poem as a whole. Abu l-'Atahiya does not juxtapose the startling and
unfamiliar, but exploits restricted lexical 'sets' to create mellifluence and ease.
Repetition is but an extension of this form of collocation. The simplicity of the
zuhdiyydt partly arises from this technique.

In Ma'am's style, repetition of words in individual poems is rare. When it
occurs, it does not bring about flowing continuity, but rather a phonological
or semantic counterpoint. The repetition of the root bwh, in the first line of the
poem cited on page 97, is a function of the terse command in the first
hemistich and an expression of condensation for the sake of which musical
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appeal is sacrificed. The sound sequence hahu-ha-hu lacks the melodious
fluency of Abu l-'Atahiya's verse. If, furthermore, mubih has more than one
meaning, this puts the repetition into a special category: variation.

The difference between repetition and variation resides in the fact that the
former creates harmonious agreement (of sound and meaning) between the
contexts of the repetitions, while the latter aims at altering a given context to
create a new entity which will contrast with its prototype (and sometimes
modify it beyond recognition, see Schoenberg, 1975, pp. 102 ff). Abdhahu/mubT
hu is an example. The same applies to all the instances of radd al-'ajz 'aid
l-sadr in text VI: it is a matter of contrast and counterpoint, not transparency
and harmony.

That a style based on repetition must differ fundamentally from one based
on variation stands to reason. The difference can be illustrated with respect to
Ma'arri and Abu l-'Atahiya by turning to two passages of texts V and VI.
Section B of text VI is singled out from the remainder of the poem by the
frequency of the phoneme L. Its frequency is 4.2 as opposed to 2.3,2.8 and 3.7
in A, C, and D.14 Related is the frequency of the preposition li ('for'), five of the
eight occurrences of which are in section B. Other particles (hi, ma, min, and ft)
also appear in clusters in section B. Altogether, one can count nineteen
occurrences as opposed to ten, ten, and seven, in A, C, and D (see chart, p. 178).
These particles provide the formal substance of variation. Mostly they occupy
different metrical positions, occur in different and contrasting contexts, and
their order of appearance changes throughout. Their repetition does not
create rhythmic uniformity but ceaseless contrast. The process is manifest on
several levels, phonological, morphological, syntactic, and semantic:

(a) Phonologically, the passage is marked by a drastic change from a highly
ornate sound structure to subtle internal assonance and atomistic alliteration
(see above, pp. 148ff); as well as an equally drastic development from
accumulations of the letters khd9 and qaf to the nimble sequence of line 15. The
phonological theme L remains similarly frequent throughout.

(b) Syntactic and morphological variations are largely determined by the
particles. One important effect is the great irregularity of the verbal sequence:
positive and negative alternate throughout both in formation (la-md-md
zdla-laysa-lam) and succession. Morphological difference and congruence
both have an equally contrasting effect.

(c) The semantic level is characterized by the juxtaposition of images derived
from entirely different spheres. They are connected by abstract and logical
factors. Thus the final image of the deserted square (tawdr, 15) is substantially
on the same level as the showground (11) and the hills of Shaba (12), despite the
absence of any collocational link. The lowing of the animals (12), and hoariness
(13), equally unconnected, are nevertheless linked by inversion: one tries to
keep death at bay, the other augurs it. The same applies to all variations on the
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Distribution of particles min, bi, li, ma and JT in text VI

min bi li ma fT

1 **
2 * *
3 * *
4 *
5
6 *
7 *
8 * A: 10

9 * *

10 * *
11 * *
12 * *
13 * * * *
14 * * * •*

15 * ** B:19

16 *•
17 *
18 * *
19 * * *
20 *
21 * C:10

22 * *
23 * *
24 *
25
26 * * D:7

concepts of movement and stillness. Thus each line moulds the formal and
conceptual substance of the passage to create a distinct pattern broken by the
subsequent line, where the same ingredients are combined to a different end.

The conceptual substance of variation is an aspect of the logical continuity
within the section which has been described as presentation, contemplation
and conclusion. In section B the three stages are aligned by the contrast of
movement and stillness:
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Bl shows camels (and humans) in movement through life (ghawddin - sawdrin
- yurqilna, 9-10)

B2 shows horses and wild animals exposed and defenceless in stillness (bil-mishwdri
-JihadbiShdbata, 11-12)

B3 resumes the notions and combines them with the theme of death: bi-ntiqdli jiwdri,
(13), 'change of neighbourhood' alludes to the removal to the tomb, whereas bi-md
yabdu mina l-nuwwdri (14) evokes the contrary movement: the appearance of life
(flowers)
In the concluding line (15) stillness (sakana) and movement (ghadd) are combined,
together with appearance (yanzil) and disappearance (ka'anna ... lam yanzil)

The only root repeated in the section is ghdw. It opens and seals the
development: at the beginning, the caravan of life is seen travelling: ghawadin;
the end reveals the destination: to the tomb: ghadd lil-qabr.

The unity of section B is thus determined by highly abstract factors: the
frequency of a phoneme, the repetition of particles, and the concepts of
movement and stillness in the gradual unravelling, through logical stages, of
the theme of mortality. The abstract nature of these factors of cohesion allows
for variations of such contrast that they create arhythmic jolts in the constant
shift of patterns.

Classical and mannerist mimesis (3)

Section B of Abu l-'Atahiya's zuhdiyya counters the uniformity of section D by
variety (see above pp. 88ff). Yet variety and variation are not the same. The
unity of the passage does not reside in underlying abstract notions which are
varied throughout or in an implicit logical development, but in a single
concrete and transparent theme: the death of the King. Variety of diction is
merely illustrative amplification and, as such, but an aspect of repetition in
Abu l-'Atahiya's style: it acts to make a basic idea easily graspable and give it
plasticity and rhetorical impact. In his poem, variation only governs the
interrelation between sections, and there, too, does not create disjunctive
contrast, but a rhythmic and consistent development of the basic theme aided
by the transitional function of the key couplets.

Transparency and ease in this poem and denseness and intricacy in
Ma'am's work are evident in their contrasting structures. In one case all the
linguistic levels go to establish a symmetrical harmony of parts, while in the
other, a maze of contrasting patterns creates multiple subdivisions in which
single lines relate like the entire sections of the earlier poem. Structural
homogeneity in Abu l-'Atahiya's poem creates the classical harmony bet-
ween signifier and signified - the principle expressed as 'appropriateness of
diction'. There is no duality between the abstract and the concrete, between
language as a system and language as a reflection of reality.
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Conclusion

Applying the notions of classicism and mannerism as guiding principles in
a study of the Arabic literary tradition provokes a hypothesis as to their
significance. Rather than seeing the terms differentiated by types of rhetorical
devices, as suggested by Curtius, mannerism and classicism are here defined as
attitudes to language. The difference between them resides in the creation of
concord or discord between signifier and signified. It is most manifest with
respect to three aspects of language: mimetic adequacy, epistemological
function, and structural limits. Concord between signifier and signified reflects
faith in the mimetic adequacy of language. The mannerist discord, on the other
hand, expresses despair over its inadequacy as much as delight in its potential
as a creator of meanings and patterns; both are rooted in the perception that,
in the words of Heidegger, 'die Sprache spricht, nicht der Mensch' (1957, p.
161). Consequently, the epistemological function of language is oriented in
opposing directions in mannerism and classicism. The latter, in maintaining
concord between signifier and signified, fashions the picture of a sensible and
coherent extralinguistic reality. Discord between signifier and signified,
achieved by acting out the formal properties of the signifier in emphatic but
simulated service of the signified, expresses search for and exploration of
a purely intralinguistic reality. This I have called semiological mimesis.

The differing role of the structural limits of language in classicism and
mannerism is the consequence. In the classical style, the establishment and
exploration of structural limits are subordinate to necessity and probability as
functions of concord between signifier and signified. In the mannerist style,
structural limits are the very instruments of semiological mimesis, providing
the constraints which delimit the possible within the combinatory scope of
language. These constraints act like prisms, revealing in language a self-
contained and boundless world of patterns in relation. Two types of pattern
mark the extremities of the spectrum: the morphological and phonological
potential of the 'system' of language and the metaphorical potential of the
'system' of literature. Ma'am's rcCiyya (text VI) exhibits the former, while the
latter is explored in the panegyric of Mihyar (text III).
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Translations and commentaries of texts

Buhtun in praise of Muhammad b. YGsuf al-Thaghn

1. Why do you hasten to blame [an] ardent love?
Did I bemoan anything other than campsite remnants and spring

abodes?
2. They reproved but did not restrain my heart from love;

they called but found no listener in the afflicted one.
3. O abode which Time has altered and whose gathered

folk the Fates have separated from it,
4. Had I but tears still to adorn the agony of my love

I should leave them outcast in your twin courtyards;
5. Do not ask for my tears to be betrothed to you

for the pain of parting has left none in my eyes.
6. I remember a lady of languid glances whose heart

the mention of love's desires offends for she is modest and chaste.
7. At her sight the lover wilfully reveals his secret

and the steadfast one is left confounded;
8. Her resolute strength when she saw the dread

of parting to be gruesome, nearly restrained my tears.
9. To the firm resolves of Abu Sa'Id al-Samitl

the vicissitudes of Time offer surrender;
10. A King who divides what his hands possess

while in him all implements of glory are united;
11. He outstrips Kings in nobility and grace

and for the star of munificence sets the time of rise.
12. Alert in his innermost being, he is to the enemies

a death that annihilates and a season of spring to the supplicants;
13. Generous of character, he defies the reprovers

through his noble deeds, but to munificence offers obedience;
14. Magnanimous of nature, he preserves noble acts

through the dew of his hands, but the long-possessed wealth
he squanders;

194
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15. As good and bad days succeed, he was not
born timid or anxious in the face of misfortune.

16. You meet him with his sword and lance
and the fingers of his palm, dripping dew and blood.

17. He hearkens to the echo of the cry to battle
to answer the crier's well-heard voice.

18. Often he passes the night with none other
than the MashrafT sword his only mate;

19. Alert like the snake he banished sleep
from his eyes and so does not taste slumber.

20. How excellent you are, Ibn Yusuf, a hero
who gives noble actions their unattainable due!

21. You have reawakened in Nabhan a lofty glory
forever reserved for those whose deeds earn praise;

22. Yet if you built the peaks of eminence for them,
they do not cease to be the roots and branches of [that] eminence;

23. A people such that if they wear armour for a purpose
the honour [at stake] wears them as an armour;

24. They don't drive their horses to flight
if their leader is seized and falls down as a victim.

25. How excellent you were on the day of Babak, a knight
and hero knocking at the gates of death!

26. When he came to you leading a teeming host
so densely gathered one could walk upon it

27. You divided them between the points [of lances] and the
cutting edges [of swords]

until you annihilated their gathering through division;
28. In a tight battle where one thought the lances,

when they inclined between the ribs, were ribs,
29. And the tips and blades never tired

prostrating and bowing to [reap] the riders' necks.
30. You adorned it with the radiance of a head

rendered bald by wearing battlehelmets.
31. When they beheld you their minds were scattered

and the defender of their valour was cast aground,
32. So you called them to death with the cutting edges of the blade

and they all came hurriedly and humble,
33. Until you captured al-Badhdh and left it

downcast while its boundary had been well fortified.
34. And in Dhu 1-Kula' you kindled with the firesticks of lances

a war ardently desirous for the destruction of valorous men;
35. When you attacked the Byzantines in it with lean [racehorses]

that give the battling knights their swiftest pace
36. You were the road to death, nay when the souls

were entrapped you were their intercessor with death,
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37. In a combat the end of which brought upon them
the descent of desert vultures and eagles.

38. So there - what enemy do you defy
without causing a spring to gush from his jugular vein?

Commentary

The poem, dated 229 AH/845 AD, is addressed to Abu Said Muhammad b.
Yusuf b. 'Abd al-Rahman, an Arab of the tribe of Jayyi' who served as army
commander under the Caliph al-Mu'tasim (d. 227 AH/842 AD). The fre-
quency of his military expeditions earned him the eponym, al-Thaghn ('the
one who resides on the boundaries'). Several panegyrics in his honour were
composed by Abu Tammam and Buhturl. The present poem celebrates the
general's campaigns against the Babak insurrection in Azerbaidjan (see article,
'Babak', in EC II) and the Byzantines in Asia Minor.

9. Al-SamitI refers to one of the grandfathers of the praised general (see
Buhturl, 1963, p. 15, no. 16).

21. Nabhan is the ancestor of the Band Sa'd b. Nabhan, one of the
subsections of the tribe of Tayyi-

33. The city of al-Badhdh, located in Azerbaidjan, was the centre of Babak's
insurrection. It was captured by the troops of the Caliph al-Mu'tasim in
222 AH/837 AD (see Buhturl, 1963, p. 9 and article, 'Babak', in EC II).

34. Dhu 1-Kula' has been equated with the Byzantine city of Sideropolis in
Asia Minor (see Buhturl, 1963, p. 1256).

II

Buhtun in praise of the Caliph Mutawakkil
1. Turn to Layla's abode and salute it;

yes, and question it on some of its folk!
2. O campsite remnants whose beauty the wind vies to tear away,

spending the nights between concealing them and laying them bare.
3. You do not cease to be clad in ample garments [of vegetation]

brought by rain,
of which lightning weaves the weft at times and at times

sets the warp.
4. The evening clouds pass over your spring abodes

bringing abundant showers, or the morning clouds move by.
5. The ungenerous one did not respond graciously to her questioner

on the day of the sand-dune, nor did she listen to her caller.
6. She remains distressing in distance and proximity;

separation removes her and the abode brings her close.
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7. Were it not for my black sideboards which betoken lack of
[hoary] wisdom

my soul would have been crushed by Time's vicissitudes.
8. Commanding youth, at nightfall I may visit

a comely maiden I delight in and who delights in me;
9. In a night beyond dawn's reach

I grasp the wine I'm offered and offer in turn;
10. Pouring it out for a maiden lightsome and tender-limbed

and drinking liquor from her hand and lips.
11. O, whosoever sees the Lake of beauteous sight

and the comely maidens as their dwellings shine!
12. Suffice it to say that due to its excellent rank

it is counted first and the river second.
13. How dare Tigris like a jealous rival vie with it

in beauty at times and at others compete with it in glory?
14. Does it not know the protector of Islam shields it

from blame and the builder of glory built it?
15. It is as though the jinn of Solomon had commanded

its marvellous creation and refined its themes.
16. If Bilqls were to pass by its side she would say

'It is the glass palace in image and in simile!'
17. The hosts of water plunge into it in haste

like horses leaving the starting line of the racetrack.
18. It is as though shining silver liquified

from ingots were flowing in its courses.
19. When the East wind stirs it up it displays ripples

like coats of mail with finely polished fringes.
20. The sun's glamour vies with it in laughter at times;

at others the drizzling rain vies with it in tears.
21. When the stars gaze at themselves in its sides at night

you would think a firmament had been built into it.
22. The fish it contains cannot reach its limits

because of the distance between its nearest and its furthest point.
23. They swim therein with wings on their sides

like birds whose feathers [lit. coverts] flutter in the air,
24. Having a wide basin in its lower regions

when they descend and ample space in its upper reaches.
25. They turn towards the dolphin's statue cheered

by the wrinkle they meet in its eyes.
26. By the irrigation [the lake] provides, the widespread gardens around it

can dispense with clouds that open their spouts [to bring rain].
27. As it persists in its abundant flow, it is as if it were

the Caliph's hand when its river bed is flooded high.
28. Its beauty is further embellished by his name

which ranks among its names when it is called.
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29. It is surrounded by gardens you forever see
peacock feathers reflect and reflected in,

*30. And two esplanades vying in height as they face
each other like [the stars] Sirius and Procyon.

31. When the endeavours of the Prince of the Faithful appear
to those who describe them, no description can do them justice.

32. The Caliphate as her rostrum trembles [under his weight]
has in Ja'far been granted her highest hopes.

33. When he won her, he displayed humility in modest restraint
whereas she won him and strutted about in pride.

34. When the world reveals herself to him in her finery
she sees her beauty-spots reduced to blemishes.

35. O son of the valley dwellers in a land the broad valleys of which
mark the pinnacle of glory, far higher than its hills!

36. May God never strike, in desert or sown
a flock whose shepherd by beneficence you are,

37. Nor a community which the vileness of iniquity enraged
for a time and the beauty of justice now renders gratified.

38. You have scattered gifts over it which increase the noble
exploits in number

and you have greatly exalted the name of generosity.
39. You are forever a sea of sustenance to the needy among us!

How can this be, since you face us owning the world and all
it holds?

40. God granted it to you by a right of which he saw you worthy
and you by the right of God grant it to us.

Commentary

The poem is addressed to the Caliph Mutawakkil (d. 247 AH/861 AD). It
celebrates the artificial lake and gardens built by Mutawakkil as part of his
ambitious and wide-ranging plans for the extension of Samarra, then capital of
the Abbasid empire. H. Viollet concludes his article on 'Samarra in EC I as
follows:

Centre d'attractions pour les nombreux artisans venus de touts les parties du globe
attires par la richesse de la Cour des califes abbasides at la protection de ceux-ci,
Samarra s'est trouve etre le creuset dans lequel est venu se fondre Tart hellene, Tart
syro-copte, Tart indo-persan et d'ou est sorti un art nouveau, Fart musulman.

It is against this background of decisive artistic achievement that the
prodigious literary activity at the court of the Abbasid Caliphs, and
Mutawakkil in particular, must be seen. For a summary view of poets at the
court of Mutawakkil see Bencheikh, 1977.
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15 Qur'an 27/17 describes Solomon as lord over men and jinn. On
Solomonic legends in the Islamic Middle Ages, see Bargebuhr, 1968, pp.
135f, 225, no. 108.

16. This refers to the meeting of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba (Bilqis) as
described in Qur'an 27/22-44. Solomon built a palace of glass which
Bilqis thought was made of water. This passage explains the comparison
with the lake of Mutawakkil: it is the luminous expanse of water which
Bilqis believed to see in Solomon's palace.

25. The statue of a dolphin appears to have been placed by the side of the
lake. For inziwd' see Lane, 1863, inzawd md bayna "aynayhi ('the part
between his eyes became contracted, drawn together'). The line suggests
that the features of the statue are so faithful to nature that the fish are
drawn to it without fear and recognize themselves in it.

26. I have opted for the alternative reading bi-rayyatihd instead of bi-ru'ya-
tihd (see Buhturl, 1963, p. 2420, no. 26). The gardens (basdtin) were
surrounded by a wall 30 km. in length and encompassed a vast area of
fertile land (see Buhturl, 1963, p. 2414). Clouds discharging copious rain
are often described as loosing their spouts' {'azdli) like 'a waterskin'
(qirba, mazdda) (see Lane, 1863, pp. 2936f)..

30. The dakkatdni appear to have been two elevated structures providing
a view of the gardens (see Buhturl, 1963, p. 2420).

35. This refers to Mutawakkil's descent from the tribe of Quraysh and the
glory of Mekka. The Quraysh al-Abatih are those members of the tribe
who settled in the abatih ('valleys') where Mekka is located.

Ill

Mihyar al-Daylaml in praise of Abu 1-Qasim al-Maghribl
1. Do your eyes take upon themselves at Ghurrab

to discharge a debt owed by the rainless cloud?
2. Yes! Tears through which its soil now dons

the garment of the grassy land,
3. Flowing [tears], on the croups of which others mount

which are suspended [from the eye] and have yet to flow.
4. Through them the abode is pleased with its watering

even though Spica Virginis tells it to be angered.
5. [My tears are] a token that I have not undone

the strands of the promise [to my beloved] nor severed [them].
6. O driver of the [women's] litters, no offence!

Stop over for a while, then rise up and go;
7. Let the mounts turn hither as they wish

to drink from the well of my eyelid.
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8. Nay, by the one to whom, if he permits,
I shall not apologize for love since [in loving him] I did not sin,

9. Since [meeting] him, the east wind has not lowered
its veil to grant me a fragrant breath,

10. Nor can I find solace in abandonment or restraint
since he was neither pleased nor angered [and stayed indifferent

to my love].
11. How many were my curses upon the white [maiden]!

But for the din of [her] jewels they would not have been
hidden.

12. How many were my needs - without their persistence
in my soul I would have no joy and no longing.

13. O you who defer your debt to me;
your false promises do not make me despair in you;

14. If you appoint a time and then fail me,
well then continue deferring, promising and lying!

15. On the day of the enclosure my blood flowed due to a hand
which would not have been stained were it not for the

blood of lovers.
16. The tribal hunters' arrows in their sharpness

are gentler on me than the eyes of a flock of deer.
17. O you who reproach me; forbearance brought me to you;

I am led along [like a steed], so mount on me or leave me.
18. My hoariness has closed the breach of love [and obstructed

my access to it];
how can I now track down its refuge?

19. Success fails a flourishing maiden's hunter
who hopes to trap her with a rope of white hair.

20. Girls in their teens and twenties find no playground
in the seriousness of men of fifty;

21. All colour marks of the steeds of love
meet their praise save the white one.

22. Don't you see me emaciated and denuded
of the foliage which envelops those who prosper?

23. Wearing only a loincloth, I bemoan in my bygone yesterday
a brother who died without offspring.

24. Yet the twin edges of my spearhead are not blunted
by the destruction the sword's wielder wrought upon the

knots of my spearshaft.
25. Fate threatens me with its treachery [but I say]:

rattle or bark at one who is not a lion [like me]!
26. Your hand has tested [the toughness of] my flint;

is there a touch to which I am not firm?
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27. Do you wish to scare me with loss of wealth?
That would be daubing tar on a mangy [camel]!

28. Leave the basin of my honour full
and eat and drink the fat of all I own!

29. Should I by chance suffer defeat, there is a detachment
in my spirit which cannot be dazzled or vanquished.

30. The seeker who finds nothing blames [his] fate;
how should I have found [wealth] since I don't seek?

31. Woe unto wealth and what could be reaped of it
were wealth not subject to donation!

32. Let go the tether of this world when she is refractory -
when she submits to you then pull!

33. Don't randomly strain her teats [by trying to milk her by force];
sometimes she does yield milk without having to be tied;

34. At such time she accepts to act with righteousness,
in apologetic posture and desirous to make amends,

35. Retrieving her forbearance which had strayed
into a flock whose protector was pushed far aside.

36. And sometimes hope's countenance will unexpectedly shine
[like a star] from the very peak of despair.

37. Tell the poor in their outcast state
and the traveller [wandering] on a narrow path

38. And the abstainer who feeds off his flesh
so as to shun wicked gains:

39. 'A banner of glory has been hoisted in Babylon;
whoever clings to it will triumph.'

40. Underneath it, the summoner of victory cries
'Horsemen of the reviver of noble deeds, mount!'

41. By it God has closed a period [of no guidance]
through a miracle which amazes whoever sees it.

42. It came forward as a sudden surprise and had not been
expected or awaited [even] by the [most] far-reaching
thought.

43. The eyes had not been accustomed before
to see the sun rise in the west!

44. Come and drink, for the sea [of munificence] has visited you;
no fear has been made to enter into it or ride on it;

45. The clarity of its sweet water discloses
the precious pearls inside it to the eyes.

46. So alight on the pasture ground after the delay of the spring rains
and enter the garden after the barren land.

47. The dew [generosity] of Hatim has returned to Tayyi',
and Ka'b, illustrious lord, is born again,
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48. And 'Amr al-'Ula lives [once more] among the Ghalib,
crumbling [bread to prepare food for them] in years of drought,

49. And Qahtan retrieved what Time
seized from Dhu 1-Kula4 or Hawshab,

50. And an abode has been returned to Banu Darim
by which Zurara sits again draped in his garment;

51. Every generous one, every accomplished hero
and man of deed or eloquent word [is here restored],

52. And today, all doubt of reports heard about him
is dispelled by [the proof of] closest sight.

53. To [reach] the Wazir every sturdy she-camel
who is tough to restrain consumes the fat [of her hump];

54. She responds with softness to the wooden nose sticks [by which
she is guided]

while her nose is tough and considered refractory.
55. Her patience is mad, yet she is not rendered jumpy by the whip;

her hind feet do not retread the steps of her forefeet, and yet
she does not limp.

56. The camel stallion belonging to the herd of pregnant
she-camels despairs ever to leap her

because of her proud nature, yet she has not been prevented
from conception.

57. Were she to tread on the points of the spears which grow
on the paths of high endeavour she would stay unharmed.

58. Her bleeding hoof draws lines upon the ground,
writing what the night journey dictates.

59. It is as though the rear of her thigh [against which the tail
falls] belonged to a wild ass of clotted fell

with slender shanks, pointed back and white lines on his
flanks.

60. A hunter lies in wait for him in the sand,
lean, not fed on dates nor [even] bitter shrubs.

61. His quiver in its time-worn state betrays
that it has not been emptied [of its arrows] for two years;

62. Whatever jugular vein or hip its little daughters [the arrows]
penetrate is made to perish.

63. So he [the wild ass] moves on in fear, without seeking the company
of a herd of fellow asses or fondling a wild ass foal.

64. There are scratch marks on him and the frontrunners
of [a pack of] hunters' dogs hurry him along in close pursuit;

65. Any sound that scares him he imagines to be
the twang of a bow or the sting of a claw.

66. He swiftly measures the paths of an open waterless desert
which harbours all kinds of strange cares and desires;
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67. The [ice-cold] nights of [the winter month of] Jumada
cast it towards a day of blistering [summer] heat under the

sign of Gemini,
68. In the expanse of a dusty, windswept sand-desert

bare of fodder, never pastured on, nor even roamed in.
69. The watering points known to be in it are tough to locate

[even] for the swarms of exhausted sand grouse.
70. Until [the camel] was made to kneel down - while sleep

had not sealed the night traveller's eyelids
71. And the cloak of darkness was hidden

beneath the gilded garment of the moon -
72. At the place of one whose abode is shady, whose earth is

moist and green
who has high stones to place his cooking pots and whose milk

vessel is full to the brim.
73. His largest bowl is red coloured [with meat] and his

hospitality is boundless,
when the slaughterer's hand is not dyed red [with blood].

74. His camp fires are built up with precious sandalwood
when the tribe's servant girls cannot find [ordinary] firewood.

75. He has deeply hollowed [cauldrons ready for use] when
the cooking pot lacks space and width [to feed to needy],

76. All great and heavy with necks sticking out
like humps of tall camels.

77. The throng of his [eager] guests does not allow them
to wait patiently for the firewood of the fire attendant.

78. He shines brightly in every obscure darkness
which would not be penetrated even by a star.

79. His gatherings are earnest but his bounty is all smiles,
so he meets you inciting desire and fear.

80. The eyes glance at him sideways [out of awe]
despite his kind and generous welcome.

81. His manner is dry and yet when his nature grants you
the like of choicest wine, its sweetness is left uncut.

82. People place themselves below him out of respect,
just as the back is placed below the shoulder.

83. Travelling at dawn on the heights [of glory] has wearied him;
whoever seeks repose, let him toil.

84. His is a kinsfolk with glory not earned
or reaped through strokes of luck,

85. Nor did a son of theirs ever rise to fame, ascending starlike
from ancestral honour, without succeeding a father [of similar rank].

86. They rose to glory and stepped upon [the course of] eminence,
though its paths had been a wilderness trackless and unexplored.
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87. They matched up to the days [of battle] and threw down
the heroes [from their steeds] troop after troop.

88. A people whom, when the rainy season betrays its promise,
the bewilderment of famine does not scatter,

89. Nor, when God spreads spring herbage for them in abundance,
do they show boastful pride in the width of their fertile realm.

90. They rose and you became their heaven,
from which the honour of their lineage shines forth.

91. You increased [in light] and they did not diminish,
but it was the brightness of the full moon outshining the stars.

92. You were created in this world without equal,
stranger than the mysterious 'Anqa' bird:

93. For sagacity does not sit [idly], nor does fear ride [into battle],
yet you neither sit nor ride.

94. When the enemies tend towards peace
or escape from you to a hide-out,

95. You write even when resting [so that] they say,
'He is weaponless, he cannot stab or strike';

96. But when they embark upon evil and attack,
you stab [them], till it is said, 'He cannot write';

97. Thus you fill the eye with admiration and the heart [with love]
as you please, in the counselling chamber or the cavalcade.

98. Many's the conspiring villain who spends the night
on an outlook with evil intent,

99. Hoping for a change of fortune
one not decreed by the pen of Fate.

100. Frightened in the darkness through your cunning
by a [mere] fly, more crafty than the scorpion,

101. He runs away from it to pay the magician's fee
though neither charmed nor stung.

102. Bounty and his children have recovered through you
from the affliction of a wearying disease,

103. And sovereignty has accepted the right direction of its path
when before, it walked [in circles] like a camel injured on the shoulder.

104. In longing for you the Wazirate turned
to one befitting her in ingenuity and skill;

105. She became yours without your raising the dowry
to please her guardian, or asking for her hand.

106. How often before you did she miscarry
because of their thinking that she had gone her time.

107. Now she has given birth and, if this is not a noble birth
then no woman has ever produced child.

108. You have taken charge of her essence; how many idlers
were content with the trappings of her rank?
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109. Unless her head is guided with firmly twisted
reins of endurance she's not the one to submit;

110. She's treacherous; who rides her
rides the back of the broad-necked lion;

111. Her garments are draped over your side at nightfall
pure in their upper part and their hem.

112. You opened her obscure designs
to the like of dawn's brightness in the gloom of night;

113. So she retrieved her greatest men in you,
all those of ample dew, who rouse [our] hopes:

114. Banu Yarjya and Sahl were returned to her,
and the Jahirids, sons of Mus'ab.

115. So pitch on her your predecessors' tent,
one without ropes or poles [for it is made of glory],

116. And reduce Fate to servitude by curbing her
and consult with good fortune and make it your consort.

117. And cast over the world and its ignorant folly
the shade of your ever-present forbearance,

118. And rise upon Nayruz like the sun! When
'setting' propels the sun it shall not set,

119. And remain to exceed its life's recurring years
by the measure of a well-filled hand's boastful count.

120. It's a Persian feast which arrived as a newcomer
and the Arabs said to it 'Draw close';

121. Due to your kindness it stayed in your mansion
and, despite being a stranger, was not seen as foreign.

122. If the composer of verse so wished, he would not attribute or
ascribe this festival's origin to anyone but you [i.e. the
Arabs].

123. Lend your ear to one stripped of his luck by force;
had you been [his] helper, he would not have succumbed.

124. One who is solitary and has none
but evil-doers to complain to of his time or kin.

125. It rendered him outcast in the eyes of [his] people
that he counted his closest kinship [to them] as one of his merits.

126. Had he long ago received your equity in exchange [for their injustice]
he would have been powerful and would not have suffered severance

and removal.
127. Yours is a [poem] brightly shining, made of my lightning,

outstripping [all others], bearing witness to things unknown;
128. It's made of pearls scattered here, neatly strung there,

but neither of them pierced before.
129. You've always been my hope and I have proof

that my hope in you does not deceive me:
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130. After you, I have no misfortune to blame,
no [unfulfilled] wish to desire.

131. So be generous, exalt [the name of virtue] in your bounty and exceed
the limits of munificence,

so that you may delight [us] with the keenness of a cutting blade,
132. And jealously guard my parchment from lowly [people]

not deserving to own a work by one such as me;
133. Before you, many a hand has praised my work,

but it would offer a bid without striking the deal.
134. A pliant one, it is not brought to heel

by harsh words nor wearied [by excessive travelling],
135. Made of what is lawful and licit, not seized by force

through raiding poetry nor taken as booty [through plagiarism];
136. May the blood of the sleep sacrificed for it be upon

the listener's head if he is not stirred to delight!
137. Its meaning and words brought you

beauty of easiest and most complex [form].
138. The most eloquent ever pronounced it is; and yet

but an eloquence offered to Ya'rub.

Commentary

The poem is composed in praise of Abu 1-Qasim al-Maghribl (d. 1027) who
was appointed Wazir in 1023 by the Buwayhid ruler, Musharrif al-Dawla. As
Abu 1-Qasim did not retain his office for more than one year, the poem must
have been composed in 1023/1024. The Wazir was also himself a poet and
writer of some renown and the panegyric makes reference to his literary
faculties (see lines 92-7, also the last line). On Abu 1-Qasim al-Maghribl see
EC I article, 'al-Maghribf.

1. Tears replace the rain which the clouds did not bring.
4. Among the ancient Arabs, certain weather conditions such as rain,

wind, heat or cold were attributed to the rising or setting of stars called
naW (pi. anwd'). According to Lane, 1863, p. 1430, al-simdk must refer to
the star, Spica Virginis, which is one of the anwa' and rises aurorally in
October.

7. The camels are attracted by the poet's copious tears.
8. In lines 8ff, the beloved, even though feminine, is referred to in the

masculine gender; this is a common poetic convention (see Beeston,
1977, p. 9).

11. The 'din of her jewels' is a sign of the beloved's wealth and high
standing, and, thereby, her unattainability for the poet.

14. As long as the beloved continues her promises, the poet may continue to
hope.

15. The henna ornaments on the beloved's hand are marks left by the blood
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of her lovers who suffer and bleed in the agony of love. Al-himd refers
to the enclosure of the beloved's tribe.

17. Due to his forbearance, the poet remains unmoved by the reproacher's
criticism (on the reproachers, see p. 25). 'Mount on me or leave me':
accept me the way I am or leave me.

24. afcub is the plural of ka'b, which can have two possible meanings in this
context: 'anklebone' or 'knot of the reedlance' (see WKAS, vol. I, p. 228).
I opt for the latter because of the antithesis established between
spearhead ('dmil) and spearshaft. I derive the meaning of al-sahib from
the expression sahaba l-sayfa, 'he drew the sword'. The line expresses
that age and misfortune have not weakened the poet's spirit.

27. Tar was considered a cure for mangy camels. Loss of material wealth
will not harm the poet: on the contrary, it will make his moral qualities,
his honour and resolve, shine more brightly (see next line).

28. MS al-wajh, the 'water of the face' is a synonym for personal honour.
The line means, 'leave my honour unstained and take away all
I possess', for only honour counts, not wealth. Samin may also refer to
dahr, i.e. 'fatten yourself by eating and drinking all I own'.

35. This is a pastoral image: sarh is a grazing herd, dzaba may mean to
drive camels to a distant pasturage 'not to return in the evening' (Lane,
1863, p. 2033).

41. The line has religious overtones: fatra may be an interval of time
between two of God's apostles, 'during which there is a cessation of the
apostolic function' (Lane, 1863, p. 2331); dya, wonder, also refers to the
verses of the Qur'an. The Wazir thus also revives and strengthens the
guidance of religion.

43. This is a pun upon the name of the Wazir who is called al- Maghribl, i.e.
the Western one.

44/5. Water in all its forms (dew, rivers, seas, etc.) is a symbol of generosity.
47. Hatim and Ka'b are legendary ancestors of the Arab tribes of Tayyi'

and Banu Ka'b. Hatim al:Ta'I in particular was famous for his
generosity.

48. 'Amr al-'Ula was the first to prepare thand, an ancient Arab dish made
of crumbled bread and broth (see note of the edition).

49. Qahtan is a South Arabian tribe, Dhu 1-Kula' is one of the rulers of
Yemen and Hawshab a Yemeni district (see note of the edition).

50. Zurara is another ancestral figure of pre-Islamic Arabia (see Bevan,
1905, vol. I, p. 182). Ititabd literally means 'he drew his legs against his
belly with a garment confining them therewith, together with his back,
and binding it, or making it tight, upon them, so as to prevent him
falling (when he sat), like a wall' (Lane, 1863, p. 507).

54. 'Her patience is mad', i.e. she is impatient and jumpy, but because of her
bursting energy, not because she is scared by the whip. Similarly, her
peculiar gait is the result of vivaciousness not of weakness.
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56. Shawl is pi. of shd'il, a 'she-camel raising her tail, having con-
ceived' (Lane, 1863, p. 1623). Tu'sab literally means having her
genitals conjoined by a ring of iron (and thus being prevented from
conception). My translation of fahl al-shawl follows Noldeke, 1864,
p. 120.

61. Cf. nakaba kindnatahu, 'he inverted his quiver to pour out the arrows
contained in it' (Lane, 1863, p. 2845).

62. I take bunayydt, lit. 'little daughters', to mean the arrows of the quiver in
analogy to the expression bint al-kandHn 'daughter of the quivers', i.e.
arrow (Kazimirsky, 1846, vol. I, p. 169).

69. Even the sand grouse {qatd\ experienced desert dwellers, find difficulty
in locating the watering points in this wilderness.

70. Literally, 'the cleavage of the night journey in the eyelids (of the
travellers) was not sealed by sleep', i.e. they did not close their eyes to
sleep as they travelled without interruption.

72. The images in this and the following lines all convey the generosity of
the Wazir.

73. The Wazir feeds the needy when there is a lack of meat, kjafna is a 'very
large bowl satisfying the hunger of ten men or more'.

92. The 'Anqdi is a legendary bird 'not seen save once in ages' (Lane, 1863,
p. 2177). The uniqueness of the Wazir is explained in the following
lines which contrast the Wazir's excellence as a man of letters with his
equally outstanding fighting skills. Allusion is made to the traditional
contrast between pen and sword both of which the Wazir wields
equally well.

114. As in lines 47-51 the poet celebrates the rebirth of ancestral glory in the
ascendance of Abu 1-Qasim al-Maghribl. Banu Yahya refers to the
Barmakids, a family of famous Wazirs of the early Abbasid Caliphs.
Sahl is Sahl b. Harun, a well-known man of letters who occupied a high
position in the Abbasid chancellery during the same period. The
mention of Sahl and the Barmakids evokes the memory of a 'golden
age'. The Tahirids were a dynasty of semi-autonomous Governors of
Khurasan province from 810-65 AD who were celebrated for their
literary activity and learning.

118. The line resumes in more explicit terms the pun on the Wazir's name
al-Maghribl (lit. the Western one) in line 43. Ghurub, derived from the
same root, normally denotes the setting of the sun but here refers to the
Moroccan, or Western origin of the Wazir. Nayruz is the Persian new
year's festival, an important occasion at the Buwayhid court. Lines
119-21 praise the fact that the Arabs, in particular the Wazir himself
who is of Arab descent, adopted Nayruz as a feast despite its Persian
origin.

122. I take man yansibu to mean 'the one who composes amatory verse'
(nasib), i.e. the poet.
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125. The line appears to play upon Mihyar's Persian descent and Abu

1-Qasim's Arab origin. Mihyar as a Persian is rejected by his people
despite his closest kinship to them; he must turn to the Wazir, an Arab,
to obtain recognition and reward (see following line).

127. Lines 127-38 praise the poem itself and incite the sovereign to provide
a generous reward for the poet.

133. 'It would offer a bid without striking the deal', i.e. the poet was offered
a reward by previous patrons but did not in fact obtain it.

138. Ya'rub, grandson of the prophet Hud and one of the legendary Kings of
Yemen, was said to have been the first person to speak the Arabic
language. In comparing Abu 1-Qasim al-Maghribl to Ya'rub, Mihyar
awards him the distinction of literary excellence.

IV

Abu l-'Atahiya
1. Alas for the fates, for separation and the destiny of death!

All togetherness in this world must end with separation!
2. Time wears out all that is new when its beauty goes,

and severs the link between two relations.
3. I have seen the hand of the world cause division;

never trust the hand of the world where two are joined.
4. Praise be to God forever and always!

Nay, the greedy are draped in shame.
5. No beauty save for those content with little!

Restraint is honour and beauty's rightful garb.
6. The [true] abode - if only you knew, brother of folly -

is an abode before you, where the eye is refreshed.
7. How much longer will we continue to count our days

when [in fact] we only stand between two:
8. A day that has passed and one that we hope for;

the latter may, faster than others, hasten our death.

Abu l-'Atahiya
1. Whose is the ruined encampment I question,

its dwellings long abandoned,
2. That morning when I beheld its ground below

announce the death of those above?
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3. I had once seen it inhabited
but its people have perished.

4. All is exposed to deadly blows
through the random force of Time.

5. Indeed, there is no path
Time's accidents do not enclose.

6. It throws down those who wrestle with it
and defeats those who try to match it in shooting;

7. It comes down to fight whoever intends to oppose it;
at times it beguiles him,

8. At times it delays [his demise],
at other times it will speed [it] up.

9. It suffices for you [in misery],
when its chest descends upon a people.

10. Many a glorious King there was,
whom his horsemen surrounded,

11. Whose onslaught people feared
and whose gifts they desired:

12. He swaggered his hips in exultation
and took delight in his own person:

13. But when Truth came upon him,
his vanity deserted him,

14. He closed his eyes in death
and his joints slackened.

15. Hardly had his agony set in
when the washer of the dead arrived,

16. And prepared his corpse for a grave
where many will forsake him,

17. Where he will be among the distant dead,
while his kin suffer bereavement,

18. His wailing women tear their faces
and black garments are worn for his mourning.

19. How many a wish was nurtured for long
but never attained by the wishful.

20. I have seen that Truth is not hidden,
nor are its ways concealed.

21. Look at yourself - what
provisions do you carry with you

22. For the lonely abode between
graves where you will dismount,

23. With a low roof
and rocks piled above you,

24. [Too] remote for neighbourly visits
and with narrow points of entry?
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25. O graves! Inside you
are those we used to frequent,

26. With whom we used to trade,
with whom we used to work.

27. With whom we used to consort,
with whom we used to contend.

28. With whom we shared our food,
with whom we shared our drink.

29. With whom we were acquainted,
with whom we exchanged gifts.

30. With whom we once were generous,
with whom we were polite.

31. With whom out of friendship
we rarely used to part.

32. With whom but yesterday
sometimes we joined up closely;

33. They have settled at a place whose settler
has all ties cut off for ever.

34. Behold, death is a fount
from which all creation drinks;

35. The last you see will vanish
like the first have vanished.

36. By your life! Not equal in this matter
are the knowing and the ignorant!

37. Let it be known by all who know
that God will ask them [for a reckoning].

38. So hasten to reap victory
through goodness in word and deed!

VI

Abu L-'Ala al-Ma'arri

1. Can Nawar be considered part of the brightness of lights
when gazelles whose sight emaciates [you] are part of
death?

2. They are white and prey on hearts as though they were
wide-eyed ones on curving sands and Duwar's holy site.

3. The dwelling's pegs and ropes do not sense
that in my entrails I conceal my ardent love.

4. Those who forge lies about you found a hearing
while your passion flares within you [unrequited].
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5. Rise early if the white-skinned maidens chase you;
like she-camels trailing their new-born calf,

6. They give the young male camel tender care at nightfall,
yet all you gain is dazzling eyes and talk of niceties.

7. They dally with their visitors like gamblers at play;
and once they find their pleasure they are gone

8. Like flocks of deer when you detect their musky scent.
Your heart's desires thus collect but lasting pain.

9. So let a maiden's twin bracelets and anklets be
like nose-rings of camels journeying in caravan through morning and

through night.
10. They hasten with saddle utensils tattered and upon them

are men disposed to evil trades.
11. Do not lament, for lamentation, is but lowliness!

Truly, the steeds shall show their worth on the showground.
12. I swear, their lowing shall not protect the wild herds

at Shaba's stony mount and the soft sands.
13. White hair alarms the man of understanding since

it will forever herald change of neighbourhood.
14. How wretched are animal creatures; no plant

feels grief at the sight of white blossoms.
15. It is as though the dweller of the yard had never

stepped on its ground when he goes to the grave.
16. Those eagles fly up from their nests

while fates swoop down upon them suddenly.
17. Borrowed items must all be returned;

hand and body shall be naked of them.
18. Men's phantom shapes in Time are seen

appearing and vanishing like bubbles;
19. They mix together in [the surge of Time] so that what goes

is unlike that which comes [down] as they flow.
20. Fate's assault lames all attackers;

it struck down Abraham with marksman's arrows;
21. So beware - even as you foray far against the enemy -

of a destiny that pillaged Abu 1-Mighwar.
22. Diviners rouse green birds for early augury,

while Fate's vicissitudes play host to death.
23. If those who crave for wealth but thought of passing eons

they would not remain seated on their saddles.
24. For the genius is no better than the fool, the youthful lover

is like the man of wisdom, and the courageous [hero] like the coward.
25. It is said that length of Time can turn

a sturdy mountain into surging and tumultuous [seas].
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26. [Death]-sentences are passed upon mankind and executed
justly, with or without defence.

Commentary

1. The rhyme word bawarT derives from bard, yabn ('to emaciate'). It here
refers to the traditional emaciation of the unhappy lover.

2. Duwar is said to be the name of a heathen shrine which was circum-
ambulated by worshippers (see Lane, 1863, p. 931).

3. According to the notes of the edition, uwdrT in line 3a is the plural of
awriya, 'a wooden peg' or 'piece of string' used to attach riding animals.

5. Hawdriyydt in line 5a means 'white or fair women' and may also signify
'women of the cities so called by the Arabs of the desert because
of their whiteness' (Lane, 1863, p. 666). Huwdriyydt in 5b is derived
from huwdr ('newly born camel') and denotes she-camels having
just given birth. For the possible double meaning of lines 5-6, see
above, pp. 133f

6. Hawar literally means 'intense whiteness of the eye and intense
blackness of the black thereof (Lane, 1863, p. 666).

15. Lane defines tawdru ddrin as 'the part of the/ma' (or 'exterior court or
yard') of a house that is co-extensive with the house' (1863, p. 1890).

20. KhalTl literally means 'friend', but may also refer to Abraham who is
called al-KhalTl (see especially Qur'an 4/124). This meaning may well be
intended, especially when seen in conjunction with Abu 1-Mighwar in
the following line.

21. Abu 1-Mighwar (lit. 'father of the fighting man or raider') was the kunya
of Malik b. Nuwayra. His memory is celebrated in a number of famous
elegies by his brother Mutammim (see Noldeke, 1864, pp. 87).

22. According to Lane (1863, p. 1210), zajara al-tayra means 'he threw
a pebble at the birds and cried out; and if, in flying they turned their
right sides towards him, he augured well from them; but if their left
sides, evil'. Qawdri (22a) is plural of qdriya, synonym of khuddriyy,
a certain greenish bird said to be of evil omen (ibid., p. 755).

26. Sur, aswdr denotes a (defensive) wall. According to the notes of the
edition, stir may also be a technical term qualifying logical propositions
(qaddya). This reading would suggest that sudafan in the Cairo text may
be a misprint; the manuscripts consulted and the Beirut edition read
suduqan. The line would then read 'logical propositions circulate
among mankind and are [all] ratified as true, with or without suf [i.e.
qualification], signifying that truth and falsehood are of no con-
sequence in the face of death, just as the genius is not better equipped to
resist it than the fool (25).
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VII

Abu I-4Ala aI-Ma4arri

1. Had the wolf-cub understood the crime he committed,
before attacking a flock of sheep he would have chosen to die,

2. For among the vilest deeds hunger's victim
can ever perform some day is bloodshed.

3. O wolf, how wrong you are! How often have you met with a midday heat
which set alight upon you the fuel of its furnace till it burned fiercely?

4. How often have you surprised a young goat in midst
[of a herd] of she-goats and torn the skin from its bowels?

5. Outcast into distant places, you spend your night without tents built
[for shelter]

in the forenoon, nor do you fear your dwelling's collapse;
6. Nor do you clothe your body when the cold comes,

nor do you wear shoes to protect your feet from soreness.
7. Each time you feed you combine theft and murder;

why don't you [for once] steal the bread and the heat [of the oven]?
8. In glorification of his Creator, a penitent long used to eat his loaf

well-seasoned,
may restrict himself to unseasoned bread,

9. But you do not fast to seek a reward from God; or do you do something
instead of fasting [to express your] anxiety and repentance?

10. Do you conceal in your heart any penitence for the sheep
which you frighten, or is this an inveterate disease among your kind?

11. If by chance you seized a bejewelled lady
you would dismember her and cast aside her bangles and anklets.

12. Have you any regrets for the child whose mother you have bereaved?
But one like you does not make repentance his banner,

13. Nor is he buried when his fateful hour has come,
and when he dies in a lair of his, its entrance is not sealed.

14. How many ancestors of yours have perished! Not even the smartest
among you know what matter they came to after they left.



Glossary of Arabic Technical Terms

Several definitions derive, with slight modifications, from Monroe's glossary in his
Student Anthology of Hispano-Arabic Poetry, 1974, pp. 391-3

aghrdd See gharad.
atldl Section of the qasida bemoaning the remains of the encampment where the poet

once met his beloved.
badV Art of rhetorical ornamentation based on word play and alliterative sound effects

which became increasingly common in medieval Arabic poetry and prose from the
early ninth century AD.

diwdn Collected works of a poet, usually arranged according to the alphabetical
sequence of the rhyme letter.

al-dunyd This world as opposed to the Hereafter (al-dkhira); the term evokes
the disappointments of earthly existence and man's exposure to the vicissitudes of
Fate.

fakhr The section of the qasida devoted to boasting and self-magnification.
gharad (pi. aghrdd) Often translated as 'genre', the term denotes the traditional thematic

units of poetry (e.g. nasib, rahil, rithd\ madTh, q.v.) which in their varied
combination make up the polythematic ode (qasida).

hadith Record of actions or sayings of the Prophet Muhammad and his companions.
hikma Lit. 'wisdom', here used in reference to wisdom poetry or the wisdom section of

the qasida.
Mm Forbearance, staidness, clemency, 'the management of one's soul and temper on

the occasion of excitement and anger' (Lane, 1863, p. 632). Hilm is one of the virtues of
muruwwa (q.v.).

jinds Paronomasia; several types are distinguished including jinds al-tarkib and jinds
mulaffaq (panoromasia in which one or both elements consist of compounds of
words) and jinds tdmm ('perfect paronomasia', juxtaposition of two homophonous
words of different meaning, e.g. bawdri and bawdri in line 1 of text VI).

khamriyya (pi. khamriyydt) A wine song or a section of a qasida devoted to the bacchic
theme.

khutba Religious sermon, in particular the Friday sermon. The khutba, centring
principally on the theme of admonishment (walz, q.v.) became a popular literary form
in early Arabic prose.

Idmiyya Poem with L as rhyming consonant.
luzum md Id yalzam Rhetorical term referring to the observance of additional formal

constraints, in particular the use of monorhymes with two or three rhyme letters
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instead of one as is customary. The term provides the name of Ma'arrfs Luzumiyydt,
a collection of poems exclusively composed in this manner.

madih The panegyrical section of a qasida.
mamduh The addressee of the panegyric.
ma'nd (pi. ma'dnT) Term used here to refer to individual poetic motifs such as those

collected in the ma'am books (e.g. Ibn Qutayba, 1949; 'Askari, 1933).
Mu'allaqa (pi. Mu'allaqdt) Term applied to any one of seven (or according to some, ten)

pre-Islamic qasidas considered to be the greatest masterpieces of early Arabic poetry.
Mujamhara (pi. Mujamharat) The term goes back to the tenth century AD anthology,

Jamharat Ash'dr al-'Arab, by Abu Zayd al-Qurashi which presents a selection of
forty-nine qasidas divided into seven groups of seven poems. The first are the
Mu'allaqdt, the second the Mujamharat.

muruwwa The moral ideal of the ancient Arab tribal ethos comprising cardinal virtues
such as bravery, equanimity and generosity.

mutdbaqa Rhetorical term for antithesis, the juxtaposition in one line of two contrary
notions.

nasib Opening section of the qasida which evokes the painful memory of a past love.
qdfiya (pi. qawdfi) Term denoting the monorhyme of the Arabic poem. A qdfiya is made

up of a rhyming consonant (rawiyy) with or without vowel and stays unchanged
throughout the poem.

qasida Polythematic, monorhymed ode, the most characteristic poetic form in Arabic.
It may contain a combination of different thematic units (e.g. text II, which comprises
nasib, khamriyya, wasf and madih, q.v.).

rabViyya (pi. rabViyydt) Poem describing the renewal of nature in spring.
radd al-ajz 'aid l-sadr Rhetorical term denoting the anticipation of the rhyme word in

a line. The rhyme word may be anticipated by the prior repetition of the same word,
by the occurrence of a word of similar sound and different meaning (e.g. bawdri and
bawdri in line 1 of text VI) or by the occurrence of a derivative of the same root (e.g.
darrti and dumu' in line 5 of text I).

rahil The journey theme in the qasida.
rawiyy Rhyme letter of the monorhyme (see also qdfiya).
ridf Long vowel preceding the rhyme letter (rawiyy, q.v.).
rihla The journey which is the subject of the rahil (q.v.).
rithd' Elegy or elegiac section of a qasida.
sabr Patience or equanimity, one of the cardinal virtues which make up muruwwa (q.v.).
shayb Lit. 4hoariness\ term used in reference to the section on old age in the qasida.
su'luk (pi. stfdlik) Indomitable bedouin raider admired for his courage but disowned by

his kinsmen on account of his acts of indiscriminate theft and robbery. Some sa'dlik
became famous pre-Islamic poets, e.g. Shanfara and Ta'abbata Sharran.

tazhid Incitement to lead a life of renunciation and piety.
tuqd God-fearing piety, the prime virtue extolled in the zuhdiyydt (q.v.).
'UdhrTA style of love poetry attributed to early Islamic poets such as Jamil and Urwa

ibn Hizam but much cultivated in ninth-century Baghdad. It expresses a pure love
characterized by sexual denial which could lead to the death of the lover.

wasf Descriptive poetry or descriptive section of a qasida (e.g. the description of the
Caliph MutawakkiFs lake in text II).

wasiyya (pi. wasdyd) Term used in reference to poems designed to impart wisdom and
teachings on the ethic precepts of virtuous life; they are usually addressed to a specific
person.
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wa'z Admonishment to mankind to be mindful of death and observe a life of piety and
restraint, this being the central theme of early religious sermons (khutba, q.v.) and
ascetic poetry (zuhdiyyat, q.v.).

zuhd Asceticism, leading a life of piety and restraint.
zuhdiyya (pi. zuhdiyyat) Poem extolling the precepts of asceticism.
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6 For a discussion of these, see Wolff-Windegg, 1958.
7 On the controversy between Hajjaj and Sulayman b. 4Abd al-Malik, see Wellhausen, 1902,

pp. 160ff.
8 See BustanI, 1962, vol. II, p. 114.
9 See Appendix, text II, lines 39-40.

10 Abu Tammam, 1951, vol. I, p. 59, as translated by Arberry, 1965, p. 56. See also Badawi, 1978,
p. 54.

II Buhtun, 1963, p. 1630. For an ancient Egyptian example, see Erman, 1966, p. 289.
12 See Dumezil, 1948.
13 Buhturi, 1963, p. 151, as translated by Gelder, 1982, p. 131.
14 For a study of the fusion of Islamic concepts and Arab tribal heritage in some poems of Abu

Tammam, see Stetkevych, 1979.
15 See de Rougement, 1971.
16 It is, therefore, not surprising perhaps that 'UdhrT poetry has been seen as an expression of

protest against the socio-economic order of the reigning Umayyads (see Djedidi, 1975).
17 Often called dahr, zamdn, laydlT, hawddith al-dahr, nawd'ib al-dahr, etc. On the concept of Fate

in pre-Islamic poetry, see Caskel, 1926, pp. 42fT.
18 See Abu Tammam's line cited on p. 16. The Caliph's deeds outlast the beauty of the gardens

which will be forgotten.
19 See Appendix, text II, line 14.
20 See Badawi, 1980, p. 14.
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21 See Introduction, p. 4.
22 This pair of terms has been discussed more extensively in my article, 'Islamic Kingship and

Arabic panegyric poetry in the early 9th century' (Sped, 1977); see also Gelder, 1982, p. 205.
23 See Buhturi, 1963, p. 2209.
24 Ibid., pp. 740ff.
25 Badawi (1980, pp. 7-8) presents a different view: while the Primary qasida was a ritual and the

ancient poet had 'a functional role in society', the Secondary qasida was 'predominantly
a literary work' with the modern poet performing 'a purely secondary role, an aesthetic role',
limited to providing the ancient forms with 'decoration and embellishment'. Badawi sees the
root of the difference in the fact that the ancient poet was the creator of a poetic form which
sprang from the 'primary experience' of his immediate environment, whereas the modern
poet 'had to work within the framework of the old qasida' and wrote products of 'literary
experience'. However, the forms and themes of a literary tradition may retain a profound
ritualistic significance which can, by far, outlast the particular social or historical
circumstances of their origin. Their age and immutability, their very removal from everyday
experience may, in fact, render their hieratic quality more powerful. Similarly, the evocative
power and ritualist function of the Secondary qasida, the Islamic panegyric, reside precisely
in its traditionalistic character. I would, therefore, agree with Kudelin, who sees the
persistence of Arabic literary convention in the classical age, not as a result of artificiality or
insincerity, but as the expression of a mode of existence strictly regulated by certain norms
and values. As Biirgel states in his review: 'Der Kanon der Konvention is t . . . nicht Zeichen
literarischer Dekadenz und geistiger Erstarrung, sondern verkorpert im Gegenteil das
iiberwirkliche, "raum und zeitlose" Ideal, das - im Leben wie in der Kunst - nie erreicht, aber
immer aufs neue angestrebt wird' (1978, p. 438).

26 This point has also been stressed by Kudelin, as stated in Biirgel's review of his book on
classical Spanish-Arabic poetry (Biirgel, 1978, p. 438).

27 Levi-Strauss, as cited by Abu Deeb, 1975, p. 181.
28 The creative skill with which classical Arabic poets have unceasingly remoulded the elements

of a seemingly narrow, literary convention has often been remarked upon. Monroe, for
example, concludes his discussion on a poem by Ibn 'Ammar as follows: 'By creating these
startling relationships, he [Ibn 'Ammar] gives a freshness to reality, and is able to do so
within the conservatism of the old tradition, without searching for new metaphors, but simply
by rearranging the old ones into new patterns' (1974, p. 24). Similarly, Kudelin says about the
Arab wasf. 'In ungewohnlichen Verbindungen, neuartig und bedeutsam aufeinander
bezogen, fullen sich die traditionellen Inhalte' (quoted by Biirgel, 1978, p. 440).

2 Buhturi

1 See Buhturi, 1963, p. 1253.
2 See Mehren, 1853, p. 161.
3 This also applies if the reading of manuscript (b) is accepted (see Buhturi, 1963, p. 1254, n. 8):

kddat tunahnihu "azmatT "abardtihd ('my resolve almost restrained her tears').
4 See Lane, 1863, article on dorr.
5 The alternative reading of line 8 (see above, n. 3) does not alter the essential antithesis: the

ruler's 'azm is more powerful than that of either poet or beloved.
6 The relation between the two lines draws attention to a phonological leitmotif of the poem. It

is constituted by the phonemes B and D as evident in the roots bdw, byd, bdd. and bdhdh (see
lines 7, 9, 11, 12, 27, 31, 33).

7 The echo of the theme of the reprovers in lines 13 and 17 leads to the fourth instance of
sectional parallelism in the poem. The lines are the second of the two, four-line sections, E and
F, which are also linked by the repetition of mutayaqqiz (12, 19) and resumptions of imagery
like those of to/and rabV in najT and nadan (12, 16).

8 See Buhturf, 1963, p. 2414.
9 On Solomonic legends in the Islamic Middle Ages, see Bargebuhr, 1968, pp. 137f, 225, n. 208.

10 See Qur'an 27/44, also Bargebuhr, 1968, p. 139.

3 Mihyar al-Daylam!

1 For the figure of Zurara and the literary allusion in this line, see Bevan, 1905, vol. I, p. 182,
lines 3.
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2 Ascent and elevation represent the new Wazir's exaltedness and the fame of his tribe in some
other images: see the start of the madih ('a banner of glory was hoisted in Babylon', 39). The
Wazir's generosity is depicted in such terms: his atha.fi (stones for the placement of cooking
pots) are high (72), sandalwood makes his camp-fire flare high (74). His virtuous course is
likened to a tiresome journey in high lands (83), and his tribe ascends the mountain of glory to
follow the untrodden path of high endeavour (86).

3 Other similar thematic developments suggest themselves in the various usages of jalasa,
qa'ada, qdma, and rakiba, as well as talaba, gharaba, qaruba. See also the theme of darkness
and light (71, 78, 112) or the motif of the 'bloodstained hand' (15, 73, also 27).

4 'Abld b. Al-Abras as translated by Lyall, 1913, p. 9.
5 On Sam and Ham as images of colour, see Abu Tammam, 1951, vol. Ill, p. 156, line 34.
6 Ibid., p. 82. See also text I, line 37, as well as Ibn Qutayba, 1949, p. 283.
7 See Labld, Mu'allaqa, line 67, in BustanI, 1966, p. 110. For another comparison of a ship to

ostriches, see 'Askari, 1933, vol. II, p. 138.
8 In the madih of Mutawakkil (see text II), Buhturl explores this universe in its entirety:

ultimately the natural world is made subservient to the Caliph and God.
9 On ishtiydm and nutT, see Frankel, 1886, pp. 221f; also Buhturl, 1963, p. 983, n. 23.

10 For another example of the same use in Mihyar's DTwdn, see Mihyar al-Daylaml, 1925, vol. I,
p. 74.

4 Abu l-'Atahiya
1 See text II, line 2. For another occurrence of bahja in such a context, see Dayf, 1969, p. 401, line

17.
2 See Abu l-'Atahiya, 1969 (the pagination follows Cheikho's edition, Beirut, 1887), p. 207, line

10.
3 Becker, 1924-32, vol. I, pp. 50Iff. For examples in the zuhdiyydt, see Abu l-'Atahiya, 1969, p.

8, lines 8f, p. 76, lines 2f, p. 220, lines 7f.
4 Translated by Ali, n.d., p. 1096.
5 For similar examples, see Abu l-'Atahiya, 1969, p. 156, line 5, p. 197, lines 7f.
6 Translated by Lyall, 1913, p. 18.
7 See Tarafa's Mu'allaqa, in BustanI, 1966, p. 64.
8 On the reproachers, see p. 25.
9 For similar examples, see Labld in BustanI, 1966, p. 120, especially lines 4 and 6; also al-Tal,

ibid., p. 301, especially lines 7f.
10 On the contrast between the reproacher ("ddhila) of the beginning, and the mourning women

(nawd'ih) at the end, cf. lines 4 and 41: attack for insufficiency turns into mourning for lost
perfection. See also the use of mutaraddid in lines 5 and 40 which links beginning and end
lexically and semantically.

11 On the symbolism of the horse in the pre-Islamic qasida, see Stetkevych, 1983, p. 104.
12 See Labld's Mu'allaqa, lines 75f, in BustanI, 1966, pp. 11 If.
13 mu'tabiran bi-man madd mina l-quruni l-khdliya, see Abu l-'Atahiya, 1887, p. 307.
14 On the 'draught of death' see Caskel, 1926, p. 25. See also 'Antara in BustanI, 1966, p. 164, line

1.
15 The only zdd appropriate to the grave being, of course, tuqd, 'piety' (see p. 81).
16 See Labld, Mu'allaqa, line 10, in BustanI, 1966, p. 104. Translation by A. F. L. Beeston

(unpublished). See also the famous beginning of the Mu'allaqa by al-A'sha (QurashI, 1963, p.
119).

5 Ma'am
1 Cf. text V, line 38.
2 Ma'arrI, 1892, vol. I, p. 218, line 2. Both a'war and a'raj are used as epithets of ravens and

crows (see Lane, 1863, p. 1997; Fischer, 1965, p. 134).
3 See Ma'arrI, 1892, vol. II, p. 289, lines 3ff.
4 See RazI, 1973, pp. 20f, 26f.
5 See Wensinck, 1932, ch. 12.
6 Cf. the notion of reason in poetry as discussed by Jurjanl, 1954, ch. 16.
7 Ma'arrfs notion of sidq ('truth') and kadhib ('falsehood') in poetry is reflected in Jurjanfs
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discussion of this topic (Jurjanl, 1954, pp. 249ff). According to the latter, sidq may denote
'items of wisdom, compatible with reason' (p. 250, lines 4-6), a definition which clearly points
to Wisdom poetry, and agrees with the avowed practice of the Luzumiyydt.

8 However, Ma'am's attempt seems to have been anticipated to a degree in rajaz poetry.
Ullmann mentions an urjuza mukhammasa the rhymes of which run through the whole
alphabet (1966, p. 52). Similar comprehensiveness is found in the Muqsura of Ibn Durayd, the
rhyme words of which are said to include most words ending on alifmaqsura (Ibn Durayd,
1961, p. k).

9 Explained by Blruni, 1934: siniina ma'lumatu l-adadi ya'udufiha amrun ma Ha halihi bi-aynihi.
10 See Bustanf, 1966, p. 36. Translation in Arberry, 1957, p. 65.
11 Ullmann, 1981; for the wolf description attributed to Buhturi see Buhturi, 1963, pp. 740ff.
12 Notice the word play: qurs and hadam can mean 'sundisc' and 'heat', as well as 'bread' and

'oven'.
13 See Shanfara, Ldmiyya, line 26 (BustanI, 1966, p. 7). On the companionship between man of

muruwxva and wolf, see also the wolf section in the Mu'allaqa of Imru' al-Qays as well as
Farazdaq's nightly encounter with a wolf (BustanI, 1962, vol. II, p. 129).

14 Najs in the edition may be a misprint. The British Library manuscripts BR Or. 3160 and 5319,
as well as the 1886 Bombay edition agree on nahs. Furthermore, nahs and sa'd are frequently
contrasted (see Ma'arrT, 1892, p. 268, line 10).

15 Labld, Mu'allaqa, line 27, in BustanI, 1966, p. 106. Translation by Beeston (unpublished).
16 For another example of the same theme see Ma'arrl, 1892, vol. I, p. 367, line 3.
17 None more so than the Najdl princess evoked by the name Da'd, whose beauty is celebrated

in the qasida yatima (see BustanI, 1969, vol. Ill, pp. 33Iff).
18 See also the preceding poem in the corpus, Ma'arrl, 1892, vol. I, p. 259, line 8.
19 For similar examples with respect to light imagery, see p. 115.
20 Ma'arrl, 1892, vol. II, p. 282, lines 1-2. I yam and Yam are the names of two tribes (ibid., 2).
21 As Wensinck has shown, the image of the 'dark ocean' is one of the archetypes of Semitic

literature, symbolizing primeval chaos or death (see Wensinck, 1918, pp. 1-5, 40-56).
22 On Uways al-Qaranl, see Hussaini, 1967, pp. 103-13.
23 Al-Hujwlrl relates that Uways will intercede for 'a multitude of my people as many as the

sheep of Rabfa and Mudar' (ibid., p. 109). With its reference to the 'unsuspecting flock' (thulla
fT ghafla), Ma'arrfs line appears like a comment on this tradition.

24 Ma'arrl, 1892, vol. II, p. 169, line 11. The line illustrates a statement on the uncreatedness of
the world (ibid., line 10).

25 For an alternative reading, see the analysis of the nasib, pp. 133.
26 Ma'arrl, 1892, vol. I, p. 9, lines 8f. Jarwal is al-Hutay'a al-'AbsI. For the poem from which the

line is drawn, see Hutay'a, 1958, p. 278. See also Hawl, 1970, p. 31.
27 For other, related examples, see the Mvtallaqa of Zuhayr or the poems of Hatim al-Tal

(BustanI, 1962, vol. I, pp. 299ff).
28 Ma'am, 1892, vol. I, p. 43, For another significant example of the topos, see M utanabbl, 1956,

vol. I, p. 324, line 36.
29 See the final couplet of the Ldmiyya (BustanI, 1962, vol. I, p. 12).
30 Mufaddal, 1963, poem 50, line 9. Shaba and Iram are mountains.
31 Observe the contrasting allusion to Imru' al-Qays's Mu'allaqa, line 62 in BustanI, 1962, p. 36.

There, the virgins of Duwar are an image of the hunter's prey; here they are dawdrin lil-qulubi,
'lying in wait for the hearts'.

32 See Lane 1863, p. 1685: 'sard l-md'afi zahrihi zamdnan, he retained the md"1 (i.e. sperma) in his
back for a long time by abstaining from sexual intercourse'!

33 On this use of mishwdr, see also poem RI, line 13 (Ma'arrl, 1892, vol. I, p. 336).
34 See also bid in line 2 which in other contexts denotes the (white) swords (cf. Badawi, 1978, p.

48).
35 The frequency of the eight hemistich patterns in text I is as follows: A/10; B/26; C 12; D/9; E/3;

F/3; G/10; H/3.

6 Mannerism

1 See Friedrich's comments on a sonnet by G. Pret i : ' . . . was wahrgenommen werden will ist
das varierende Spiel der Antithesen', 1964, p. 552.

2 See the remarks on the sincerity of the panegyric poet on page 27.
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3 The dual in the couplet can also refer to ndbdn in line 6. But such a reading would not affect
the overall meaning.

4 For a survey of these, see Murillo, 1972, pp. 7-24.
5 For this and the following, see Curtius, 1953, pp. 273f.
6 See Heinrichs, 1974, p. 122 and Schoeler, 1974, ch. 3.
7 That this overlap is not due to lack of choice is evident in the Luzumiyydt where Ma'arri

derives twenty-six rhyme words from the qdfiya fiha alone (1892. vol. II, pp. 412f, metre basft).
8 Compare model A, line 28 with text II, line 30; model A, iine 9 with text II, line 18; model B,

lines 15, 16 with text II, lines 26, 27, etc.
9 In the concluding lines of Shanfara's ode, separation (dissociation from society) is

transcended in a similar image (see BustanI, 1966, vol. I, p. 12, lines 4f).
10 Cf. beginning and end (lines 1 and 40).
11 Shawl is pi. of shd'il, 'a she-camel raising her tail', having conceived. The structural axis of the

imagery as well as the alliteration between shawl and shawk bring to the fore another
well-attested meaning of the word: 'scorpion's tail' or 'sting' (see Lane, 1863, p. 1622).

12 watfa, 'to tread', may also mean 'to have sexual intercourse'.
13 On 'collocation' and 'set' as categories of lexis, see D. C. Freeman, ed., 1970, pp. 73ff.
14 These sums are obtained by dividing the number of phonemes by the number of lines.
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